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Namo tassa  Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambuddhassa

Veneration to the Exalted One, the Homage-Worthy,

the Perfectly Self-Enlightened.

The   Buddha   is   an   Arahat  and   He   is  worthy  of  the   highest

veneration.  All  beings  including  devas  and  brahmas  venerate

the  Buddha  because the  Buddha  is the Supreme  One, who  has

extinguished  all  defilements,  who  has  become  perfectly  self-

enlightened  through  the  realization  of  the  Four  Ariya  Truths,

and   who   is   endowed   with   the   six   great   qualities   of  glory,

namely,   Issariya   (supremacy),   Dhamma   (knowledge   of  the

path    to    Nibbana),   Yasa    (fame   and   following),    Siri    (noble

appearance),   Kama   (power  of  accomplishment)  and   Payatta

(diligent  mindfulness).
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Preface

Editorial Preface -

Handbook    Of .Abhidhamma    St.udies    .is    a    set-ies    Of
lectures   given    by   the   late   Venerable   U   STlananda   on   the
subject   of  Abhidhamma,   Actually   the   talks   originated   from
courses      he      offered      to      American.    students      on      the
Abhidhammatthasahgaha.       Thiis       bock,        Handbook       of
Abh/.dhamma  Stud/.es,  is  designed  to  supplement the  study  of
the Abhidhammatthasahgaha .

The Abht.dhamma££f}asahgaha  is  a  small  book that  was
probably written  by an  Indian  monk named Acariya Anuruddha
in   about  the   twelfth   century.   That   small   book   provides   an
introduction to subjects taught in the Abhidhamma texts of the
Tipitaka.   Actually   in   order   to   underst:and   the   Abhidhamma
texts      in      the      Pa!i      Canon,      it      is      essential      that:     the
Abhidhammatthasahgaha be thoroughly mastered.

Burmese  monks  in  particular  first  memorize  this  book
and then  pursue extended studies of it with their teachers, The
late  Venerable   U 'STlananda   followed   this   course   of  training.
The  result was that  he  had  a  thorough  and  precise  knowledge
of  this  small   book,  as  well.as  the  Abhidhamma  texts  in  the
Tipi'taka, the Commentaries, and the Sub-commentaries.

When    Venerable    U    STlananda    came    to    the    Unit:ed
States,  he taught courses  on  the Abht.chammafthasahgaha.  In
these   courses   he   often   gave   detailed   explanations   of  the
subjects  found   in  that  book  for  the  benefit  of  his  students.
These    explanations  "are    very    helpful    as    sometimes. the
information   given   in   the   Abh/.chammafthasahgaha   is   quite
terse and  not easy for the  uninitiated to understand.
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I   began   to   study   this   book   about   one   year   before
Sayadaw  arrived  in  the  United  States.  Therefore,  I  very  much
appreciated  what  a  great  difference  his  explanations  made  in
my  understanding.   It  occurred  to  me  that  it  would   be  very
helpful  for  others  interested  in  this  subject  to  have  access  to
these   lect:ures   in   the   written   form.   Therefore,   I   decided   to
transcribe   these   talks.   The   talks   have   been   as   accurately
transcribed  as  possible.  Sayadaw  was  very  precise,  organized
and   meticulous  in  his  presentation.   It  has  been  my  hope  to
emulate his fine example in these transcriptions.

Nonetheless,  it is  possible that some  mist:akes or errors
have     escaped     notice,     Hopefully    they     are    very     minor.
Abhidhamma     is     a     very    challenging     and     deep     subject,
sometimes  quite  precise  and  subtle.  Whatever  mistakes  are
found  I  apologize  to  the  readers  for  those  and  I  accept  fully
the  demerit  t:hat  comes  from  lack  of skillfulness.  At the  same
time I  hope that much  merit may result from  sharing the great
knowledge that  my teacher had  on  this  important subject with
others.

As  the  transcriber,  I  would  like  to  take  the  opportunity
to  express  my  gratitude  to  all  Dhamma  teachers  as  well  as
friends  for  their  tireless  work  for the  Buddha-Sasana.  First  of
all,  I  wish  to  express  my gratitude  to  many  Dhamma  teachers
who  have  explained  very  patiently,  over  the  course  of  many
years,  many  aspects  of the  Buddha's  teachings.  They  include
the   late   Venerable   Sayadaw   U   STlananda,   Venerable   Beelin
Sayadaw, Venerable  U Jotalankara, Venerable Ashin  U  Osadha,
Venerable  U  Jatila,  Venerable  U  Kosalla,  Venerable  U  Ghosita,
Venerable    U    Garudhamma,    Venerable    U    Kavinda,    Bhante
Gunaratana,    Bhikkhu    U    Nandisena.    Most    especially    I    am
indebted  to  Venerable  Ashin  U  Dhammapiya.  Not  only  has  he
explained    with    precision    and    thoroughness    the    Buddha's
teachings,   he   also   conceived   the   idea   of   publishing   these
series of Abhidhamma  lectures I:o  enable  many more  people to
gain   greater   clarity   of   understanding   of   the   Abhidhamma.
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Sadhu!  Sadhu!  Sadhu!  To all these  meritorious deeds!

Finally  I  wish  to  express  my  gratitude  to  the  people  of
Malaysia   and   Singapore.   I  am   especially  grateful  to   Brother
Chew   How  Ting,   Brother  Lim   Mong   Seng   and   Sister  Pauline
Chong  of  Singapore  and  Malaysia  who  helped  me  edit  these
talks.  Their  patience  and  kindness  have  been  immeasurable.
While  the   late  Venerable  Sayadaw  U  STlananda  visited  there
and  taught  there,  they  were  always  very  supportive  to  him.
Sayadaw's  visits  to  Malaysia  and  Singapore  were  so  brief that
he        could        not        cover        every        cha pter        in        the
Abh/'dhamma[thasahgaha  with  his  students there.  Each  course
he  taught  in  the  United  States  lasted  about  a  year,  Over  the
years  he taught  many courses to  many audiences,  sometimes
primarily to  Burmese Americans,  or to  European Americans, or
to Vietnamese Americans.

•    We    are    fortunate    that    the    Vietnamese    American

community   requested   Venerable   U   STlananda   to   teach   the
course  again   in   1994-1995.  This  was  after  the  most  recent
edition  of  the  Abh+'dhammattf}asahgaha,  edited  by  Venerable
Bhikkhu  Bodhi,  had  been  published.  The  Tu  Quang  Temple  in
San   Francisco  was   kind   enough  to   host  this  series  of  talks
which  were  well  attended  by  devotees  of  both  the Theravada
and  Mahayana traditions.

We  are  grateful  to  Sayadaw  for  his  great  compassion.
We  are  grateful  to  all  the  devotees who  supported  Sayadaw  in
so   many   ways   so   that   he   could   share   so   much   Dhamma
wisdom   with   us,   Now   devotees   in   Malaysia   have   graciously
offered to  publish this series of talks.

May  Dhamma  wisdom  continue  to  grow  and  flourish  in
the world!

\

Sarah  Marks,  USA.
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Editor's Note

As  editor  of this  work,  I  am  aware  that  foreign  words
are  usually  put  in  italics.  However,  it  is  allowable  to  capitalize
words       that       communicate       important       information       or
philosophical     concepts.     Most    of    the     Pa!i     words     in     this
manuscript    are    very    significant    terms    in    the     Buddha's
teachings  and  constitute  a  firm  base  for the  reader to  build  a
correct  understanding  of  Buddhism.  Sayadaw  U  STlananda  has
expertly  defined   most  of  these  words  in   his  presentation.  A
great  many  of these  Pa!i  words  refer to  Paramattha  Dhammas
(ultimate      realities)      which      are      so      essential      for      our
understanding   and   experience  of  the   Dhamma.  Therefore,   I
purposefully  capitalized  these  Pa!i  words  because they  are  key
philosophical  concepts  in  Buddhism.  The.presentation  done  in
I:his   manner  is  t:o   also   encourage  the   reader's   attention.   In
addition  terms  in  English  referring  to  the  Supramundane  and
important doctrines have  been capit:alized out of respect.

Sarah  Marks,  USA.
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Chapter Four

Namo tassa  Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambuddhassa

Chapter Four

Cognitive Process: Thought Process (I)

We     have     studied     three     chapters,     chapters     on
consciousness,   mental   factors   and   miscellaneous   topics   -
feelings,  roots, functions,  doors, ob].ects and  bases.  I  hope you
are familiar with the three chapters.

Now we come to the fourth  chapter.  The fourth  chapter
deals  with  thought  processes.  In  this  chapter the  Manua/ will
describe   different  thought   processes.   And   also   in   the   next
chapter    it    will    deal    with    what    are    called     process-free
consciousness -death,  rebirth,  and  Bhavahga.

When   consciousness   arises,   it   arises   one   at   a   time.
Consciousness  arises  with  mental  factors.  But  when  we  study
consciousness,  we  have  to  st:udy  consciousness  as  a  series  -
not just one consciousness  isolated  with  mental  factors.  But in
reality  there  is  only  one  consciousness  at  a  time.   Note  that
you   will   never   see   different  types   of  consciousness   arising
simultaneously,  for example,  all  17  moments  of consciousness
in  a  thought  process  arising  toget:her.  There  is  only  one  Citta
at each  moment:,  one  moment of consciousness at a  time,  but
we  have  to  study  it  as  a  series,  as  a  whole.  In  actuality there
are  no  17 thought moments arising  at the same time, only one
moment of consciousness arises at a time.

When  we study the  arising  of consciousness  or thought
processes,  we  have  to  apply  our  knowledge  of  the  previous

1
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Chapter Four

chapters.  We  will  have  to  describe  or we  will  say  which  types
of consciousness  are  represented  by  each  moment,  and  then
what  feelings  accompany  them,  how  many  roots  they  have,
what  functions  they  do,  through  what  doors  they  arise,  what
objects they take, and what bases they depend  upon.  We have
to  explain  all  these.  That  is  why  it  is  important  that  you  are
familiar with the three previous chapters.

VFthi

A   thought   process   is   called   Vlthi   in   Pali,   This   fourt:h
chapter  is  called  ``VTthi-sahgahavibhaga".  `VTt:hi'  ineans  a  road,
a  street,  a  line,  a  series.  Here  it  means  a  series  of,  a  line  of
Cittas,  a  line of moments  of.consciousness.

When   we  study  thought  processes,   we   have  to  give
names to  these  thought  processes.  We  can  give  names  in  two
ways.  One  way  is  by the  door they arise  through,  so  eye-door
thought  process,  ear-door thought  process  and  so  on.  Also  we
can  name them  by the  consciousness that  is  important  in  that
thought   process.    For   example,   we   say   eye-consciousness
thought   process,   ear-consciousness   thought   process,   nose-
consciousness  thought  process  and  so  on.  By  way  of doors  or
by  way  of consciousness  we  can  give  names  to  these  thought
processes.

Since there are six doors, there are six kinds of thought
processes   -   eye-door   thought   process,   ear-door   thought
process   and   so   on.   There   are   six   kinds   of   consciousness
(Vififiana).  In  that  case  there  are  eye-consciousness  thought
process,  ear-consciousness  thought  process,  and  so  on,  and
mind-consciousness   thought   process.   Mind-consciousness   or
Mano-vififiapa      means      all      Cittas      other     I:han      the      ten
(Dvipaficavififiapa),  those  other  than   eye,   ear,   nose,  tongue
and  body-consciousness.

2
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When  we  study  the  thought   processes,  we  come  to
understand   the   lawful   order   of   consciousness   or   the   fixed
order  of consciousness.  That  means  one  consciousness  arises
and  it  is  followed  by  another type  of  consciousness,  and  it  is
followed  by  another  type  of  consciousness,  and  then  another
type  of  consciousness  and   so  on.  They  arise  and   disappear
according  to  that  order.  There  is  no  agent  or  no  one  giving
order to  the  Cittas;  they just  arise  and  each  consciousness  is
followed  by  another  type  of  consciousness  and  then  another
type  of  consciousness  and   so   on.  They  arise  and   disappear
according  to  that  order.  There  is  no  agent  or  no  one  giving
order  to   the   Cittas;   they  just   arise   doing   their   respective
functions.

In  the  CMA there  are  given  conditions  for each  type  of
thought   process.   There   are   conditions   for   arising   of   eye-
consciousness,  ear-Consciousness  and  So  On   (see  CMA,  Iv,  Guide  to
§4,  p.151-152).

For    an     eye-door    process    to    arise    or.   for    eye-
consciousness  to  arise  there  are  four  conditions.   I  I:hink  you
are   familiar  with   these   four  conditions.   The   four  conditions
necessary for eye-consciousness to  arise,  that is,  for eye-door
process  to  arise,  are  eye-sensitivity,  visible  object,  and  then
light,  and  then  attention.   We  need  these  four  conditions  for
the  eye-consciousness  to   arise.   We   must  have  the  eyes  or
actually   the   sensitive   parts   in   the   eyes   or   eye-sensitivity.
There  must be  something  to  be seen,  visible  ob].ect;  if there  is
nothing   to   be  seen,   there   will   be   no   seeing   consciousness.
Then  we  need  light,  If this  room  is  dark,  then  we  will  not  see
anything.   Finally   there   is   attention.   It   is   called   Manasikara
here.  Actually attention  here is Ava].I.ana  -Paficadvaravajjana.

Similarly  for  ear-door  or  ear-consciousness  there  are
four  conditions.   Instead  of  eye-sensitivity  here  there  is  ear-

3
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Chapter Four

sensitivity.  Then  there  is  sound,  space  and  attention.  So  when
there  is  no  sound,  we  do  not  hear.  When  there  is  no  space,
when  our ear  is  closed,  we  do  not  hear.  And  when  there  is  no
attention, we do  not hear.

For  nose-door  process  there  is  nose-sensitivity,  smell,
air-element  and  attention.  If we  stay  above  the  air,  above the
wind,  we  don't get the smell,  Only when  we  are downwind,  do
we get the smell  because there is air-element.

For  tongue-door   process   or  tongue-consciousness   t:o
arise   we   need   tongue-sensitivity,   taste,   and   then   wat:er-
element and attention.

For     body-consciousness     we     need     body-sensitivity,
tangible object] and then earth-element and  attention.

For the  mind-door thought process only three are given
here.  Actually there  are  four.  He  may  have  not found  it  in  the
Atthasa//.r}7.  So  there  are four conditions  for  mind-door thought
process   also   -   heart-base,   mental   object,   Bhavahga   and
attention.     Attention     is     missing     here.     Those     types     of
consciousness  arising  through  the  mind-door  must  have  the
heart as  a  base  in  Kamavacara  and  Rtipavacara  realms,  There
must  be  Dhamma  ob]'ects,  There  are  six  kinds  of  Dhamma
objects.  Then  there  must  be  Bhavahga  or  the  mind  because
the  mind-door  thought  process  arises  from   Bhavahga.  There
must  be  attention,  here  it  is  Manodvaravaj].ana.  So  we  need
these  conditions  for  seeing,   hearing  and  so  on  -  for  these
thought processes to arise.

1     Tangible object means combination of t:hree essent:ial  elements -earth-element, fire-
element, and air-element.

4
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Chapter Four

Six Kinds of Objects
The  obj.ects  are  divided   into   how   many  kinds?  There

are six  kinds  of objects.  I  do  not mean  visible  objects,  audible
objects  and  so  on.  Here  the  presentation  of objects  is  sixfold
or of six kinds.  And they are what? They are:

•      very great objects (Atimahanta),

•      great objects  (Mahanta),

•      slight objects  (Paritta),

•      very slight ob]-ects  (Atiparitta).

Those are for five-sense-door thought process.

For mind-door thought process there are:
•      clear ob].ects  (Vibhtita),  and

•      obscure or not clear objects (Ativibhdta).

Altogether there  are  six  kinds  of objects  or six  kinds  of
Presentation  of objects  (see CMA, Iv, §5, p.153).

Here  `great'  does  not  mean  that  it  is  great  in  size  or
that  it is  gross.  It  means the force  of impact on  consciousness
is  great or we  can  call  it a  strong  ob].ect.  It  may  be  small,  but
it  has  force   so  that  it  can   strike  the   mind   and   last  for   17
thought moments.  Such  an  ob].ect is called  a very great object.

The  object  whose  force   is   not  so   much   as  the  very
great object is called the great ob]-ect.  Very great objects  need
only   one   past   Bhavahga.   After   one   past   Bhavahga   it   can
vibrate  the  Bhavahga.  The  great  object  needs  two  or  three
past Bhavahgas.  Slight and very slight objects need  even  more
past    Bhavahgas    (4-15)    before    vibration    occurs.    Intensity
varies.  Therefore,  the thought  processes  also  are  different for
these kinds of objects.
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"(It  is)  not  the  size  of  the  ob]-ect,  but  t:he  number  of

process   cittas   (vithicitta)   that   arise   from   the   moment   the
object  enters  the  avenue  of the  sense  door  until  the  moment
the  presentation  of the  object  to  consciousness  ceases."  (CMA,
IV,  Guide to  §5,  p.153)

That  means  when  we  study  the  first  thought  process,
we  will  see  that there  are  17  thought  moments.  Visible  object
strikes  at t:he  mind  and  then  there  is  only  one  past  Bhavahga.
Then  the  visible  object  ceases  with  the  17th  thought  moment.
Such an  object is called a very great object.

Now  we  have  to  understand  two  things  here  -  VTt:hi
Citta   and   VTthimutta   Citta,   process   Citta   and   process-free
Citta.   Bhavahgas   are   called   process-free   Cittas.   The   other
types  of consciousness  in  a  process  are  called  process  Cittas,
VTthi  Cittas.  In  this  chapter we  are  going  to  study Vlthi  Cittas.
But  when  we  study  process  Cittas,  we  cannot  study  process
Cittas  alone.  We  have  to  have  the  Bhavahgas  preceding  and
following   each  thought  process.   Bhavahgas  are   like  a   buffer
zone between  different thought processes,  No thought process
is  immediately  followed  by  another  thought  process.  At  least:
there    must    be    some    moments    of   Bhavahga    intervening
between the thought processes.

Life Span of Rdpa and Nana
First,  before  we  study  the  thought  process  proper,  we

must  understand  the  life  span  of Rdpa  and  Nama,  life  span  of
matter and  life  span  of mind  or  life  span  of Citta.  Life  span  of
Rtipa  is said to  be  17 times  longer than  the  life  span  of a  Citta.
Life  span  of a  Citta  is  here  called  a  moment,  a  consciousness
moment  or  a  thought  moment.  That  thought  moment  is  said
to  be very, very brief.  In  a  moment you snap your fingers or in
a   moment  you   blink.   In  those  sorts  of  moments  billions  of
thought  moments  may a.rise  it is said.  So you  understand  how
brief,  how short: one thought moment is.
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As  though  it  were  not  enough,  each  thought  moment
consists of three sub-moments. These three sub-moments  are
ca I led :

•      the first is called  arising  (Uppada),

•      the second  is called  presence  (Thiti),  and

•      the third  is called  death  ordecease  (Bhahga).

There  are  t:hese  three  sub-moments:  arising,  presen`ce
and    disappearing    or   dissolution    or   death.    What    we    call
existence  is  ]'ust  these  three  sub-moment:s,  arising,  presence
and  dissolution.

Matter  lasts  17  times  longer  than  Citta.  So  for  matter
there   are    how    many   sub-moments?   There   are    51    sub-
moments,  Life  of  matter  is  51  sub-moments.  Matter  also  has
arising,  presence and  dissolution.  Arising  of matter is the same
as  arising  of  consciousness,  The  dissolution  of  matter  is  also
the same as the dissolution  of consciousness.  But t:he presence
of  mat:ter   is   much   longer  than   the   presence   of  Cit:ta.   How
many  sub-moments  for  the   presence   of  matter  are  there?
There  are  49  sub-moments.  So  for  matter arising  is  the  same
as  arising   moment  of  Cit:ta  and   dissolution   of  matter  is  the
same  as  dissolution   of  Citta.   But  the  presence  of  matter  is
equal to 49  sub-moments because  matter lasts for 17 thought
moments..  The   first   point   is   arising   and   the   last   point   is
dissolution.  In  between  there  are  49  sub-moments,  These  49
sub-moments  are  said  to  be t:he  p.resence  phase  of matter.  So
there     are     three     sub-moments     for    every     moment    of
consciousness.

There  were  teachers  who  thought there  were  only  two
sub-moments,  not three,  They thought there were just arising
and   disappearing.   Many   t:eachers   did   not   agree   with   those
teachers.  The  common   opinion   is  t:hat  there  are  three  sub-
moments for each  moment of consciousness.
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Eye-door Thought Process
Now  let  us  study  the  thought  process.  The  diagram  is

for the  eye-door thought  Process  (see CMA, Iv, Table 4.1, p.155).  That
means when you  see something this thought process will  arise
in  your  mind,  There  is  t:he  present  visible  ob].ect,  the  visible
object which  is  present.  It will  last for 17 thought moments.

There  are  what  are  called   Bhavahga  consciousnesses.
You   know  what  Bhavahga  consciousness  is,   right?   Bhavahga
consciousness   is   one   of   19   Vipaka   Cittas,   all   of  which   are
resultant     consciousness.     It     is     the     same     as     relinking
consciousness      (Patisandhi      Citta).      The      same      type      of
consciousness   which   arises   after   relinking   consciousness   is
called   Bhavahga.   Bhavahga   consciousness  arises   all   through
our   lives   when   there   is   no   prominent   object   or   no   special
object. There  is this  Bhavahga  flowing  with  rapid force.

When  a  visible  object  comes  into  the  avenue  of  the
eye,  so  when  a  visible  object  presents  itself to  our  eyes,  this
visible  object  is  said  to  impinge  upon  our  eye  as  well  as  upon
the  Bhavahga.  What  door  is  Bhavahga?  It  is  mind-door.  When
a  visible  object strikes at the  eye,  at the  same time,  it strikes
at the  Bhavahga  also.  So  it strikes  at the  Bhavahga.  When  the
Bhavahga  is  struck  by  the  object,  then  the  striking  occurs  at
one  moment.  That  one  moment  is  called  the  past  moment.
That means one moment passes before the Bhavahga vibrates.
That  is  actually  the  first  impact  of  the  object  on  the  sense-
organ    here   on   the   eye   and   also   on   the   Bhavahga.    One
Bhavahga  passes.

After  that   one   moment   there   are   two   moments   of
Bhavahga,    These    t:wo    moments    of    Bhavahga    are    called
vibrating  Bhavahga.  They are shaking.  Between these two, the
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first one  is  called  vibrating  Bhavahga  or Calana  Bhavahga.  The
second    one    is    called     Upaccheda     Bhavahga    or    arrested
Bhavahga  or cut off Bhavahga. Actually these two are vibrating
Bhavahgas,    but    since    with    the    second    one    the    flow    of
Bhavahga  stops,  the  second  one  is  called  arrested  Bhavahga
(Upaccheda    Bhavahga).    When    the    object    strikes    at    the
Bhavahga  and  at  the  eye,  Bhavahga  cannot  stop  abruptly.  It
has  to  go  one  or  two  moments,  one  or  two  times  before  it
st:ops.  With this object -  let us say,  it is a very great object -
we  need  one  past  Bhavahga  and  two  vibrating  Bhavahgas.  So
the  third  Bhavahga  in  the  series  is  called  Upaccheda  Bhavahga
or arrested  Bhavahga.  The  flow  of Bhavahga  will  stop  with  the
dissolut:ion  of Upaccheda  Bhavahga.

Immediately     after     the     dissolution     of     Upaccheda
Bhavahga,             five-sense-door-adverting             will             arise,
PaFicadvarava].jana.  You   are  familiar  with   Paficadvarava]-jana.
It   is   called   Paficadvaravaj].ana   because   it   arises   in   all   five
doors.  Here  it  is  in  eye-door,  but  it  will  also  arise  in  ear-door
and    so   on.    `Pafica'   means   five.   `Dvara'   means   door,    So
Paficadvaravajja na            means           five-sense-door-adverting.
`Avajjana' is  called  adverting.  There  are  two  meanings  for this

word  `Ava].].ana'.  The  first  meaning  is  to  pay  attention  to  the
object  presented  to  the  mind.   It  also  t:urns  the  mind  to  the
object  and  from  this  moment  on  a  new  set  of  consciousness
arises,  that  is  act:ive  consciousness.  The  first  three  moments
are  Bhavahga,  so  they  are  inactive  types  of consciousness.  At
the  arising  of  Paficadvaravajjana  the  quality  of  consciousness
changes.  It  is  a  turning  point from  inactive  to  active.  Also  it  is
the point where  mind turns to the object which  is presented.  It
is the  point where  mind  takes  note  of the  object or mind  pays
attent:ion  to the  object:,  That is  why  it  is  called  Avajjana.  There
it is through the eye-door.  For others it may be ear-door,  nose-
door   and    so    on.    Therefore,    this    consciousness    is    called
Paficadvarava].jana,

We    will    have    another    one,    a    second    one    called
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Manod`varavajjana    when    we    come    to    mind-door   thought
process.    But  ,in   the   five-sense-door   thought   process   mind
turns toward the ob].ect with the arising of Paficadvaravajjana.

After       Paficadvaravajjana,       after      this       type       of
consciousness  which   pays   attention  to  the  object,  the   next
moment   in   this    example    is   seeing    consciousness,    in    Pa!i
Cakkhu-viFifiana.  Cakkhu-vififiana  arises.  Cakkhu-viFifiana  sees
the  visible  ob]-ect.

After    seeing    the    object,    there    is    Sampaticchana,
receiving  moment,  receiving  consciousness.

After  Sampaticchana,  receiving  consciousness,  there  is
SantTrapa,  investigating  consciousness.

After   investigating   there   is   Votthabbana,   determining
the    object.    There    is    some    probleni.   with    SantTraria    and
Votthabbana  for  me  at  least.  How  does  it  investigate  and  how
dogs  it  det:ermine?  I  am  not sure.  In  Pali  books  I  do  not find  it
clearly explained.  Some  Burmese  books. say that it determines
what  the  object  is,  for  example,  that  it  is  a  visible  object.  In
other books it: says that it determines whether it is desirable or
undesirable or whether it is to  be  liked  or to  be disliked.

After  determining   how   many.  moments  follow?  There
are  seven   moments  of  Javana.  It  is  said  that  under  normal
conditions    Javanas    always    arise    seven    times,    for    seven
thought  moments.  There  are  some  special  cases  where  they
may arise six times,  five times,  four times,  three times,  twice
or I.ust  once.  Normally  Javanas  run  for  seven  moments.  This
word  `Javana'  is  very  difficult  to  translate.   I  don't  think  the
translation,  the  word  `impulsion',   will   help   us  much.   When   I
say   the   word   `impulsion',   people   don't   understand.   I   don't
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understand  either. `Javana' means swift or swift running.  It has
force,  so  I  interpret  it  as  full  experience  of  the  ob].ect.  Only
during   these   seven   thought   moments   is   the   ob].ect   fully
experienced.  Since  it  is fully  experienced,  it  is  either  Kusala  or
Akusala  or  Kiriya.

There  is one  phrase  in the CMA we should  discuss,
"Following this,  any one of the 29 sense sphere javanas

which  has  gained  the  right  conditions  runs  its  course ,... "  (CMA,
IV,  §6,  p.154)

Now   ``which   has   gained  -the   right   conditions"   is   not
explained   in  this  CMA,  that  is,   in   Bhikkhu   Bodhi's  book.   It  is
important.   ``Which   has   gained   the   right   conditions"  -   that
means   according   to   these   conditions   the   Javanas   will    be
Kusala  or Akusala  or Kiriya.  The  key to Javana  being  Kusala  or
Akusala     is     Yoniso-manasikara     or     its     opposite     Ayoniso-
manasikara. Yoniso-manasikara  is translated  as wise attention,
so   right  attitude  towards  things  or  right  attention.   Ayoniso-
manasikara   means  unwise  att:ention,  wrong  attitude  towards
things.  If  you  have  right  attitude  towards  things,  if  you  have`
right  attention,  t:hen  your  Javana  will  be  Kusala.  If  you`  hav-a
unwise  attention,  the  Javana  will   be  Akusala.  The  quality  of
the   Javanas   whether  they   should   be   Kusala   or  Akusala   is
determined  by your attention, that: is,  wise attention  or unwise
att:ent:ion.   When   there   is  wise   att:ention,   the  Javana   will   be
Kusala.   When  there  is  unwise  attention,  t:he  Javanas  will   be
Akusala. That wise attention  can  be here  Paficadvaravajjana or
it   may   be   Votthabbana   also,   determining.    So   if   we   take
Votthabbana  to  be  determining just `this  is  an  object',  t:hen  the
quality  of the  Javanas  is  influenced  by  Paficadvarava].jana.  But
if  we  take  Votthabbana  to  be  determining  `this  is  to  be  liked,
this  is  to  be  disliked',  then  we  can  say  that  Votthabbana  also4
determines the quality of Javanas.

Seven  ,thought   moments   run,   and   then   after   these
seven  there  are  two  moments  of  registering.  Tadarammafia  is
a  Pa!i  word.  `Tad'  means  that.  `Arammana'  means  object.  So
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Tadarammana  means  having  that  object.  That  means  having
that  ob].ect  taken  by  the  Javanas.  So  the  two  Tadarammarla
Cittas  take  the  same  object  that  was  taken  by  seven  Javana
moments,  They  are   compared   to  water  following   the   boat.
When  you  row the  boat,  a  little  water follows the  boat.  In  the
same   way,   these   two   moments   are   t:he   followers   of   the
Javanas. They are also compared to after-taste,

After  two  Tadarammana  moment:s  disappear,  the  mind
lapses  into  Bhavahga  again.  So  in  this thought process the first
Citta  is  Bhavahga  and  the  last  Citta  is  Tadarammapa  followed
by  Bhavahga,  That  means  before  the  first  Bhavahga  moment
in the thought process there can  be  many Bhavahga  moments.
After    the    last    Cit:ta    there    is    Bhavahga.    After    the    last
Tadarammar]a  moment  in  the  thought  process  there  can  also
be  many Bhavahga  moments.  So there can  be  many  Bhavahga
moments before and after this thought process,

A  thought  process  that  takes  one  of  the  five  sensory
ob].ects  (sight,  sound,  smell,  taste,  touch)  last:s for  17  thought
moments.   If  it  js  a   visible   ob]'ect,   for  example,   that  visible
ob]-ect arises  at the  same  moment as t:he  past  Bhavahga.  That
visible   object   dissolves   or   disappears   with   the    last   sub-
moment of the second  registering  Citt:a  in I:he thought process.
The visible object disappears and the thought process finishes.
(see CMA, Iv, Table 4.1,  p.155)  Then  other  types  of thought  Processes
follow.

Now   if  you   remember  the   third   chapter   section   on
objects,   Bhavahgas  take   Kamma,  sign  of  Kamma   or  sign  of
destiny  as  ob].ect.  The  first three  moments  -  past  Bhavahga,
vibrating  Bhavahga  and  arrested  Bhavahga` -  these  three  do
not  take  the  present  visible  object.  These  three  take  Kamma
or  Kamma-nimitta  or  Gati-nimitta.  Although  t:here  is  a  visible
object,  they  do  not  take  the  visible  object  as  object  because
Bhavahga  moments always take  Kamma, or sign  of Kamma,  or
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sign  of destiny as ob].ect, These three  do  not take the  present
visible object.

Beginning    with    Paficadvaravajjana,    Cakkhu-vififiana,
Sampaticchana,       SantTrapa,       Votthabbana,       Javana        and
Tadarammana  -all  of these  types..of  Cittas  take,the  present
visible   object   as   object.   The   Bhavahga   which   follows   again
takes  Kamma,  or the sign  of Kamma,  or the sign  of destiny as
Object.

Do   you   remember  the   simile   of  the   mango?  A   marl
sleeps  under  a  mango  tree.  The  mango  falls  grazing  his  nose.
He  turns  toward  the  mango.  He  looks  at  it.  He  picks  it  up.  He
investigates  it.  He  smells  it  and  decides  that  it  is  good.  Then
he  eats  it.  Finally  he  swallows  some  remnants  of the  mango.
Then  he  goes  to  sleep  again.  That  is  a  very  good  example  for
the  thought  process.  I  will  not  repeat  that  since  I  told  you  in
the first chapter.

Now  we  will  have  to  apply  our  knowledge  of  the  first
and the third chapters to thought process.

This  is  eye-door  thought  process  or  eye-consciousness
thought process or seeing thought process.

Object Taken
This seeing thought process takes  present visible ob]-ect

as  ob]'ect.  It runs for  17 thought moments.  The  present visible
ob]-ect is a very great kind  of object.
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Cittas Represented
The  first  three  Cittas  in  the  thought  process  (see CMA, IV,

Table 4.1, p.155)  are  represented  by  what types  of consciousness?
They  are  represented  by  Bhavahga  Cittas.  Do  you  remember
how   many  Cittas   have:the  function   of  Patisandhi,   Bhavahga
and  Cuti?  19  Cittas  have  the functions  of Patisandhi,  Bhavahga
and   Cuti.    But   can   we   have   all    19   here?   Can    immaterial
Brahmas  see?  They  do  not  have  eyes.  Therefore,  we  have  to
laave  the  four  Artipavacara  Vipakas  out.   So,  the  first  three
Cittas  in  the  thought  process  are  represented  by  ot:her  types
of consciousness.  What are those? They are the two  Sant:Traria
associated  with  Upekkha,  eight  Kamavacara  Sahetuka  Vipakas
and    five    Rdpavacara    Vipakas.     So    we    must    apply    our
knowledge of previous chapters to this thought process.

The      fourth      Citta      in      the      thought      process      is
Paficadvaravaj].ana.  The  fift:h   Citta   in   the  thought  process   is
Cakkhu-vififiar]a.  If the  visual  ob].ect  is  desirable,  then  it  is the
result  of  Kusala  as  is  the  eye-consciousness  which  takes  that
object.  If  it  is  an   undesirable  object,  then  it  is  the  result  of
Akusala.  If the  object is something  that you  don't want to see,
then   the  seeing   consciousness   is  Akusala-vipaka.   If  it  is   an
object  you  want  to  see,  trien  seeing  consciousness  is  Kusala-
vipaka.

Sampaticchana  is the sixth  Citta  in the thought process.
If it  is  desirable,  it  will  be  Kusala-vipaka.  If it  is  undesirable,  it
will  be Akusala-vipaka.

Sant:Trana   is   the   same.   Here   there   is   differentiation
between  very desirable and  average desirable.  If the  object  is
very   desirable,   it   must   be   Kusala-vipaka   accompanied   by
Somanassa.  If it  is just  ordinary  desirable,  it  must  be  Kusala-
vipaka  accompanied  by  indifferent  feeling,  If  it  is  undesirable,
then the  result of Akusala  will  arise.
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The  eighth  Citta  in  the thought  process  is Votthabbana.
What     is     Votthabbana?      Which      consciousness     i.s      called
Votthabbana,    ..determining?      Manodvarava].jana      does      the
function  of determining.  Ma-nodvaravajjana  has  two  functions,
Votthabbana  and  Avajjana.  W.hen  it  arises  in  five-sense-door
thought     processes,      it     has     the     Votthabbana     function,
determining  function.  When  it  arises  in  the  mind-door thought
processes,  it has the Avaj].ana function, adverting function.

Javanas  -  I  don't  have  to  tell  you  how  many Javanas
are presented  because the Mar}ua/ says how many?   There are
29   sense-sphere   Javanas.   please   tell   me   those   29   sense-
sphere  Javanas.  There  are  twelve  Akusala,  eight  Kamavacara
Kusala,      eight      Kamavacara      Sahetuka      Kiriya      and      one
Hasituppada.  One  of  those  29  types  of  consciousness  will  be
represented  by  the  seven  moment:s  of Javana,  The  quality  of
the  Javanas  will   be   determined   by  whether  you   have  wise
attention  or  unwise  attention,  or  if  you  are  an  Arahant,  the
Javanas will  be  Kiriya.  There are three conditions:

•      unwise attention  -Akusala Javana,

•      wise attention  -Kusala Javana, and
'i"`:.      if you  are an Arahant -Kiriya Javana.

Then  there  are  two  Tadarammar]as.   How  many  Cittas
have  the ,,.,, function   of  Tadarammana?   Eleven   Cittas   have  the
function  of  Tadarammaria.   Please  tell  me  which  eleven.  They
are the three SantTrana  Cittas and  eight Kamavacara  Sahetuka
Vipaka.   One   of  these   eleven   Cittas   will   be   represented   by
Tadarammana  moments.

Functionsof cittas     .  ``

Now   let   us   look  at  the   functions.   Functions   are   not
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difficult.    The    first   three    moments    in    the    five-sense-door
thought  process  have  what. function?  You  have  to  remember
how   many   functions.   There   are   14   functions.   These   three
Cittas  have what function? They have  Bhavahga  function. Then
Paficadvaravaj].ana  has what function? Avaj].ana  is  its  function.
Cakkhu-vififiana   has   what   function?   It   has   the   function   of
seeing.  Sampaticchana  has  what function?  It  has  the  function
of  accepting  or  receiving.  SantTraria  has  what  function?  It  has
the  function  of  investigating.  Votthabbana  has  what  function?
Determining   is  the  function   of  Votthabbana.  The   next  seven
Cittas  have what function? They haJ.e Javana function. The last
two  have  what  function?  Tadarammana  is  the  function  of the
last two Cittas.

DOor

Through  what  door  does  this  thought  process  arise?  It
arises   through   eye-door.   That   is   why   it   is   called   eye-door
thought  process.  All  these  types  of  consciousness  beginning
with  Paficadvaravaj].ana  arise through the eye-door,

Bases
Bases  -  what  is  the  base  for  the  Bhavahgas?  Heart-

base   is   the   base   for   Bhavahga   Cittas   in   Kamavacara   and
Rdpavacara  realms.  Paficadvaravaj]-ana  has  what  base?  It  has
heart-base.  Cakkhu-vififiaT]a  has  what  base?  It  has  eye-base,
Sampaticchana   has  what  base?  It  has  heart-base,   SantTraT]a
has what base? It has heart-base. Votthabbana  has what base?
It  has  heart-base.  The  Javanas  hav€  what  base?  They  have
heart:-base.  Tadarammana  have  what  base?  They  have  heart-
base.  We can go  into  more detail,  but I will  not do so  now as it
will  be  confusing.  Which  eye-sensitivity  and  which  heart-base
do they depend on -there is difference of opinion about these
things.   I  will   not  say  anything  about  it  here.  After  th.e  sixth
chapter we  may come  back here.  The  bases we already know.
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There is heart-base and then  eye-base and the  remaining  ones
are   dependent   on   heart-base.    So   we   have   to   apply   our
knowledge  of the  first  chapter  and  the  third  chapter  to  I:hese
thought  processes,  They  are  not  all.  We  have  to  find  out:  in
what  type  of  individuals  they  arise  and  in  what  realms  they
arise.  We will  study that later.

Now  you   know  the  eye-door  process  that  takes  the
present visible object as object,  Here the  present visible object
is   a   very   great   object.   The   object   lasts   for   17   thought
moments   coinciding   with    17   thoughts   beginning   with   past
Bhavahga and so on.

Vithi Citta and Vi'thimutta Citta
We    have   to   differentiate    between   VTthi    Cittas   and

VTthimut:ta  Cittas.  How  many Vlthi  Cittas  and  VTthimutta  Cittas
are there? VTthimutta  means free from VTthi, free from thought
process,  not  included  in  the  thought  process  proper.  The  first
three    moments    in    the    thought    process    are    Vlthimutta
(process-free)  because they  don't  arise  through  any  door.  The
rest   are   called   VTthi   Cittas,   process   Cittas.   And   then   the
Bhavahga  following  the   17th  thought  moment  in  the  thought
process  and  however  many  more  Bhavahgas  are  process-free
or  VTthi-free  Cittas.   How   many  VTthi   Cittas  are  there   in   I:his
thought  process?  There  are  14  VTthi  Citt:as  -  that  means  14
arisings   of  VTthi   Cittas,   How   many  types   of  VTthi   Cittas   are
there?  Paficadvaravajjana  is  one type;  seeing  consciousness  is
one  type;  Sampaticchana  is  one  type;  SantTraT]a  is  one  type;
Votthabbana  is one type;  Javana  is one type and Tadarammana
is  one  type.  There  are  seven  kinds  of  VTthi  Cittas.   But  if  we
count individual  arisings of Vlthi  Cittas we  get  14. There are  14
VTthi  Cittas and  seven  kinds of Cittas.
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Other Processes
If the  object  is  present  audible  object,  we just  have  to

subst:itut:e  Sota-vififiana  for Cakkhu-vififiana.  The  others are all
the  same.  In  that  case  we  will  have  past. Bhavahga,  vibrating
Bhavahga,  arrested  Bhavahga,  five-sense-door-adverting,  and
I:hen   Sota-vififiaria   (ear-consciousness),   and   the   rest   is   the
Same.

When  you  smell  something,  the  same  Cittas  will  arise
except  with  nose-consciousness.  When  you  taste  something,
the      same     thought     process     will      arise     with      tongue-
consciousness.  When  you  touch  som'e.thing,  the  same  thought
process`will  arise  with  body-consciousness.  We  get  five  kinds
of thought processes here.  .

If we take all  types of consciousness that arise  in  these
processes,    five-sense-door   thought    processes,    how    many
types of consciousness will  we get? We will get 54  Kamavacara
types  of  consciousness.   It  is  stated  in  the  CMA  I  believe  on
page  162.

"There   are   seven   modes   and   14   different  st:ates   of
consciousness   in   the   cognitive   process.   In   detail   there   are
accordingly  54  in  the  five  doors."  (CMA, Iv, §ii, p.162)

That 54  is I:he  54 types of KamEivacara  consciousness.

This thought process  shows  us there  is  no  person  or no
individual   behind   these   arisings   of  thought   moments.   Each
thought   moment  does   its   own   function.   When   one  thought
moment arises  and  does  its  function  and  disappears,  then  the
next  I:hought   moment  arises.   Then   it  does   its  function   and
disappears  and  another  thought  moment  arises  or  follows  it.
There   is   an   order   in   this   thought   process.    For   example,
Sampaticchana  or  receiving  always  follows  eye-consciousness.
Similarly  SantTrapa   always  follows  Sampaticchana  and   so  on.
This   is  the  fixed   order  of  consciousness.   In  this   process  of
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consciousness  we  do  not find  any  doer or  anybody  or  anyone
who   gives  orders:   "You   be  Sampaticchana,  you   be   Cakkhu-
vififiaria, you  be SantTrana" and  so on.

So  the  Cittas  arise  and  disappear on  their  own  accord.
One thought  moment  arises  and  disappears  and  then  another
thought     moment     follows.     When     one     thought     moment
disappears,   it   becomes   the   condition   for   the   next   thought
moment  to  arise.  If  it  does  not  disappear,  the  next  thought
moment cannot arise.  There  is  much  more  to  understand  with
regard  to  this  thought  process,  that  is,  if  we  know  Patthana.
We    can    apply    Patthana    conditions    here,    aft:er   the    eighth
chapter  we  may  want  to  try  our  knowledge  of  Patthana  with
the thought processes, but not now,

So   what  seems  to   be   a   very  simple   experience   like
seeing   something   is  actually  a  very  complex  experience.   In
that  `simple  experience'  there  are   17  thought  moments,   an
object,  their  bases,  their functions.  We  left  out the  Cetasikas,
You    can    put   in    the    Cet:asikas    if   you    want   to.    You    may
determine   how   many   Cet:asikas   are   with   Bhavahga   or   how
many Cetasikas  are  with  Paficadvaravajjana,  or how  many are
with  seeing  consciousness  and  so  on.  So  when  we  understand
Abhidhamma,  we  understand   in  very  great  detail  .about  our
experience.   A  seemingly  very  simple  experience   becomes  a
very  complex  one.  Actually  only  the  mind  of the  Buddha  can
discover    all    these    intricacies     between    different    thought
moments and  also  how they are  related to the object and their
relation  to the  bases,  and their relation to  each  other -  I:o the
preceding   ones  and  the  succeeding   ones  and   so  on.   If  you
understand   the   Abhidhamma,   you   know   a   lot   about   your
experiences.

Today   we   studied   five   kinds   of   thou`ght   processes.
Those  five  kinds  of thought  processes  take  very  great  object
as object.
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This  thought  process  has  17  thought  moments  and  the
present visible  object.  This  present visible  object  is  very  great
object.  That  means  it  strikes  the  eye  and  mind,  and  there  is
only one  moment of past  Bhavahga.  After one  past  Bhavahga,
the  Bhavahga vibrates.

Mahanta Object
But there are objects that are not as strong  as the very

great object. They are called  great objects. These ob].ects need
not ].ust one  past  Bhavahga,  but two  or three  past  Bhavahgas.
When  they  strike  at  the  eye  and  the  mind,  it  takes  two  or
three past Bhavahgas before the Bhavahga vibrates.  So for the
great object there  can  be  two  types  of thought  processes.  Do
you  know  how  t:o  do  the  thought  process  with  great  object?
With  great  object you  need  two  past  Bhavahgas  or three  past
Bhavahgas.  So  there  are  two  kinds  of thought  processes  that
take  great object.  In  the first case there will  be  past  Bhavahga
and    so   on,    Can   there    be   Tadarammana    in   that   t:hought
process?  It  is  said  that Tadarammana  arises  twice  or  none  at
all  arises.  If they  arise,  they  must  arise  twice.  If there  is  only
one  moment  left,  then  Tadarammarta  cannot  arise.  If  we  put
one  more  At:Tta  or  past  Bhavahga  there  (at  the  beginning  of
the    thought    process),    we    get    one    more    moment    for
Tadarammar]a,   but   Tadarammana   cannot   arise.   Instead   of
Tadarammapa  there  is  one  more  Bhavahga.  That  Bhavahga  is
inside  the  thought  process  because  that  Bhavahga  is  the  17th
thought moment.  In that case the  process for the great object
begins   with   past   Bhavahga,   another   past   Bhavahga,   then
vibrating  Bhavahga,  arrested  Bhavahga  and  so  on  until  Javana.
After the Javanas,  other  Bhavahgas  follow.  The  first  Bhavahga
is  included  in  the thought  process,  and  the  others  are  outside
the thought process.

What  about the  second  type  of thought  process.  There
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we  will   have  three  past  Bhavahgas  -   past  Bhavahga,   past
Bhavahga,  past  Bhavahga,  then  vibrating  Bhavahga,  arrest:ed
Bhavahga  and  so  on.  This  time  the  seventh  Javana  coincides
with   17   moments.   The   end   of  that  process   is  the   seventh
Javana.  After  seven  Javanas  the  usual   Bhavahgas  follow.  So
we get two kinds of thought processes that take great object.

Altogether   we    now    have    three    types    of   thought
Processes.  The  first  one   is  On  the  diagram   (see  CMA,  Iv,  Table  4.1,
p.155)  and  two  are  in  your  mind.   Can  you  say  the  other  two?
Past  Bhavahga,   past  Bhavahga,  vibrating   Bhavahga,  arrested
Bhavahga,       five-sense-door-adverting,       seeing,       receiving,
investigating,  determining,  seven  Javanas  and  one  Bhavahga
are the Cittas in one of the thought processes. The  next one is
past    Bhavahga,    past    Bhavahga,    past    Bhavahga,    vibrating
Bhavahga,   arrested   Bhavahga,   adverting,   seeing,   receiving,
investigating, determining, seven Javanas.

In  the  CMA  (see CMA, Iv, Table 4.1, p.155)  the  Sub-moments  are
represented    by    asterisks.    But    in    other    places    they    are
represented  by zeros.  In  Burma  we  use zeros to  represent the
thought  sub-moments  of  consciousness.   Do  you   know  why?
Zero  is  void.  So  we  want  you  to  be  reminded  that  they  are
void  of  permanency,  void  of  satisfactoriness,  void  of  Atta.  To
show  the  `voidness'  of  Cittas  we  use  the  zero  for  each  sub-
moment  instead  of  asterisk  or  some  other  thing.  When  you
see these  zeros,  you  know that they are  nothing.  That  means
they  are  not  permanent,  they are  not satisfactory  -  they are
not permanent entities -they are not Atman.

These  are the first three thought  processes.  Next week
we will  go through  the  other kinds  of thought  processes  which
take    slight    objects    and    very    slight    ob].ects.    Once    you
understand  the  first  ones,  then  the  others  are  not  hard  to
understand,
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Do you  have any questions?

Student:      This   represents   a   thought   process   that   lasts   a
billionth  of a  second.  Does  it ever move to  another
thought process without intervening  Bhavahga?

Say6daw:      After   this   thought   process   there   will   always   be
Bhavahga   moments.   How  many  we  do  not  know,
This  thought  process  will 'be  followed  by  mind-door
thought   processes,   different   kinds   of   mind-door
thought  processes.  We  have  not  seen  a  thing  yet.
With  this  thought  process  all   we  see   is  just  the
visible   object.   Let's   say,   for   example,   we   see   a
rose.  With  this  thought  process  we  have  not  seen
the  rose;  we  have  ]-ust  seen  the  visible  object,  a
general  object.  We  do  not  come  to  decision  that  it
is  a   rose  or  that  is  a  visible  ob].ect  until  later.   In
order  to  know,  in  order  to  be  able  to  say,  "this  is
red",  ``this  is  yellow'',  or  "this  is  a  rose'',  we  need
some  more  kinds  of  thought  processes.  They  are
called    forwarding    thought    processes.    They    are
explained   in  the  CMA  (see  CMA,  Iv,  Guide to  §12,  p.163-164).
We  need  some  more  thought  processes  before  we
can  say,  "this  is  a  rose"  or ``this  is  a  book''.  This  is
just  the   initial   contact  with   the   object.   It  is   not
enough  for us to  be  able to  say, "I  see  a  rose".  You
have  to  wait  because  we  are  doing  the  five-sense-
door  thought   processes.   Later   on   we   will   go   to
mind-door thought process.

Mind-door thought processes  are treated  very  briefly  in
the    „ar}ua/.    In    Burma    different   teachers    have    different
opinions,  so there  can  be  many kinds  of thought processes.  In
LedT  Sayadaw's  book  there  are  many  thought  processes.  We
will study some of them.
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You   may  Check  in  the  CMA  (see  CMA,  Iv, Table 4,1,  p.155),  the
"14   acts   of   process   consciousness"   means   VTthi   Cittas,   14

arisings  of  Vithi  Cittas,   #4  to  #17,  that  js,  the  fourth  Citta
(Paficadvaravajjana)       through       the       seventeenth       Citta
(Tadarammana)  in the thought process.

The kinds of process Cittas are only seven.

Student:       Would  you  take  a  look on  page  161  of the  CMA  (see
CMA,  Iv,  Table  4.2,  p.161)?   In   the   Process   that   takes   a

great  object  and   ends   in   Bhavahga,  what  object
does that Bhavahga Citta take?

Sayddaw:     The  object of Bhavahga  is always  Kamma,  Kamma-
nimitta   (sign  of  Kamma),  or  Gati-nimitta   (sign  of
destiny)-

Student:       [Inaudible].

Sayddaw:      Whatever object we  experience  in  t:his  life  whether
desirable  or  undesirable  is  influenced   by  the  past
Kamma.      The      result      of      past      Kamma      is
consciousness  -  Kusala-vipaka  or  Akusala-vipaka
consciousness. That consciousness is the real  result
or  Vipaka  of  past  Kamma.  The  material  things  we
come  across  are  not  the  direct  result  of  Kamma.
Kamma  may  have  some  influence  over  them.  We
will  come  to  this  later.  And  also  in  the  fifth  chapter
we talk about Kamma  and the results of Kamma,
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Cognitive Process: Thought Process (11)

Last   week   we   studied   the   five-sense-door   I:hought
processes.    We    studied    the    first    three    of   the    eye-door
processes.  The  first  is  Atimahanta.   It's  a  very  great  object,
Great  means  it  is  so  strong  that  it  can  cause the  Bhavahga  to
vibrate  after  only  one  past  Bhavahga  arises.  There  are  some
objects that are  not as strong  as that.  So for them  it will  take
two or three past Bhavahgas' arising  before they can cause the
Bhavahga  to  vibrate.  These  two  are  called   Mahanta   (great).
There  are  two  thought  processes  of  Mahanta.  In  the  first  one
there  is  Bhavahga  after 7 Javanas.  The second  of the  Mahanta
has  no  Bhavahga  aft:er Javana  in the thought process.

The  object  of the thought  process  is the  present visible
object. The  life span  of the  present visible ob].ect is  17 thought
moments.  A thought process  consists  of  17 thought  moments.
If you  look  at the  first  Mahanta  thought  process,  there  is  one
moment  left  after  Javana.  Tadarammar]a  (registering)  cannot
arise  there  because  it  is  said  in  the  books that Tadarammanas
arise always twice or not at all.  So  if we only have one thought
moment  left,   then  Tadarammana   will   not  arise  there.   Since
Tadarammana    cannot    arise,    there    is    Bhavahga.    So    this
Bhavahga  is  included  in the thought process.

For  the  second   thought  process  there   is   no  thought
moment  left  aft:er  the  Javanas,  so  there  is  no  problem.  With
the    one    thought    process,    there    is    a    question    that    if
Tadarammanas  must  arise  twice,  why  not  let  Tadarammaria
arise  twice  in  the  first  Mahanta  thought  process?  In  that  case
one  Tadarammar]a  will  be  inside  the  thought  process  and  the
other   outside    the   thought    process.    That    is    not    possible
because   in   one  thought  process,   with  the  exception   of  the
Magga  thought  process  and  some  others,  the  object  must  be
the  same,  So  if we  allow the Tadarammar)a  to  arise there,  the
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first  Tadarammana   would   take   the   present   object   and   the
second Tadarammana would take the  past object as object.  So
there  is  a  difference  in  object.  That  is  why  Tadarammana  or
registering  cannot  arise  there  although  there  is  one  thought
moment left.

Today   we   go   to   the   others,   slight   and   very   slight
thought  processes.  The  object  of these  six  thought  processes
is  weaker  than  the  one  for the  Mahanta.  It:  is  so  weak  that:  it
needs   four   past   Bhavahgas   before   it   causes   the   vibrating
Bhavahga.  When  there' are  four  past  Bhavahgas,  then  we  go
there  until  we  get to  17.  There  are  now  how  many  Bhavahgas
at the  end?  There  are  four  Bhavahgas  -  and  before  the  four
Bhavahgas there are three Votthabbanas.  In the War]ua/ it says
Votthabbana  may  arise  twice  or three  times  (see CMA, Iv, §8, p.i6o).
So'.here  we  take  Votthabbana   as   arising   three  times..After
Votthabbana  there  ar6. four  moments  left  to  make  17  thought
mc;.ments.  They  are  filled  with  Bhavahga  moments.  There  are
four   Bhavahga   moments   before   the   ob].ect   of  that  thought
process  disappears.  Still  there  is  some  room,  so  we  can  have
the slight ob].ect thought processes #2,  #3,  #4,  #5 & #6.

•      Paritta    #2    has    how    many   past   Bhavahgas?
There  are  five  past  Bhavahgas.  Since  there  are
five  past Bhavahgas, there are  only  3  Bhavahgas
left at the end.

•     And    then    in    Paritta    #3    there    are    6    past
Bhavahgas   which   leaves   2   Bhavahgas   at   the
end.

•      Then  Paritta  #4  has  7  past  Bhavahgas  and  only
one  Bhavahga  at the end.

•      Paritta  #5  has 8  past  Bhavahgas  and  so there  is
no  Bhavahga  at  the  end  -  just  3  moments  of
Votthabbana.

•      Paritta   #6   has   9   past   Bhavahgas   and   only   2
Votthabbanas.  With  the  second  Votthabbana  the
object disappears.
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So  we  have  6  kinds  of  Paritta  thought  processes.  The
object of these  Paritta  thought  processes  is  actually weak,  not
so st:rong.  Only Votthabbana  can  arise  here,  no Javanas.

There  is  a  weaker object than  the  object  in  the  Paritta
thought    processes.    These    thought    processes    are    called
Atiparitta    -   `Ati'   means   very   and   `Paritta'   means   slight.
Sometimes   we   think   that   we   hear   something   or   we   see
something,  then  we  lose  it.  It's something  like that,  very, very
weak.   Actually  there   is   no   VTthi   thou,ght   moments   in   these
thought processes.

•      So  Atiparitta   thought  process   #1   has   10   past
Bhavahgas   and   there   are   only   two   vibrations
and then  Bhavahga  again.

Since  there  is  no  stopping  of  Bhavahga,  we  do  not  call
the    second    one    Upaccheda    (arrested)    Bhavahga    because
Bhavahga  does  not stop there,  it goes on.  So we ].ust have two
moments  of  Bhavahga  Calana  and  then  5  ordinary  Bhavahga
moments.  In  this  thought  process  there  is  just  a  little  bit  of
vibration   of   Bhavahga   and   then   back   to   Bhavahga   again.
Sometimes  we  may  be  sleeping  or  may  be  dozing  and  we  go
back  to  sleep.  Bhavahga  is  like  that.  So  the  objects  of  these
thought processes are very weak.

•      Atiparitta    thought    process    #2    has    11    past
Bhavahgas,   2   vibrating   Bhavahgas   and   at  the
end     4     Bhavahga     moments.     There     is     no
Votthabbana  here;  there  is  ]-ust  the  vibration  of
Bhavahga.

•      Atiparitta    thought    process    #3    has    12    past
Bhavahgas,      2      Calana      Bhavahgas      and      3
Bhavahgas at the end.

Atiparitta    thought    process    #4    has    13    past
Bhavahgas,   2   vibrating   Bhavahgas   and   only   2
Bhavahgas at the end.

Atiparitta    thought    process    #5    has    14    past
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Bhavahgas,   2   vibrating   Bhavahgas   and   only   1
Bhavahga  at the end.

•      And  then  Atiparitta  thought  process  #6  has  15
Bhavahgas  and  two  vibrating  Bhavahgas  at  the
end.

Actually   there   are   no   VTthi   Cittas   in   these   thought
processes.    VTthi    Citta    means    Paficadvaravajjana,    Cakkhu-
vififiana  and  so on.  There  is just the vibration  of Bhavahga.

Now    these    15    thought    processes    are    called    eye-
consciousness  or  seeing.   For  hearing,  smelling,  etc.,  we  can
have  15  each.  So  there  are  altogether  in  the  five-sense-door
thought   processes   75.   These   thought   processes   are   called
PaficadvaravTthi.

The first one  is called Tadarammaria  course, that is, the
thought  process  ending  with  Tadarammana.  The  two  Mahanta
thought  processes  are  called  Javana  course  because  they  end
with  Javana.  The  next  6,  the  Paritta,  what  do  they  end  with?
They   are   called   Votthabbana   course   because  they   end   with
Votthabbana.  Then  the Atiparitta  6,  how  are  they  called?  They
are. called  zero  course  -it  is  called  Moghavara;  it is translated
as  futile  course  or  we  may  just  call   it  zero  course   because
there  are  no VTthi  Citt:as at all  in these 6 thought processes.

All  the  types  of  consciousness  arising  in  these  thought
processes  are  among  the  54  Kamavacara  Cittas.  So  there  are
no  Rtipavacara  Cittas,  Ardpavacara  Cittas  or  Lokuttara  Cittas
in   these   thought   processes.   That   is   why   they   are   called
Kamavacara      thought      processes.       Kamavacara      thought
processes  have two  divisions  -one  is five-sense-door and the
other is  mind-door.

Now   I   think   we   can   think   of   some   simile   for   AtTta
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Bhavahgas.   Suppose  a   person   is   asleep  and  you   hit  at  the
door.  When  you  hit  strongly,  he  will  wake  up  or  his  sleep  will
be   disturbed   after  ].ust  one   hit,   Then   if  your   hit   is   not   so
strong,  you  will  have to  hit two times.  Then  if you  hit even  less
strongly,  you  will  have to  hit three times,  Four t:imes and  so  on
up  to   15  times.  So  when  the  object  is  strong  (whether  it  is
small  or  big  doesn't  matter),  when  the  impact of the  object  is
strong,  it only  needs  one  past  Bhavahga.  If it  is  less  strong,  it
needs t:wo, three or four past Bhavahgas and  so on.

The  object  of  Atiparitta   is  very,  very  weak,  There   is
almost   no   ob].ect   at   all.   They   are  `just   able   to   make   the
Bhavahga  vibrate  and  then  go  back  to  Bhavahga  again.  They
are called  Moghavara  (zero  course).

In   these   Citta   thought  processes,   especially  the  first
one,  there  are  how  many  VTthi  Cittas?  There  are  seven  VTthi
Cittas:

(1) Paficadvaravaj]-ana,

(2) Cakkhu-vififiana,

(3) Sampaticchana,

(4) SantTrana,

(5) Votthabbana,

(6) Javana, and

(7)Tadarammar`a.

How   many   arisings   of   Citta   are   there   (That   means
individual  Cittas)?  There  are  14.  So  altogether  for  five-sense-
door thought  processes  we  get  54  Kamavaca.ra  Cittas.  I  hope
you  remember how to  apply your knowledge  of Vatthu  (base),
Dvara  (door),  and Arammaria  (object)  t:o this.

Now  we  go  to   mind-door  thought  process.   Mind-door
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thought   process   in   the   Manua/   (see  CMA,  Iv,   §i2,  p.163)   is   very
simple,  but the  teachers  have  more  to  say.  One  teacher  may
say  one thing  and  another teacher  may  say  some  other thing.
We  have  differences  of opinion  and  different  kinds  of thought
processes.  First let us go through the Manua/.

When the mind-door thought process arises,  it does not
need  the  five  sense-doors.  An  ob]-ect  may  strike  at  the  mind
after Bhavahga.. Mostly the objects  of the  mind-door processes
are   past   objects,   future   ob].ects   or   timeless   objects   like
concepts   and   Nibbana.   Present   objects   are   also   ob].ects   of
mind-door thought processes.

Since the  ob].ects arise  only through  mind-door and  not
through  any  of the  five  sense-doors,  they  are  called  Suddha-
mano-dvara-vTthi,  pure  mind-door thought processes.  You  may
remember    that    with    regard    to    five-sense-door    thought
processes  actually the  object strikes  at two  doors  at eye-door
and  mind-door  or  ear-door  and  mind-door  and  so  on.  But  in
the  mind-door thought  processes  it  is  only through  mind-door
or Bhavahga that these processes arise.

There are different ways for objects to enter or strike at
the  mind-door.  They  are  given  in  the  CMA  on  page  164.  How
objects present themselves to the mind-door -paragraph #2

C`AIn independent mind-door process occurs when any Of

the  six  objects  enters  the  range  of  cognition  ent:irely  on  its
own,   not   as   a   con.sequence   of   an   immediately   preceding
Sense-door  Process."  (CMA, Iv, Guide to §i2, p.164)

Now  we  will   look  at  the  mental  thought  processes  in
the  CMA.  We  will  also  study  the  mind-door thought  processes
that  are   called   in   Pa!i  `Tadanuvat:tika'.  That  means  `following
thought    processes',   those   that   follow   the   five-sense-door
thought  processes.  Here we  are  studying just the  independent
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mind-door thought processes.

"The  question  may  be  raised  how  an  object  can  enter
the   range   of  the   mind   door   independently   of  a   proximate
Sensory  impingement."  (CMA, Iv, Guide to §i2, p.164)

There   is   no   sensory   impingement   but  through   mind,
ob].ects  can   arise  or  objects  can   present  themselves  to  the
mind without the help of the five senses.

"LedT  Sayadaw  cites  various  sources  (Suttas):"  (CMA, Iv,
Guide to  §12,  p.164)

Actually  these   are  from   the  Atthas6/+'r}7  and   "C7/aft-ka,
Tlka Of the Atthasalinl.

So  it  is  said  that  "through  what  was  directly  perceived
earlier,... "  (CMA, Iv,  Guide to §i2,  p.164)

That  means  you   have  experienced  something  before.
Later  on  you  call  that  experience  to  your  mind,  that  object
appears   to   your   mind.    Let    us   say,    you    saw   something
yesterday.  Now  you  can  recall  it and  see  it  in  your mind.  That
past  object  presents  itself  to  your  mind.  That  is  because  of
your  mental  power.  There  are two  different  presentations.  The
object   of  five   senses   st:rikes   at  the   mind-door  and   at  the
sense-doors.   In  the  five  sense-doors  it  is  the  power  of  the
object that makes the  Bhavahga  vibrate and the other thought
moments  arise,   But  here  it  is  the  power  of  your  mind  that
brings  forth  objects  to  your  mind.  It  is  not through  the  power
or strength  of objects but through the power of your mind that
these ob].ects mostly past or future appear inside your mind.

"Through  what was  directly  perceived  earlier,... "  (CMA, Iv,
Guide to  §12,  p.164)

That    means    through    what    you    have    experienced
through five senses before.
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``...  or  by  inference  from  what  was  directly  perceived;

..."   (CMA,  IV,  Guide to  §12,  p.164)

That  means  what  you   have  seen   or  what  you   have
heard  and  so  on.  That way also the  object can  appear to your
mind  or enter the  range of cognition.

".„  through  what  was  learnt  by  oral  report ,.., "  (CMA,  Iv,
Guide to  §12,  p.164)

That  means  you   learn  of  something  through   hearsay.
You  do  not  experience  it  yourself,  but  you  hear  someone  say
something  about  it,  Then  you  think of it  and  have  that  object
in  your mind,

".,.  or by inference from  what was  learnt by oral  report;

..."   (CMA,  IV,  Guide to  §12,  p.164)

That is  by  inference.
-,

£`...  on  account  of  belief,... "  (CMA, Iv, Guide to §i2, p.164)

Sometimes you  believe in  something  and you think of it
and  then  the  ob].ect  enters  your  mind.  Sometimes  on  account
of   your   ap;.nt-on,   you   have   some   kind   of   opinion,   so   that
appears  to   your   mind.   Sometimes   there   is   reason/.ng,   You
don't just  think  about.it.  You  weigh  it  in  your  mind  and  have
reason  for this  and  that and  you  come to  a  conclusion.  In  that
way, the object can  enter your mind.

",..  or  reflective  acceptance  of  a  view;   ..."  (CMA, Iv, Guide t:o

§12,  p.164)

That means you  accept some view aft:er reflecting  on  it.
When you  have accepted  it, that view appears to your mind.
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"„.  by the  power of kamma,  „."  (CMA, Iv, Guide to §i2, p.164)

Sometimes, for example, the  Kamma  object will  appear
to your mind  when you are dying.  It i's by the  power of Kamma
that that ob]-ect is presented to your mind.

",..  (and  by)  Psychic  Power,... "  (CMA, Iv, Guide to §i2, p,164)

So  if  you  have  psychic  power  or  Abhififia  and  others,
then you can take these objects in your mind.

"...  disturbance  of  the  bodily  humors,  „."  (CMA,  Iv,  Guide to

§12,  p.164)

Sometimes   because  your  body  is   not  in   good   healt:h
this  object  will  appear.  Bodily  humor  means  something  in  the
body  like   phlegm,   wind   and   bile.   They  are  called  the  three
Dosas of the  body,  Dosa  doesn't mean  anger here; `Dosa' here
means   three   fault:y   things    in    the    body.    They   should    be
balanced.  If  they  are  not  in  balance,  you  have  some  kind  of
disease,  If you  have  too  much  phlegm,  maybe  you  have  one
kind  of  disease.  If  you  have  too  much  wind,  maybe  you  will
have some  other kind  of disease.  And  if you  have too  much  or
too  little  bile,  you  will  have  another  kind  of disease.  These  are
called   bodily   humors,   Sometimes   they   are   unbalanced.   So
when   they   are   unbalanced,   some   objects   may   ent:er  your
mind.  Sometimes  you  have  bad  dreams  because  it  is  too  cold
for you  or too  hot for you  or you  are  constipated  or something
like that.

Then   "...  the   influence  of  the  deities ,... "   (CMA,  Iv,  Guide  to
§12,  p.164)

Sometimes  deities  can  cause  you  to  have  dreams  or
you  have visions or something  like that. They all come through
the  mind-door.

Then   ``...   (there   is)   comprehension,   realization,   etc."
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(CMA,  IV,  Guide to  §12,  p.164)

Comprehension  means  directly  seeing  it.  For  example,
we  have  studied  and   know  there  are  Four  Noble  Truths  and
there  is  Nibbana.  Until  we  realize  Nibbana  by  Magga  Citta,  we
do   not   know   Nibbana   directly.    Now   we   think   of   Nibbana.
Nibbana  is the object, That Nibbana  is  presented to  us through
mind-door  or  at  the  moment  of  Gotrabhci,  Gotrabhc]  can  take
Nibbana  as  ob].ect,   but  that  is  also  direction   not  realization.
Realization  comes  at  the  moment  of  Magga  or  Path.  All  these
objects    are    underst:ood    through    the    mind-door   or   these
ob].ects enter the  range of cognition through the  mind-door.

Through  t:he  mind-door  many  kinds  of  objects  can  be
presented    -    past,    present,    future,    and    also    time-free
consciousness,  and  Nibbana.  In  mind-door  thought  processes
the objects are divided  into only two:

•      Vibhtita,and

•      Avibhdta.

`Vibhtita'   means   clear   and   `Avibhcita'   means   unclear.

There   are   only  two   kinds   of  objects  for  mind-door  thought
processes    -    clear   and    unclear    or   obscure.    Since    it    is
presented       through       mind-door,       we       do       not       need
Paficadvaravajjana;    there    are    7    Javanas    and    then    two
registration  moments and  Bhavahga  again.  We  need  not worry
about  past  Bhavahga  or  17  thought  moments  because  mostly
the  objects  of these  mind  thought  processes  are  past,  future
or  time-free.  That  is  why  there  is  no  AtTta  Bhavahga  or  past
Bhavahga   here.   According  to  this  Manua/  (see  CMA,  Iv,  §i2,  p.163),
the    mind-door   thought    process    runs    vibrating    Bhavahga,
arrested   Bhavahga,   Manodvaravajjana,   7   Javanas   and   then
two  Tadarammanas.   For  obscure  object  still  we  do  not  need
AtTta     Bhavahga..     We     have    vibrating     Bhavahga,     arrest:ed
Bhavahga,  Manodvaravajjana,  7  Javanas  and  that  is  all,  Then
there is Bhavahga again.  Later we will see that registration can
arise  only  with  clear  ob].ects,  With  regard  to  obscure  objects
no  Tadarammana  arises.  In  the  thought  process  for  obscure
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objects  there  is  no  Tadarammar]a,  ].ust  7  Javanas  arise  and
then   Bhavahga  again.  It  is  a  very  simple  mind-door  thought
process -one for clear ob].ects and one for obscure objects.

Now  as  I  said  before,  teachers  have  different  opinions
about that:. They argue about what if the object is present.  If it
is  present,  we  can  have  17 thought moments for it.  Since  it  is
a  present  object  and  it  lasts  for  17  thought  moments,  there
should  be  AtTta  Bhavahga.  According  to  these  teachers,  there
are  five  Vibhdta  thought  processes  and  two  Avibhtita  thought
processes.  If it is too  complicated, just forget about it.  So  long
as  you  are  familiar  with  the  two  described  in  the  CMA  itself
and   the  diagram   (see  CMA,  Iv,  Table  4.3,  p.166),   that  is   enough.   So,
according   I:o   these   teachers,   there   are   different   kinds   of
objects,  especially  objects  that  have  a  duration  of  17  thought
moment:s and  ob].ects that do  not have that duration.  For those
that   have   duration   of   17   thought   moments   we   need   AtTta
Bhavahga.  So  here there  is first AtTta  Bhavahga, then  vibrating
Bhavahga,   arrest:ed   Bhavahga,   Manodvaravajjana,   7  Javanas
and  then  2  Tadarammanas  and  4  Bhavahgas  at  the  end.   For
the  second  one  we  add  one  more AtTta  Bhavahga,  for the  fifth
one    we    add    AtTta     Bhavahga    until    we    get    the    second
Tadarammana  as #17.

Then  Avibhdta,  obscure  object  -  here  if  the  obscure
object  is  the  Rtipa  object  of  17  thought  moments,  we  have  6
At:Tta     Bhavahgas    and    then    vibrating     Bhavahga,    arrested
Bhavahga,  Manodvaravajjana,  7  Javanas  and  Bhavahga  at  the
end.  The second  one  has one  more AtTta  Bhavahga;  t:he others
are the same and end with the seventh Javana.

So    these    objects    whose    life    span    is    17    thought
moments    are    material     properties    other    than    the    two
intimations and four characteristics.  Now it is said that the two
intimations  arise  and  perish  with  Citta.  So  they  do  not  last for
17   thought   moments.   If  you   do   not   know   what   the   four
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characteristics  are,  you  do  not  understand  this.   In  order  to
understand  this  you  have  to  be  familiar  with  the  28  material
properties.  Among  the  28  material   properties  there  are  two
that    are    called    intimations,    bodily    intimation    and    verbal
intimation.    Now   this   is   bodily   intimation,    right,    I'm    doing
something   like   this   (motions   wit:h   hand).   I'm   calling   you   to
come   here.   You   understand  what  I   want,   So  that  is   bodily
intimation,    not   the    movement   itself,    but   some    mode   of
movement in  my hand.  That is  bodily intimation.

Verbal  intimation  means  my  speaking.  You  understand
what  I  am  saying.  That  is  through  verbal  intimation.  It  is  said
that  these  two  intimations  last  for  only  one  moment  and  not
17  thought  moments,  so  they  are  excluded  from  the  objects
here for these thought processes.

The   four  charact:eristics   are   like   Anicca,   Dukkha   and
Anatta.  They  are  arising,  continuation  and  disappearing  -so
they do  not last for 17  moments, They last for one  moment or
some last for 49 sub-moments.  So they are not included  here.

Then  if  the  ob]-ect  is  mixed  present,  past,  future,  and
timeless  objects,  there  are  two  thought  processes  -  Vibhtita
and  Avibhtita.  For Vjbhclta  t:he  ob].ect  can  be  past,  present and
future.   They   are   54   Kamavacara   Cittas,   52   Cetasikas,   two
intimations   and   four   characteristics.   If   they   are   past   and
future,  they  are  the  other  Rapas.  And  for  AvibhDta,  obscure,
they can  be past,  present and fut:ure and they are all  Cittas, all
Cetasikas,   t:wo   intimations,   and   four   characteristics.   And   if
they  are  past  and  future,  they  are  other  Rdpas  (22  Rdpas),
time-free  Pafifiatti.  These  are the  thought  processes  added  by
teachers  in  Burma.  There  are  many  other  thought  processes
also.   So  if  you   can  t:hink  of  one  thought  process,  you   may
think we  should  add  this  or we  should  add  that.  In the  Manua/
and   in   LedT  Sayadaw's   book  there   are   many   more  thought
processes.
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Now  we  will  go  to  the  subsequent  thought  processes,
thought processes that follow five-sense-door thought process.
They  are  not  mentioned  in  the  Manua/.  In  Burma  our teachers
have this opinion that five-sense-door thought process alone is
not enough  for us to  say, ``1  see  a  ros`e", ``1 see  a  book'', "I  see
a man''.  In order for us to be able to say, "I see a  rose;  I see a
man'', we need  more kinds, more types of thought processes.

When  we  say,  "I  see  a  rose",  first the  rose  comes  into
the   avenue   of  the   eye;   that   is   the   first   thought   process,
Atimahanta,   I:he   first   one   for   the   eye-door   process.   This
thought  process  arises  and  disappears.  But  at  the  end  of the
thought process we have not seen the rose.  We have just seen
the  visible  object.  We  do  not  know  that  it  is  a  rose  at  that
moment;  we  just  know  that  it  is  a  visible  object.  After  that,
one   kind   of   mind-door   thought   process   arises   taking   past
object  as  ob].ect.  The  life  span  of  th'e  object  of  this  thought
process  is   17  thought  moments.  After  17  thought  moments
the  object  disappears.  Actually  the  rose  disappears  although
you  may  continue  seeing  the  rose.  Actually the  rose you  have
seen  with  the  first  thought  process  has  disappeared.  When  it
has  disappeared,  there   is,another  thought  process  which   is
through. the   mind-door.   That  process,   a   mind-door  process,
takes  that  past  object  as  object.  It  is  like  bringing  it  back  to
your  mind.  So  that  kind  of thought  process  arises.  Many  such
thought   processes   of  that   kind   may   arise.   That   process   is
called  `taking  the  past';  it  is  the  process  of taking  the  past  as
Objectl

Then    another   thought   process   arises,   the    process
taking  the  whole,  taking  all.  When  you  see  a  man  -let's  say,
first  you  see  the  head;   actually  you   don't  see  the  head  at
once.  You  see  the  visible  object  or  the  material  particles.  So
there  is  seeing  thought  process  and  then  a  process taking  the
past  as  object.  These  two  processes  arise  many  times  until
you  have seen all the  material  particles in the whole man.
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With   the   third   thought   process   you   take   all,   all   the
visible  objects  as  object.  So  the  first  thought  process  takes
one  or a  small  amount  of visible  ob].ect  as  object.  The  second
takes the past as object.  Now the third  kind  of thought process
takes  all  the visible objects  in  a  man.  Although  it  is whole,  it  is
called  `Samciha'  in   Pa!i   or  group.   It  is  still   ultimate   reality.   It
has  not  passed   into  the  realm  of  concept  yet.  The  thought
process  taking   t:he   past  as   ob].ect  and   the   thought.  process
taking    the    whole    as    object    are    both    ultimate    realities,
Paramatthas.

Now  follows  another thought  process  which  takes  man
as  object,  the  substance,  the  person  -  man  as  ob].ect.  When
that  object  arises  you  have  gone  into  the  realm  of  Pafifiatti.
Now  it  becomes  a  concept.  With  that  type  of thought  process
one thinks, ``1 see a  man".  But still the word `man' does  not yet
come  to  the  mind.  One  sees  a  group  of material  properties  in
the shape of a  man.

Another   thought   process   follows.   With   that   thought
process  the  name  `man'  appears  to  the  mind.  That  is  called
taking   name.   So  there  are  four  thought  processes  following
the  seeing  thought  process,  We  need  altogether  five  kinds  of
thought processes  in  order to say, ``1  see a  rose;  I see a  man."
These  thought  processes  may  arise  again  and  again,  millions
of times.  What  are  the  four following  the  sense-door thought
process?  Number one  is taking  the  past,  number two  is taking
the  whole,  number  I:hree  is  taking  the  thing,  the  substance,
taking  the  person  if it  is  a  man  and  number four is  taking  the
name.  Only  after t:hese  four thought  processes  can  we  say,  "I
see   a   rose,   I  see  a   man."  So   we   are   seeing   things   every
moment  and  we  think  it  is  a  very  simple  experience,  that  we
see  or that we  hear something,  but if we  apply our  knowledge
of Abhidhamma to just seeing, we  know it is very complex.  We
can  explain  many  things  here:   how  I:hey  arise,  through  what
sense-door  they  arise,  what  type  of  consciousness  performs
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what  function  and  what. object  is  taken  and  so  on,  It  is  very
complex.     With     regard    to    seeing,    smelling,    tasting    and
touching,  we  need  these  four  subsequent  thought  processes,
altogether   five,   in   this   order:    seeing   present   visual   data,
cognizing   the   past,   taking   the   whole,   seeing   the   object,
naming  the  object.  In  the  seeing  thought  process  the  name
will  only  arise  when  you   know  the   name  of  it.   If  you  don't
know the  name  of it,  that  process  won't arise.  Sometimes  we
see  a  thing  and  don't  know  the  name  of  it.  Nowadays  we  go
into a  store and  see thousands of things there. You  don't know
the  names  of all  these  things.  So  if you  don`t  know  the  name
of  a   thing, .although   you   see   it,   the   taking   name   thought
process cannot arise.

What  about  when  you   hear?  You   hear  my  voice.  You
hear    words    and    sounds.    We    need    t:hese    four    thought
processes,  but the  order is a  little  different.  You  hear my voice
-   let's   say,   one   syllable.   You   hear   the   word   `man',   one
syllable.  So first you take the  present sound  as object.  Instead
of Cakkhu-vififiana  there  will  be  Sota-vififiapa.  Then  the  sound
disappears  very  quickly,   so  you   recollect  that  sound   by  the
past  object  thought   process.   Can   there   be  a   third   process
which  takes  all?  There  is  only  one  sound,  so  there  will  be  no
process   taking   all.   Next   is   the   thought   process   taking   the
name.  The  name-concept  comes  first;  only  after  that  do  you
come  to  the  thing.  That  is  the  difference  between  the  other
thought    processes    and    the    hearing    thought    process.    In
hearing  thought  process  you  have  past  object,  all,  name  and
thing,  but  if there  is  only  one  syllable  there  will  be  no  thought
process taking  all,  If there  are two syllables,  then  we will  have
to   have  the  thought   process  taking   all,   If  there   are  three
syllables,  then  one  more  thought  process  is  needed.  If  there
are  four syllables,  for example,  in  the  word  `dedication',  there
is  one  more.  When  you  hear  something  -  that  means  the
words  heard  by some  person  -  first you  hear the  sound  with
Sota-vififiapa.  That  Sota-vifiFiana  thought  process  takes  that
present  sound  as  object,   Mano-dvara  thought  process  takes
that  past  sound  as  object.  Let's  say,  there  are  two  syllables.
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Next  you   take   all,   the   two   syllables   together,   Then   in   the
fourth  process  the  name-concept  comes  to  you.  When  I  say
the  word  `man',  the  name  or  the  noun  `man'  comes  to  your
mind.  Only  after  t:hat  do  you  know  the  man,  a  person.   Here
the thought process taking thing-concept comes last.

Here   also   if  you   do   not   know   t:he   meaning   of  that
sound,  t:he  last  process  will  not  arise.  There  are  many  English
words that you  do  not know,  right? If we  hear I:hose words, we
are  blank.   We  don't  know  the  meaning.   If  that  is  the  case,
there  is  no  thought  process  taking  Attha-pafifiatti  as  object.
That  process  we  do  not  understand.  In  order  to  understand
what  another  person  says  we  need  two  conditions.   First  we
must hear it or the ob].ect must come into contact with  our ear.
Then  we  must  have  known  the  meaning  of the  sound  before.
Only then  do we  understand what other people say,

Sometimes  we  do  not  understand.  Sometimes  we  talk
too  fast.  Our  knowledge  is  not  so  perfect,  so  we  don't  hear
these  things  and  we  don't  understand.  In  order to  understand
we  must  hear the  word  clearly  and  we  must  have  known  the
meaning  of the word  before,  Only then  do we  understand.

If   we   are   familiar   with   the   language,   like   our   own
language,  although  we  do  not  hear  the  sounds  distinctly,  we
can  fill  in  these  sounds  because  we  are  so  familiar  with  our
language.   When   we   talk   among   ourselves   -   Vietnamese
people  -  you  don't  pronounce  the  words  clearly.  Sometimes
they   blur,   but  you   understand.   If  you  talk  this  way  with   a
person  who  does  not  speak  the  language  from  birth,  they  do
not  understand.  They  say, ``Please  speak slowly and  distinctly.''
We  ask  American  people  to  say  it  again  or  we  say,  ``1  didn't
hear  what  you   said."  In   order  to   understand   we   need   two
conditions.  First  we  must  hear  it,  hear  it  clearly.  And  then  we
must  have  known  the  meaning  of  it  before,  Only  then  do  we
understand.  With  the  language  which  we  are  familiar  with  we
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may  be able to fill  in  these  indistinct sounds  because we  know
the  language very well.

There  are  at  least  these  four  t:hought  processes,  four
mind-door  thought  processes  following  one  of the  five-sense-
door    thought    processes.    Only    after    these    five    thought
processes  do we  really experience the object,  do  we  really see
or do we  really hear and  understand.  After the five-sense-door
thought   process   all   the   subsequent   thought   processes   go
through    mind-door.    Those    subsequent    mind-door   thought
processes   are   not   mentioned   in   the   Manua/,   I   mean   the
original   Manua/,   Abht'dhamma££f?asahgaha.    Here   in   Bhikkhu
Bodhi's    book,    CMA,    they    are    mentioned,    What    I    have
explained  to  you  is  the  general  opinion  of teachers,  but what
he   gave   in   this   book   CMA   is   mostly   the   opinion   of   LedT
Sayadaw  (see CMA, Iv, Guide to §i2, p.163-166).

LedT Sayadaw  was  very  learned  and  very  intelligent,  so
he     put    some     more     mind-door    thought    processes     like
determining     and     some     others     -     recognition     of    color,
Vannasallakkharia;  grasping  the  entity,  Vatthugahika,  etc.,  (see
CMA, Iv, Guide to §i2, p.164),  They  are  interesting,  but  if they  are  too
much for you, you can just leave them  alone.

We  come  to  the  end   of  the  Kamavacara   Mano-dvara
thought  process.   In   these   Kamavacara   Mano-dvara   thought
processes  there  are  only three  VTthi  Cittas  and  ten  arisings  of
Cittas.  On  page  166 of the  CMA,  §13 ``Summary":

"Three   modes  and   ten   different  stat:es   ..."   (CMA,  Iv,  §i3,
p.166)

That means three Vi.thi  Citt:as and ten  arisings of Cittas.
What  are  the  three  VTthi  Citt:as?  They  are  Manodvaravajjana,
Javana   and  Tadarammapa.   And   what  are  t:he  ten   individual
Cittas?  They  are  Manodvaravajjana,  seven  Javanas  and  two
Tadarammanas.   So  when   it  is  asked   how   many  VTthi   Cittas
there  are,  vie  answer  three.  How  many  individual  Cittas?  We
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Say ten.

Appana Thought Processes

Jhana Thought Processes
Now  we  come  to  I:he  Appana  thought  process.  There

are   different   kinds   of  Appana.   Now  first   let   us   look  at  the
meaning  of the word  `Appana'.  Primarily the  word `Appana' is  a
synonym   for   the   word   `Vitakka'.    What   is   the   function   of
Vitakka?  The  function  of  Vitakka  is  to  put  the  Citta  onto  the
object.  Appana  has  t:he  same  meaning;  it  means  to  apply  the
Cit:ta   ont:o  the  object.   Appana   is  a   synonym   for  Vitakka.   In
these Appana thought processes  it  is  not ordinary Vitakka,  but
it is  highly developed Vitakka, so that it has the  power to  keep
the  mind firmly on  the object:.

First   Jhana   is   also   called   Appana   because   it   is   with
Vitakka  which  is Appana.  Sometimes  if something  is with  some
other thing, you  call  it by that one thing  only.  Primarily Appana
means   Vitakka,    By    extension    Appan5    means   fi,rst   Jhana
because   first   Jhana    is    accompanied    by   Vitakka    which    is
Appana.   By  further  extension  all  Jhanas,   Maggas  and   Phalas
can   be   called   Appana   because  t:hey   resemble  first  Jhana   in
being  able  to  inhibit  the  mental  hindrances.   So  here  Appana
means Jhana,  Magga  and  Phala.  When  we  say Appana  thought
process,  it may  be Jhana  thought process,  or it  may be  Magga
thought  process,  or  it  may  even  be  Phala-samapatti  thought
process,  or Nirodha-samapatti thought process.

In  the  Appana  thought  process  there  is  no  distinction
between   Vibht]ta    and   Avibhota.    That   means   there    is    no
division  of objects  between  clear and  obscure  because Appana
means Jhana  and  Magga.  If you  do  not  have the  kind  of Kasina
clearly  in  your  mind,  you  cannot  get  Jhana.  That  means  the
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object  is  always  clear.  There  is. no  division  between  clear  and
unclear.  It must always  be  clear, Vibhtita  object.

Also   in   the   Appana   thought   processes   there   is   no
arising     of    Tadarammana.     Later     on     we     will     see     that
Tadarammapa   can    only   arise   with    regard   to    Kamavacara
objects,    only   to    Kamavacara    beings,    and    in    Kamavacara
realms.     If    the     object     is     not     a     Kamavacara     object,
Tadarammana   cannot  arise,   however  clear  the  ob].ect  is.   So
there will  be no Tadarammar]a  in the Appana thought process.

Since  Appana  thought  process  is  a  mind-door  thought
process, we do not need to bother about 17 thought moments.
We       will       not       have       Paficadvaravaj].ana.       Instead       of
Paficadvarava].jana    we    will    have    Manodvaravajjana,    So    a
thought   process   runs  one  vibrat:ion,   one  arrested   Bhavahga
and  then  Manodvaravajjana  (mind-door-adverting).  After  that
there  are  four  moments  of  Kamavacara  Javana.   Kamavacara
Javana  means  Kusala  and  Kiriya.  There  are  four  moments  of
Kamavacara  Javana   accompanied   by   knowledge.   If  it   is   not
accompanied  b¥ knowledge, you  cannot get Jhana  and  Magga.
They  must  be  Nana-sampayutta,  accompanied  by  knowledge.
Four   come   from   Kamavacara   Kusala   and   four   come   from
Kamavacara  Kiriya,  There  are  eight.  Let  us  say,  it is  for a  non-
Arahant.  If it is for a  non-Arahant,  one of the four Kamavacara
Kusala  accompanied  by  knowledge will  arise.  One of these four
will arise four times in these thought processes.

The first Javana  in the Appana thought process  is called
Parikamma,   preliminary.   The   second   one   is   called   Upacara,
neighborhood   or   access.   The   third   one   is   called   Anuloma,
conformity.  The  fourth  one  is  called  Gotrabhd`.  These  four  are
actually  Kamavacara  Javanas,   one  of  the  eight  Kamavacara
Kusala  or  Kiriya  Cittas  accompanied  by  Pafifia.  For  those  who
are  non-Arahants  one of the four Kamavacara  Kusala  will  arise
and  for Arahants  one  of the  four  Kamavacara  Kiriya  will  arise.
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So  Kamavacara  Javanas  run  for four times.  After that there  is
Jhana.  Then  Bhavahga  follows.  That  Jhana  can  be  how  many
Cittas  for a  non-Arahant?  It  may  be  any  one  of nine  Cittas.  If
the  person  is  an Arahant,  that Jhana  can  be how  many Cit:tas?
It  may   be  any  one  of  nine  Cittas,  This  is   how  the  thought
process  arises  at  the  first  at:t:ainment  of  Jhana.   At  the  first
attainment  of Jhana  only  one  moment  of Jhana  will  arise  and
then  it subsides  into  Bhavahga.

It    goes     like     this.     A     person     practises     Samatha
meditation.  Let's  say,  he  practises  Kasipa  meditation.  He  gets
the   image   of  the   Kasipa   in   his   head.   First   it   is   called   the
grasped  sign.  He  contemplates  on  that  sign  again  and  again.
The  sign  becomes  refined,  bright  and  clear,  At  that  time  it  is
called   counterpart   sign,   counterpart   sign   of  the   Kasina.   He
contemplates   on   that   counterpart  sign   as   earth,   earth,   for
example.  When  he  is  doing  that,  dwelling  on  the  counterpart
sign,   there   are   mind-door  thought   processes   running   in   his
mind,  mind-door  thought  processes  that  take  that  Kasina  as
ob].ect.  Then  a  time  will  come  when  he  gets  Jhana.  Wh:n  he
gets  Jhana,  there  is  one  thought  Process  (also see CMA, Iv, Table 4.4,
p.169),  That thought  process  arises  when  he  gets  Jhana  for I:he
first tjme`

Suppose   a   person   has   not   yet   attained   any   of  the
Jhanas,  a  complete  beginner.  He  practises  medit:ation  and  gets
the  first  Jhana.  At  the  first  att:ainment  of  Jhana  the  thought
process  runs  like this:  vibrating  Bhavahga,  arrested  Bhavahga,
Manodvarava].jana,  Parikamma,  Upacara,  Anuloma,  Gotrabhci.
You  have  to  memorize  those  names.  You  can  take  the  English
translation  from  the  book  CMA  (see CMA, Iv, Guide to §i4, p.168).  After
Gotrabhd  arises, Jhana  Citta  arises only once.  Then  it subsides
into   Bhavahga.   That   is   for   the   first   attainment   of   Jhana.
Among   the   four  Javanas  the  first  one   is   called   what?   It  is
called  Parikamma,  preliminary or preparation.
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These four thought  moments  go  under different  names
at times,  In the Commentaries the first three are called  by any
of  three   names.   For  example,   the  first  one   may   be   called
Parikamma,  Upacara  or  Anuloma.  There  is  confusion.  Here  in
the Manua/ they are  given just one  name  each,  so  I  think t:hat
is better for us.  Later on you will  understand.

The  first  one  of these  four  is  Parikamma,  preparation.
It  prepares  the  mental  continuum  for the  attainment  which  is
to   follow.   The   next  one   is  called   Upacara.   `Upacara'  means
neighborhood.  It  is  here translat:ed  as  access.  The third  one  is
called  Anuloma.  `Anuloma'  means  conformity.   It  conforms  to
both the  preceding  and  succeeding  Cittas.  It is compatible wit:h
both  preceding  and  succeeding  Cittas.  `Preceding  Cittas'  here
means  this  Citta  conforms  not  only  with  Cittas  in  this thought
process   but  with   preceding   Cittas   in   t:he  thought  processes
that  have  arisen  before,  When  you  are  practising  for  Jhana,
you  have  many thought  processes taking  the  sign  of Kasina  as
object.   Preceding  Cittas  mean  not  only  those  in  this  thought
process  but those  in  the  former thought  processes  as  well.  It
is called  conformity.

The   fourth    one    is    called    Gotrabhti.    `Gotra'   means
lineage.  `Bhd' has two  meanings.  One  meaning  is to overcome,
The  other  meaning  is  to  reach  into.  It  is  made  to  mean  two
things. There are two  meanings.  When  a  person  attains Jhana,
t:he   Jhana   consciousness   belongs   to   Mahaggata,   Mahaggata
lineage    we    can    say.    Parikamma,    Upacara,    Anuloma    and
Gotrabhti    belong    t:o    Kamavacara.    So   when    it   reaches   to
Gotrabhd,    it   is   overpowering   the    Kamavacara    lineage.    It
reaches  into  Mahaggata  lineage.  So  this  one  Citta  is  said  to
have  two   meanings  -  overcoming   Kamavacara   lineage  and
reaching    into    Mahaggata    lineage.    Therefore,    it    is    called
Got:rabhd.

In  the  Magga  thought  process  we  will  also  find  these
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four.   There   Gotrabho   should    be   explained   as   overcoming
Puthuj].ana  lineage  and  reaching  into  Noble  (Ariya)  lineage.  If
it  is  a  Magga  thought  process,  until  Gotrabhti  the  person  is  a
Puthujjana. Then  beginning with  Magga  moment that person  is
an  Ariya,  a  Noble  Person.  So  it  is  like  a  transition  here.  In  this
case  it  is  called  Gotrabhd   because  it  overpowers `Puthujjana
lineage  and  it  reaches  into  Ariya,  Noble  lineage.  And  in  Jhana
thought   process   Gotrabhti   overpowers   Kamavacara   lineage
and  reaches  into  Mahaggata  lineage.

There   are   two   kinds   of   persons   here,   a   person   of
average  faculty,  and  a  person  of keen  faculty  - that means  a
person  who  is  not so  bright  and  one  who  is  very  bright.  He  is
called  of average  faculty  even  though  he  gets  Jhana,  so  he  is
actually  bright,  but comparing  with  the  other one  he  is  not so
bright.  For the first kind  of person there needs to  be four kinds
of  Kamavacara  Javanas  -  Parikamma,  Upacara,  Anuloma  and
Gotrabho.  But  for  the  person  who  has  keen  faculties,  who  is
very  bright,   he   needs  only  three   Kamavacara  Javanas.  The
first one  is dropped, There  is  Upacara, Anuloma  and  Gotrabho.
There  are  only  three  moments.  With  regard  to  Jhana  there  is
no  adjustment,  just  drop  Parikamma.  With  Magga  we  will  see
what we will  do. There are two  persons,  one of average faculty
and  one  of keen  faculty.  For those  of average faculty there are
four   moments   of   Kamavacara   Javanas.   For   those   of   keen
faculties  there   are  three   moments  of  Kamavacara   Javanas.
The   first   one,    Parikamma,    is   dropped   so   there   are   only
Upacara,    Anuloma    and    Gotrabhci.    If   it    is    Jhana    thought
process,  there  is  one  moment of Jhana  and  then  it  lapses  into
Bhavahga.

In the Manua/,  in t:he  middle  of page  167  of the  CMA,  in
the translation  of the  passage:

"...   any   one   of  the  javanas   among   the   26   types   of
sublime  or  supramundane javanas  enters  upon  the  process  of
absorption  ,.."  (CMA, Iv, §i4, p.167)
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If you  take  Javana  as just  Appana  Javana,  then  t:here
are 26`

"...  in  accordance  with  the  way  the  mind  is  conveyed."
(CMA,  IV,  §14,  p.167)

What  does  that  mean?  If you  direct  your  mind  toward
attaining  Jhana,  there  will  be  Jhana  thought  moments.  If you
direct   your   mind   toward   attaining    Nibbana   and    practising
Vipassana  meditation,  then  the Appana  Javanas  will  be  Magga
and    Phala,    So   "in   accordance   with   the   way   the   mind   is
conveyed"   means   in   acco.rdance   with   how   you   direct   your
mind.  Sometimes you  want to  attain Jhana,  so you  direct your
mind   to   attaining   Jhana   and   practise   Samatha   meditation.
Sometimes you  want to  attain  Nibbana;  so  in  order to  achieve
that  you  pract:ise  Vipassana  meditation  and  direct  your  mind
towards the attainment of Nibbana.  In  that case and  if you  are
successful,  the  Appana  Javanas  will  be  Magga  and  Phalas.  The
26   Sublime   or   26   Mahaggata   and   Lokuttara   Javanas   arise
according to how you  direct your mind.

"After    that,    at    the    end    of    absorption,    there    is

subsidence  into  the  life-continuum."  (CMA, Iv, §i4, p.167)

Now   let   us   study   "at   the   end   of   absorption''.   The
explanation  given  in  the  CMA  on  page  169  is  not so  complete.
``At t:he  end  of absorption"  -  this  phrase  is  important  here.  If

it is said, ``After that, there  is subsidence  into the  Bhavahga'',  if
it is said  in  that way, there could  be  misunderst:anding  because
whatever   the   thought   process   is,   Bhavahga   always   follows
after  the  first  moment  of Appana.  If  it  is  taken  that  way,  no
Phala   moments   can   follow   Magga,   and   no  Jhana   and   Phala
moments   can    follow   one    after   another   in    the   sustained
attainment  thought  processes.  That  is  why  this  phrase  is  put
there.   "At   the   end   of   absorption"   means   at   the   end   of
absorption    Javanas.    For   example,    in    the    Magga    thought
process  there  is  one  Magga  moment  and  two  or  three  Phala
moments.   Only   after  all   I:he   Appana   Javanas   will   Bhavahga
arise.  In  order to  let us  know that,  the  author put this  phrase
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``at  the  end  of  absorption."  Only  after  the  absorption  Javanas

will  there  be  BhavahgJa,  not just  after  one  Appana  Javana.  If
there are two Appana Javanas, then after two Appana Javanas
Bhavahga  will  arise.   If  I:here  are  1000  Appana  Javanas,  only
after 1000 Appana Javanas will there be Bhavahga  moments.

"...   with   no   occurrence   of  registration   cittas."   (CMA,  Iv,
Guide to  §14, p.169)

We  do  not  need  to  say  this  here  because  it  is  already
stated  before.  There is  no arising  of registration-consciousness
in the Appana thought processes.  So  here ``there  is subsidence
into  life-continuum  at  the  end  of  absorption"  means  there  is
Bhavahga    at   the    end    of   all    Appana    Javanas.    The    non-
occurrence of registration  has already been stated above.

In the thought process that is called  Samapajjana,  later .
sustained   attainment   process,   there   can   be  thousands   and
thousands  of  moments  of  Jhana.  A  person  first  gets  Jhana.
Later  on  he  wants  to  get  into  the  Jhana  again.   He  practises
meditation  again  in  order to  reach  that Jhana.  Then  according
to  his  wish  -he  may  have  a  wish:  ``May  I  be  in  Jhana"  or
``May Jhana  Cittas  arise  again  for one  hour,  two  hours  or for a

day   or   two"   -   so   with   that   wish   in   mind,   he   practises
meditation  and  that  process,arises.   In  this  thought  process
there   are   millions   and   millions   of  Jhana   moments.   This   is
called  later  sust:aimed  attainment;  it  is  the  way to  enjoy Jhana
actually.   First  you  get  the  Jhana.  Then  you  want  to  enjoy  it.
You  want to  enjoy Jhana  because  when  your  mind  is  in Jhana,
your  mind  is  very  still  and  calm.  Vitakka,  Vicara,   PTti,  Sukha
and  Ekaggata  are  very  strong,  so  you  are  very  happy  at that
time,  very  peaceful.   You   want  to  en].oy  the   peacefulhess  of
Jhana,   So  you  want  to  enter  into  Jhana  again.   In  .that  case
since  you  want  there  to  be  many  moments  of  Jhana,  Jhana
moments   will    be   thousands   and    thousands.    Her.e    in   the
attainment   thought    process   there    is   vibrating    Bhavahga,
arrested   Bhavahga,  and  then  Manodvaravaj].ana,  Parikahima,
Upacara,  Anuloma,  Gotrabhci  (Actually  here  it  is Vodana.),'and
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then  many  many  moments  of JhanarmiHions  and  millions  of
moments of Jhana,

At   the   appointed   time   the   meditator   emerges   from
Jhana. That means  Bhavahga  moments arise.  He can  be  in this
type   of  Jhana  thought   process  as   long   as   he  wants.   If  he
makes  a  wish  or  a  resolution,  ``May  I  be  in  the  Jhana  thought
process  for  one  hour'',  then   he  will   be  in  the  Jhana  for  one
hour.  AI  the  end  of  an   hour  the  Bhavahga  will  automatically
arise,  That  is  what  we  call`the  emergence  from  Jhana.  If  he
makes  a  resolution,  "May  I  be  in  Jhana  for  three  days",  then
he will  be in the Jhana for three days.  At the end  of three days
automatically the  Bhavahga  will  arise.

Here for  people  of average faculty  and  for  keen  faculty
there  is  only  one  thought  moment  difference.  The  others  are
the same.  Parikamma will  not arise for those of keen faculty.

With   regard  to  Jhana  thought  process  there  are  two
kinds  -  first  att:ainment  and  later  sustained  attainment.  The
first is  called  Adhikammika. `Adhi'  means first.  `Kamma' means
work,   So   it  means   one  who   is  engaged   in   first  working,   a
beginner.    Sustained    attainments    are    called    Samapa].]'ana
thought  process.   You   are  familiar  with  the  word   Samapatti,
Samapatti    and    Samapajjana    come   from   the    same    root,
Actually   they   mean   the   same   thing.   We   call   this   Jhana-
samapatti  VTthi[

The    Jhana    moments    can    be    represented    by   five
Rcipavacara  Kusala  and  four Ardpavacara  Kusala  if  it  is  a  non-
Arahant.    If   it   is   for   an   Arahant,   Jhana    moments   will    be
represented  by  five  Rcipavacara   Kiriya  and  four  Art]pavacara
Kiriya.
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What is the object of this thought process? You  go  back

to  Arammana,  objects  in  t:he  third  chapter.  Let's  go  back  now
to  Page   142  (see CMA,  Iv, Table  3.6,  p.142).  The  ob].ect  of,  let  uS  Say,
the  first  thought   process  of  Appana   or  first  Jhana   thought
process  are  Pafifiatti.  How  many  kinds  of concepts  are  there?
Look at the  chart.  25  concepts can  be the objects of the three
first   Jhana   Cittas.   The   object   of   this   first   Jhana   thought
process   is   one   of  these   25   concepts.   They   are   ten   Kasina
concepts,  ten   foulness   of  the   body  .concepts   and   then   one
body  concept  (that  means  hair  of the  head,  hair  of the  body,
nails,   teeth,   skin   and   so   on),   and   then   in-and-out   breath
concept,  and then  beings  as  object of loving-kindness  (Metta),
beings  as  ob].ect  of  Karuna,  and  beings  as  object  of  Mudita,
Altogether  there   are   25.   One   of  these   25   concepts   is   the
object   of   this   Jhana   thought   process.   The   object   of   the
sustained  thought  process  is  the  same  thing,  one  of these  25
Pafifiatti   objects.   If  you   want  to   understand   the   objects   in
detail,  you  90  back to  this Table  3.6  (see CMA, Iv, Table 3.6, p.142).

Thought Process (Ill) Tad5rammapalniyama
Inclusive

Last     week     we     studied     the     mind-door     thought
processes.    Now   this   chapter   deals   with   different   kinds   of
t:hought     processes.     There     are     five-sense-door     thought
processes.   Five-sense-door   thought   process   is   divided   into
very  great,   great,   slight  and   very  slight.   Mind-door  thought
process  is  first  divided  into  Kamavacara  and  Appana.  `Appana'
means  Mahaggata  and  Lokuttara.   Kamavacara  is  divided  into
Vibhc]ta  and Avibhdta,  clear ob].ect and  obscure object.  Appana
thought process  is also  divided  up  into Jhana  and  Magga.  Then
there    is   also    Nirodha.    Jhana    is   divided    into   two    -   first
attainment   and   later   sustained   attainment,   Magga   thought
process    here    is    first    attainment    and    then     later    Phala
attainment.
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Path Thought Process
Now   today   we   will   study   I:he   Path   thought   process.

Actually the  Path  thought  process will  be  described  in  the  nint:h
chapter.   In   this   chapter   t:he   Path   thought   process   is   just
implied  but  not  described  separately.  I  think  we  should  study
Path thought process here also. Then when we get to the  ninth
chapter,  we will  study  it again.

Path   thought   process   arises   when    a    person    gains
enlightenment.      Suppose     a      person      practises     Vipassana
meditation.    He    progresses    from    one    state    of   Vipassana
knowledge     to     another.      When      he      practises     Vipassana
meditation,    there     are     millions     and     millions     of    thought
processes.    These    thought    processes    take    miscellaneous
formations     as     object.     `Miscellaneous     formations'     means
actually   conditioned   phenomena   or   just   mind   and   matter.
When   you   practise  Vipassana   meditation,  you  take  mind   or
matter as  ob].ect.  You  try to  see  impermanence,  suffering  and
no-soul     nature    of    mind    and     mat:ter,    their    arising     and
disappearing  and  so  on.  These object:s  of Vipassana  meditation
are     called     miscellaneous     formations,     different     kinds     of
formations,  different  kinds  of Sahkharas.  So  when  a  person  is
practising     Vipassana     meditation,     his     mind-door    thought
processes   take   these   miscellaneous   formations   -   mind   or
matter as ob].ect.

Suppose  his Vipassana  becomes  mature.  He  is  going to
attain    enlightenment.    At    the    moment    of    attainment    of
enlightenment   t:he   Pat:h   thought   process   arises.   The   Path
thought  process  goes:   first  past  Bhavahga   (AtTta   Bhavahga),
then vibrating  Bhavahga  (Calana  Bhavahga),  and then arrested
Bhavahga    (Upaccheda    Bhavahga).   .After   that    Bhavahga    is
arrested,  VTthi  Cittas,  process  consciousness  arises.  There  a,re
four  moments  of  Kamavacara  Javanas,  the  same  as  in  the
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Jhana thought process.  In the Jhana thought process there are
what  Kamavacara  Javanas?  There  are   Parikamma,   Upacara,
Anuloma   and    Gotrabhti.    Before   t:hem   there   is   mind-door-
adverting.  Instead  of five-sense-door-adverting  here  we  have
mind-door-adverting,                   Manodvaravajja na.                   After
Manodvaravajjana   has   turned   the   mind   toward   the   object,
there     is    first     Parikamma,    then     Upacara,    Anuloma     and
Gotrabhci.  These  four  moments  represent  Kamavacara  Kusala
associated  with  knowledge,  Nana-sampayutta.  The  first  one  is
called  preparation;  the  second  one  is  Upacara,  neighborhood
or access;  the  third  one  is  called Anuloma,  t:hat  is,  it conforms
to   both  succeeding  and   preceding   moment:s;   and  the  fourth
one  is  called  Gotrabhti.

I   explained   about   GotrabhD   last   week.   What   is   the
meaning  of Gotrabh[?  Gotrabhti  has the  meaning  of change of
lineage.  `Gotra' means  lineage.  `Bhti'  means  to  overcome  or to
enter   into.   GotrabhD   here   means   to   overcome   Puthujjana
lineage  because  from  the  moment of Magga  he  is  going  to  be
a   Noble   Person,   an   Ariya.   At  t:he   moment  of  Gotrabhd   the
Puthujjana    lineage   is   overcome    and    it   pushes    into   Ariya
lineage.  So  it  overcomes  Puthu]'jana  lineage  and  it  enters  into
Ariya  lineage.  Therefore,  it is called  Gotrabhci.

Although    there    are    four    Kamavacara    Javanas    -
Parikamma,   Upacara,   Anuloma   and   Gotrabhd   -   they   have
different  objects.  Now  you  see  that  Parikamma,  Upacara  and
Anuloma  take   miscellaneous  formations  as  object.   Gotrabhti
has   Nibbana   as  object.   In  the  third   chapter,  the  section   on
objects  those  that  take   Nibbana   as   object  are   Kamavacara
Kusala  fuana-sampayutta.  They can take Nibbana  as an  object,
actually  only  when  they  function  as  Got:rabhD,  They  can  take
Nibbana  as  an  object at that one time  only,  that  is,  at the first
moment of direct seeing  of Nibbana.  Until  that time  Nibbana  is
not  real  Nibbana.  It  is  just  the  designation  Nibbana  or  some
kind  of concept.  GotrabhD  really  takes  Nibbana  as  object.  It  is
an  exception.   In  this  one  thought  process  t:he  objects  differ.
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The   objects   of  Manodvaravajjana,   Parikamma,   Upacara   and
Anuloma  are  what?  The  objects  are  miscellaneous  formations
or  conditioned   phenomena,   mind   and   matter.  The  object  of
Gotrabhd  is  Nibbana.

After   Gotrabhti    comes    Magga    (Path    consciousness)
followed   by  two  moments  of  Phala  consciousness.  Then  that
thought  process  lapses   into   Bhavahga.   When  we  talk  about
enlightenment,   we   must   understand   with   reference   t:o   this
thought    process.    So    Parikamma,    Upacara,    Anuloma    and
Gotrabhd  are  wholesome  sense-sphere  Cittas  -  Kamavacara
Kusala  Cittas.  Magga  is  what  Citt:a?  Magga  is  Lokuttara  Citta,
Supramundane  Citta.  Phala  moments  are  also  Supramundane
Cittas.   At   the   moment   of   Magga   what   happens?   There   is
destruction   of  defilements,   destruction   of  Kilesas,   When   we
say the defilements are destroyed or eradicated, we mean that
they  are  destroyed   by  this  moment  of  Path  consciousness.2
What   is   the   object   of   Path   consciousness?   Nibbana   is   the
ob].ect   of   Path   consciousness,   What   is   the   funct:ion   of   Pat:h
consciousness?     It     has     the     function     of    destruction     of
defilements.  What we  mean  by  enlightenment  is just this,  this
moment  of Magga.  Magga  arises taking  Nibbana  as  ob].ect and
does  the  function  of  destroying  the  defilement:s.   Magga  is  so
strong,  so  powerful  t:hat  by  just  arising  once  it  can  eradicate
mental  defilements altogether so that they do  not arise again.

You  all   know  at  the  moment  of  Sotapatti-magga  how
many  Kilesas  are  destroyed.   Do  you  remember?  Wrong  view
and  doubt  are  destroyed.  If you  don't  remember,  don't worry.
When  you  reach  the  nint:h  chapter,  you  will  understand.  At the
moment  of  Sotapatti-magga  two  defilements  are  eradicated,
When  they  are  eradicated,  they  are  eradicated  once  and  for
all.  They  will  never arise  again  in  that  person.  Magga  has  that
power.   That   is   why   I:he   abandonment   by   Magga   is   called
complete      abandonment.      There      are      three      kinds      of
2     At the arising  of Magga  Citta no  Kilesas are present. Technically,  Magga  Citta destroys

Anusaya,  the  lat:ent  potentiality  or  liability  to  have  unwholesome  consciousness  or
unwholesome mental states.
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abandonment - momentary, temporary and altogether.

When  you  are  learning  Abhidhamma  or  paying  homage
to    the    Buddha,    you    do    not    have    defilements,    That    is
momentary  abandonment.  If you  get  Jhana  or  if you  practise
Vipassana   and  you   can   put  aside  the   defilements  for  some
time,  it is called temporary abandonment.  When  you  reach the
state  of  Magga,  you  can  destroy  them  altogether.  In  Pa!i  it  is
called   Samuccheda   -   that   means   cutting   off.   If   you   cut
something,   then   it   cannot   be  joined   again.   At   Magga   the
respective  defilements  are  destroyed  once  and  for all.  So  they
never arise  in that person  again.

That   moment   of   Magga   in   the   thought   process   is
followed   by   two   Phala   moments.   Phala   moments   are   the
results    of    Magga    moment.    There    is    nothing    intervening
between  Magga  and   Phala.   Magga   is  the  caiuse  and   Phala  is
the  result. The  result follows the cause immediately.

Now  let  us  remember  the  attributes  of  the  Dhamma.
What  is  one  attribute  of  the  Dhamma?  Akalika  is  one  of  the
attributes  of  the  Dhamma.  Akalika  is  translated  as  timeless,
but that  is  not  easy  to  understand.  Akalika  means  it does  not
wait   for   another  time   to   give   result.   That   means   it   gives
immediate  results.   Immediately  aft:er  Magga  disappears,  the
Fruit,  Phala  arises.  When  we -say  Dhamma  is Akalika,  Dhamma
is  without  time,  we  mean  by  Dhamma  -  Magga,  not  Phala,
not  Nibbana.

So   Magga   moment   is   followed   by   two   moments   of
Phala.  What  is  the  function  of these  Phala  moments?  Further
tranquilization  of  defilements  is  the  function  of  Phala.   Magga
puts  out  the  fire.   Phala   puts  some  more  water  on  the  fire,
already put out by Magga, so that it cannot burn  again. That is
what Phala  moments do.  In  Pa!i they are   called  Patippassaddhi
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-tranquilizing  again,  pacifying  again.  That  means  they  keep
t:he  defilement:s well  eradicated.so they cannot come  up again.

There  are  two  Phala   moments  and  then  the  thought
process    lapses    into    Bhavahga,    This    is   the    Path    thought
process.   There   are   always   Phala   moments   in   Path   thought
process,   but  we  call   it  Path  thought  process   because   Phala
moments   are   always  connected   with   Magga   moment.   After
t:hat   Bhavahga   moments   arise   and   then   reflection   thought
process follows. They are mind-door thought processes.

After  reaching  the  first  Magga,  let  us  say,  that  person
wants     to     enter     into     it     again.     As    you     know,     Magga
consciousness   does   not   arise   more   than   once.   What   the
Enlightened  Person  enters  into  is  Phala  moments,  In  order to
get into  Phala  moments and  enjoy the  bliss of emancipation  he
practises   Vipassana    meditation   again.   Then   the   sustained
attainment of Phala thought process arises.

Let's  look at CMA,  IV, Table 4.4,  page  169. The first one
is  for  Sotapatti-magga.  There  can  be  two  kinds  of  Sot:apatti-
magga  thought  processes  -  that for those  of average  faculty
and   that  for  those   of  keen   faculty.      For  those  who   are   of
average   facult:y   there   are   four   Kamavacara    moments   -
Parikamma,   Upacara,  Anuloma   and   Gotrabhti   -   Magga   and
then   two   moments  of  Phala.   But  for  those  of  keen  faculty
there   are   only   three   moments   of   Kamavacara   Javanas   -
Upacara,   Anuloma   and   Got:rabht]   -   then   Magga   and   three
Phala   moments.   Do   you   know   why   there   are   three   Phala
moments  here?  You  don't.  We  need  seven  moments  here,  so
Upacara,  Anuloma,  Gotrabht],  Magga,  Phala,  Phala  and  Phala.
Therefore,  we  have  three  Phala  moments  for  those  of  keen
faculty.

Now   for   the   upper   Maggas   -   SakadagamT-magga,
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AnagamT-magga      and     Arahatta-magga      -     the     thought
processes  are  the  same  except  there  is  a  different  name  for
Gotrabhci.  Here  it  is  called  Vodana.  `Vodana'  means  cleansing,
After  one  attains  Sotapatti-magga  one  is  already  an  Ariya,  so
Gotrabhti  cannot  arise  there  because  there  is  no  lineage  to
overcome  and   enter  into,  Therefore,  that  moment  is  called
VodEina  instead  of  Gotrabhd.  It  is  also  a  Kamavacara  Javana.
There  are  Manodvaravajjana,  Parikamma,  Upacara,  Anuloma,
Vodana  and  then  Magga  and  two  Phala  moments.  That  is  for
those   of   average   faculty.    For   those   of   keen   faculty   drop
Parikamma   and   put  in   one  more   Phala.  The  others  are  the
same,  so  we  can  drop  Parikamma,  add  in  one  more  Phala  and
there  is Vodana  in  place of Gotrabhd.

Sustained    Phala    attainment    -    in    sustained    Phala
attainment    what    do    you    find?    There    are    four   Anuloma
moments.  The  four  moments  are  called  Anuloma   here.  It  is
confusing.   The   same   four   moments   Parikamma,    Upacara,
Anuloma  and  Vodana  here  are  called  Anuloma.  So  there  are
four  Anuloma   moment:s.   Here  there  is  no  Magga.   Instead  of
Magga   there   is   Phala.   There   is   Phala   with   a   series   of  dots
following  it.  That  means  there  are  many  moments  of  Phala,
millions and  millions of moments of Phala. That is for person  of
average   faculty.    For   a    person    of   keen    faculty    we    drop
Parikamma.   The   others   are   the   same.   That   is   for   Phala-
samapatti thought process.

With    regard   to    Pat:h   thought   process   we   have   to
understand   the   Path   thought   process   and   then   that   it   is
immediately    followed     by    reflection,     Kamavacara    thought
processes.  We  will  study them  in  the  ninth  chapter.  There  can
also  be  sustained  attainment thought  processes.  This  thought
process   is   first   attainment   thought   process.    In   sustained
att:ainment   thought   process   no   Magga   arises,   but   instead
Phala  moments  arise  millions  and  millions  of times.  And  again
the  Kamavacara  Javanas  preceding  Magga  do  the  function  of
What? They do the functions  of Parikamma,  Upacara, Anuloma
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and  Gotrabhti.  The  first  three  take  miscellaneous  formations
as  ob].ect  and  Gotrabht]  takes  Nibbana  as  object.  Then  Magga
follows and  next two  Phala  moments follow.

Now  there   is   a   question.   I   do   not   know  whether  to
discuss  it  here  or to  wait  until  we  come  to  the  ninth  chapter.
Can  we  call  Gotrabhd  Vipassana  or  not?  Gotrabhd  does  not
take  miscellaneous  formations  as  ob].ect,  It  takes  Nibbana  as
object.     If    it    is    Vipassana,     it    must    take    miscellaneous
formations as ob].ect.  So  actually Gotrabhd  is out of Vipassana,
but you  may call  it Vipassana  if you  like.  Strictly speaking,  it is
not   Vipassana.   It   is   the   culmination   or   top   most   part   of
Vipassana.

Correlations in Absorption
Now we study "Correlations  in Absorption'',  chapter four

(see  CMA,  Iv,  §i5,  p.169).  You  have  to  remember  the  Cittas.   If  you
have  read  the  book,  CMA,  you  already  know  it.  I  will  read  the
English  translation.

"Therein,  immediately  after  a  javana  accompanied  by

joy,... "  (CMA, IV,  §15, p.169)

That    means    Somanassa    Javana.    Here    Somanassa
Javana  means Somanassa  Kamavacara Javana,

So  "Therein,  immediately  after  a  javana  accompanied
by ].oy,  absorption  ..."

That means Jhana,  Magga  and  Phala.

"...  absorption  accompanied  by  ].oy  may  be  expected."
(CMA,  IV,  §15,  p.169)

That means  Somanassa  Kamavacara  Javana  i-s followed
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by Somanassa Appana.

"Immediately      after      a      javana      accompanied      by

equanimity,  .„"  (CMA, Iv, §i5, p.169)

That means Upekkha,

"...   absorption   (occurs)   accompanied   by   equanimity."
(CMA,  IV,  §15,  p.169)

Upekkha  Javana  is  followed  by  Upekkha  Appana.  Either
in  the  Jhana  t:hought  process  or  the  Magga  thought  process
Parikamma,     Upacara,     Anuloma     and     Gotrabhti     can     be
Somanassa   or   Upekkha.   If  they   are   Somanassa,   then   the
following  Magga,  Phala  and  Jhana  must  be  Somanassa.  If they
are  Upekkha,  then  the  following  Magga,  Phala  and  Jhana  will
be     Upekkha.     So     Somanassa     Javanas     are    followed     by
Somanassa   Appana   and   Upekkha   Javanas   are   followed   by
Upekkha Appana.

"Therein,  too,  immediately  after  a  wholesome  javana,

..."   (CMA,  IV,  §15,  p.169)

That means Kusala Javana.

"„.  absorption  occurs through  a  wholesome javana  and

the  t:hree  lower fruits."  (CMA, Iv, §i5, p.169)

That  means  after  Kusala  Javana,  the  Appana  Javanas
are  Kusala  and  three  lower  Phalas.  After  Kusala  Javana  follow
Kusala Javanas  and three  lower Phalas.

p.169)

"Immediately  after  a  functional  javana,   „."  (CMA,  Iv,  §i5,

That  means aft:er Kiriya Javanas.
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"...  absorption  occurs  through  a  functional  javana  and

the  fruit  of Arahantship."  (CMA, Iv, §i5, p.169)

That  means  Kiriya  Javanas  and  Arahatta-phala  Javanas
follow.  Is  it clear?  Not yet.

Let:'s  consider t:he  Kamavacara  Kusala  -  how  many are
there?    There    are    eight.    Among    them     how    many    are
accompanied    by    Somanassa?    Four    are    accompanied    by
Somanassa.   Among   them   how   many   are   accompanied   by
knowledge? The first two  are accompanied  by knowledge.  How
many Appana Javana3 are there? Altogether there are 26. That
is taking  Lokuttara  to  be  eight.  After the first two  Kamavacara
Javanas  that  are  accompanied  by  knowledge  there  can  follow
Kusala   which   are   accompanied   by   Somanassa.   That   means
four   Rdpavacara   Kusala,   and   Magga   Citta   accompanied   by
Somanassa,     and     then     three     Phalas     accompanied      by
Somanassa.   So   how   many  are  there?  There  are   32,   Again
after  the  Kamavacara  Kusala  accompanied  by  knowledge,  32
Appana  Javanas   may  arise.  They  are  four  from   Rdpavacara
Kusala,16  from  Magga  and  twelve  from  Phala.  Altogether you
get 32.

-     Then     what     about     Upekkha,      Kamavacara      Kusal.a
accompanied   by   Upekkha   and   knowledge?   There   are   two
Kamavacara    Kusala    Cittas    accompanied    by    Upekkha    and
knowledge.  How many Appana Javanas may follow? They must
be  Upekkha,   One  comes  from   Rtipavacara,  four  come  from
Artipavacara,   and   there   are   four   Magga   and   three   lower
Phalas.  Altogether  there  are  twelve.  Twelve  Appana  Javanas
can  follow  two  Kamavacara  Javanas  accompanied  by  Upekkha
and    knowledge.    \/\/hen   we   are   talking    about   Kamavacara
Javanas,  please  have  in  mind  the  Jhana  thought  process  and
Magga thought process,  So  in the Jhana  thought process there
are  Parikamma,  Upacara,  Anuloma  and  Gotrabhd,  right?  They
are   accompanied   by   Somanassa   and   also   by   Upekkha.   In

3     Appana Javana  means Ri]pavacara, Aropavacara and  Lokuttara Javanas;  they are
called Appana Javanas.
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Magga   also   they   can   be   accompanied   by   Somanassa   and
Upekkha.    If   they   are    accompanied    by    Somanassa,    then
Rtipavacara  Citt:as  (first Jhana,  second  Jhana,  third  Jhana,  and
fourt:h  Jhana)  and  then  Magga  Cittas  (also  first,  second,  third
and   fourth   Jhana)   can   follow.   If  they   are   accompanied   by
Upekkha,  then  fift:h  Rtipavacara  Jhana   Kusala,  and  then  four
Art]pavacara    Jhana    Kusala,    four    Maggas    accompanied    by
Upekkha   and   three   lower   Phalas   accompanied   by   Upekkha

Play follow  -  so  twelve.  Aft:er Somanassa  Kamavacara  Kusala
Naria-sampayutta    there    follow    32    Appana    Javanas.    After
Upekkha   Kamavacara   Kusala   fuana-sampayutta   there   follow
twelve Appana Javanas.

This   you   can   find   out   following   the   statement   here.
After   Somanassa   Javana   follow   Somanassa   Appana.   After
Upekkha  Javana  follow  Upekkha  Appana.  After  Kusala  follows
what?  Kusala  Javana  and  three  lower  Phalas.  After  Sahetuka
Kiriya   Javanas   what   follows?   Kiriya   Javanas   and   Arahatta-
phala  follow.

Next    we    will     go    to     Kiriya     Javanas.     How     many
Kamavacara   Sahetuka   Kiriya   Javanas   are   I:here?   There   are
eight   Kamavacara   Sahetuka   Kiriya   Javanas.   How   many   are
accompanied     by    Somanassa?    Four    are    accompanied    by
Somanassa.     How    many    of    these    are    accompanied     by
knowledge?  Two  are  accompanied  by  knowledge.  After  these
two  how  many  can  follow?  Four  Rtipavacara  Kiriya,  and  then
four  Arahatta-phala  ,can  follow  these  two.  Aft:er  Kamavacara
Kiriya,   Magga   and   the   other   Phalas   cannot   follow.   So   aft:er
Kamavacara       Kiriya      accompanied      by      Somanassa      and
knowledge there follow only eight Appana Javanas -four from
Rdpavacara  and four from Arahatta-phala.

Now  let's  go  to  Upekkha.  How  many  can  follow the  two
Upekkha       Kamavacara       Kiriya       Cittas       accompanied       by
knowledge?   One   comes   from   Rtipavacara,   four   come   from
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Arcipavacara  and the last one from Arahatta-phala  -so six.

Let's check with the Wanua/ on  page  170 of the CMA.
"Following   wholesome   consciousness   accompanied   by

]'oy,  32  (classes  of absorption javanas)  arise."  (CMA, IV, §i6, p.i7o)

We got it right.

"After    (wholesome    consciousness)    accompanied    by

equanimity,  twelve  (classes  of absorption  javanas  arise)."  (CMA,
IV,  §16,  p.170)

They are found.  That's  right.

"After  functionals   accompanied   by  joy,   eight   classes

arise,  and  aft:er  (functionals)  accompanied  by  equanimity,  six
classes  arise."  (CMA, Iv, §i6, p.170)

When we  srfudy  Abhidhammatthasahgaha,  we  are very
young.  When  we  come  to  this  place,  if a  student  can  find  out
by  himself the  32,  12,  8  and  6,  then  he  is  awarded  something
-   maybe  a  set  of  robes  or  some   books.   If  he  could   do   it
without the help of a teacher,  he will  get some kind of reward,

In  the  last  paragraph  for  this  section  on  page   171  of
the  CMA:

"In   the   case   of   worldlings   and   trainees   who   have

attained the three  lower paths and fruits,  after any of the four
wholesome  sense-sphere  javanas  accompanied  by  knowledge
there  arises one of the 44 absorption javanas described  above
(32  +   12  =  44)."  (CMA, IV, Guide to §16, p.171)

That means 32 and twelve,
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"After     the     four    functional     sense-sphere    javanas
accompanied  by  knowledge, there arises to the Arahant one of
the  above  14  absorption  javanas  (8  +  6  =  14),"  (CMA, Iv, Guide to
§16,  p.171)

You   have   to   add   eight   and   six.   This   is   the   Appana
thought processes,

Please  remember that Appana  was  the  name  of what?
Originally  it  was  the  name  of Vitakka.  Then  it  was  applied  to
first  Jhana.   Then   it   was   applied   to   all   Jhanas,   Magga   and
Phala.  When  we  say Appana  Javana,  we  mean  Mahaggata  and
Lokuttara  Javanas.  If we take  Lokuttara  to  be  eight, there  are
26 Appana Javanas.

Now  we  have  finished  Appana  thought  process.  We  will
study other mind-door thought processes later.  Later means at
the  end  of  the  fifth  chapter  -  that  is  not  necessarily  mind-
door;   it  could   be  five-sense-door  and   mind-door,  the  death
thought   process.   Then   we   will   study   others   in   the   ninth
chapter-

Tadarammar]a-niyama
Next       comes       the       procedure       of       registration,

Tadarammapa-niyama.           `Tadarammar]a-niyama'           means
determining the Tadarammapa,  so which Tadarammar]a  follows
which  Javana  and  which  Tadarammaria  arises  with  regard  to
which .type of object.

Now  there  are  three  kinds  of  ob].ects  mentioned  here.
The  quality  of  the  object  is  determined   by  way  of  average
beings,  We will  come to that later.  The .objects  are  divided  into
three:

•      The first one is Anittha  -undesirable ob].ects.
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•      The  second  one  is  Ittha  or  Itthamajjhatta.  That
means average  desirable.  .

•      The     last     one     is     Ati-ittha,     very     desirable,
exceptionally desirable,  extremely desirable.

Three   kinds  of  objects  are  mentioned   here.  Although
there   are  two   varieties  for  desirable,   there   is   only  one   for
undesirable.     Any     object     which      is     undesirable     is     just
undesirable.   But  any  object  which   is  desirable  is  divided   into
two  -just desirable  and  very desirable.  For the  Buddhists the
Buddha  is  very  desirable  object.   For  a  young  man  a  woman
may be a very desirable object. There are these three  kinds of
Objects.

These   three   kinds   of  objects   are   determined   by   an
average  being.  That  means  it would  be  very  difficult to  decide
what is desirable and  undesirable  if we take into account every
individual.   One  thing   you   like   may   not   be   liked   by   another
person.   One  thing   desirable  for  you   may  be  undesirable  for
another  person.  So  how  do  we  decide,  how  do  we  determine
which     is     desirable     and     which     is     undesirable?     In     the
Commentaries  it  is  said  they  are  determined  with  regard  to
average  persons.  If  you  are  a  king  or  a  very  rich  man,  then
some  ordinary things will  not  be  desirable for you.  If you  are  a
poor man, then  even  a  small  thing  will  be  desirable for you.  So
we  do  not  go  by  very  rich  people  or  very  poor  people,  but
those  of average  wealth,  average  people.  If  it  is  desirable  for
average    people,    it   is   supposed    to    be   desirable.    If   it   is
undesirable    for    average     people,     then     it     is     considered
undesirable.  So there are three  kinds of objects.

Even  if  we  decide  by  way  of  average  being,  there  are
other things  to  take  into  consideration.  One  I:eacher  said  that
we should  determine  the  quality  of the  object  by Vipaka.  That
is  just  saying  the  other  way  around.  If  the  consciousness  is
Akusala-vipaka,  it must be  undesirable.  If t:he consciousness  is
Kusala-vipaka, then  it is desirable,  He states  it in that way.
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It  is  said  also  that  by  way  of  doors  we  can  determine
the  quality  of  the  ob].ect.  The  example  given   is  excrement.
Excrement  is  undesirable  to  the  eye.  You  don't  want  to  see
excrement.  It is  undesirable to the  nose  also,  But to the touch
it  is  good.  It  is  soft.  According  to  the  touch  it  is  desir`able,  but
according  to  the  sight  or  smell   it  is  undesirable.   Sometimes
you  have to  decide through  Dvara.  Now a  flower -somet:imes
there  are  flowers  that  have  a   bad   smell.   So   it  is  desirable
through  Cakkhu-dvara,  eye-door,  but  in  this  case  undesirable
through  nose-door,

Also  in  summer cold  is  desirable.  When  we  feel  hot,  we
turn  on  fans  or air conditioning.  We  want cold  or coolness.  But
in  wint:er  we  want  heat.   So  cold  is  desirable  in  summer  and
undesirable    in    winter.    It    depends    like    that.    According    t:o
seasons and to time, the quality of the objects  can  change.  All
this  must be determined-through the experience  of an  average
being,  not so very rich,  not so very poor. There are three  kinds
of    objects    -    undesirable,    average    desirable    and    very
desirable.

Now    if    the    object    is    undesirable,    Sampaticchana,
Sant:Trana  and  Tadarammana  are  the  result  of Akusala.  Please
have   the   thought   process   in    mind..    When   the   object   is
undesirable     object,     then     Sampaticchana,     SantTrana     and
Tadarammana  must  be  from  Akusala-vipaka.  Tadarammapa  is
just  t:he  SantTrar]as.   If  the  ob].ect  is  average  desirable,  then
Sampaticchana,   SantTrar]a   and   Tadarammar]a   are   result   of
Kusala.  In  a  given  thought  process  we can  say,  if the  object  is
undesirable,  then  the  Sampaticchana  and  so  on  are  Akusala-
vipaka.   If   the   object   is   average   desirable,   then   they   are
Kusala-vipaka   and   are   accompanied   by   Upekkha.   But   if  the
ob].ect  is  Ati-ittha,  very  desirable,  then  Sampaticchana  is  the
same  Kusala-vipaka4  accompanied  by.Upekkha,  but  SantTraTa

4      Inthe   talk   Paficadvara   was   mentioned   but:it   is   Kiriya,   so   theeditorremoved   it
where   it   was   appropriate.
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and   Tadarammapa    are   accompanied   .by   Somanassa.    Here
Tadarammaria    also    means    Kamavacara    Sahetuka   Vipakas.
Please  note  this,  If  the  ob].ect  is  undesirable,  Sampaticchana
and  others  are  the  result  of Akusala,5  If the  object  is  average
desirable,  they  are  the  result  of  Kusala  and  are  accompanied
by     Upekkha.     If     the     object     is     very     desirable,     then
Sampaticchana  is  Kusala-vipaka  accompanied  by  Upekkha.  But
SantTraria  and  Tadarammaria  are  accompanied  by  Somanassa,
This  is  determining  t:he  object  and  the  Cittas  taking  them  as
Object.

Now  Paficadvaravajjana,  Sampaticchana,  SantTraria  and
Tadarammana       are       all       called       Vipaka       Cittas,       right?
Paficadvaravaj].ana   isn't,   but   Sampaticchana,   SantTrana   and
Tadarammapa  are  all Vipaka.

Now  it  is  said  that  Vipaka  is  always  fixed.  That  means
Vipaka  cannot  vary.   If  the  object  is  undesirable,   it  must  be
Akusala-vipaka.  If  the  object  is  desirable,  it  must  be  Kusala-
vipaka,  There  is  no  variation  of t:his.  So  the  Vipaka  is  fixed.  It
is  like  when  you  look at yourself in  the  mirror. The  reflection  is
the  same  as  your  face.  Vipaka  since  they  are  the  result  of
Kamma,  there  is  no change.  When  the  ob].ect is  undesirable,  it
must always  be the result of Akusala.  If the object is desirable,
it  must always  be the  result  of Kusala.  Vipakas  are  fixed.  In  a
certain   thought   process   you   cannot   change  the  Vedana   of
these.   If  they   are   undesirable,   you   have   to   pick   up   from
Akusala-vipaka.   And   if   they   are   desirable,   you   take   from
Kusala-vipaka.

But   Javanas   can   vary.    There    is    no   fixed    rule   for
Javanas.  Even though the  object is  undesirable, Javana  can  be
Kusala or Akusala, Javana  can  be Somanassa  or Upekkha.

5     The editor removed   Paficadvaravajjana  in   this   paragraph   where   appropriate.
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Now  suppose  a  very  desirable  object,  Although  it  is  a
very   desirable   object   -   let's   say,   the   Buddha   is   a   very
desirable  ob].ect.  For  those  who  have  no  faith  in  the  Buddha,
for   those    who    are    not    Buddhists    they    may    not    have
Somanassa    Javanas,    They    may    have    Upekkha    Javanas
because  those  who  are  not Arahants  may  have  what  is  called
perversion    of   views.    In    Pa!i    it    is    called    Vipa[lasa;    it    is
perversion  of perception,  Safifia Vipallasa,  Those who  are  non-
Arahants  have this perversion  of perception, that is, t:he wrong
perception  of  things;  even  when  the  object  is  very  desirable,
the    Javana    can    be    accompanied    by    Upekkha,     not    by
Somanassa.  And  for  those  who  are  enemies  of  the  Buddha,
taking   the   Buddha   as   object,   they   can   have   Domanassa
Javanas,  Domanassa  Cittas.  So  the  quality  of  Javanas  is  not
fixed  by the  quality of the objects.  It depends  upon  one's  own
understanding,  one's own Yoniso-manasikara  and  so  on.

Now suppose there  is an  undesirable ob].ect. Those who
have  deep  nature  can  look  at  the  undesirable  object,  look  at
the  disgusting  object  and   have  Upekkha  Javanas.  They  may
not   have   Domanassa   Javanas,   Akusala   Javanas.   Now  when
you  practise  meditation,  let  us  suppose  you  practise  Asubha
meditation.  When you  practise Asubha  meditation,  you  look at
a   corpse,   a   very   undesirable   object.   You   can   have   Kusala
Javanas,  even  Upekkha Javanas,

Excrement is an  undesirable ob].ect,  but for dogs that is
a   desirable   object.   So   they   may   have   Somanassa   Javanas
when they see such things.

For  those  who  have  not  eradicated  the  perversion  of
perception6, Javana  can  be anything.  Javana  is  not determined
by the quality of the object.  But the Vipakas are fixed as to the
object.  If the  object  is  undesirable,  then  the  Vipaka  must  be
Akusala,  If  the  object  is  desirable,  then  the  Vipaka  must  be

6     That means those who can  have wrong  perception  of things.
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Kusala,   But  Javanas   may   vary.   Javanas   may   be   Kusala   or
Akusala  or they  may  be  Somanassa  or  Upekkha.  So there  is  a
saying:  ``Vipakas are fixed,  but Javanas vary."

Now   in   the   Manua/   look   at   page   171   of   the   CMA,
bottom  paragraph.

"In    this    connection,    too,    at   the   end    of   functional

javanas   accompanied   by  joy,   there   arise   regist:ration   mind-
moments  also  accompanied  by joy."  (CMA, Iv, §i7, p.171)

That  means  Somanassa  Kiriya  Javanas  are  followed  by
Somanassa Tadarammanas.

"At   t:he   end   of   functional   I.avanas   accompanied    by

equanimity,      the      registration      mind-moments      are      also
accompanied  by  equanimity."  (CMA, Iv, §i7, p.171)

So   Upekkha   Kiriya   Javanas   are   followed   by   Upekkha
Tadarammarias.    That    means    Somanassa     is    followed     by
Somanassa  and  Upekkha  is followed  by  Upekkha.

Here   the   Wanua/  does   not   say   what  Tadarammanas
follow    Kamavacara    Kusala    and    others.    This    passage    only
shows     for     Kiriya     Javanas.     Kamavacara     Kiriya     Javanas
accompanied  by  Upekkha  -  how  many  are  there?  There  are
four.  They  can   be  followed   by  Kamavacara   Sahet:uka  Vipaka
Upekkha  four  plus  SantTrar]a  Upekkha  two.  So  alt:ogether they
can  be followed  by six. That is the same as the  last line quoted
from   the   Manua/.   Kamavacara   Kjriya   Somanassa   four   and
Hasituppada   are   followed   by   Kamavacara   Sahetuka   Vipaka
Somanassa four plus SantTrana  Somanassa  one. These five are
followed     by     five     Tadarammarias.     Lobhamtila     eight     and
Mohamt]Ia  two   are  followed   by  all   eleven  Tadarammanas  -
three   SantTrapas   and   eight   Kamavacara   Sahetuka   Vipakas.
Kamavacara   Kusala   eight,   all   eight   are   followed   by   eleven
Tadarammanas.
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Now   what:   about   Domanassa,   Dosamt]la   Cittas   two?
They     are     followed      by     Tadarammanas     and      Bhavahga
accompanied    by    Upekkha.    They    cannot    be    followed    by
Somanassa    because    Somanassa    and    Domanassa    are    so
different    in     nat:ure.     Domanassa     cannot    be    followed     by
Somanassa.    It   is   followed   by   Upekkha   Tadarammaria   and
Upekkha   Bhavahga.   Domanassa   Javanas  can   be  followed   by
Upekkha     Tadarammanas     and     Bhavahgas     must     also     be
Upekkha.  Please  note  this  because  when  we  tome  to  thought
process     with     guest     Bhavahga,     we     must     understand,
Domanassa   Javanas   can   only   be   followed   by   Upekkha   -
Upekkha   Tadarammapa   and    Upekkha    Bhavahga.   You   have
Domanassa   Javana   and   if  there   is  Tadarammana, .it  will   be
Upekkha.  If there  is  no  Tadarammaria,  then  the  Bhavahga  as
well  will  be  Upekkha.

Guest Bhavahga
There  is  one  problem   here,  a  dilemma.   Suppose  you

are   born   with   Somanassa   Patisandhi.   If  you   are   born   with
Somanassa  Patisandhi,  your  Bhavahgas  must  be  Somanassa.
During    t:he    whole    of   your   life   your    Bhavahgas    must   be
Somanassa.   They   cannot   be   Upekkha    because   Patisandhi,
Bhavahga  and  Cuti  must  be  identical.   Suppose  you  are  born
wit:h  Somanassa   Patisandhi,  t:hen  your  Bhavahgas  are  always
Somanassa.  You  are  the  enemy  of  the  Buddha.  You  see  the
Buddha  and  you  are  angry  with  Him.  Therefore,  Domanassa
Javanas   arise.   If   there   were   no   Tadarammaria,   Bhavahgas
must   follow.    What    kind    of    Bhavahga    must   follow?   After
Domanassa,  Somanassa  Bhavahga cannot follow.  But you  have
Somanassa   Bhavahga.   There   is   a   dilemma   here.   1'11   say   it
again.  After the  Domanassa  Javanas  if the Tadarammana  were
to  follow,   what   kind   of  Tadarammana   would   that  be.?  After
Domanassa  Javana,  Upekkha  Tadarammana  should  follow,  But
the  ob].ect is very desirable.  When the object is very desirable,
the  Tadarammaria  must  be  Somanassa.   If  the  object  is  Ati-
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ittha,   there   is   Somanassa   for   SantTrapa   and   Tadarammaria.
When   the   object   is   very   desirable,   Tadarammar`a   must   be
accompanied  by Somanassa.  Here the  object is very desirable.
What kind  of Bhavahga  must be there? Will  it be Somanassa  or
Upekkha?  After  Domanassa  Javanas  no  Somanassa  Bhavahga
can  follow.  But you  have  Somanassa  Bhavahga  all  your  life.  In
t:his  difficulty  there  is  a  guest  Bhavahga.  He  comes  and  helps
us  here.  That  guest  Bhavahga  is  actually  Upekkha  SantTrana.
So   SantTrar]a   Upekkha   takes   the   place   of   the   Somanassa
Bhavahga.  It  is  called  Agantuka  Bhavahga,  guest  Bhavahga.  In
Bhikkhu  Bodhi's  book  it  is  called  adventitious  Bhavahga  (see CMA,
Iv,  §i8,  p.174).   That   Bhavahga   is   called   guest   Bhavahga.   It   is
Upekkha.     Since     it     is     Upekkha,     it     is     compatible     wit:h
Domanassa.  After  that  the  regular  Bhavahgas  can  follow.  For
that  person  the  thought  process   runs   like  t:his:   Ati.ta   (past)
Bhavahga,  vibrating  Bhavahga,  arrested  Bhavahga,  five-sense-
door-adverting,   seeing,   accepting,   investigating,   determining
and  then   Domanassa  Javanas.  The   Domanassa  Javanas  are
followed   by  one   Upekkha   SantTrar]a  functioning   as  Agantuka
(guest)  Bhavahga,  and  then  the  Somanassa  Bhavahgas follow.
Here  in I:his thought process:

•      The    Bhavahgas    at    the    beginning    must    be
accompanied   by   Somanassa   because  you   had
Patisandhi   accompanied   by   Somanassa.   These
Bhavahgas        must        be        accompanied        by
Somanassa.

•      Paficadvaravajjana   cannot   be   accompanied   by
Somanassa.  It is  always  Upekkha.

•      Seeing  consciousness  is always  upekkha.

•      Sampaticchana  is always  upekkha.

•      Here  the  object  is  very  desirable,  so  SantTrana
must be accompanied  by Somanassa.

•      Then  Votthabbana  is  Manodvaravaj].ana,  so  it  is
accompanied  by  Upekkha.

•      Then Javana  moments here are Domanassa.
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•      Then     guest     Bhavahga     is     accompanied     by
Upekkha.

•      And the somanassa  Bhavahgas arise again.

The    difficulty    is    solved    by   the    Upekkha    SantTrana
performing  as a  guest Bhavahga.

Now   it   is   examined    in    the    Sub-commentary   what
funct:ion    this    guest    Bhavahga    does.    Guest    Bhavahga    is
SantTraria   accompanied   by   Upekkha.   It   can   do   how   many
functions    normally    speaking?    It    does    five    functions    -
Patisandhi,  Bhavahga,  Cuti,  SantTrar]a  and  Tadarammar)a.  Can
it be  Patisandhi?  No.  Can  it be Cuti?  No, you  are  not dying  yet.
Can  it  be  SantTrana?  If  it  performs  SantTrar]a  function,  it  must
investigate.   It   is   not   investigat:ing.   Is   it  Tadarammapa?   No,
Tadarammana   follows  Javana.   Tadarammana   must  take   the
object of Javiana.  If it is Tadarammapa there .must be two.  Only
one  remains  and  that  is  Bhavahga.  It  functions  as  Bhavahga.
That   is   why   it   is   called   Agantuka    Bhavahga.   That   is   for
Atimahanta  ob].ect.

For   Mahanta,   great   object,   since   it   is   Mahanta   the
object can  be any kind  -very desirable,  average desirable,  or
undesirable.    In    this   thought    process    we    have    two    past
Bhavahgas  and  the  .others  are  the  same.  Javanas  are  again
followed   by   a   guest   Bhavahga.   The   only   difference   is   that
SantTrar]a  can  be  either  Somanassa  or  Upekkha  depending  on
the  object being  desirable or undesirable.

Now    a    person    may    have    attained    Jhanas.    Then
somehow   he    has    lost   these   Jhanas,    So    heiis   sorry   or
depressed   about  that.   When   he  feels  sorry  about  that,   he
t:akes  those  Jhanas  as  object.  Those  Jhanas  are  Mahaggata
ob].ects.   In   that   case   it   is   Mano-dvara   thought   process.   It
cannot  be  five-sense-door  thought  process.   For  that  person
who   has   Somanassa   Patisandhi   the   thought   process   runs:
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vibrating   Bhavahga,   arrested    Bhavahga,   Manodvafavajjana,
and   then   Domanassa   Javanas,   Agantuka   Bhavahga   (guest
Bhavahga)  and Somanassa  Bhavahga  again.

If  a  person  takes  one  of  the  concepts  as  object  and
then  gets  Dom.anassa  Javana,  the  same  kind  of  process  will
arise.   Here   there   is   no   question   of  Tadarammana   because
Tadarammapa  only  arises  when  it  is  Kamavacara  object,  the
individual    is    a    Kamavacara    being    and    after    Kamavacara
Javana.  That  is  mentioned  at  t:he  end  of  this  section.  This  is
the  thought  process  wit:h  guest  Bhavahga.  Otherwise  I  do  not
know what would  happen  if it did  not come  in.

On  page  175  of the CMA §19 to  §20:
"Likewise,  they  hold  that  registration  occurs  (only)  at

the  end  of sense-sphere ].avanas ,... "  (CMA, Iv, §ig, p.175)

So   Tadarammana   occurs   at   t:he   end   of   Kamavaca-ra
Javanas,

"...  (only)  to  Sense-Sphere  beings ,... "  (CMA, Iv, §ig, p.175)

It arises only in  Kamavacara  beings.

"...     only    when     sense-sphere     phenomena     become

Objects."  (CMA, Iv,  §i9, p.175)

That  means  Kamavacara  ob].ects.   When  the  object  is
Mahaggata  or  Pafifiatti  there  is  no  question  of Tadarammapa
there.  With  regard  to  the  Mahanta  object there  is  no  question
of  Tadarammana  there.   With   regard   to  the   Mahanta   ob].ect
I:here is no question  of Tadarammana  because  Mahanta ob].ects
do  not  last  until  the  second  Tadarammaria.  So  wit:h  regard  to
the    Atimahanta    object   there    can    be    the    possibility    of
Tadarammapa.   But   here   in   this   particular   thought   process
Tadarammapa   cannot   arise.   If  Tadarammapa   cannot   arise,
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then   Bhavahga   must  arise  -  there   is  a   difficulty  with  that
Bhavahga  because  if it is to conform  with  the object it must be
Somanassa     but     Somanassa     cannot     immediately     follow
Domanassa. Therefore, there is guest Bhavahga.

Now    let    us    look    at    the    fixing    of   Tadarammana.
Somanassa   Tadarammapa   follows   Somanassa   Javanas,   and
Upekkha    Tadarammana    follows    Upekkha    and    Domanassa
Jkanvoawn,:a`geTh::enj:tn(°Naf|Xaj.nsgamapsayt:ttabe`]nagva:Cacs°mapnadn[effidan:¥

vippayutta  Javanas).  Sometimes  a  person  has  familiarity  w'ith
Akusala   Javanas.    For   that   person   mostly   Akusala   Javanas
arise.      For     him     even     after     Kusala     Javanas,     Ahetuka
Tadarammarta  can  arise  because when  he  has Akusala  Javana,
then    Tadarammapa    is   Ahetuka,    Similarly   for   one   who    is
familiar   with   arising   of   Kusala   Javanas   -   for   him   who   is
familiar   with    arising    of    Kusala,    Kusala    Javanas    will    arise
abundantly.   Then   even   aft:er  Akusala  Javanas,  there  can   be
Tadarammana  accompanied  by  Nana.  In  this  case  there  is  no
fixing.   With   regard  to  Somanassa,   Domanassa  and   Upekkha
there    is   fixing.    Somanassa    Javana    must   be   followed    by
Somanassa  Tadarammar]a.   Upekkha  and  Domanassa  Javanas
must be followed  by  Upekkha.  But with  regard  to  knowledge  it
is  not fixed.

sadhu!  sadhu!  sadhu!

Is  it  confusing? Today first you  have  to  understand  the
fixing  of  Tadarammana  -  which  Tadarammana  follows  which
Javanas  -  that  is  the  general  rule,  After you  understand  the
general  rule,  there  is this  exception  with  guest  Bhavahga.  First
you    understand    that    Domanassa    cannot    be   followed    by
Somanassa.  Then  there  is  the  problem  here  jf your  Patisandhi
was    accompanied    by    Somanassa,    then    after    Domanassa
Javana  no  regular  Bhavahga  can  follow.  There  is  adventitious
or guest Bhavahga.  Do you  have any questions?
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Student:       [Inaudible].

Sayddaw:     That  is  to  be  determined  by  the  object:.  Since  the
object   is  very  desirable,   it   must   be   Somanassa.
Guest  Bhavahga  is  accompanied  by  Upekkha.  Since
it is very desirable,  it is  Kusala-vipaka.

Student:       [Inaudible][

Sayddaw:     When  we say sakadagamT-magga  does  not destroy
any  Kilesas,  that  means  it  does  not  destroy  all  of
the   respective   Kilesas,   all   aspects  of  the   Kilesas.
But   there   are   layers   or   degrees   of   gravity   in
Kilesas.  There  are  Kilesas that can  cause you  to  be
reborn   in  the  four  woeful  states  and   Kilesas  that
cannot  lead  you  to  four  woeful  states,   When  we
say that Sot:apatti-magga  destroys wrong view  and
doubt,   we   mean   it   eradicates   wrong   view   and
doubt   altogether.   It   eradicates   Lobha,   Dosa   and
Moha,  that is,  Lobha,  Dosa  and  Moha  that can  lead
to  the  four woeful  states.  During  t:he  second  st:age
he  eradicates  some  more  degrees  of  Lobha,  Dosa
and   Moha.   Although   no   more   of  the   Kilesas   are
destroyed  altoget:her,  they  are  weakened.   Certain
levels  or degrees  of these  Kilesas  are  destroyed  by
second    Magga.    Now   first    Magga    destroys   two
Kilesas  altogether  and  others  that  can  lead  you  to
four woeful  states.  Second  Magga  eradicates  some
layers   of   the    remaining    mental    defilements   or
according  to  the  books  sensual  desire  and   ill  will.
So that:  layer of the  Kilesas  it dest:roys  once and  for
all,    but   the   subtle    layer   still    remains.   That   is
eradicated  by the third and fourth  Maggas.
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Javana-niyama

Today  we  come  to  the  section  called  the "Procedure  of
Javana"  or "Javana-niyama''.  Before  we  study  this  section,  1'11
go  back to  t:he third  chapter and  review that chapter.  Now the
third  chapter deals with  Citt:a.  Cittas  are  classified  according to
feelings,  according  to  roots,  according  to   Kicca  or  functions,
according   to   doors,   according   to   ob].ects   and   according   to
bases.     The     third      chapter     explains     which     Cittas     are
accompanied   by  which  feelings  and  which   Cittas  have  which
roots.  In  order to  understand.the third  chapter you  need to  be
familiar  with   t:he   first   and   second   chapters   also.   So   please
have  in  mind  the  89  or  121  types  of  consciousness  and  then
some  of the  mental  factors.  Among  them  we  apply  functions,
doors,  objects  and  bases  to  the  thought  processes  or  to  the
types of consciousness contained  in  a thought process.  In  each
thought  process  we  must:  use  our  knowledge  from  the  first,
second    and    third    chapters    to    determine    which    Citta    is
represented there, which feeling  accompanies that Citta, which
function  it is doing, through  which  door it arises,  what ob]-ect it
takes and  on what base it depends.

In    a    given   t:hought   process,    Iet's   say    in    t:he   first
Atimahanta,    a    very   great   object,    there    are    17    thought
moments,  With  each  t:hought  moment  we  ought  to  be  able  to
say  this  thought  moment  represent:s  which  of  the  89  or  121
Cittas  and  it  is  accompanied  by  Somanassa  or  Domanassa  or
Upekkha;  this  Citta  has  one  root  or  two  roots  if you  want  to
apply that also,  but that is  not necessary  here.  But we  have to
understand   what   functions   these   different   types   of   Cittas
perform.    There    are    how    many   functions?   There    are    14
functions,   Among   them   there   are   functions   such   as   seeing
function,  hearing  function  and  so  on,  Then  there  are  19  kinds
of  Cittas  that:  perform   relinking,  life-continuum  and  death  -
Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  and  Cuti  functions.  Then  there  are  those
that  have  the  function   of  Javana.   What  are  the  Javanas  in
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brief?    Kusala,   Akusala,    Magga,    Phala   and    Kiriya   -    Kiriya
except  two  Avaj].anas,   two   Cittas   that   are   five-sense-door-
adverting  and  mind-door-adverting.  And  t:here  is  the  function
of Tadarammana.  Tadarammana  function  is  performed  by  how
many    Cit:t:as?    It    is    performed     by     11     Cittas    -    three
investigation-consciousness  and   eight   Kamavacara  Vipaka   or
Mahavipaka  consciousness,   If  it  is  a  seeing  thought  process,
then  the  whole  thought  process  arises  through  eye-door.  If  it
is  a  hearing  thought  process,  then  it  arises  through  ear-door.
If  it  is  a   mind-door  thought  process,  then   it  arises  through
mind-door.  You  also  have  to  understand  what  base  individual
Cittas     depend     on.      For     example,      Bhav.ahga     Cittas     in
Kamavacara   and    Rdpavacara    realms,   what   base   do   they
depend        on?       They       depend        on        heart-base.        And
Paficadvaravajjana   depends   on   what   base?   It   depends   on
heart-base.    Seeing    consciousness    depends    on    what?    It
depends   on   eye-base.   What   is   next?   Receiving   and   so   on
depend  on  what?  They  depend  on  heart-base,  If you  are  not:
quite familiar with  the third  chapter,  please  go  back and  study
it again.

Today  we  come  to  the  procedure  of Javana.  It  is  fixing
the  Javanas  or  Javana-niyama.  Please  look  at  the  ManL/a/  on
page  176  of the  CMA.

"Among  the  javanas,  in  a  limited  ]'avana  process,  the

sense-sphere javanas  run  only  for  seven  or six  times."  (CMA, IV,
§21,  p.176)

That      means      in       Kamavacara      thought      process
Kamavacara  Javanas  run  for seven  times  or six times.  We  are
familiar  with  Javanas  running  for  seven  times,  but:  not  for  six
times.   It  is  said  I:hat  if  the  ob].ect  is  very  weak  even  under
normal  conditions,  there  may  be  only  six  Javanas  running  and
not  seven.  On  page  154  of the  CMA  about  the  bottom  of the
Page:

"Following this, any one of the 29 sense-sphere javanas
which    has    gained    the    right    conditions    runs    its    course,
generally for seven  mind-moments."  (CMA, Iv, §6, p.154)
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There  it  says,  "generally''.  `Generally'  means  just  this,
sometimes  seven,  sometimes  six  Javanas  will  arise.  It  is  not
explained   there    ,..    why   `generally'   was   said   there.   There
`generally'  means sometimes  seven  Javanas  and  sometimes  in

rare  cases  six  Javanas  may  run,  In  t:he  Kamavacara  thought
process,  Kamavacara  Javanas  may  run  seven  times  normally
or six times.  please  note  because  at the  end  of this sect:ion  we
will  try  to  find  out  how  many  Javanas  only'run  for  one  time,
how    many    Javanas    run    for   two    times    and    so    on.    So
Kamavacara Javanas run for seven times or six times.

But  in  the  case  of a  feeble  person,  such  as  at the  time
of  dying,  etc.,  they  run  only  five  times.  In  the  death  thought
process   there   are   only   five   Javanas   because   Citta   has   to
depend   on   different  bases.  At  the  time  of  death  the  whole
physical  body  is  very  weak,  Since  the  base  is  weak,  the  Citta
also  becomes weak.  It has no  power to  run  six or seven times,
At that  time  the  Javana`only  runs  five  times.  That time  is  the
time  of dying,  etc.  Time  of dying  means ].ust  before  dying.  `Et
cetera' is  said  to  refer to when you  become faint or sometimes
when  a  person  becomes drunk or sleepy.  These are  included  in
the  t:erin `et  cetera'.  Not  only  at the  time  of dying,  but  also  at
other times  when  the  mind  is  weak,  Javanas  may  run  for only
five times.  So Javana  runs five times at time of dying, fainting,
etc,   How  many  kinds  of  Javanas  do  we  have  so  far?  Three
kinds of Javanas I those that run  seven times,  those that run
six times and those that run five times.

Now   we   will   come   to   Javanas   that   run   four  or  five
times-

"To  the  Exalted  one  (or to  the  Buddha),  at the  time  of
the  twin   miracle  and  the   like,  when  the   procedure   is   rapid,
only  four  or  five  occasions  of  reviewing  consciousness  occur,
they  also  say."  (CMA, Iv, §2i, p.176)

"They  also  say"  means the  Commentators  or teachers,
teachers   before   the   author   of   this   ManLra/.    Now   the   twin
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miracle  -  the  Buddha  showed  the  I:win  miracle  a  few  times
during  His  life.  The first time  vyas  almost  immediately after His
enlightenment,  seven   days  after  His  enlightenment.   Buddha
was  sitting   under  the  tree  for  seven   days  without   moving.
Some  gods  t:hought  He  might  have  not  become  the  Buddha
because  He was sitting still. They thought He  might have some
more  to  do.  They  had  doubt.  So  the  Buddha  knew  that  doubt
and   showed   the   twin    miracle   to   them.   The   Buddha   also
showed  the twin  miracle  when  He  went  back to  his  native  city
at  the  assembly  of  His  relations.  He  also  showed  twin  miracle
just    before    He    went    to    Tavatimsa     heaven    to    preach
Abhidhamma.

What    is    the    twin    miracle?    It    is   Yamakapatihariya.
`Patihariya'   means   miracle   and   `Yamaka'   means   twin,   Twin

miracle  means  making  fire  and  water  come  out  of  His  body;
showing  fire  and  water  coming  out  of  His  body  is  called  twin
miracle.  That  twin  miracle  was  done  by  entering  into  Jhanas
because   the   twin   miracle   can   be   performed   only   through
Abhififia,  `Abhififia'  is  translat:ed  as  direct  knowledge.  Abhififia
is  actually  the  fifth  Jhana,   specially  developed,   not  ordinary
fift:h   Jhana.   Aft:er   the   yogi    get   fift:h   Jhana,    it   is   specially
developed  so  it  becomes  Abhififia,  When  fifth  Jhana  becomes
developed,   Abhififia    miracles   can    be    performed.    It   is   the
development of the  psychic  powers  such  as  remembering  past
lives,  seeing  beings  dying  in  one  existence  and  being  born  in
another existence, or seeing the future, or performing  miracles
like going through the air and  so on.

Now  there   is   a   sequence   of  thought   processes  that
occur   when    these    miracles    are    performed    or   when    the
Abhififias  are  obtained.  A  person  who  wants  to   perform  the
miracles  must  have  all  nine  Jhanas.  He  must  have  attained  all
nine  Jhanas.   First   he   must:  enter   into   fifth   Jhana.   Then   he
emerges from the fifth Jhana  and  he  reviews or reflects on t:he
contents of that fifth Jhana.  How many Jhana factors are there
in   the  fifth  Jhana?  There  are  two  Jhana   factors.   What  are
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they?  They  are  Upekkha  and  Ekaggata,   He  contemplates  or
reviews   these   Jhana   factors.   After   that   there   is   another
thought  process  by  which  he  makes  a  resolution  in  his  mind.
For example,  for the  Buddha  here  -  the  Buddha  entered  into
the  fifth  Jhana  as  a  base  Jhana  and  emerged  from  that Jhana
and  reflect:ed  upon  the  contents  of  that  Jhana.   Next  Buddha
made  a  resolution  with  one thought process  - ``May fire  come
out ,of  my  upper  body"  or  ``May  fire  come  out  of  my  lower
body"  and   so   on.   He   made  that  resolution   by  one  thought
process.  Then  again  He  entered  int:o  fifth  Jhana  as  a  base  for
Abhififia.   Then   He   emerged   again   from   the  fifth   Jhana   and
reflected   upon   the   contents   of  that  Jhana.   Only   after  that
comes  the  Abhififia  thought  process.   Immediat:ely  after  that
thought  process  fire  comes  out  of  His .upper  body  and  wiater
out of His  lower body,

People  t:hought  that  fire   and   water  came   out  of  His
body  simultaneously.  In  order  to  perform  this  miracle  Buddha
had   to   go   through   these   thought   processes   very   rapidly.
Otherwise  fire  at  one time  and  water at  another would  not  be
much   of  a   miracle.   Buddha   showed   this   miracle  to   impress
people.  Buddha  could  show fire from  upper part of body, water
from  lower  part  of  body;  fire  from  the  right  side,  water  from
the  left  side;  fire  from  the  right  eye,  water from  the  left  eye;
fire from  one  pore  of the skin, water from  another pore  of the
skin  and  so  on.  In  such  cases  these  thought  processes  must
go   very   very   quickly   especially   the   reflecting   or   reviewing
thought processes,

Normally  in  the  reviewing  thought  processes  there  are
how many Javanas?  Normally there are seven Javanas.  Here in
this  case  they  cannot  run  seven  thought  moments.   It's  too
long.   In  this  War}ua/  it  is  said  the  reviewing  thought  process
takes four or five  moments. The Commentators on this Mar}ua/
say  four  or  five  can  be  underst:ood  as  four  for  those  of  keen
intellect  and  five  for  those  of  not  so  keen  intellect,  So  there
are  four  Javanas   for  the   Buddha   and   five   Javanas  for  the
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disciples,  So  in  this case when  the  Buddha  was  performing the
twin   miracles,   then   the   reviewing   Javanas   cannot   run   for
seven  moments. They only run for four moments.

In  order  to  reach  Abhififia  thought  process  how  many
thought  processes  must the  Buddha  or anybody who wants to
perform  miracles  go  through?  First  there. is  the  basic  Jhana.
Then there  is the  reviewing  thought process.  Then there  is the
resolution  thought  process.  And  then  there  is  the  fifth  Jhana
again.  Then  there  is  another  reviewing  thought  process.  The
meditator  must  go  through  five  thought  processes  before  he
reaches the Abhififia thought process.  Only after this set of six
thought  processes  will   fire  come  out  of  the  Buddha's  upper
body,  for example,  Then  He  makes  resol.ution  that water com`e
out of His  lower body. Again  He must go through this set of six
thought processes.  In these cases Kamavacara Javanas cannot
run   for   seven   moments   as   usual.   They   run   for   only   four
moments  for  t:he  Buddha  and  they  run  for  five  moments  for
the disciples.

Now    among    those    thought    processes    basic   Jhana
process  is  Jhana  thought  process.  Reviewing  thought  process
is  Kamavaca.ra  thought  process,  Resolution  thought  process  is
also   Kamavacara   thought   process.   Abhififia   is   actually   fift:h
Jhana    thought    process.    In    this    series    Kamavacara    and
Rt]pavacara  alternate.  For  Buddhas  there  are  only  four  Kiriya
thought  moments  and   it  is  said  for  disciples  there  are  five.
Now  the  disciples  like  Sariputta  had  occasion  where  they  had
to  enter into Jhana  quickly and  make the  reflection  quickly.  For
them  also the  reviewing  process cannot  be  leisurely,  for seven
moments that is;  it is five  moments for them.  So  now we  have
those that run for four times and those that run for five times.

When  a  person  enters  the  attainment  of Jhana,  Magga
or  Phala,  Kamavacara  Javanas  may  arise  three  or  four  times
before  the  Appana  Javanas  arise.   For  those  of  keen  intellect
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three  Javanas   (Upacara,  Anuloma   and   Gotrabhti   or  Vodana)
will    arise.     For    those    of    average    intellect    four    Javanas
(Parikamma,  Upacara,  Anuloma  and  Gotrabhd  or Vodana)  will
arise.  So Javanas may arise three or four times,

The  Sublime  Javanas  for  the  beginner  during  the  first
cognitive  .process   of   absorption   and   the   direct   knowledge
Javanas  always  run  only  once,  Now  we  come  t:o  Javanas  that:
only  run  for one time.  At the first attainment of Jhana  t:here  is
only  one  Jhana  moment,  At  the  first  attainment  of  Jhana  for
either  R0pavacara  or  Ardpavacara,  Jhana  consciousness  only
arises  once  and  then  Bhavahga  follows.  Why  is there  only  one
moment  of  Jhana?  The  reason  is  given  on  page  177  of  the
CMA.

"...  a  sublime  ]-avana  occurs  for  only  a  single  occasion

owing  to  its  weakness  due  to  lack  of  repetition."  (CMA, Iv, Guide to
§22,  p-177)

Actually  that  means  this  Jhana  arises  once for the  first
time.  It  is  like  a  child ].ust  born.  When  a  child  is just, born,  he  is
very  helpless;   he  is  not  strong,  he  is  weak.  That  first  Jhana
only arises once  and  it is weak.  It  is  so weak that it cannot be
the condition for another Jhana  Citta to arise.  If it could  be the
condition  for  another Jhana  Citta  to  arise,  there  would  be  the
repetition  condition.  It is  one  of the  24  causal  relations taught
in   the   Patthana,    When   a   consciousness   repeats   itself,   for
example,  seven  times  as  in  Javanas  for  ordinary  mind-door
thought    process,    we    say    there     is     repetition     condition
(Asevana).    That    means    one    thought    moment    intensifies
another  thought  moment.   But  here  the  Jhana  consciousness
arises  for  the  first  time  and   it  is  weak  so  it  cannot  be  the
condition  for another Jhana  consciousness.to  arise.  Therefore,
there   is   only   one   moment   of  Jhana   Javana   in   the  thought
process of first attainment.

The  word  `beginner'  is  used  here,  That  means  the  first
attainment.   Now  a  person  gets  first  Jhana.  The .first  time  he
gets that Jhana  he  is a  beginner in  first Jhana. Then  later on  if
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he  is  familiar with  first Jhana,  he  can  enter  into  first Jhana  as
much  as  he  likes.  He  ceases  to  be  a  beginner.  He  is  adept  at
that time.  Then  he  practises  meditation  again  and  he  reaches
second  Jhana.  The  first  time  he  reaches  second  Jhana  he  is
again  a   beginner  of  second  Jhana.   Later  he  practises  Jhana
more  so  he  is  able  to  get  into  or  out  of the  second  Jhana  as
much  as  he  likes.  So  he  becomes  adept  at the  second  Jhana.
•He  practises  again  and  reaches  third  Jhana  for  I:he  first  time.
Then  he  is  a  beginner for the third  Jhana  and  so  on.  Beginner
here   does   not   mean   beginner  of  Jhanas   in   general,   but   a
beginner   at   each   level   of  Jhana.   That   means   at   the   first
attainment  of  each   Jhana.   Jhana   thought   process   runs  the
same,     but    there     is     only     one     Rtipavacara     Javana     or
Ardpavacara   Javana,   Later   during   sustained   Jhana   thought
process  Jhana  can  arise  millions  and  millions  of times.  We  will
come to that later at the end  of this section.

And   then   the  direct   knowledge  Javana   always   arises
once   -   Abhififia   Javanas   arise   only   once.   Abhififia   Javanas
must   have   very   great   power   because   with   the   AbhifiFia   a
person  is  performing  miracles.  And  Abhififia  Javanas only arise
once.  Just  by arising  once  it is sufficient to accomplish  its task.
So  it  need  not  arise  two  times  or  three  times  or  millions  of
times.  Just by arising  one time  it can  help a  person to  perform
miracles.  Since  it  is  sufficient  to  accomplish  the  task  by  I.ust
arising  once,   it  arises  only  once.   So  there  are  two  kinds  of
Javanas  that  only  arise  once  -  R]pavacara  and  Artipavacara
Jhana  at  the  first  attainment  and  Abhififia  Javana  always  at
any t:ime whether first attainment or later att:ainment.

Now the  arising  of the  four  Paths  only  endures  for one
mind   moment.   Magga   also  only  arises  once.   Can  the  same
Magga   arise  for  a   second   or  third   time?   No.   So   Sotapatti-
magga    arises   once.    Next   time   when.Magga   arises,    it   is
SakadagamT-magga    and    so    on.    Magga    Cittas    or    Magga
Javanas  only  arise  one  time.  Because  Magga  only  arises  once
there  is  no  Kiriya  in  Lokuttara  Cittas.  If  Magga  were  to  arise
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again   and   again,   there   would   be   Kiriya   in   Lokuttara   Cittas.
Since  Magga  arises  only  once,  there  can  be  no  Kiriya  Cittas  in
Lokutt:ara.

"Thereafter,     two     or    three     occasions     of    fruition
consciousness arise  according  to the  case."  (CMA, Iv, §22, p,177)

Immediately   after   Magga   there   are    Fruition,    Phala
moments.  How many Phala  moments are there? There are two
or  three  Phala  moments.   Magga   moment  is  followed   by  two
Phala   moments  or  three   Phala   moments.   ``According   to  the
case"  -  that  means  if  the  person  is  of  keen  intellect,  three
Phala   moments   will   arise.   If  the   person   is   of  not  so   keen
intellect,  two  Phala  moments  will  arise.  Why?  It  is  because  of
the    presence   or   absence   of   Parikamma.    In    one   thought
process there can  be a  maximum of seven Javana  moments.  If
there      are     four      Kamavacara      Javanas      -      Parikamma
(preliminary),  Upacara  (neighborhood),  Anuloma  (conformity),
Gotrabhti  (change  of  lineage)  -  so  when  four  moments  are
taken  by  Kamavacara  Javanas  and  one  moment  is  taken  by
Magga,  t:here  are  already five,  So  there  can  only  be two  more
Javanas.  That  is  why there  are two  Phala  moments.  But when
there  are  only three  Kamavacara  moments,  excluding  I:he first:
one,   Parikamma,   so  Upacara,  Anuloma  and  Gotrabhti   (three
moments  of  Kamavacara  Javanas)  and  then  one  moment  of
Magga, there  are four moment:s.  In  order to  become  seven  we
need  three  more  moment:s.  That  is  why  the  person  being  of
keen    intellect   or   not   so    keen    intellect:   accounts   for   the
difference   in   the   number  of  Phala   moments  that  will   arise.
Then   comes   subsidence   into   the   life-continuum.   After   that
there  is  Bhavahga.  So  now  in  this  paragraph  we  get  Javanas
that  arise  only  once,  that  arise  two  times,  that  arise  three
times,  and that arise four times.

Now      the      next:      is      Nirodha-samapatti,      cessation
attainment.  Cessation  means  the  cessation  of Citta,  Cetasikas
and  Rcipa  born  of Citta.
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"At the time  of the  attainment of cessation,  the  fourth
immat:erial  javana  (the  fourth  Ardpavacara  Javana)  runs twice
and  t:hen  contacts  cessation."  (CMA, Iv, §22, p.177)

Bhikkhu    Bodhi   is   too    literal    here.   The   Pali   word    is
`Phusati'.  He translates  it  literally  as  contact.  But  in  .Burma  we

translate  it as  reach.  So  he  reaches  cessation,  he  experiences
cessat:ion.

The  description  of  Nirodha-samapatti  is  very  brief  here
(see CMA, Iv,  §22,  p.177),  If  you  Can  Wait,  I  Want  t:O  ask  you  to  wait
until  the  ninth  chapter.  At the end  of the  ninth  chapter there is
a   more   detailed   explanation   of  Nirodha-samapatti.   Can   you
wait  or  can  you  not?  If you  cannot  wait,  please  turn  to  page
363  of the  CMA,  ``Attainment of Cessat:ion"  (see CMA, Ix, §43, p,363).

"In  this case,  one enters successively  upon the sublime

attainment:s   beginning   with   the   first  jhana,   and   then   aft:er
emerging  from  them,  one  contemplates with  insight  ..."  (CMA, Ix,
§43,  p.363)

That means one practises Vipassana.

"...    the    conditioned     states    within     each     of    I:hose

attainments."  (CMA, Ix, §43, p.363)

Now  in   order  to  get  the  at:tainment  of  cessation   one
must  have  all  nine  Jhanas.  One  must  also  be  an  AnagamT  or
an  Arahant,  not an  ordinary worldling,  not a  Sotapanna,  not a
SakadagamT,  and  not AnagamTs and Arahant:s who  do  not have
Jhanas.  They  must  be  either Arahants  or AnagamTs  who  have
Jhanas,  not just one or two Jhanas  but all  nine Jhanas.

Then  if  these  Enlightened   Persons  want  I:o  enter  into
this  attainment  of  cessation,  they  must  enter  successively  ...
that  means  beginning  with  first Jhana.  So  they  enter into first
Jhana  and  then  get  out of that first Jhana.  Then  they  practise
Vipassana   on   the   contents   of   t:hat   Jhana.    Here   it   is   said
"conditioned  states''.  "Conditioned   states"  means  the  Jhanas
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are  composed  of Jhana  factors,  so  these Jhana  factors  are  all
conditioned   phenomena,   Sahkhara,   so   they   must   practise
Vipassana on the Jhana factors.

Then  the  meditator  must  enter  into  second  Jhana  and
get  out  of  that  second  Jhana.   Once  again   he  must  practise
Vipassana  on  the  contents  of t:hat  Jhana.  Then  he  enters  into
t:he   third   Jhana,   emerges   from   the   third   Jhana,   practises
Vipassana  on  that  third  Jhana  and  so  on  until  he  reaches  the
third Ardpavacara Jhana.

"Having  proceeded  thus  up to  the  base  of nothingness,

„."   (CMA, IX,  §43,  p.363)

That   means   the   meditator   must   go   through   these
Jhanas  until  he  reaches the third  Arcipavacara Jhana.

"...  one  then  attends  to  the  preliminary  duties  such  as

the  resolution,  etc.,  .„"  (CMA, Ix, §43, p.363)

That   means   after   getting   out   of   third   Artipavacara
Jhana  he  does  not  practise  Vipassana.  Instead  he  does  what
are    called    preliminary    duties.    There    are   four   preliminary
duties.  You  will  understand  when  you  read  the  ninth  chapter.
So he must do these preliminary duties,

After doing these  preliminary duties,
"...   (he)   enters   (into)  the   base  of  neither-perception-

nor-non-perception."  (CMA, Ix, §43, p.363)

That   means   he   enters   into   the   fourt:h   Artipavacara
Jhana.

"After two  occasions  of javana  in  absorption ,... "  (CMA, Ix,
§43, p.363-364)
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That    means    there    are    two    moments    of    fourth
Artipavacara Jhana.

"...  the  continuum  of consciousness  is  suspended."  (CMA,
IX,  §43,  p.364)

So    consciousness    disappears.    When    consciousness
disappears,   there   are   no   mental   factors   and   there   are   no
material  properties  caused  by  mind.  That  is  what  is  called  the
attainment  of  cessation.   When   one   is.  in   the   attainment  of
cessation,   one   is   devoid   of   all    mental   activities.   At   that
moment the meditator has  no Citta,  no  Cetasikas and  no  Rtipa
born  of  Citta.  A  person  in  Nirodha-samapatti  is  like  a  statue.
The  difference   between   a   statue  and   him   is  that  he   is  still
living,  although  he stops  breathing,  although  he  has  no  mental
activities,    but    his    body    is    still    living;    his    body    still    has
Jivitindriya  and  there  is also  heat in the  body.

This   is   how   a   person   gets   into   the   attainment   of
cessation.  In  order  to  reach  the  at:t:ainment  of  cessation  the
meditator   must   go   through   all   of  the   Jhanas   up   to   fourth
Ardpavacara  Jhana.  After two  moments  of fourt:h  Aropavacara
Jhana there  is the suspension  of mental  activit:ies.

It  is  said  that  if  he  does  not  practise  Vipassana  on ,the
content:s  of Jhana,  if  he  does  only  Samatha  meditation,  t:hen
he  will   not  be  .able  to   pass  over  to  the  fourth  Art]pavacara
Jhana.  He  will  always  go  back to  the  third  ArDpavacara  Jhana,
There  will  be  no  cessation  of  Citta.  If  he  practises  Vipassana
meditation  only,  not  Jhana,  not  Samatha,  he  will  end  up  with
Phala-samapatt:i,  Phala  attainment  thought  process  instead  of
Nirodha-sam5patti.    That   is   why    he    has   to    practise    both
Samatha  and Vipassana.

So  first   he   enters   iTnto   first  Jhana.   That   is   Samatha.
Then  he  emerges  from  that Jhana  and  he  practises Vipassana
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on  the  contents  of  that  Jhana,  seeing  the  mental  factors  as
impermanent,  as  suffering  and  as  no  soul.  So  Vipassana  and
Samatha go as pairs.

In  this  attainment  of cessation  the  last thoughts  in  the
process  are  the  two  moments  of  fourth  Artipavacara  Jhana.
The fourth ArCipavacara Jhanas arise two times at the occasion
of the attainment of cessat:ion.

"At  the  time  of the  att:ainment  of cessation,  the  fourth

immaterial   javana   runs   twice   and   then   contacts   cessation.
When     emerging      (from     cessation),     either     the     fruition
consciousness of non-returning or the fruition  consciousness of
Arahantship  arises  accordingly  for  a   single  occasion."   (CMA,  Iv,
§22,  p.177)

So when  he emerges from  this attainment of cessation,
the   first  thought  that  arises   is  AnagamT-phala   or  Arahatta-
phala  depending  on the  person.  If he  is  an AnagamT,  AnagamT-
phala  will  arise.  If  he  is  an  Arahant,  then  Arahatta-phala  will
arise.   How  many  times  will  Phala  arise?  It  will  arise  only  one
time.  Then  Bhavahga  will  arise.  There  is  subsidence  into  life-
continuum.  In  Nirodha-samapat:ti we get Javanas that arise for
two  moments  and  t:hen  we  get one Javana  that arises for only
one  moment,  that  is,  the  Javana  that  emerges  from  Nirodha-
sam5patti]

Then   there   are   what  are   called   Phala-samapatti   and
Jhana-samapatti.  In  those sustained  attainments of Jhana  and
Phala -

"In   the   cognitive   process   of  attainments,   as   in   the

stream   of   the   life-continuum,   there   is   no   fixed   procedure
regarding  the  processes."  (CMA, Iv, §22, p.177)

That      means     there      is      no      saying      that     Jhana
consciousness     must     arise     how     many     times,     or     Phala
consciousness   must   arise   a   hundred   times   or   a   thousand
times. There  is  no  limit, there  is  no saying,
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"It should  be  understood  that  even  many  (sublime  and

supramundane)       javanas       take       place       (in       immediate
succession)."  (CMA, Iv, §22, p.177)

So  this  paragraph  is  for  Samapatti  thought  processes,
Samapatti VTthi.  There  are two  kinds  of Samapatti  VTthi  -one
is Jhana-samapatti  and the other is  Phala-samapatti, sustained
attainment of Jhana  and  sustained attainment of Phala.

If a  person  gets the first Jhana  for the first time,  there
is   only   one   moment   of   Jhana   and   then    subsidence   into
Bhavahga.  Later the  meditator  practises  again  to  get  into  that
Jhana.    He   must   pract:ise   so   that   he   becomes   thoroughly
familiar with  that Jhana.  That means  he  must be  able to  enter
int:o  that  Jhana  whenever  he  likes;  he  must  be  able  to  enter
quickly;  he must be able to get out of the Jhana  at the I:ime he
wants.  In order to achieve that mastery he must enter into the
Jhanas  again,  again  and  again.  Later on  when  he  wants I:o  get
into  the  Jhana,   he   practises   meditation   again   and   this  time
Jhana  thoughts  arise  an  immeasurable  number  of  times.   He
can   be   in   that  Jhana   as   long   as   he  wants  t:o.   That  means
within  the  limit of the  body  of human  beings.  It  is  said  human
body can  only survive for seven  days without food.  So  he  may
be  in  that Samapatti  for seven  days  or six  days,  four days  or
one  hour or two  hours  -  as  long  as  he  likes.  During  that time
when    he    is    in    the   Jhana-samapatti,    only   Jhana    thought
moments  arise  one  after the  other.  Since there  can  be  billions
of  thought   moments   in   one   snap   of  the   fingers,   you   can
imagine  how  many  Jhana  moments  arise  during  a  Samapatti
thought process.

Also there  is  Phala-samapatti.  A  person  cannot get into
Magga.     When     a     person     wants    to    en].oy    the     bliss    of
emancipation,  he  wants  to  have  the  Phala  thought  moments
arise  again.   He  wants  to   have  the   Phala  thought  moments
arise  again  because  when  Phala  Cittas  arise  in  his  mind  he  is
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very  peaceful,  Phala  Cittas take  Nibbana  as  object.  Nibbana  is
peace.   When   Citta   takes   Nibbana   as   ob].ect,   Citta   is   also
peaceful.  They  en].oy  this   like  they  would   en]-oy  a   vacation.
When  you  are  tired  of daily  activities  or  work,  then  you  want
to take a vacation.  These  people, the  En`Iightened  Persons,  are
always   wearied   with   the   conditioned   phenomena,   the   five
aggregates.    To    them    these    five    aggregates    appear    as
something  loathsome,  something  to  be  wearied  of.  And  so  as
an  escape  from  the  suffering  of  five  aggregates,  they  enter
into   Phala-samapatti.   When   they  want  to   enter  into   Phala-
samapatti,   they   practise   Vipassana   again,   Then   instead   of
Magga  there  arises  Phala  for many  many  moments.  Here  also
one  can  be  in  Phala-samapatti  for as  long  as  one wishes.  If he
isa  human  being,  itcan  be fora  maximum of seven days.       .

In  the  Samapatti  thought  processes  -  that means the
later  sustained  Jhana  thought  processes  and   later  sustained
Phala  thought  processes  -  there  is  no fixed  number of Jhana
and   Phala  Cittas  arising.  There  can  be  billions  and  billions  of
Jhana   moments  and   Phala   moments  arising.  This  paragraph
shows that there  are some  Cittas that arise  many  many times
(see  CMA,  IV,  §22,  p.177-178).

Now  let  us  find  out  the  Javanas  that  arise  only  once,
then  two  times,  three  times,  four times,  five  times,  six times,
seven times and  many times.

Javanas  that  arise  only  once  -  what  are  they?  They
are  Rdpavacara  and  Ardpavacara  Jhanas  on  first  attainment.
Abhififia   also   arises  once   only.   Magga   arises  only  once.   And
then  what  else  arises  only  once?  There  is  one  more.  Look  at
the  attainment: of cessation,  On  emerging  from the  attainment
of  cessation  AnagamT  or  Arahatta-phala  appears  for  only  one
time. All these Javanas appear for one time only.
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What    arises    I:wo     I:imes?     Look    at:    attainment     of
cessation.    Fourth    Arcipavacara    Jhanas    arise    twice    in    the
attainment of cessation  process.  Is there  only that? There can
be two or three Phala  moments, so  Phala Javanas after Magga.
For what  kind  of person  do they arise twice?  For the  person  of
not so  keen  intellect they arise twice.  For those who  have  keen
intellect  Phala  will  arise three times.

When   do   Javanas   arise  three   times?   Phala   will   arise
three  times  after  Magga  moment  for  those  of  keen  intellect:.
There   are   three    moments   of   Kamavacara    Kusala   Javana
preceding   Magga   moment   for  those   of   keen   intellect.   Also
three    moments    of        Kamavacara    Kusala    precede    Phala-
samapatti  and  Jhana-samapatti  for those  of great  intelligence.
Three    moments    of       Kamavacara    Kiriya    precede   Appana
attainment of  Arahants of   great intellect.

When  do Javanas  arise four times?  During  twin  miracle
the   reviewing   Javanas   (they   are   Kamavacara   Javanas)   will
arise   four   t:imes.   There   are   four   moments   of   Kamavacara
Kusala     Javana     preceding     Magga     for    those     of    average
intelligence.   Four  moments   of     Kamavacara  Javana   precede
the  arising  of   Phala-samapatti  and  Jhana-samapatti  for those
of  average  intelligence.   Four  moments  of  Kamavacara   Kiriya
precede Appana  attainment of  Arahants of average intellect.

When  do  Javanas  arise  five  times?  Reviewing  Javanas
for  similar  occasions   arise  five  t:jmes.   Twin   miracles   are  for
Buddhas  only.  There  are  some  occasions  where  Arahants  also
have   to    reflect   very   quickly.    So   disciples    have    reviewing
Javanas   that   last   for  five   moments.   And   also   Kamavacara
Javanas at the time of d'eath, fainting, etc., arise five times.

When  do  Javanas  arise  six  times?  They  may  arise  six
times as regular Kamavacara Javanas.
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When  do  they  arise  seven  times?  They  normally  arise
seven times as regular Kamavacara Javanas.

When   do   they   arise   many   times?   They   arise   many
times    as    Jhana    and     Phala    Javanas    in     later    sustained
attainment or Samapatti Vi.thi.

Let's go through  it again.

When  do  the  Javanas  arise  one  time?  They  arise  one
time    as     Rdpavacara     and    Arcipavacara    Jhanas    on    first
attainment,  Magga  Javanas,  and  AnagamT  and  Arahatta-phala
on emerging from  Nirodha-samapatti.

When  do  they  arise  twice?  They  arise  twice  as  fourth
Ardpavacara   Jhana   in   Nirodha-samapatti   process   and   Phala
Javanas  after  Magga  for  person   of  not  so   keen   intellect  or
average intellect.

When   do  the  Javanas   arise  three  times?  They  arise
three  times  as  Phala  Javanas  after  Magga  for  those  of  keen
intellect.   There   are   three   moments   of   Kamavacara   Kusala
Javana  preceding  Magga  moment  for  those  of  keen  intellect.
Also  three   moments  of     Kamavacara   Kusala   precede   Phala-
samapatti  and  Jhana-samapatti  for those  of great intelligence.
Three    moments    of       Kamavacara    Kiriya    precede   Appana
att:ainment of  Arahants of   great intellect,

When  do  they  arise  four  times?  They  arise  four  times
as  reviewing  Javanas  for  the  Buddhas  at  twin   miracles  and
others.  There  are four moments  of Kamavacara  Kusala  Javana
preceding    Magga    for   those    of   average    intelligence.    Four
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moments   of      Kamavacara   Javana    precede   the   arising   of
Phala-samapatti   and   Jhana-samapatti   for  those   of  average
intelligence.    Four   moments   of   Kamavacara    Kiriya    precede
Appana  attainment of  Arahants of average intellect.

When  do  the  Javanas  arise  five  times?  They  arise  five
times   in   reviewing  for  the   disciples  and  ailso  they  arise  five
times as Kamavacara Javanas at death, fainting, etc.

When  do  the  Javanas  arise  six  or  seven  times?  They
arise   six   or   seven   times   normally   as   regular   Kamavacara
Javanas.

When   do   they   arise   many   times?   They   arise   many
times   as    Rcipavacara,   Ardpavacara    and    Phala   Javanas   at
sustained attainment or Samapatti VTthi.

Javanas can  arise ].ust once, two times, three times and
so  on.  Whether they  arise ].ust  once  or two  times  they  always
experience  or they  always  enjoy  the  taste  of the  object  fully.
Even   though   they   only   arise   once,   they   can   do   their  task
properly. This is the procedure of Javana.

Now the summary -
"It  should  be  known  that  limited  javanas  arise  seven

times ,... "  (CMA, Iv,  §23,  p.178)

`Limited Javanas' means  Kamavacara Javanas.

"...  t:he  path  and  direct  knowledge  only  once,  the  rest

(sublime and  supramundane)  many times."  (CMA, IV, §23, p.178)

It js  a  real  summary,  It  is too  short.  It,is  not complete.
We  have to  understand  one  time,  two  times,  three  times  and
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so  on,  I think it  is  not so  difficult:.  Since  we  are  doing  Javanas,
we only have to have in  mind the Javana function.

Do  you  want  to  refresh  your  memory?  Please  think  of
the  121  types  of consciousness  and  find  out the Javanas,  How
many  Javanas  are  there  if we  take  Lokutt:ara  as  eight?  There
are  55.  Those  55  are  what?  They  are  the  12  Akusala  Cittas,
Hasituppada   which   is   Kiriya.  There  are  three  Ahetuka   Kiriya
Cittas  but the  first two  do  not  function  as  Javana.  Then  there
are   Kama`vacara   Kusala   eight,   Kamavacara   Sahetuka   Kiriya
eight,     Rdpavacara     Kusala     five,     Rt]pavacara     Kiriya     five,
Ardpavacara   Kusala   four,   Ardpavacara   Kiriya   four,   Lokut:tara
eight.  So all together there are 55 Javanas.

Let  us  consider Akusala  Javanas;  how  many  times  can
t:hey  arise?  Can  they  arise  one  time?   No.  Two  times  -  no.
Three times -no.  Four times -  no. Akusala Javanas can  arise
five  times,  that  is,  if they  happen  to  be  in  t:he  death  thought
process.  So  the  answer  is  yes.  They  can  arise  for  six  times.
They can also arise for seven times.

What about Hasituppada? It can  arise only seven times.

What  about   Kamavacara   Kusala?   Can   they   arise   one
time?  No.  Two  times?  no.  Three  times?  Yes.  Four  times?  Yes.
Five times? Yes.  Six times? Yes.  Seven times? Yes.

What  about  Kamavacara   Mahakiriya?  They  may  arise
three   times,   four  times,   five   times,   or  six   or  seven   times
ordinarily.

RDpavacara  Javanas,  can  they arise  one time? Yes.  Can
they arise two times?  No.  Can they arise seven times?  No.  Can
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they arise many times? Yes.

Rcipavacara   Kiriya   is   the   same.   They   may   arise   one
time or many times.

First  Arcipavacara   arise   one   time   at:  first  attainment.
Can  they  two  times?  No.  Can  they  arise  three  times?  No.  Can
they arise four times?  No.  Can  they arise five times?  No.  What
about six or seven times?  No.  Can they arise many times? Yes.

Second  Art]pavacara  Jhana  can  arise  one  time  or  many

Third  Aropavacara  Jhana  can  arise  one  time  or  many

times.

times.

Fourth  Artipavacara  Jhana,  can  it  arise  one  time?  Yes.
Can  it  arise  two  times?  Yes.   In  cessation  thought  process  it
can  arise  two  t:imes.  Can  it  arise  three  times?  No.  Can  it  arise
four  times?  No.   Can   it  arise  five  times?   No.   Can  it  arise  six
times?    No.    Can    it    arise    seven    times?    No.    Can    fourth
Arc]pavacara Jhana  arise  many times? Yes.

Arcipavacara  Kiriya  Jhanas are the same.

Now  let  us  examine  Lokuttara  Cittas.  We  will  look  upon
them  as  only  eight.  First  Magga  Citt:a  arises  once  only,  Second
Magga   Citta  arises  once  only.  Third   Magga   Citta  arises  once
only.   Fourth   Magga   Citta   arises   once   only.   First   Phala   Citta
arises  two   times,   three   times   or   many   t:imes   only.   Second
Phala  Citta  arises two times,  three times  or many times.  Third
Phala  Citta  arises  one time  emerging  from  Nirodha-samapatt:i,
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two  times,   three   times   or   many  times,   Fourth   Phala   Citta
arises  one  time  emerging  from  Nirodha-samapatti,  two  times,
three times or many times in  Phala-samapatti,

Now you  understand Javanas and  how many t:imes they
arise,  and  also  you  can  say  in  what  kind  of  thought  process
they  arise,  and  on  what  occasion  they  arise,  and  how  many
times.   Now  I  t:hink  we  understand  almost  all  about  Javanas.
That  is to  say we  understand  the Javanas  in  different  kinds  of
thought  processes  and   how   many  times  they  arise   and   on
what occasion.

Puggala-bheda
The  next  section  is ``Analysis  by  Way  of  Individuals" -

``Puggala-bheda''.  The  Pa!i  word  means  division  by  individuals.

There  are  twelve  kinds  of  individuals.   First  I  think  we  should
be familiar with  these twelve.  Then  we will  find  out what Cittas
belong  to  which  individuals.

First  there  is  the  division  of  individuals  into  Ahetuka,
Dvihetuka  and  Tihet:uka.  Ahetuka  individuals  are  those  whose
Patisandhi  Citta  belongs  to  Ahetuka  Cittas,   How  many  Cittas
do.  the   function   of   Patisandhi?   19   Cittas   do   the   function   of
Patisandhi.    Among    them     how    many    are    Ahetuka?    Two
Sa'ntTranas accompanied  by  Upekkha  are Ahetuka.  If a  being  is
reborn  in  hell  or  reborn  as  an  animal,  his  Patisandhi  must  be
Akusala-vipaka.    He    is   said   to    be   an   Ahetuka    person    or
individual.   And   also   a   person   may   be   reborn   as   a   human
being,  but  he  may  be  born  blind,  deaf  or  so  on.  In  that  case
his   Patisandhi   Citta   is   Ahetuka   Kusala-vipaka.   Since   he   is
reborn.a  human  being,  he belongs to  happy destination,  happy
existence,   in   Pa!i   called   Sugati,   The   other   person,   who   is
reborn  in  hell  or as  an  animal  or as  a  ghost,  is called  a  Duggati
person.  First  there  are  these  two  kinds  of  persons  born  with
Ahetuka  Patisandhi  Cittas.
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Then there are persons born  with two-root Kamavacara
Vipaka  Cittas.  They are called  Dvihetuka.  And there are beings
who  are  reborn  with  three-root  Kamavacara  Vipaka  Cittas,  or
Rdpavacara  Vipaka  Cit:tas,  or Ardpavacara  Vipaka  Cittas.  They
are   called   three-root   persons.    Basically   there   are   rootless
persons, two-root persons and three-root persons.

Rootless  person  is  of two  kinds  -  one  born  in  Duggati,
four  woeful   states   and   one   born   as   human   being   but   born
blind   and   so   on.   The   first   one   is   called    Duggati   Ahetuka
person.  The  second  one  is  called  Sugati  Ahetuka  person.   So
we  get two  kinds  of Ahetuka  persons  -  Duggati  Ahetuka  and
Sugati  Ahetuka.   Then   what  about  Dvihetuka   person   -   can
there   be   Duggati   and   Sugati?   No.   If   he   is   Dvihetuka   he
belongs  to   Sugati   only.   There   is   no   Dvihetuka   Patisandhi   in
four   woeful   st:ates,   Therefore,    Dvihetuka    only   b.elongs   to
Sugati,  happy destinations or happy existences.

What about Tihetuka  or three-root beings? They  belong
only to  Sugati.  Three-root  persons  can  be  subdivided  into  how
many? Let us see. There are three-root persons as Puthujjana,
three-root  persons  as  Magga  persons,  and  three-root  persons
as   Phala   persons.   Since   there   are   four   Maggas   and   four
Phalas,  we  get  eight  of  them.  We  add  Puthu]iana  so  we  get
nine  persons.  There  are  nine  Tihetuka  persons,  one  Dvihet:uka
person  and  two  Ahetuka  persons.  Alt:ogether there  are  twelve
Puggalas,   I:welve   individuals,   t:welve   persons.   Again   twelve
individuals are  Duggatj Ahetuka,  Sugati Ahetuka,  Dvihetuka  -
we don't have to say Sugati  here because if it is Dvihet:uka  it is
Sugati   -   and   then   there   are   Tihetuka    Put:hujjana,   then
Sotapatti-magga   person,   Sotapatti-phala   person   and   so   on.
When  we  refer to  them,  we  need  not  use the  word `Tihetuka'.
That is  understood  because anyone who gets  Magga  and  Phala
is  a  Tihetuka  person.  Wit:h  regard  to  eight  Noble  Persons  we
don't need  to  say Tihetuka,  but they are Tihetuka  persons.  So
there  are   nine  Tihetuka   persons,   one   Puthujjana   and   eight
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Noble  Ones.  There  are  nine  Tihetuka  persons,  one  Dvihetuka
person   and   two   Ahetuka   persons.   So   altogether  there   are
twelve  Puggalas  or individuals.

"Herein,    to    those   with    double-rooted    and    rootless

(rebirth  consciousness) ,... "  (CMA, Iv, §24, p,179)

That means to those who are  Dvihetuka  and Ahetuka.

"...   functional  ].avanas   and   absorption  javanas   do   not

arise."  (CMA, Iv, §24,  p.179)

Functional   Javanas   mean   Kiriya   Javanas.   Absorption
Javanas   mean   Appana   Javanas.   Do   you   remember  Appana
Javanas?  They  are   RDpavacara   Jhanas,   Arcipavacara   Jhanas
and  Lokuttara  Cittas;  these  are  called  Appana  Javanas.  How
many of them  are there? There are  26 Appana Javanas.  So to
those who are Dvihet:uka and Ahetuka -that means two kinds
of Ahetuka  and  Dvihet:uka  -  there  are  no  functional  Javanas
and  no  Magga  and  Phala.

"Likewise,  in  a  blissful  plane,  „."  (CMA, Iv, §24, p.179)

Blissful  plane  means  Sugati.

"Likewise,   in   a   blissful   plane,   resultants  accompanied

by  knowledge  also  do  not arise."  (CMA, Iv, §24, p.179)
"Resultants  accompanied  by  knowledge"  -  four  coma

from  Kamavacara  resultants,  five  from  Rdpavacara  resultants
and  four from Ardpavacara  resultants and  four Phala  Cittas.  In
addition  to  those  mentioned  earlier  these  do  not  arise  ``in  a
blissful  plane" -that means Sugat:i Ahetuka.

"But  in   a  woeful   plane  great  resultants  disassociated

from  knowledge  are  not found."  (CMA, Iv, §24, p.179)
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That   means  for  a   Duggati  Ahetuka   person   no   great
resultants  unassociated  with   knowledge  occur.  Actually  for  a
person   that   is   Duggati   Ahetuka   there   are   no   Kamavacara
Sahetuka  Vipakas  and  also  no  Rdpavacara,  Artipavacara  and
Lokutt:ara.  Again  for those  of two-root  and  Ahetuka  Patisandhi
what  Cit:tas  can  they  not  experience?  They  cannot  experience
Kiriya  Javanas  and  APE!ana  Javanas.  ``In   a   blissful   plane"  -
that    means    Sugati    Nana-sampayutta    Vipaka,    four    from
Kamavacara  Vipaka  and  then  Rdpavacara, Aropavacara  Vjpaka
and  Lokuttara,  these  do  not  arise.  And  to  a  Duggati  Ahetuka
even the four fuana-vippayutta Vjpaka  do not arise.

I  think I will  stop  here,  Please  read  on  and  try and  find
out for yourself.

Twelve Individuals (5)

Today  we  will  begin  the  study  of the  individuals.  There
are  twelve  kinds  of  individuals.   First  we  will   make  ourselves
familiar  with   twelve  types   of  individuals  or  twelve  types   of
Puggalas.  Puggala  is a  Pa!i  word  which  means  individual. There
are   twelve   types   of   individuals   and    the   first   is    Duggati
Ahetuka.   `Duggati'   means   unhappy  destination;   that   means
the  four  woeful   states.   `Ahetuka'  here   means  those   whose
Patisandhi  Citta,  whose  relinking  Citta  is  Ahetuka.   How  many
Ahetuka    Cittas    are    there    which    function    as    Pa{isandhi,
Bhavahga  and  Cuti?  The  two  Upekkha  SantTranas  have  t:hese
functions.  One  is the  resultant of Akusala  and  I.he  other is the
resultant    of    Kusala.    So    Duggati    Ahetuka    persons    have
SantTrarla  which  is the  resultant  of Akusala  as  Patisandhi  Citta.
These  beings  are  those  born  in  hell,  animal  kingdom,  in  the
realm   of  hungry  ghosts,   and   in  the   realm  of  Asura  ghosts.
They   are   always   Puthujjanas.   `Puthujjana'   means   ordinary
persons   or   unenlight:ened   beings.   Usually   we   don't   use   the
word  `Puthujjana' when  we  want  to  describe  Duggati  Ahetuka
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persons.    Duggati   Ahetuka   person   is   always   a   Puthuj].ana.
When  we  talk  about  what  kind  of  person  experiences  what
kind  of  Cittas  we  do  not  say,  ``Duggati  Ahetuka   Puthu].jana''.
We say, ``Duggati Ahetuka" and "Puthujjana" is  understood.

The   next   person   is   Sugati   Ahetuka.   `Sugati'   means
happy  destiny.  So  `Sugati'  means  human  realm,  Deva  realms
and      Brahma     realms.     They     are     called     Sugati,     happy
destinations.  The  Patisandhi  Citta  or  relinking  consciousness  of
Sugati  Ahetuka  person  is  also  from  the  Ahetuka  ,Cittas.  It  is
the  Ahetuka  Citt:a  or  Upekkha  SantTrana  which  is  the  resultant
of Kusala.  Here also we just say, ``Sugati Ahetuka" because if a
person  is Ahetuka,  he is always  a  Puthu].jana.

Then  the  third  one  is  Dvihetuka.  `Dvi'  means  two.  So
`Dvihetuka'  means  one  whose  Patisandhi  Citta  is  accompanied

by  two  roots.  Those  roots  are  Alobha  and  Adosa.  Now  there
are  six  roots, three Akusala  roots  and three  Kusala  roots.  `Dvi'
here  means two from  good  roots,  so Alobha  and Adosa, Those
whose   Patisandhi   is  accompanied   by  Alobha   and  Adosa   only
are  called.Dvihetuka  persons.  If  he  is  Dvihetuka  person,  he  is
definitely  of  Sugati  and  also  he  is  definitely  a  Puthu].jana.  So
when  we just say, ``Dvihetuka  person", we  mean  he  belongs to
Sugati  and  he  is a  Puthujjana.

The  next  one  is Tihetuka  Puthujjana.  Here  we  need  to
say,  "Tihetuka   Puthujjana",   not  just  Tihetuka   because  there
are  Tihetuka  Puthu].janas  and  Tihetuka  Noble  Persons,  Ariyas.
So  we  need  to  say,  "Tihetuka  Puthujjana''.  If  he  is  a  Tihetuka
Puthujjana,  he  is  already  in  Sugati.  There  is  no  need  to  say,
"Sugati  Tihetuka   Puthujjana".  `Tihetuka'  means  those  whose

Patisa,ndhi  are  accompanied  by  three  roots.  Those  three  roots
ara Alobha, Adosa  and Amoha.

Then   the   next   person   is   Sotapanna,   When   we   say,
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"Sotapanna'',  we  don't  need  to  say,  ``Sugati Tihetuka"  because

only  Tihetuka   persons  can   become  Sotapannas.  `Sotapanna'
means    a     person    from   .the     moment    of    Sotapatti-phala
immediately   after   a    moment   of   Sotapatti-magga.   At   the
moment   of   Sotapatti-magga   he   is   called   Maggattha.   He   is
called  a  Maggattha  person.  But from  the  moment of Phala  until
he  reaches  the  next  Magga,   he  is  called  a   Phala#ha   person.
Also  he  is  called  Sot:apanna.  At  later  stages  of  enlightenment
the    Phalattha    person    is    called    SakadagamT,    AnagamT   and
Arahant.   `Sotapanna'  means  a   person   from   the   moment  of
Phala   following   Sotapatti-magga   until   he   reaches   the   next
higher stage.

The  next  person  is  SakadagamT.  You  already  know who
SakadagamT  is.  We  don't  say,  "Sugati  Tihetuka"  because  they
always are Sugati Tihetuka.

And  the  next  person  is  AnagamT.  It  is  the  same.  He  is
an AnagamT from  first AnagamT-phala  until  he  reaches the  next
higher stage.

Then the  last one  is Arahant:. Arahant always  belongs to
Sugati   and    he   always   has   three   roots   accompanying    his
Patisandhi  Citta.  Arahant  is  a  person  from  the  first  moment  of
Arahatta-phala  until  his death.

Now we will  try to  find  out how  many Cit:tas will  arise  in
these   individuals,   these   types   of   individuals,    Now   Duggati
Ahetuka,  those  born  in  hell  and  so  on,  they  cannot  have  Kiriya
Javanas.  First,  let  us  say,  they  cannot  have  Appana  Javanas.
Do   you   know   the   Appana   Javanas?   They   ,are   Ripavacara
Kusala     and     Kiriya,     Ardpavacara     Kusala     and     Kiriya     and
Lokut:tara.   We   will   take   Lokuttara   Cit:tas   as   eight.   They  are
called  Appana   Javanas.   These   persons   cannot  have  Appana
Javanas because they are born  as Ahetuka;  they are born  with
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Patisandhi  Citta  which  is  not accompanied  by any of the  Hetus.
So  those  that  are  born  as  Duggati  Ahetuka  and  actually  also
those  born  as  Sugati  Ahetuka  cannot  have  Appana  Javanas  in
that  life.  That  means they  cannot get Jhanas;  they  cannot get
enlightenment in  that  life  because the  resultant consciousness
which   functions   as   the   relinking   consciousness   for  them   is
actually  an  obstacle  to  reaching  Appana  Javanas,  an  obstacle
to  reaching Jhanas and  enlightenment.  Since they do  not have
Appana   Javanas,   they   do   not   have   Kiriya   Javanas.    Kiriya
Javanas  are  only  experienced  by Arahants.  Since  they  cannot
have   Appana    Javanas,    they    cannot    become    Sotapannas,
SakadagamTs,  AnagamTs  and  Arahants.   So  tpey  cannot  have
Kiriya    Javanas.    They    also    cannot    have    Nar]a-sampayutta
Vipaka.    Now    Kiana-sampayutta    Vip5ka    include    four    from
Kamavacara  Vipaka,  five  from  Rt]pavacara  Vipaka,  four  from
Arcipavacara  Vipaka   and   also  Phalas,   but  Phalas  are  already
t:aken   by  Kiriya  Javanas  and  Appana  Javanas  -  so   Duggati
Ahetuka    individuals   cannot   have   fGana-sampayutta   Vipaka.
Also  they cannot  have  fuapa-vippayutta  Mahavipaka.  You  know
Mahavipaka.   Which  are  the   Mahavipaka?  They  are  the  eight
Sahetuka     Kamavacara     Vipaka.     The     Kusalas     are     called
Mahakusala;    the    Vipakas    are    called    Mahavipaka    and    the
Kiriyas   are   called    Mahakiriya..  So   they   cannot   have   ftiana-
vippayutta  Vipaka  also.  That  means  they  cannot  have  any  of
the   Mahavipakas.   In   Duggati  Ahetuka   how   many  Cittas  can
arise  in  them?  How  many  Cittas  can  be  experienced  by t:hem?
What    Kiriya    Javanas    will    not    arise    for    Duggati    Ahetuka
individuals?   The    following    Cittas    will    not    arise    for   them:
Hasituppada,  Kamavacara  Mahakiriya  eight,  Rtipavacara  Kiriya
five,    Ardpavacara    Kiriya    four.    For    Duggati    individuals   the
Appana    Javanas    -    Rtipavacara    Kusala    five,   Ari]pavacara

#:`saa:°p:ryu::adv%:%g:f::rdanp:at`haenej#:avTppda°yu:t°atv:pr:Ske:
four  also  do   not  arise.   How   many  Cittas   remain?   37  Cittas
remain     -     Twelve     Akusalas,     17     Ahetukas     and     eight
Kamavacara   Kusalas.   So   they   experience   only   37   types   of
consciousness  or  only  37  types  of  consciousness  can  arise  in
their  minds.  This  is  for  Duggati  Ahetuka  person,  those  reborn
in  hell,  hungry ghosts,  animals and Asura  ghosts.
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Next  Sugati  Ahetuka  again  cannot  have  Kiriya  Javanas
simply   because   they   are   not   Arahants.   They   cannot   get
Appana   Javanas   because  their  Patisandhi   Citta   is   such   that
t~hey cannot get Appana  Javanas in  that life. They cannot  have
Nana-sampayutta   Vipakas   also   because   they   are   born   as
Ahetukas,  What  Cittas  does  a  Sugati  Ahetuka  not  experience?
The      Sugati      Ahetuka      individual      does      not      experience
Hasituppada,  Kiriya  Javanas  -  Kamavacara  Mahakiriya  eight,
Rdpavacara    Kiriya    five,    Artipavacara    Kiriya    four,    Appana
Javanas  -  Rtipavacara   Kusala  five,  Artipavacara   Kusala  four
and  all   Lokuttara.  A  Sugati  Ahetuka   individual  also  does  not
experience  fuana-sampayutta  Vipaka,  so  four  from  Sahet:uka
Kamavacara  Vipaka.   So  how  many  are  left:?  37  plus  4  (four
fuana-vippayutta  Sahetuka  Vipaka  Cittas)  equals  41.   Only  41
types  of  consciousness  arise  in  the  minds  of  Sugati  Ahetuka
individuals.    Sugati    Ahetuka    individuals    are    those    human
beings  who  are   born   blind,   deaf  and   so  on.   Some   kinds  of
Petas  or  ghosts  are  also  Sugati  Ahetuka,  We  will  study  about
them   in  the  fifth   chapter.   So  for  Sugati  Ahetuka   individuals
there are only 41 types of consciousness.

The the  next one  is  Dvihetuka, those who are born with
two  roots  as  a  human  being  or  as  a  Deva.  They  are  Sugati.
They  cannot  have  Kiriya  Javanas,  They  cannot  have  Appana
Javanas.   They  cannot  have   ftapa-sampayutta  Vipakas.  They
also  have  how  many  types  of  consciousness?  They  have  41
types   of   consciousness.   So   Sugati   Ahetuka   and   Dvihetuka
persons  have  the  same  number of or types  of consciousness,
41.

Next  is  the  Tihetuka   Puthujjana.  Tihetuka   Puthujjana
cannot   have   Mahakiriya   Javanas   -   Kamavacara   Mahakiriya
eight,  Rdpavacara  Kiriya  five, Arcipavacara  Kiriya  four and then
all  Lokuttara  Citt:as  and  Hasituppada.  So  how  many  Cit:tas  can
they   have?   They   can    have   Akusala   twelve,   Ahetuka    17,
Kamavacara  Kusala  eight:,  Kamavacara  Sahetuka Vipaka  eight,
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Rcipavacara  Kusala  five,  Arcipavacara  Kusala  four,  Rdpavacara
Vipaka  five,  Artipavacara  Vipaka  four.   How  many  are  there?
There  are  63.  Altogether  there  are  63.  We  will  come  to  that
later.  In  the  Mar}ua/  it  may  be  different.  You  get  63  because
here   `Tihetuka    Puthujjana'   means   Tihetuka    Puthujjana    in
Kamavacara,  Rcipavacara  and Arc]pavacara  realms.  If we  mean
only  for  those  Who  are  born  in  Kamavacara  realm,  there  will
be  only  54.  Here  we  are  taking  all  Tihetuka  Puthuj].anas.  54  is
only  for  Kamavacara  Tihetuka  individuals.  There  are  no  Kiriya
Javanas..  They  are  already  taken   out.   We   have  to  take  out
Vipaka,     Similarly     if    they     are     born     in     Rdpavacara     or
Arc]pavacara,  we  take  out  Kamavacara  Sahetuka  Vipaka.  So  if
we  say,  "Tihetuka  Puthujjana",  we  mean  all.  For  Kamavacara
Tihetuka  we  take  out the five  RDpavacara  Vipaka  and  the four
Ardpavacara  Vipaka  and  we  get  54.   If  we  take  all  Tihetuka
Puthujjanas, we get 63,

Then     Sotapannas     -     here     again     we     will     take
Sotapannas    as    all,    that    is,    all    kinds    of   Sotapannas    -
Kamavacara,   Rdpavacara   and   Art]pavacara.   For   Sotapannas
Ditthigata-sampayutta    Javanas    are    eliminated.    Sotapannas
have    eradicated    Ditthi    and    Vicikiccha.    So    four    kinds    of
consciousness  accompanied  by  wrong  view  and  Vicikiccha  -
five  from  Akusala  Cittas  they  do  not  have.  Since  they  are  not
Arahant:s,    they    do    not    have    the    Kiriya    Javanas    -    so
Hasituppada,  Kamavacara   Mahakiriya,   Rcipavacara   Kiriya  and
Arcipavacara   Kiriya.   And   then   since  they  are   Phala   persons,
they  do  not  have  Magga  Cittas,  no  Magga  Cittas  at  all.  And
then  the  three  upper  Phala  Cittas  -  Sotapannas  do  not  have
SakadagamT-phala,  AnagamT-phala  and  Arahatta-phala  simply
because  they  have  not  attained  them  yet.  So  we  get  seven
from   Akusala,    17   from   Ahetuka,   then   Kamavacara   Kusala
eight,  Kamavacara  Sahetuka  Vipaka  eight,  Rcipavacara  Kusala
five,     Rt]pavacara    Vipaka     five,    Artipavacara     Kusala     four,
Ardpavacara Vipaka four and  then  Sotapatti-phala  -  let's take
that  as  one.  So  altogether  there  are  59.  please  be  reminded
that   we   t:ake    Lokuttara    as   eight.    That   is   for   Sotapatti-
phalattha.
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If you  know  consciousness  for  Sotapatti-phalattha,  you
know     consciousness     for     SakadagamT-phalattha      because
SakadagamT-magga    person    does    not   eradicate   any    more
Akusalas  or any  more  Kilesas.  So  they  have the  same  number
and  the  same  types  of  consciousness  as  Sotapatti-phalattha
individuals  have.  So for them  also there are  59  Cittas -seven
from   Akusala,    17   from   Ahetuka,    Kamavacara    Kusala    and
Sahetuka Vipaka,  Rtipavacara  Kusala  and Vipaka,  Ardpavacara
Kusala   and   Vipaka,   and   here   for   them   SakadagamT-phala.
They  do   not  have   Maggas.   There   is   no   Sotapatti-phala,   no
AnagamT-phala  and  no Arahatta-phala.  When  a  person  reaches
a     higher     stage,     the     lower     stages     of     consciousness
automatically vanish  for them;  therefore,  SakadagamTs  do  not
have   Sotapatti-phala.   Since   they   have   not   attained   higher
stages,  they  do  not  have  AnagamT  and  Arahatta-phalas.  They
can  only  have SakadagamT-phala.

Then  AnagamT -  What does  an  AnagamT eradicate? An
AnagamT   eradicates    Dosa;    the    two    Dosamdla    Cittas    are
eradicated   totally.   Also   what   is   called   Kamaraga,   desire  for
sense-ob].ects   is   eliminated.   Although   they   have   eradicated
desire  for sense-objects,  they  still  have  desire  for  Rnpavacara
and  Ardpavacara  realms.  So  they  still  have  Lobha;  they  have
not   eradicated   Lobha   altogether,   but   they   have   eradicated
Dosa  altogether.  So  we  subtract  two  more  from  the  Akusala.
So   four   Ditthigata-vippayutta   Cittas   and   the   last   one   that
accompanied  by  Uddhacca  remain,  only  five  remain.  They  still
have   17   from   Ahetuka,   Kamavacara   Kusala   and   Sahetuka
VipEika,    Rtipavacara    Kusala    and    Vipaka    and    Art]pavacara
Kusala    and   Vipaka    and   then   AnagamT-phala.   There   is    no
Sotapatti-phala,    no    SakadagamT-phala    because   they    have
passed those attainments and  no Arahatta-phala  because they
have   not   attained   it   yet.   So   how   many   Cittas   may   they
experience?    59    minus    2    equals    57.    57    Cittas    may    be
experienced  by AnagamT-phala  person.
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The  last  one  is  Arahants.  Arahants  do  not  have  Kusala
Javanas  and  they  do  not  have  Akusala  Javanas.   How  many
from  Ahetuka?  They   may  experience  all   18  Ahetuka   Cittas.
And  then  Kamavacara  Kusala  eight  do  not  arise,  so  we  have
Kamavacara      Sahetuka      Vipaka      eight      and      Kamavacara
Mahakiriya  eight.  Then  Rt]pavacara  Kusala  five do  not arise.  So
we  have  Rcip5vacara  Vipaka  five  and   RC]pavacara   Kiriya  five.
Similarly  we  have  Ardpavacara  Vipaka  four  and  Artipavacara
Kiriya  four and  then  the  last one Arahatta-phala.  So  there  are
no   Sotapatti-phala,   no   SakadagamT-phala   and   no   AnagamT-
phala  and  no  Magga.  So  how many Cittas are there? There are
53  because they  can  have   Hasituppada,  but they do  not  have
any   of   the   Akusala.   So   we   get   18   Ahetuka   Cittas,   eight
Kamavacara   Mahavipaka,   eight   Kamavacara   Mahakiriya,   five
Rcipavacara  Vipaka,  five  Rtipavacara   Kiriya,  four  Artipavacara
Vipaka,  four  Artipavacara  Kiriya  and  then  last  Arahatta-phala
one.   So   we   get   53   types   of  consciousness   experienced   by
Arahants.

Now  we  must  underst:and  that  not  all  these  types  of
consciousness  are  experienced   by  a   particular  Arahant  or  a
particular  person.  If the  Arahant  does  not  have  Jhana,  he  will
not   experience   RCipavacara    Kiriya   and   Ardpavacara    Kiriya.
Arahants  may  or  may  not  have  Jhanas.  This  is very  simple.  If
you  want to go on, there are  more complicated  ones.

All   Maggattha   individuals   have  only  one  Citta.  That  is
very easy,  Maggattha  person  means the person  at the  moment
of  Magga  Citta.  There  is  only  one  Citta  for  such  a  person.  For
Sotapatti-maggattha  there  is  only one  Citta  which  is  Sotapatti-
magga  Citta.  SakadagamT-maggattha  person  has  SakadagamT-
magga   Citta.   For  AnagamT-magga   person   there   is  AnagamT-
magga   Citta.   For  Arahatta-magga   person  there  is  Arahatta-
magga  Citta.  We  have only one Citta for each  Noble Person.

Now  once  again,  the  first  one,   Duggati  Ahet:uka,`  how
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many  Cittas  can  arise  for  that  individual?  37  Cittas  can  arise
for  Duggati  Ahetuka.  Sugati  Ahetuka  individual  has  how  many
Cittas?   41   Cittas   may   arise   in   Sugati   Ahetuka.   How   many
Citt:as  may  arise  in  Dvihetuka  individual?  41  Cittas  may  arise
in    Dvihetuka    individual.    How    many    Cittas    may    arise    in
Tihetuka     Puthujjana?     63     Citt:as     may    arise     in    Tihetuka
Puthuj].ana.   How  many  Cittas  may  arise  in  a  Sotapanna?  59
Cittas   may   arise   in   a   Sotapanna.    How   many   arise   for   a
SakadagamT?   59   Cittas   may   arise   for   a   SakadagamT.   How
many  arise  in  an  AnagamT?  57  may  arise  in  an  AnagamT.  How
many arise  in  an Arahant?  53  Cittas  may arise  in  an Arahant.

Please open the CMA on  page  179  -"Guide to §24'':
"Those    beings   for   whom    the   functions   of   rebirth,

bhavahga  and  death  are  performed  by either of the two types
of   investigating   consciousness   accompanied    by   equanimity
have   a   rootless   (ahetuka)   rebirth   consciousness.   Those  for
whom   these   functions   are   performed   by   on~e   of  the   great
resultants    disassociated    from    knowledge    (Nanavippayutta)
have  a  double-rooted   (Dvihetuka)   rebirt:h  consciousness,  the
root  of  non-delusion   or  wisdom   being   absent."  (CMA,  IV,  Guide  to
§24,  p.179)

That  means  only  Alobha  and  Adosa  are  present;  there
is  no Amoha.

"In  such  beings t:he functional javanas  (Kiriya  Javanas),

which  are  exclusive  to  Arahants,  cannot  arise,  nor  can  such
beings  attain  absorption  either  by way  of jhanas  or the  path."
(CMA,  IV,  Guide to  §24,  p.179)

These persons cannot get Jhanas or enlightenment.

``Moreover,  the  only  cittas  that  can  perform  the  role  of

registration   (TadarammaT]a)   for  these   beinas   are   the   three
types  of  root:less  investigating   consciousness."7  (CMA,  IV,  Guide  to

7      CMA,  Second  Edition,  1999:  "Moreover, for beings in the woeful  plane, t:he only Cittas
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§24,  p.179)

Now  I  want  you  to  consider  whether that  is  correct  or
not.  ``The  only  Cittas  that  can  perform  the  role  of  registration
for these  beings  are  the  three  types  of  rootless  investigating
consciousness." That  means  three  SantTranas.  Is  that  correct?
First we  must understand  what is  meant  by ``for these  beings".
Is   it   both   Ahetuka   and   Dvihetuka   or   only   Ahetuka?   This
paragraph  deals with  both  Ahetuka  and  Dvihetuka  persons,  So
when   he  says,  ``for  these  beings'',  we.must  take  it  as  both
Ahetuka  and  Dvihetuka,  If it  is  so,  it  is  not correct.  Dvihetuka
persons    may    have    four    Sahetuka     Kamavacara    Vipakas
unassociated with  knowledge.

In the next paragraph the last three lines -
"In  a  woeful  plane,  where  the  rebirth  consciousness  is

invariably  rootless,  even   two-root:ed   great  resultants  do   not
perform  the  role  of registration;  ..."  (CMA, Iv, Guide to §24, p.179)

That is correct.

".,.  only  the  rootless  resultants  can  arise  in  this  role."
(CMA,  IV,  Guide to  §24,  p.179)

There   is   a   contradict:ion   here.   I   think   t:he   first   one
beginning  wit:h "Moreover, the only Cittas  .„" is  not correct.

So   for   Duggati   Ahetuka    person   only   SantTrana   can
perform   the   function   of  Tadarammaria.   For   Sugati   Ahetuka
persons    Sahetuka    Kamavacara    Vipaka    unassociated    with
knowledge  can  perform  Tadarammaria  function  as  well  as  the
Sant:Tranas.  For  Dvihetuka  persons  it  is  the  same.as  for Sugati
Ahetuka  persons.

Then Supramundane Javanas -

t:hat: can  perform the role of registration  are the three types of rootless investigating
consciousness."
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"But  the  supramundane  javanas  are  experienced  only

by  noble'ones  according  to  their  respective  capacities."  (CMA, Iv,
§25,  p.180)

``Respect:ively"  (or  respective)  means  Sotapatti-phala  is

experienced      by     Sotapanna      only;      SakadagamT-phala      is
experienced   by  SakadagamT  only  and   so  on.   So   Sotapanna
cannot    experience    SakadagamT-phala,    AnagamT-phala    and
Arahatta-phala.

Now in  this section  there are two terms you  have to  be
familiar with  -Sekkha  and Asekkha.  In  section  §25,  page  180
of the CMA -

"Amongst        those         with         triple-rooted         (rebirt:h

consciousness),  t:o  Arahants,   no  wholesome  or  unwholesome
].avanas  arise.  Similarly,  to  trainees  and  worldlings ,... "  (CMA, Iv,
§25,  p.180)

Now  Trainees  -  the  Pali  word  for  Trainees  is  Sekkha,
You    have    the    word    on    page    179    of    the    CMA    ``Tatha
sekkhaput:hujjananarTi".    Sekkha    is    spelled    S    E    K    K    H    A.
Sometimes  it  is  spelled  with  only one  K.  So  it  can  be  Sekha  or
Sekkha.   `Sekkha'  means  those  who   are   still   training,   those
whose  training  has  not  yet  reached  completion.  Such  persons
are   called    Sekha   or   Sekkha.   `Training'   means   training   as
Magga   and   Phala.   So   Puthujjana   has   nothing   to   do   with   it.
Sekkhas  are  those  who  have  reached  enlightenment:  but  have
not   yet   become   Arahants.    If   we   take    Noble   Persons   or
Enlightened   Persons  to   be  eight  in   number,  then   seven   are
Sekkhas  -  Sotapatti-maggattha,  Sotapatti-phalattha  and  so  on
through  Arahatta-maggattha.  These  seven  persons  are  called
Sekha  or  Sekkha  because  their  training  has  not  yet  come  to
completion.  They  are  still  training.  If they  are  called  Trainees,
what do we call  Puthujjanas?  It is a  technical term.

An  Arahant  is  called  Asekha.  On  page  180  of the  CMA,
in  the  Pa!i  verse  there  is  the  word  "Asekkhanam"  (see CMA, Iv, §26,
p.i8o),` `Asekha'  means  Non-sekha  here,  Also  sometimes  one  K
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can  be  dropped,  so  it  may  be  either Asekha  or Asekkha.  They
are  called  those  beyond  training,  those  who  have  completed
training.  That  means  their  training   has  come  to  completion,
they are those who do  not have any more training  to  undergo.
That  means  those   who   have   reached   the   highest  stage  of
enlightenment  -  Arahants.  So  Arahants  are  called  Asekha  or
Asekkha.

please    note    these    two    because    when    you    read
translations  of  the  discourses  you  will  find  these  two  terms.
You  should  understand  what  is  meant  by Trainees  and  what  is
meant  by  Non-trainees.  If you  do  not  know Abhidhamma,  you
do  not  know these terms  and  if you  do  not understand  clearly,
then  sometimes  you   may  have  wrong   understanding  of  t:he
discourse.  `Sekha'  means those  who  are  still  training  and  they
are the  lower seven  Noble  Persons. `Asekha' means those  who
are  not  in  training  -  that  means  those  who  have  completed
the training  and they are the Arahatta-phalattha or Arahants.

Then section  §26 of the CMA -
"According  to  circumstances,   it  is  said,  those  beyond

training  experience  44  classes  of consciousness ,,.. "  (CMA, Iv, §26,
p.180)

Now  in  our  reckoning  how  many  were  there?  53.  So  in
t:his verse 44  means for those who  are  in  Kamavacara  sphere.
For  all  Arahants   in   general   we  still   have   53.  `44'  means   53
minus  nine.  Which  are  the  nine?  They  are  Rdpavacara  Vipaka
five  and Ardpavacara  Vipaka  four.

And Trainees may experience  56  Cit:tas. Those you  have
to  add  up,  You  have  to  take  out  nine  and  add  one,  one,  one,
so   altogether  you   have   56   for  Trainees.   Now  Trainees   are
t:aken  altogether -Sotapannas, SakadagamTs and AnagamTs.

And   the   rest   may   experience   54   Cittas.   `The   rest'
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means  what?  It  means   Puthujjanas,   So  they   have  54,  The
details  are  given  in  the  explanation  in  the "Guide  to  §26''.  On
page  181  of the  CMA just above the  heading "Analysis  by way
of  Planes" there  is  a  paragraph  beginning  with  "These  figures
are for those  in the  sense-sphere  plane". These  are for sense-
sphere  plane  only.  If we  take  for t:hose  of all  planes,  we  have
to   add   in   Rdpavacara   Vipaka   and   Arcipavacara   Vipaka.   And
then  there  is  a  t:able  on  page  182  of the  CMA  (see CMA, IV, Table 4,5,
p.182).

Now  this  is just  plain  understanding  of what  we  find  in
the    Manua/,     but    we     have    to    understand     Puthujjanas,
Sotapannas and so on who are born  in  Kamavacara  plane, who
are     born     in     Rtipavacara     plane     and     who     are     born     in
Ardpavacara   plane.  Tihetuka   Puthujjana   can   be  Kamavacara
Tihetuka      Puthujjana,      Rcipavacara      Tihetuka      Puthujjana,
Ardpavacara  Tihetuka  Puthujjana.  Also  there  are  Kamavacara
Sotapanna,       Rdpavacara       Sotapanna       and       Ardpavacara
Sotapanna.  The  same  is  true  for  SakadagamTs,  AnagamTs  and
Arahants.

As   though   it  were   not  enough,   we   have   to   answer
more, That means a  Puthujjana  may get Jhanas or he may not
get  Jhanas.  There  are   Puthuj].anas  with  Jhanas  and  without
Jhanas,     Sotapannas     with     Jhanas     and     without    Jhanas,
SakadagamTs,    AnagamTs    and    Arahants    with    Jhanas    and
without Jhanas,  So we  have  Kamavacara Tihetuka  with  Jhana.
First  we  should  say  Kamavacara  Tihetuka  Put:hu].jana  wit:hout
Jhana  and  then  Kamavacara  Tihetuka  Puthujjana  with  Jhana,
Rdpavacara Tihetuka  Puthujjana  with  Jhana  only,  Artipavacara
Tihetuka   person  with  Jhana  only,  Then  there  is  Kamavacara
Sotapanna  with  or without Jhana,  Rdpavacara  Sotapanna  wit:h
Jhana   only.   And   then   there   are   Kamavacara   SakadagamTs,
AnagamTs   and   Arahants   with   or  without  Jhanas.  There   are
many  ways  to   study  the  different   individuals   in   detail.   The
ones  we  have  already  done  are  for  individuals  in  general,  for
Tihetuka   Puthujjanas   of   all   realms,   for   Sotapannas   of   all
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realms and  so on.

Suppose   we   try   to   find   out   Tihetuka   Kamavacara
Puthujjana   with   Jhana   and   without  Jhana.   If  he   is   without
Jhana,  then  we  will  have to take  out the Jhana  consciousness.
So  there  are  how  many  here?  There  are  63.` So  you  take  out
Jhana  consciousness  and  since  they  are from  Kamavacara,  we
also   take   out   Rt]pavacara   Vipaka   and   Aropavacara   Vipaka
Cittas.  So the  number goes down.

Now   the   chart   on   page   182   of   the   CMA   does   not
differentiate   between   those   with   Jhana   and   those   without
Jh5na  (see CMA, Iv, Table 4.5, p.182).  SO  We  Can  assume  that  they  are
for those with Jhana  or just for those in  general.  So  if you  look
at  the  Chart  (see CMA, Iv, Table 4.5,  p.182)  -  first  for  Woeful  rootless
rebirth-consciousness,  that  means  Duggati  Ahetuka,  and  then
sense-sphere  plane  -we get  12  unwholesome,  17  rootless,  8
wholesome. There are altogether 37 Cittas.

Then   there   is   blissful   rootless   rebirth-consciousness,
Sugat:i  Ahetuka.  In  this  individual  41  Cittas  may  arise,  And  for
the   two-root   rebirth-consciousness,   Dvihetuka,   we   get   the
same number of Cittas,  which  is the same as above, 41.

For three-root worldling  54  Citt:as  may  arise,  that  is  for
those  who  have  Jhanas.  If for those  who  are  without  Jhanas,
we must subtract nine so then  it is 45 Cittas that may arise.

Then for the Stream-enterer,  Sotapanna,  50  Cittas  may
arise.  If  he  doesn't  get  Jhana,  then  we  subtract  nine,  so  41
Cittas   may   arise.   And   SakadagamT   is   the   same,    For   the
AnagamT   with   Jhana   48   Cittas   may   arise.   In   the   AnagamT
without Jhana  39  Cittas  may  arise,  that  is,  48  minus  nine.  44
Cittas   may  arise   in   Arahants.   If  they  don't  get  Jhanas,   we
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subtract  nine  from  44,  s6  35  Cittas  may  arise  for  them.  You
must    understand    this,    So   Tihetuka,    three-root   worldling,
Tihetuka  with  Jhana  and  without  Jhana  must  be  understood,
The  same  is  true  for  Sotapanna,  SakadagamT,  AnagamT  and
Arahant  -  must  be  understood  as  with  Jhanas  and  without
Jhanas.  The  numbers  given  in  the  chart  (see CMA, Iv, Table 4.5, p.182)
are  for  those  with  Jhanas.  So  if  you  want  to  know  for  those
without Jhanas,  you  subtract nine  Cittas  -  Rdpavacara  Kusala
and  Aropavacara  Kusala,  and  for  Arahants  Rtipavacara  Kiriya
and Artipavacara  Kiriya.  So we get 45,  41, 41,  39,  and  35.

With  regard to fine-material  plane  and  immaterial  plane
there  is  only one,  those  with  Jhanas.  None  are  without Jhanas
there.

If  you   have  time,  I  thin,k  you  should   become  familiar
with   t:hose   different   individuals,   for   example,    Kamavacara
Tihetuka   without   Jhana,   Kamavacara   Tihetuka   with   Jhana,
Kamavacara  Sotapanna  with  Jhana  and  without  Jhana  and  so
Onl

Next  we   go   to  the   last  section.   It   is   called  "Bhami-
bheda'',  ``Analysis   by  Way  of-Planes"  (see  CMA,  Iv,  §27,  p.181).   It  is
strange   t:hat   we   have   not   yet   studied   the   31    planes   of
existence.     The     author     is     gMng     us     which     types     of
consciousness arise  in  which  plane.

"In the sense-sphere  plane all these foregoing  cognitive

processes  Occur according  to  circumstances."  (CMA, Iv, §27, p.i8i)

That   means   for   Kamavacara    realms   all   VTt:hi   Cittas
arise.  So  for  Kamavacara  realm  how  many  Cittas  are  there?
Now   here   we   must   understand   the   Manua/   is   saying   `VTthi
Cittas'.  That  means  there  are  no  VTthimutta  Cittas.  So  if  we
find  out  how  many VTthi  Cittas  can  arise  in  Kamavacara  realm
we  say  80.  If we  say  how  many  Cittas  in  general  ca`n  arise  in
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Kamavacara  realm,  VTthimutta  Cittas  are  included.  We  will  still
get the same answer, 80 Cittas. VTthimutta  means those Cittas
that    function    as    Patisandhi,    Bhavahga    and    Cuti.    In    the
Kamavacara     realm    the    VTthimutta    Cittas    perform    other
functions  such  as Tadarammaria.  Therefore,  they  have  already
been  accounted for.  Do you  understand? There are 80 types of
consciousness  in   general  that  may  arise  in   Kamavacara  and
there  are  also  80  types  of  consciousness  that  may  arise  as
VTthi  Cittas  in  Kamavacara.

In    the    Rtipavacara    and    Arcipavacara    there    will    be
difference  between  the  number  of  Citt:as  in  general  that  may
arise  and  the  number  of  VTthi  Cittas  that  may  arise.  That  is
because the  Cittas  in  those  realms  that  perform  the functions
of  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  and  Cuti  perform  only those  functions
and  they  are  always  process-freed.  They  always  function  as
VTthimutta  Cittas.  In  Rdpavacara  the  five  R0pavacara  Vipaka
Cittas  perform these functions and  in the Art]pavacara the four
Arcipavacara Vipaka  Cittas perform these functions.

Cittas that function  as  Patjsandhi,  Bhavahga  and  Cuti  do
not  arise  through  any  door.  They  are  door-freed.  So  they  are
called  `VTthimutta',  free  from  Vlthi,  out  of VTthi.  When  we  say
VTthi  Citta,  it  means  one  thing.  When  we  say Vlthimutta  Citta,
we  mean  another thing,  a  different thing.  Only VTthi  Cittas  are
mentioned  in  this  section  of the  Wanua/  (see CMA, Iv, §27-§29,  p.181-
183).   According   to   this   Nar}ua/,   in   the   sense-sphere   plane
(Kamavacara   plane)  "all  these  foregoing   cognitive  processes
occur  according   to   circumstances."  Later  on   he   will   say   80
(Cittas  may arise).  In  section  §29 of the CMA,

"In        the       sense-sphere        plane,        according        to
circumstances,  80  kinds  of  process  consciousness  are  found,
..."   (CMA, IV,  §29,  p.183)

`Process  consciousness'  means  the  VTthi  Cittas.  There

are   80   types   of  process   consciousness  which   may  arise   in
Kamavacara.
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"In  the  fine-material  sphere  plane  ..."  (CMA, Iv, §27, p.181)

That means RDpavacara.

"„.  (all  occur)  with  the  exception  of javanas  connected

with  aversion  and  registration  moments."  (CMA, Iv, §27, p.181)

Now  Dosa  is the  direct  opposite  of Jhanas.  When  I:here
is  Dosa, Jhanas cannot arise. The  Brahmas are those who gain
Jhana  and  then  are  reborn  as  Brahmas.  So  for them  although
they  have  not  eradicated  Dosa  altogether,  as  happens  when
Magga  arises,  but by way of the planes where they exist these
two  Cittas  are  suppressed.  These  two  Cittas  do  not  arise  in
Brahmas.  If you  go  back to t:he third  chapter, you  will  find  that
in  the  section  on  Vatthu,  in  the  section  on  bases.  So  in  the
fine-material   or   Rdpavacara   planes   the   Javanas   connected
with  aversion  do  not  arise,  that  is,  the  two  Dosamtila  Cittas,
and the registration  moments do  not arise.

The  Tadarammana  arise  only  in  what:?  They  arise  after
Kamavacara  Javanas,  to  Kamavacara  beings  and  then?  They
only  arise  when  taking  Kamavacara  objects.  There  are  three
conditions.    Do    you    remember?    Go    back    in    the    Manua/,
"Tadarammar}a-niyama"  (see CMA, Iv, §2o, p.175),

"Registration  occurs,  they  say,  in  connect:ion  with  clear

and   very  great  objects  when  there   is  certainty  as   regards
sense-sphere ]-avanas,  beings,  and  objects."  (CMA, Iv, §2o, p.175)

Regist:ration,       Tadarammana        arises        only        after
Kamavacara   Cittas.   And   then   Tadarammaria   arise   only   for
"sense-sphere beings" - only to Kamavacara  beings, and they
arise    taking    "sense-sphere    object"    only,    that    is,    taking
Kamavacara  objects,  So  only  when  I:hese  three  conditions  are
met  can  Tadarammapa  Cittas  arise.   But  here  we  are  dealing
with  Rt]pavacara  realm,  so  Tadarammar`a  cannot  arise.  So  for
Kamavacara   realm  there  are  80  VTthi   Cittas;   but  how  many
Cittas   in   all?  There   are  still   80   Cittas   because  those   Cittas
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performing   t:he   functions   of   Patisandhi,   Bhavahga   and   Cuti
(door-freed   processes)   have  already   been   counted   as  they
also  may perform  other functions such as Tadarammana.

"In   the   immaterial-sphere   plane   (all   occur)   with   the

(further)  exception  of the first  path ,... "  (CMA, Iv, §27, p.182)

Now   if  you   remember   the   last   section   in   t:he   third
chapter,   Sotapatti-magga   cannot   arise   in   the   Aropavacara
realm,  because  Sotapatti-magga  can  be  attained  only  through
voice   from   others,   only   through   getting   instructions   from
others,   Ardpavacara    Brahmas   have    no   ears   to    hear   t:he
instructions.  So  there  can  be  no  Sotapat:ti-magga  Citta  in  the
Ardpavacara  realm,

And then,
"...   fine-material-sphere   consciousness ,... "   (CMA,  Iv,  §27,

p.182)

Rtipavacara      consciousness      you      cannot      get      in
Artipavacara  realm. They are lower Cittas, so they disappear.

And,
"„.  smiling  consciousness,  „."  (CMA, Iv, §27, p.182)

It   cannot   arise   because   they   do   not   have   bodies.
Therefore, they cannot smile.

"„.  and  the  lower  immaterial  classes  of consciousness."
(CMA,  IV,  §27,  p.182)

That  means  when  you  get  to  the  second  Aropavacara
realm,  you  do  not  have first Ardpavacara  Citta;  and  when  you
get to the third, you  do  not experience the first and  second.  In
the  fourth  you  do  not  experience  the  first,  second  and  third
Aropavacara Cittas because they are lower Cittas and they just
disappear.   When   you    reach   the   higrier   position,   then   t:he
former  position  is  not for you.  In  the  immaterial  sphere  there
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is   no  first  Path,  Sotapatti-magga,   no   Rdpavacara   Cittas,   no
Hasituppada   and   for  each  Ardpavacara   realm   there   are   no
Cittas from  a  lower Arcipavacara  realm.

"In   all   planes,  to  t:hose  who   are   devoid   of  particular

sense  organs,  cognitive  processes  ..."  (CMA, Iv, §28, p.183)

That    means    consciousness    pertaining    to    cognitive
processes.

"...   connected   with   the   corresponding   doors   do   not

arise."  (CMA, Iv,  §28,  p.183)

That means  if a  person  is  devoid  of eyes,  there  can  be
no  corresponding  consciousness,  so  no  seeing  consciousness
and  so  on.  In  the  Rtipavacara  realm  what  bases  are  missing?
The    bases    of   nose,    tongue    and    body    are    missing.    For
Rtipavacara  realm  nose-consciousness,  tongue-consciousness,
and   body-consciousness   do   not   arise.   Also   in   Kamavacara
realm  if  a  person  is  born  blind,  then  he  cannot  have  seeing
consciousness and so on.

"To  the  non-percipient  beings  ,.."  (CMA, Iv, §28, p.183)

That means the  mindless beings,

"...      there      is      absolutely      no      cognitive      process

whatsoever."  (CMA, Iv, §28, p.183)

For  mindless  beings  there  is  no  mind  at  all,  no  Cittas,
no Cetasikas.

The  summary  is  that for sense-sphere plaine there  are
80,    and    for    Rcipavacara    plane    there    are    64,    and    for
Ardpavacara  plane there  are  42  (see CMA, Iv, §29, p.183),
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Now  can  you  find  out  the  64  for  Rt]pavacara?  Finding
80  in  Kamavacara  now  is  easy.  What:  are  I:he  64?  How  many
come from  Akusala? Ten  come from  Akusala.  How  many`come
from  Ahetuka?  You  take  out  six,   so  there   are  twelve  from
Ahetuka,     How     many     are     from     Kamavacara     Sobhana?
Kamavacara   Kusala   eight   and   Kamavacara   Kiriya   eight   are
from   Kamavacara   Sobhana.   And   then   from   Mahaggata   and
Lokuttara    there    are    Rt]pavacara    Kusala    and    Kiriya    and
Ardpavacara  Kusala  and  Kiriya  and  eight  Lokuttara  Cittas.  We
get  64  Cittas  that  may  arise  as VTthi  Cittas.  But  if we  say  how
Cittas  in  general  may  arise,  we  must  add  R0pavacara  Vipaka
five, the five VTthimutta  Citt:as.  So  64  plus five  is  69.

For the  Ardpavacara  realm  there  are  42.  What  are  the
42?  There  are  ten  from  Akusala,  and  t:hen  one  from  Ahetuka.
Which  one?  Manodvaravajjana  is  the  only  one  from  Ahetuka.
Then   there   are   Kamavacara   Mahakusala   eight,   Kamavacara
Mahakiriya  eight  and   no  Rdpavacara.  There  are  Artipavacara
Kusala  four  and  Ardpavacara  Kiriya  four  and  Lokuttara  seven
without  Sotapatti-magga.  So  there  are  42.  These  42  are  the
same as the 42  mentioned  in  chapter three,  last section.  If we
say ].ust Cittas, we  must add four Aropavacara Vipakas.  In that
case 46 Cittas  may arise.

This  is  something  like  a  trap.  Sometimes  we  ask  how
many  Cittas  can  arise  and  t:hen  if you  are  not  careful  you  say
42  or  64  and  you  are  wrong.  If we  say  how  many VTthi  Cittas
arise  in  Rdpavacara  or  Ardpavacara  plane,  you  mention  only
the  VTthi   Cittas,   no  VTthimutta   Cittas.   If  we   say   how   many
Citt:as  are  there,  t:hen  we  must  include  VTthimutta  Cittas.  How
many  VTthimutta   Cittas   are   there?   Actually   there   are   nine,
Rdpavacara     Vipaka     five     and     Ardpavacara     Vipaka     four.
Kamavacara   Mahavipaka  eight  when  they  are  functioning  as
Bhavahga,   Patisandhi   and   Cuti   are   also   VTthi-free.   But  they
have  another function.  What is that function?  It is the function
of  Tadarammana.   When   they   are   performing   Tadarammaria
function,  they  are  not  VTthi-free.  Therefore,  you  do  not  take
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out     eight     Kamavacara     Mahavipakas..     Eight     Kamavacara
Mahavipakas  can  be VTt:hi-free  sometimes and  sometimes they
are    within    VTt:hi.    But    five    Rdpavacara    Vipakas    and    four
Artipavacara   Vipakas   are   always  Vlthi-free.   They  only   have
three  functions  -   Patisandhi,   Bhavahga   and   Cuti.   The  eight
Sahetuka     Kamavacara     Vipakas     have     four    functions     -
Patisandhi,   Bhavahga,   Cuti   and   Tadarammar`a.   Again   when
they  are functioning  as Tadarammana,  t:hey  are  not VTt:hi-free,
they   are   within   VTthi,    but   when    they   are   functioning    as
Patisandhi,    Bhavahga    and    Cuti,    they   are   VTthi-free.    Since
generally  they  are  within  Vlthi,  also  we  do  not  take  them  out
when we say Vlthimutta.

The    same    is    true    for   the    two    Ahetuka    Upekkha
SantTraria  Cittas.  They function  both  in  the  Vlthimutta  process
and  t:he  VTt:hi   process.   In  the  VTthi   process  they  function   as
eit:her  Sant:Trapa   or  as  TadEirammana.   In   VTthimutta   process
they function  as  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  or Cuti.

So  again  for Kamavacara  realm  how  many Cittas do we
have?  There  are  80.  How  many  VTthi  Cittas  are  t:here?  There
are  80.   For  Rtipavacara   realm   how   many  Cittas  are  there?
There are  64  plus five, so  69 Cittas.  How  many Vlthi  Cittas are
t:here?  There  are  64  VTthi  Citt:as.   For  Aropavacara  realm  how
many  Cittas  are  there?  There  are  46  -  42   plus  four.   How
many VTthi Cittas are there? There are 42.

Now the conclusion  -
"Thus   the   cognitive   process   connected   with   the   six

doors  according  to  circumstances  continues  on  uninterrupt:ed
as  long  as  life  lasts ,... "  (CMA, Iv, §30, p.184)

These thought  processes  (VTthis)  go  on  and  on  as  long
as  life  lasts,  that  is,  for this  one  life.  Actually they  continue to
arise and disappear for the next life also.
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"...  intercepted  by the  life-continuum."  (CMA, Iv, §3o, p.184)

VTthis do not follow another Vlthi. There must always be
moments   of   Bhavahga   between   one   thought   process   and
another,   between   one   Vlthi   and   another.   So,   for   example,
hearing   thought   process   cannot   immediately   follow   seeing
thought  process.  First  there  must  be  seeing  thought  process,
Then     there     must     be     Bhavahga     moments     intervening,
sometimes   millions   of  moments   or   maybe   any   number.   So
these thought  processes  go  on  and  on  and  on  during  our lives
only     interrupted     by     moments     of     life-continuum,     only
interrupted    by    Bhavahga    moments.    So    these    Bhavahga
moments   are   like   buffer  zones   between  thought   processes.
That  is  why  when  we  make  a  diagram  of a  thought  process  in
our country, we  put zeros both  at the  beginning  and at the end
of   Bhavahga    moments   to   show   that   Bhavahga    moments
precede and follow each thought: process.

This is the end of the fourth chapter.  We can  end  it here
or  if you  want  to  go  into  details  about  different  individuals,  if
you  want  to  do  so,  we  can   continue.  At  this  stage  of  your
knowledge  it  is  enough  if you  understand  for beings  in  general
-  Tihetuka  Puthuj]-ana  in  general,  Sotapanna  in  general  and
so on.  After you  become familiar with that much, then you  can
go  on  into  the  explanation  and  try  and  find  how  many  Cittas
go  with  Tihetuka  Puthujjana  with  Jhana  or  without Jhana  and
so  on.  You  may  also  go  to  the  chart  on  page  182  of the  CMA
and  find  out  about  this  (see CMA, Iv, Table 4.5,  p.182).  The  charts  are
very handy and for easy reference they are very good.

How  familiar  are  you  with  the  different  Cittas?  Please
try  to  think  of the  different  types  of  consciousness.  They  are
12 Akusala  Cittas,  18 Ahetuka  Cittas,  24  Kamavacara  Sobhana
Cittas,   15   Rcipavacara  Cittas,   12  Ardpavacara   Cittas  and  40
Lokuttara  Cittas.

Which   ones  are   Kamavacara   types  of  consciousness?
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How  many  are  there? There  are  54.  They  are  t:welve Akusala,
18`Ahetukas and  24  Kamavacara Sobhanas.

Which  ones  are the  Mahaggata? There are  27  -fift:een
Rdpavacara  and twelve Art]pavacara.

What  do  you  call  54  Kamavacara  and  27  Mahaggata?
They  are  called   Lokiya  Cittas  or  mundane  consciousness,  so
mundane consciousness 81.

How  many  Lokuttara  Cittas  are  there  in   brief?  There
are eight. And  in  detail  how many are there? There are 40.

Mahaggata and Lokuttara Cittas
In   Mahaggata   and   Lokuttara   how   many   first   Jhana

Citt:as are there? There are  11.

How  many  second  Jhana  Cittas  are  there?  There  are

How many third Jhana  Cittas are there? There are  11.

How many fourth Jhana  Cittas are there? There are  11.

11.

And  how  many  fifth  Jhana  Cittas  are  there?  There  are
23,   three   Rt]pavacara   Cittas,   all   twelve  Artipavacara   Cittas,
and fifth Jhana  Cittas from  Magga and  Phala,  altogether eight.

Akusala Cittas
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What  do  we  need  to  know?  There  are  twelve  Akusala
Cittas -  how  many are accompanied  by Somanassa?  Four are
accompanied  by Somanassa.

How   many   are   accompanied    by   Upekkha?   Six   are
accompanied  by Upekkha,

How  many  are  accompanied   by  Domanassa?  Two  are
accompanied  by Domanassa.

Ahetuka Cittas
Now  Ahetuka  Cittas  -  how  many  are  accompanied  by

Somanassa?      Two       are      accompanied-     by      Somanassa,
Hasituppada  and  one  SantTrana.

How    many   are    accompanied    by    Upekkha?    14   are
accompanied  by Upekkha.

How    many    are    accompanied    by    Dukkha?    One    is
accompanied  by Dukkha.

How    many    are    accompanied     by    Sukha?    One    is
accompanied  by Sukha.

Kam5vacara Sobhana Citta
Then    Kamavacara    Sobhana    24    -    how    many   are

accompanied    by   Somanassa?   Twelve   are   accompanied    by
Somanassa.

How  many  are  accompanied   by  Upekkha?  Twelve  are
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accompanied  by Upekkha.

Rdp5vacara Citta
Rcipavacara    15   -    how   many   are   accompanied    by

Somanassa? Twelve are accompanied  by Somanassa.

How  many  are   Upekkha?  Three  are  accompanied   by
Upekkha,

Artipavacara Citta
Arcipavacara  twelve  -  how  many  are  accompanied  by

Somanassa? None are accompanied  by Somanassa.

How  many  are  accompanied   by  Upekkha?  Twelve  are
accompanied  by Upekkha,

Magga Cittas

Twenty  Magga  Cittas  -  how  many  are  accompanied  by
Somanassa?  16 are accompanied  by Somanassa.

How   many   are   accompanied   by   Upekkha?   Four   are
accompanied  by Upekkha.

Phala Cittas
Twenty  Phala  Cittas  -  how  many  are  accompanied  by

Somanassa?  16 are accompanied  by Somanassa.

How   many   are   accompanied   by   Upekkha?   Four   are
accompanied  by  Upekkha.
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121 types of consciousness
In   121   types  of  consciousness   how   many  Cittas  are

accompanied   by  Somanassa?   62   Cit:tas  are  accompanied   by
Somanassa.

And  how  many  are  accompanied  by  Upekkha?  55  are
accompanied  by Upekkha.

Domanassa  arises with  how  many Cittas?  It arises with
just two Cittas.

Dukkha  arises with  how  many Cittas?  It arises with just
one Citta.

Sukha  arises  with  how  many  Citt:as?  It  arises  with  just
one Citta,

Hetus
Let's  find  out  Hetus.  Among  twelve  Akusala  Cittas  how

many are accompanied  by two  Hetus? Ten  are accompanied  by
two  Hetus.

How   many   are   accompanied   by   one   Hetu?   Two   are
accompanied  by one  Hetu, `Two  Hetus'  here  means  Lobha  and
Moha  or Dosa  and  Moha.  One  Hetu  means  Moha,

We will skip Ahetukas because they have no  roots,

Then  24  Kamavacara  Sobhana  Cittas  -  how  many  are
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accompanied  by  two  Hetus?  Twelve  are  accompanied  by  two
Hetus.

How   many  are  accompanied   by  three   Hetus?  Twelve
are   accompanied   by   three   Hetus.   `Two   Hetus'   here   means
Alobha   and  Adosa.   `Three   Hetus'  means  Alobha,  Adosa   and
Amoha.

Mahaggata   and   Lokuttara   Cittas   always   have   t:hree
Hetus.  These  Cittas  are  accompanied   by  Alobha,  Adosa  and
Amoha.

Functions
Do  you  want  to  go  to  functions?  Akusala  Citt:as  have

what function? They have Javana function.

Then  seeing  consciousness? It has one function, seeing.

Hearing  consciousness  has one function,  hearing.

Smelling  consciousness  has smelling function.

Tasting  consciousness has tasting function,

Body-consciousness  has one function, tactile funct:ion.

Then   two   receiving`  consciousness   have   one  function.
What function? They have the function  of receiving.
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Somanassa  SantTraT]a  has  how  many  functions?  It  has
two   functions.   What   are   they?   They   are   the   functions   of
SantTrana  and Tadarammana.

And   then   two   Upekkha   SantTrarias   have   how   many
functions?  They  have  five  functions  -  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga,
Cut:i,  SantTraria  and  Tadarammaria.

Paficadvaravaj].ana   has  one  function.   What  function   is
that? It has Avajjana funct:ion, adverting.

Manodvaravajjana  has  how  many functions?  It  has two
functions.  What are I:hey? They are adverting  and  determining.

Hasituppada  has one function, Javana.

And    then    Kamavacara    Kusalas    have    one    function,
Javana.

What  about  Sahetuka  Kamavacara  Vipakas?  They  have
four      functions       -       Patisandhi,       Bhavahga,       Cuti       and
Tadarammana]

Then      Kamavacara     Mahakiriyas     have     how     many
functions? They have just one function, Javana.

Rt]pavacara   Kusala   Citt:as   have   how   many   funct:ions?
They have one function, Javana.

Rtipavacara   Vipakas  have   how   many  functions?  They
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have three functions -Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  and  Cuti.

RDpavacara   Kiriya   Cittas   have   how   many   functions?
They have one function, the function  of Javana.

And    Aripavacara     Kusala     Cittas    have     how    many
functions? They have one function, Javana.

Artipavacara  Vipaka   Citt:as  have  how  many  functions?
They have three functions I  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  and  Cut:i.

Ardpavacara   Kiriya   Cittas   have   how   many  functions?
They have one function, Javana.

All  Magga  Cittas  have  how  many  functions?  They  have
one function, Javana.

Phala  Cit:tas  have  how  many  functions?  They  have just
one function, Javana.

We will  stop  here.

[End  of Chapter Four]
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Chapter Five

The planes of Existence

So t:oday we come to the fifth  chapter. The fifth chapter
is  called  ``VTthimuttasahgaha".  It  primarily  deals  with  what  are
called  process-free  or  consciousness  that  are  out  of VTthi.  But
actually it will  deal with the  others also.

This chapter is divided  into four sections:

•      the   first   section   concerns   the   four   planes   of
existence;

•      the    second     is    about    the    four    modes    of
Patisandhi,  rebirth-linking;

•      the third concernsthe four kinds of Kamma;

•      the fourth  is the fourfold  advent of death  or the
four  kinds  of  death,   so   Patisandhi   in  the   next
life.

The  first  sect:ion   deals  with   the   planes   of  existence.
There  are  four  or  in  detail  there  are  31  planes  of  existence.
There  are  said  to  be  31  planes  of existence.  They  are  actually
connected  wit:h  types  of consciousness.  You  already  know that
some  types  of  consciousness  can  arise  in  Kamavacara  realm,
some   in   Rtipavacara   and   some   in   Ardpavacara.   So   the   31
planes   of   existence    are   according    to   Abhidhamma    really
existing   or   they   have   objective   experience.   They   are   like
houses.  Beings  are  reborn  in  those  planes  and  when  they  are
reborn  in  those  planes,  they are  reborn  with  a  certain  type  of
resultant consciousness which  is  called  Patisandhi  Citta.  Not all
Patisandhi    Cittas    can    arise    in    each    a.nd    every    plane    of
existence.   In   some   planes  there   can   be   only   one   type   of
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result:ant consciousness,  but in  others there  may be  more than
One'

First,  the  31   planes  of  existence  may  be  divided  into
four Apayas,  Kama-sugati,  Rdpavacara  and Ardpavacara.

The Four Apayas
The  first  four  are   called  Apaya.   We   usually  translate

Apaya  as woeful  states  because there  is  no  happiness in  those
realms.    So    they    are    called    Apaya,    There    are    different:
meanings  given  to  the  word  Apaya,  but  I  think  we  will  follow
just  what  is   given   in   the   Manua/,   `Apaya'  means   devoid   of
happiness.  In  these  realms  there  can  be  very  little  happiness,
very  little comfort.  Mostly there  is suffering,  so they are  called
Apaya.  It comes from `Apa' and `Aya'. `Apa' means no or devoid
of. `Aya' here means  happiness. These are the states or realms
where suffering  predominates.

There   are   altogether   four   Apayas,   The   first   one   is
Niraya.   Niraya   is   translated   as   hell,   Niraya   and   Apaya   are
pretty  much  the  same.  `Ni' and  `Aya' -`Ni'  here  also  is  in  the
negative  sense,   so   no   happiness.   This   is  the   lowest  of  I:he
planes of existence.

Those  who   do   evil   deeds   are   reborn   in   Niraya.   It   is
translated  as  hell.  For  Buddhists  hell  is  not  eternal.  Hell  is  like
a  prison,  You  commit  some  crime  and  then  you  pay  for  that
crime  for some  time  in  prison.  Then  you  can  come  out  of t:he
prison   after  the   end   of  the   sent:ence.   In  the   same  way,   a
person   who   does  Akusala   is   reborn   in   hell   or   other  Apaya
states.  He  will  serve  a  term  or  a  number  of years.  After that
he  can  escape  or he  can  be  reborn  as  a  human  being  or even
as a  Deva.  Beings  have a  store of Kusala  and Akusala  Kamma.
Later when we study Kamma, you will  understand  that there  is
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Kamma  that gives  results  in this  life,  Kamma that gives  results
in  the  next  life,  Kamma  that  gives  results  in   lives  beginning
wit:h  second   next  life  and  so  on.   One  of  these  accumulated
Kamma   can   help  those   born   in   Apaya   realms.   They  will   be
reborn   again   as   human   beings   or   even   as   Devas.    Hell   in
Buddhism    is    not   eternal.    It   is   also   temporary,    but   that
`temporary' may mean  millions and  millions of years.

Niraya  is  said  to  be  situated  in  the  earth.  The  earth  is
said to  be  24,000 Yojanas.  The first  12,000 Yojanas are said to
be  iron.  Above  that  is  earth;  so  there  is  iron  earth  and  `earth'
earth.   Niraya   is  said  to   be  situated   on  t:he  iron   base  of  the
earth.    Niraya   is   in   the   earth.   There   are   people   who   are
swallowed   up   by  the   earth,   like   Devadatta.   It   is   said   that
Devadatta  was  swallowed  by  the  earth  and  went  to  hell,  the
lowest of the  Nirayas.  So  Niraya  has  its own  specific locat:ion.

Now  the   other  three   are  Tiracchana-yoni,   Pettivisaya
and  Asurakaya.  You  can  get  the  English  translation  from  the
chart   in   the   book   (see   CMA,  v,  Table   5.1,   p.187).   `Tiracchana-yoni'
means  animal  kingdom.  `Pettivisaya'  means  Petas.  The  word
`Peta'  is  translated   as   hungry  ghost.  `Asurakaya'  means  the

host   of   Asuras.   Asura    is   also   a    kind    of   Peta.   They   are
differentiated  here from  t:he  Petas.  Petas  always  suffer  hunger
and  t:hirst.  It  is  said  that  they  cannot  get  enough.  They  are
always   hungry   and   they   are   always   thirsty.    Even   though
somebody  may  give  them  something  to  eat  and  something  t:o
drink,  as  a   result  of  their  Kamma   in  the  past,  they  do  not
remain food  for them.  They may change  into fire or something
like that.  Those are called  Petas.

Now Asurakaya  -there  are two  kinds  of Asuras. There
are god Asuras and demon Asuras.  Here the demon Asuras are
meant.    They    are    like    Pet:as,    but   the    difference    is    that
sometimes  they  enjoy  some  kind  of  happiness,  but  at  other
times  they  suffer;  they  have  different  kinds  of  suffering.   So
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those  beings who  are  born  in Asurakaya  may  not be so  bad  as
those  born  as  Petas  and those  born  in  Niraya.  Sometimes they
enjoy good things and ot:her times they suffer.

There  is  another  kind  of  Asura.  They  are  called  Deva
Asuras.  They  are  enemies  of the  Devas.  In  some  discourses
you  may  find  fighting  between  Devas  and  Asuras,  I  think you
are  familiar with  the  Dhajagga  Sutta.  In  the  Dhajagga  Sutta,
Banner Sutta,  it is  mentioned that Devas and Asuras fight with
each  other.  The  king  of gods  said  to  his  followers,  "If you  are
afraid just look up at my banner.  Look at my banner,  if you are
afraid  and  fear will  go  away." It  is said  between  the fighting  of
Devas    and    Asuras    there.   is     no    conqueror,     no    winner.
Sometimes   Devas  win.   Sometimes  Asuras  win.   There   is   no
killing.  They  just  run  away.  That's  a  long  story.  I  cannot  tell
you  here.

These    three    belong    to    the    four    Apaya     realms.
Tiracchana-yoni    -    you    already    know    the    animal    realm.
Animals   have   no  special   location   or  special   place.   They   live
with   us   human   beings.   The   hungry  ghosts  also   live   on  the
same  plane,  same  level  as  human  beings, Asurakayas also  live
on  same  plane as  human  beings.  These three do  not have any
special   location   assigned   for   them.   They   live   with   human
beings.  They  live  in  the  forests  or  in  the  villages  or  towns.
These four are  called  the Apaya  realms.  These four are always
full  of suffering.

Human Realm
Along  with  t:hese  Petas,  Asuras  and  animals  there  are

Manussa.  `Manussa'  means  human  beings,  Human  beings  are
called  Manussa  because  they  have  strong,  sharp  minds.  The
word    `Manussa'    lit:erally    means    those    who    have    sharp,
developed   minds.  They  have  sharp  or  developed   minds.   So
human   beings   can,   if  they   are   good,   reach   the   stage   of
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Buddhahood,   and   if  they  are   bad,  they  can   do  any  of  the
heinous  crimes,  and  so  they  can  go  down  to  the  lowest  AVTci
Hell,  Human  beings  are  those  which  are  capable  of  the  best
and  the  worst.  It  is  said  that only  a  human  being  can  become
a  Buddha,  not  Devas,  nor  Brahmas,  Human  beings  live  on the
ea rth .

Six Deva Realms
Above the  human  beings there are six realms of Devas.

The  first  one  is  called  Catummaharajik5.  It  comes  from  `Catu'
which  means four and `Maharaja' which  means great king. The
four great kings are  celestial  kings  of the four directions.

Now  according  to  I:he  Commentaries,  a  world  consists
of  great   islands   or  four  great  continents.   In   the   middle   of
these four great continents there  is what is called  Mount Meru.
These  four  great  kings  guard  each  direction.  For  the  eastern
direction  there  is  one  of  these  great  kings.   For  the  southern
direction   there   is   another   king,   for   the   western   direction
another   king,   for   the   north   another   king.   For  the   eastern
direction   Dhatarattha   is  the   ruler.   Virtilhaka   rules  t:he   south.
The  western  celestial  king  is Virtipakkha..  The  north  is  ruled  by
Vessavana.     It     is     said     they     are     king     of    Gandhabbas,
Kumbharidas,   Nagas   and   Yakkhas   respectively.   Gandhabbas
are   said    to    be    heavenly    musicians   or   something   similar,
Kumbhandas  are  another  kind  of  spirit.   Nagas  are  snakes  or
dragons.. Yakkhas  are  also  demons  or spirits.  The  place  where
these   four   great   kings   and   their   people,   their  followers   or
spirits  live  is  called  Catummaharajika.  They  live from  the  base
of Mount Meru  up to  half of Mount Meru,

Above    them    is    Tavatimsa.    You    are    familiar    with
Tavatirrisa   because   it   is   the   place   where   Buddha   went  and
preached Abhidhamma to the  Devas. Tavatimsa  is explained to
come   from   the   word   `Ti-timsa'.   That   means   33,   33   people
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when  they  were  human  beings  did  service  t:o  the  community.
They  made  or  repaired   roads.  They  built  rest  houses.  They
helped  people.  As  a  result,  they  were  reborn  in  the  celestial
world.  The  place  where  they  were  reborn  is  called  Tavatimsa.
So  the  word  `Ti-I:irTisa'  changed  to  the  word  `Tavatimsa'.   But
the  Commentaries  say  it  is  just  a  name,   because  there  are
Tavatimsas   in   all  the  world   cycles   not  ].ust  this  world   cycle.
Tavatimsa   is  just  the   name   of  that   place.   Tavatimsa   is  the
place where Sakka  king  of the gods  lives. Tavatimsa  is situated
on   the   top   of   Mount   Meru.    So   the   celestial    mansions    in
Tavatirrisa  are  located  on  the  mountain  itself and  also  in  space.
They    may'  be    called    both    earthbound    and    spacebound.
Catummaharajika    gods    are    earthbound.    Manussa    (human
beings)  are also  earthbound.

Above Tavat:imsa  there  is  Yams,  Yama  is  said  to  mean
of great  happiness.  T.he divine  king  t:here  is  called  Suyama,

Above  Yams  there   is  Tusita.  Tusita   is  also  familiar  to
you.  Buddha's  mother is  there.  Seven  days after the  Buddha's
birth  she  died.  She was  reborn  as a  male  deity in Tusit:a.  Tusita
is   said   t:o   be   the   best   of  the   six   celestial   realms   because
Bodhisattas  are  always  reborn   in  Tusita   heaven   before  they
come   down   to   the   human   world.   Tusita   heaven   is   like   a
Dhamma   place  for  Devas.   Many  people  aspire  or  wish  to  be
reborn   in  Tusita   heaven,  so  they  can   listen  to  the  Dhamma
preached   by  the   Bodhisattas   there,   Do   you   remember  the
story  of  a  man  called  Dhammika  when  he  was  about  to  die?
The   deities   came   to   him   and   asked    him   to   go   to   their
respective  realms.  Then  he  asked  which  was good.  The  people
who were with  him  said, ``Tusita  is good".  So  he  said, ``May this
garland  be attached to the chariot from Tusita  heaven." And  so
the  garland  was  hanging  from  the  chariot from  Tusita  heaven.
Tusita  is a  good  place to go to.

Next  is  NimmanaratT.  `Nimmana'  means  creation.  `Rati'
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means  delight.  So  NimmanaratT means  delighting  in  one's  own
creations.  That  means t:hose  beings,  when  they want to  en]`oy,
create  enjoyment for themselves.  They enjoy these  creations.
If you  want to  enjoy something,  you  don't  have to  go to  other
people.  You just create that enjoyment.  Such  beings are called
NimmanaratT.   They   have   the    power   to   create   objects   of
sensual  en].oyment just by thought.

Then  the  sixth,  the  uppermost  of  the  Deva  realms,  is
Paranimmitavasavatt:I.  `Para'  means  others.   `Nimmita'  means
created.  `Para-nimmita'  means  created   by  others.  `Vasavatti.'
means  making  others follow their wish,  That:  means they  have
control  over what is created  by others.

Now here in the CMA,  it says:
"The  gods   of  the   ParanimmitavasavattT  realm   do   not

create  such  objects themselves ,... "  (CMA, v, Guide t:o §5, p.igi)

Actually  it  means  that  they  themselves  do  not  create
things     to     enjoy,     they     let     others,     their    followers,     or
subordinates,  create  such things for them.  I think it is  not that
they  cannot  creat:e  for themselves,  but that they don't  bother
to create or they don't make effort to create themselves. They
let other beings create for them.

These   Devas   in   the  fifth   and   sixth   Deva   realms   are
different.  In  the fifth  celestial  Deva  world,  Devas  create things
for  themselves.   In  the  sixth  celest:ial   Deva  world,  Devas  are
lazier.  They  don't  create  for themselves.  They  let  other  gods,
lesser  gods  create  for  them.   It  is  s-aid  that  the  lesser  gods
always  know  what  is  in  their  minds,  what  is  in  the  minds  of
these  Devas,  and  so accordingly create what they en].oy.  If you
are a  cook and  you  have  been  serving  a  person for some time,
you  know that this. person  likes this  kind  of food  or t:hat kind  of
food.   Even   though   that  person   does   not  say  anything,  you
cook  the   food   that   person   likes.   In   the   same   way,   these
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subordinat:e  Devas  have  been  with  the  ruling  Devas  for a  long
time,  so they  know what they  like.  They create  sensual  things
for  them.  The  ParanimmitavasavattT  Devas  enjoy  the  sensual
delights created  by the lesser Devas. These six celestial  realms
are called  Deva  Loka  or six  Deva  realms.

Asuras,   Petas  and  animals  live  on  the  same  plane  as
human    beings.    Niraya    hell    is    said    to    be    in    the    earth.
Catummaharajika   Devas  and   human   beings  are  `earthbound'
in   the   sense   that  t:hey   are   connected   to   Mount   Meru,   the
material  base  of the  Buddhist  universe.  The  Tavatimsa  Devas
are said to  live at the top of Mount Meru.  So they ar6  bound to
both   earth   and   to   space.   The   higher  celestial   beings,   from
Yams  realm  and  above, exist in  space only.

Kama-sugati  begins with  what?  It begins with  Manussa,
human    beings.    Human    beings    and    the    six    Deva    realms
altogether   are   called   Kama-sugati;   they   are   called   happy
destinations.  `Sugati'  means   happy  destination.  `Gati'  means
something  to  go  to,  a  place  or  realm  to  go  to.  That's  called
Gati.  There  are  seven  Kama-sugati  realms.  Manussa  is  called
Sugati,  happy  realm,  because  there  can  be  a  lot  of happiness
especially   when   compared   to   the   four  Apayas.   Manussa   is
much  better.  And  compared  with  Manussa,  Catummaharajika
is much  better and so on,

Four Apaya  realms  plus  Kama-sugati  seven,  altogether
eleven     are     called     Kamavacara     realm.     Of     the     eleven
Kamavacara   realms   four   are   woeful   states   and   seven   are
happy destinations,  Kama-sugati.

Beginning         with         Yama,         Tusit:a,         NimmanaratT,
ParanimmitavasavattT,  the  realms  are  situate.d  in  space  or  in
air.  So the mansions there may be floating  here and there.
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Brahma Realms

16 RGpavacara Realms
Above  them  there  are  Brahma  realms.  First  there  are

Rcipavacara    Brahma    realms.    Rdpavacara    realms   are   from
number   twelve   (Brahmaparisajja)   through   number   twenty-
seven  (Akanittha), The first three are:

•      Brahmaparisa].ja,

•      Brahmapurohita,  and

•      Mahabrahma,

These  three  realms  are  all  situated  on  the  same  plane.
Brahmaparisajja   -   `Parisajja'   means   retinue,   so   Brahma's
retinue.  Parisajja  comes  from  `Parisa'  which  means  audience.
Brahmapurohita   -  `Purohita'  means  a   minister,  so  Brahma's
minister.   And   `Mahabrahma'  means   a   great   Brahma.   These
t:hree are located on one plane. They are situated  in  space.

Then above them there are another three:
•      Parittabha,

•      Appamariabha,  and

•      Abhassara.

Parittabha   -   `Abha'   means   radiant,   luster;   `Paritta'
means    little,    so    minor   luster.    `Appamana'    means    infinite,
measureless,   limitless,   so   infinite   luster.   `Abhassara'   means
radiant,  so   radiant  luster.   These   Brahmas  are  always   bright
beings. These three are also on one plane.

On the next plane there are three realms:
•      Parittasubha,

•      Appamar]asubha,  and

•      Subhakinha.
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Parittasubha   is   minor   aura;    here   also   it   is   radiant.
Appamar]asubha   is   infinite   aura.   Subhakinha   is  steady  aura.
`Subha'    means    good    and    `Kiriha'    means    undoubted.    So

Subhakirlha  is  translated  as  steady  aura.  Here  also  there  are
three realms,  Now we have nine  Brahma  realms.

Above them are two realms:
•      Oneisvehapphala,and

•      the other is Asafifia-satta.

Vehapphala  is translated  as great  reward. `Veha' means
great   and   `Phala'   means   result   or   reward.   The   eleventh
Brahma  realm  is  Asafifia-satta,  the  realm  of  mi.ndless  beings.
Here `Safifia'  means  mind,  not just  perception.  Those  without
mind  are  called  Asafifia-satt:a.  The  realm  or  abode  of them  is
also  called  Asafifia-satt:a.

Above    t:hem     are    five     realms    called     Suddhavasa.
`Suddha'   means   pure.   `Avasa'   means   house   or   an   abode.
`Suddhavasa'   means   the   abode   of  pure   beings.   This   is  the

realm   of  pure   beings.   They   are   pure   because   they   are   all
AnagamTs.  Only AnagamTs  are  born  in  these  five  Pure  Abodes.
Their names are the following:

•      The  first:  one  is  Aviha  -  beautiful  abode.  `Viha'
means  to  forsake,  so  Aviha  is  not  forsaking,  so
durable,

The   second   one   is   Atappa,   serene.   `Atappa'
really means cannot be satisfied.
`Sudassa' means good  looks.

`Sudassi.' means having  clear sight.

`Akanittha' means  highest pure  abode,  `Akanittha'

means. not  young,  not  little.  So  it  means  great
or highest.

These   are  the  five   realms  where  only  AnagamTs   are
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reborn.

Now we have  16  Rtipavacara  realms:

•      The first three are called first Jhana  realms.

•      The    second    three    are    called    second    Jhana
realmsl

•      The third  three are called third Jhana  realm.

•      Vehapphala,       AsaFifia-satta       and       the       five
Suddhavasa are called the fourth Jhana  realm.

The  16  RC]pavacara  realms  are  divided  into  four  Jhana
realms.   Here  we  follow  the  fourfold  method,  not  the  five fold
method  in  enumerating Jhanas.

Later on  in  the  next sect:ion  we will  study who  is  born  in
those  realms and  wit:h  what Patisandhi  Cittas.

4 Ardp5vacara Realms
Now  we  come  to  the  last  four  which  are  Artipavacara

realms - beings devoid of matt:er,  beings without matter,  mind
only  beings:

•      The first one  is Akasanaficayatana  realm.

The second  one  is Vififianaficayatana  realm,

The  t:hird  one  is Akificafifiayatana  realm.

•      The    fourth    one    is    Nevasafifianasafifiayatana
realm.

There  is  no  matter,  no  physical  body,  only  mind,  only
Citta   and   Cetasikas   arising   and   disappearing   in   those   four
realms.   Although   they   are   only   Cittas   and   Cetasikas,   they
need  some  kind  of location.  That's  why they  are  situated  high
above the Suddhavasa  realm.
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This way we get 31  Bhcimis or 31  planes of existence.

How  many  are  Apaya   realms?  There  are  four  Apaya
realms.

How  many are  Kama-sugati? Seven  realms are found  in
Kama-sugati.

Apaya  four  and  Sugati  seven,  altogether  eleven  make
up  the  Kamavacara  realm.  When  we  say  Kamavacara  realm,
we  mean  four Apayas,  one  human  realm  and  six  Deva  realms.
The  others   are   Brahma   realms.  They  are  divided   into  two,
R0pa  Brahmas and  Ardpa  Brahmas,  R0pa  Brahmas are divided
into  four  -  first  Jhana,  second  Jhana,  third  Jhana  and  fourth
Jhana   realms.   In  fourth  Jhana   realm  there  are  Vehapphala,
Asafifia-satta  and  Suddh5vasa.  Vehapphala  and  Asafifia-satta
are   on   the   same   plane,   Suddhavasa   is   above   them   and
beginning  with  Aviha,  each  Pure  Abode  is  located  one  above
the  other.  After  the  Suddhavasa  come  the  four  Artipavacara.
So alt:ogether we get 31  planes of existence.

These  planes  are  always  connected  with  some  kind  of
Citta  or consciousness,  We  have  learned  how  many  Cittas  can
arise  in  these  realms.  We  have  studied  the  individuals.  There
are twelve  individuals.

Individuals and Realms
Now  we  will  study  how  many  individuals  can  be  reborn

in  these  realms.  It  is  customary  in  Burma  to  know  how  many
individuals  can   be  born   in   how  many  realms.   When  we  add
I:hem  all  up  we  get  214  individuals.  We  still  have  t:o  find  out
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these 214.

In      Buddhist      cosmology      we      find      the      following
individuals:

Duggati Ahetuka,

Sugati Ahetuka,

Dvihetuka,

Tihetuka  Puthujjana,

Sotapatti-maggattha,

Sotapatt:i-phalattha,

SakadagamT-maggattha,

SakadagamT-phalattha,

AnagamT-maggattha,

AnagamT-phalattha,

Arahatta-maggattha, and

Arahatta-phalattha.

So there are twelve  individuals.

Now  where  can  these  individuals  be  reborn?  In  Niraya
only  one  kind  of individual  can  be  reborn  there  and  that  is  the
Duggati  Ahetuka.  In  the  next  section  we  will  learn. with  which
Citta  they take  Patisandhi  in  Niraya.

Then   in   the   next   one,   Tiracchana-yoni   only   Duggati
Ahetuka  can  arise.  In  Petti-visaya  and  Asurakaya  only  Duggati
Ahetuka  may  arise.  Only  one  individual  may  arise  in  each  of
the  four  woeful  states.  So  in  the  Apaya  realms  alt:ogether we
get four individuals.
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Then  the  human-realm  -in  human  realm  how  many
individuals  can  be  there?  Eleven  individuals  can  be  there.  The
only   except:ion   is   Duggati  Ahetuka.   Since  they  are   Duggati,
they  don't  belong  to   human   realm.,So   in   the   human   realm
t:here   are    eleven    individuals    all    except   the   first,    Duggati
Ahetuka.

In   Catummaharajika,  the  first  Deva   realm,  there  are
eleven  individuals  beginning  with  Sugati Ahetuka  and  so  on.

Then  in  Tavatimsa  there  are  ten  individuals.  There  can
be  no  Ahetuka  beings.in  these  higher  Deva  realms.  There  are
Dvihetuka, Tihetuka  and  eight Noble  Persons.

There     are     also    ten     individuals     in    Yams,    Tusita,
NimmanaratT   and    ParanimmitavasavattT.    In   the   five   higher
Deva  realms  in  each  of them  only ten  individuals  can  be there.
There    are    no    Duggati    Ahetuka    and    Sugati    Ahetuka.    In
Catummaharajika  and   human   realms  Sugati  Ahetuka  can  be
born.  We  will  find  t:hem  later in  the  second  section.

Now       first       Jhana       three       -       Brahmaparisa]-ja,
Brahmapurohita  and  Mahabrahma  -  in  those  realms  how  may
individuals  can  be there? There  are  no  Dvihetuka  and Ahetuka
individuals.  Only Tihetuka  individuals  are  born  there.  So  there
are  nine  individuals  and  nine  multiplied  by three  is  27.

In  second  Jhana  three  -  there  are  nine  individuals.  In
third  Jhana  three  -  there  are  also  nine  individuals.  Then  in
Vehapphala there  are  nine  individuals, the same.  First,  second,
third  Jhana  planes  and  Vehapphala  have  the  same  number  of
individuals[
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But   Asafifia-satta    has   only   one   and   that   is   Sugati
Ahetuka,   We   are   finding   Ahetuka   persons   among   Brahmas
because  it  is  just  Rdpa.  There  are  no  Hetus.   Not  only  Hetus
are   absent   but  all   Cittas   and   Cetasikas,   so  they  fall   under
Sugat:i   Ahetuka   because   they   are   Sugati   and   there   are   no
Hetus.  Therefore,  they  are  called  Sugati  Ahetuka.  One  kind  of
Brahma  is called Ahetuka  person.

Then   Suddhavasa   five   only   three   individuals   can   be
found  there. They are AnagamT-phalattha, Arahatta-maggattha,
and    Arahatta-phalattha.     There     is     no    AnagamT-maggattha
because   one   must  first   become   an   AnagamT  to   be   reborn
there.    So   one    has   already   become   an   AnagamT   and   will
become  an  Arahant  when  one  is  reborn   in   Suddhavasa.   We
must   understand    that   Arahants   cannot   be    reborn   t:here.
Although we say there are three individuals  in  Suddhavasa, we
mean    they    can    be    there.    So    an    AnagamT    dying    from
Kamavacara   realm  is  reborn  in  Suddhavasa   realm  and  is  an
AnagamT-phalattha    there.    Then  -after    more    meditation    he
becomes  an  Arahant:.  At  t:he  moment  of Arahant  Magga  he  is
an  Arahatta-maggattha  person.  And  from  the  moment  of  his
first Arahant Phala  he  is an Arahatta-phalattha  person.  He  is an
Arahant.   So  when  we  say,  there  can   be  three  individuals  in
Suddhavasa,  we  do  not  mean  they  can  be  reborn  because  an
Arahant is not reborn  anywhere.

There   are   four   Artipavacara    realms.   There   are    no
Duggati  Ahetukas,   no   Sugati  Ahetukas,   no   Dvihetukas,   only
Tjhetukas   are   born   here.   But  one   is   missing   -   Sotapatti-
magga.    There    can    be    no    Sotapatti-maggattha    person    in
Arc]pavacara   realm.   I  think  you   remember  that.   He  has   no
ears.  He  must  hear some  instruct:ion  from  a  Buddha  or from  a
teacher   so   that   he   can    practise    meditation    and    become
enlightened. After becoming  a Sotapanna  he can  be  born there
and   at:tain   the   higher  stages  of  enlightenment.   There   is   no
Sotapatti-magga;  so  there  are  seven  Noble  Persons  and  one
Tihetuka   Puthujjana   -   there   are   altogether   eight   persons.
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Eight  multiplied  by  four  is  32.  If you  add  up  all  the  numbers,
you  get  214  individuals.  In  Burma  we  have  to  be  able  to  say
there  are  214  individuals.  Actually you  multiply the  individuals
t:hat  can  be  in  some  realms  by  the  number  of  realms.  Then
you  add  up  altogether  and  get  214  individuals.  Not  all  twelve
individuals can  be  in  any one of these states, any one of these
realms,   The   most   is   eleven   in   the   human   realm   and   the
Catummahara].ika  realm.  In  those  realms  there  can  be  eleven
individuals  but  in  others  there  are  ten,  or  nine,  or  one,  some
three, some eight.

Life Span

Now  let's  go  to  the  life  span.  Later  we  will  go  back  to
the  rebirth-linking  Cittas.  We  will  study  the  life  span  of  each
realm.  In  Niraya  t:here  is  no  age  limit,  no  fixed  life  span.  If  a
person  is  reborn  in  Niraya,  he  will  suffer  according  to  his  own
Kamma.  If  his  Kamma  is  bad,  he  may  suffer there  for  a  very
long  time.  If he  is  not so  bad,  he  will  suffer t:here  not so  long,
There   is   no   fixed   life   span   for   Niraya   and   also   for   animal
kingdom, for Petas, for Asuras and  also for human  beings.

It  is  said  that  human   beings  can   live  thousands  and
thousands  of  years  or  they  may  live  for  only  ten  years.  The
lowest  life  span   of  humans   is  ten   years  and  the   longest  is
incalculable. That  means  human  beings  may  live for thousands
of  years.  The  present  human  life  span  is  believed  to  be  one
hundred years  more or less,  For four woeful  states and  human
beings  there  is  no  age  limit.  You  cannot  say  the  life  span  of a
human  being  is just this or that.  It varies with time.

But from  Catummaharajika  onwards t:here  is a  fixed  life
span.  It is said  that t:he  life span  of Catummaharajika  Devas  is
how  many  years?  It  is  nine  million  years.  That  means  nine
million  human  years,  The  life  span  can  also  be  measured   in
celestial     years.     First     let's     look     at     human     years.     For
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Catummaharajika there are nine  million  human years, so there
life  span  is  nine  million  years.   For  Tavatimsa  you  multiply  by
four,  so  you  get  36  million  human  years,  For Yama  there  are
144   million   human   years.   For  Tusita   there   are   576   million
years.   For  NimmanaratT  gods  there   are   2   billion   304   million
human   years.   And   for   ParanimmjtavasavattT  there   are   nine
bjlljon  216  million  years.  That is  human  years.

What about celestial years? You  can  see those  numbers
on  page  197  of the  CMA  (seeTabie 5.2).  For Catummaharajika  it  is
500  celestial  years,  for  Tavatimsa  it  is  one  thousand  celestial
years,  for Yams  it  is  t:wo  thousand  celestial  years,  for Tusita  it
is  four  thousand   celestial   years,   for  NimmanaratT  it  is  eight
thousand   celestial   years   and   for   ParanimmitavasavattT   it   is
sixteen t:housand  celestial years.  So there  is a  difference. As to
human    years,    Catummaharajika     live    nine    million    years.
Although  by  human  reckoning  it  is  nine  million  years,  by  their
reckoning  it  is  only  500  years.   For  Tavatimsa  it  is  36  million
years   by   human   reckoning,   but   by  the   reckoning   of  those
beings  it is  only one thousand years.

So  now  you  see  human  years  all  multiplied  by four and
celestial   years  are  only   multiplied   by  two.   Why?   Now   it's  a
little  tricky.   The   life  span   of  Catummahara].ika   Devas   is  five
hundred.   For  TavatirTisa   I:he   life   span   is   one   thousand.   One
thousand  is  by Tavatjmsa  reckoning,  not  by  Catummaharajika
reckoning,    By   Catummaharajika    reckoning   it   may   be   two
thousand  years.  Two  thousand  C5tummaharajika  years  equals
one thousand Tavatimsa  years.  That is why they are  multiplied
by two and  not by four.

The  duration  of  a  day  or  a  year  is  different.  It  is  said
that  one  day  in   Catummaharajika   is  for  human   beings  fifty
years.  It  is  taken  that  there  are  thirty  days  in  a  month  and
360  days  in  a  year.  If you  multiply  those  you  get  nine  million
years-
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When  we  multiply  in  the  upper  Deva  realms,  if we  are
using   human  years,  we  multiply  by  four.  If  we  use  celestial
years,  we  multiply  by  two.  That  means  one  day  in  Tavatimsa
heaven  is twice  as  long  as  one  day  in  Catummaharajika  realm
and  so  on.  So  one  day  in  Catummaharajika  is  fifty  years  in
human   realm,   So   thirty   days   in   Catummaharajika   is   1500
human  years,  360  days  or  one  year  for  Catummaharajika  is
eighteen  thousand  human  years.  And  five  hundred  years  for
Catummahara].ika  is  nine  million  human  years.  These  are  the
measurements of time for six celestial  realms.

Then  the  Brahmaparisajja  the  life  span  is  1/3  Kappa.
Kappa  is  a  Pa!i  word  meaning  world.  `World'  means  duration.
That  is  1/3  Kappa  or  1/3  world  cycle.  For  Brahmapurohita  the
life  span  is  1/2  Kappa.  For  Mahabrahma  it  is  one  Kappa,  one
world  cycle.

Then  for  Parittabha  it  is  two  Kappas,  for Appamar]abha
it  is four Kappas,  and  for Abhassara  it  is  eight  Kappas.  So  it  is
twice as much for the higher realm  as it is for the lower one.

For       Parittasubha       it       is       sixteen       Kappas,       for
Appamanasubha   it  is  32   Kappas  and  for  Subhakinha  it  is  64
Kappas,   But  for  Vehapphala  and  also  for  Asafifia-satta  there
are  500  Kappas.

Then  for  Aviha  the  first  of  the  Suddhavasa  there  are
one  thousand   Kappas,  Atappa   -   2000   Kappas,   Sudassa   -
4000   Kappas,  SudassT  -  8000   Kappas,  Akanittha  -   16,000
Kappas,  16,000  world  cycles.

•    And  for  Akas5,naficayatana   there   are   20,000   Kappas,

for   Vififiariaficayatana   40,000   Kappas,   for   Akificafifiayatana
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60,000    Kappas    and    for    Nevasafifianasafifiayatana    84,000
Kappas.   Once  you  are  reborn  there,  you  will  not  get  out  of
Samsara  for  a   long,   long  time,  That's  why  I  said  when  you
become  a  SakadagamT  and  you  are  reborn  as  a  Deva,  then
you  come  back as a  human  being  and you  get out of Samsara.
If you  are  reborn  in  Suddhavasa  heaven, you  will  be the+e one
thousand  world  cycles,  And  if you  do  not  become  an  Arahant
there,    you    will    go    up   to   Atappa,    Sudassa,    SudassT   and
Akanittha,   so   you   will   be   jn   Samsara   for  a   long,   long   time,
much  longer than  a  SakadagamT would  be.

Although  the  word `Kappa' is  used  with  regard  to  all  of
the time periods,  it does not always mean the same amount of
time.  Actually  there  are  three  kinds  of  Kappa  -  Maha  Kappa,
Asahkheyya  Kappa  and  Antara  Kappa.  In  order to  understand
this  we  must  understand  how the world  is  destroyed,  how the
world    comes    to    dest:ruction.     Now    the    world    comes    to
destruction  by three causes:

•      fire,

•      water,and

.       wind-

When   the   world    is   destroyed    by   fire,    it   destroys
everything   up   to   and   including   the   first   three   first   Jhana
realms-

When  the  world   is  destroyed   by  water,   an   additional
three realms are destroyed.

When  the  world   is  destroyed   by  wind  or  air,  another
three realms are destroyed.

When  does  the  world  come  to  destruction?  There  are
four periods  i.n the  life of one world:
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1.    disintegrating  period,

2.   destroyed  period,

3.    evolving  period,  and

4.    static period.

There  are four  periods  of time  in  one  world  cycle.  Let's
say,  the world  comes to  destruction.  For a  long time the world
is  being  destroyed.  It  does  not  become  destroyed  in  just  one
day or one  month.  Then  after that  it stays  in  that condition  of
destruction  for  another  period  of time.  Then  after that  a  new
world  comes  to  be  formed.  That  formation  period  is  also  one
period  of  many,  many  years.  The  last  period  is  where  beings
arise.  So there are these four periods in  one world cycle.

It  is  said  that  when  the  world  is  destroyed  by  fire  up
through  the  first  three   Brahma   realms  are  destroyed.  That
means  these  three  Brahma  realms  do  not  last  for  one  whole
Kappa. There are four segments  in  one whole  Kappa.  After the
end  of one  segment the  world  is  destroyed.  So  the first three
Brahma  realms  do  not  last for the  whole  Kappa,  for the  whole
segment.  Kappas for Brahmaparisajja  and  so on  cannot  be the
same  as the  Maha  Kappa.  They are smaller or shorter Kappas.
The  short  Kappas  are  called  Asahkheyya   Kappa,   incalculable
Kappas,  incalculable  world  cycles.

Beginning  with  Parittabha  we  measure  the  life  span  of
those  beings  by  Maha  Kappas.  We  must understand  that there
are actually I:hree kinds of Kappas.  Now you  know two -Maha
Kappa   and  Asahkheyya   Kappa.   There   is  another  Kappa   you
have  to  understand.  That  one  is  called  Antara  Kappa.  `Antara
Kappa'  means  interim   Kappa,   Interim   Kappa   means  -   Iet's
say,  human  beings  live  for  ten  years.  From  ten  years  the  life
span  will  increase  until  it  reaches  Asahkheyya  -  incalculable
years. Then from there it comes down again to ten years. That
period  from  ten  years  to  an  almost  infinite  amount  of  years
and  then the  regression  back to ten years for human  life span
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is   called   an   Antara   Kappa,   That  may   be  a   very   long   time.
Human   beings  now  live  for  about  one  hundred  years.  They
may  live for eighty years,  fifty years,  or t:en  years.  Then  again
the  life  span  will  increase.   One  up  and  down  period  is  called
Antara    Kappa.     64    of    these    Antara    Kappas    make    one
Asahkheyya      Kappa,     one     incalculable     Kappa.     And     four
incalculable  Kappas  make  one  Maha   Kappa.  There  are  three
Kappas -Antara  Kappa, Asahkheyya  Kappa  and  Maha  Kappa.

I   follow   the   general   opinion   of  teachers.   There   are
some   teachers   who   say   twenty   Antara    Kappas   make   an
Asahkheyya  Kappa,  not  64.  I  think  64  is  the  common  opinion
of  teachers,   64  Antara  Kappas  make  an  Asahkheyya  Kappa.
Four Asahkheyya  Kappas make one Maha  Kappa.

Now  the  world  is  destroyed  and  formed  again  during
the  period  of an  Asahkheyya  Kappa.  So the first three  Brahma
realms do  not last, cannot last for the whole Maha  Kappa. That
is  why  the  Kappa  for the  first  three  realms  cannot  be  a  Maha
Kappa.  It is taken  t:o  mean Asahkheyya  Kappa. The  life span  of
Brahmaparisajja   is   1/3   Asahkheyya   Kappa,   1/3   incalculable
Kappa.    The    life    span    of    Brahmapurohjta    is    1/2    of    an
incalculable    Kappa,    The    life    span    of   Mahabrahma    is    one
incalculable   Kappa.   With   Parittabha   they   can   exist   for   t:he
whole  Maha  Kappa.  From  the fourth  Brahma  realm  and  above,
the  lives  of  beings  are  measured  in  Maha  Kappas.  This  is  the
interpretation    given    in    the    Sub-commentaries.    Even    the
Comment:aries  did  not  say  anything  about  that.  The  life  span
of these  realms  can  be found  in  the  Vibhahga  also,  the second
book  of Abhidhamma,  the  last  chapter  of the  second  book  of
Abhidhamma.  There  is just  1/3  Kappa,  1/2  Kappa,  one  Kappa,
two  Kappas and  so on.  But since we  understand  that when  the
world   is   destroyed   by  fire,   it   includes   these   three   Brahma
realms,  we  know  they  cannot  last for the  whole  duration  of a
Maha    Kappa.    So   the   teachers   make   this   compromise   or
something  like  that.  For the first three  Brahma  realms `Kappa'
means  Asahkheyya   Kappa.   For  the  Parittabha   Brahma   realm
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up   through   NevasaFifianasafifiayatana   `Kappa'   means   Maha
Kappa-

When  the  world  is  destroyed,  it  can  be  destroyed  by
three causes - fire, water and  air. There is a  sequence for the
world  being destroyed by these three causes,

•      It is destroyed  byfireforseven times.

•      The eighth time it is destroyed  by water.

•     Then  again  it  is  destroyed  anot:her  seven  times
by fire.

•      Then  for the  16th time  the  world  is  destroyed  by
wat:er.

•      Another seven times it is destroyed  by fire.

•      Th'en for the 24th time it is destroyed  by water.

•     Then  the  world  is  destroyed  seven  more  times
by fire, and

•      then    on    the    32nd    by    water    the    world     is
destroyed.

•      Another  seven  times  t:he  world  is  destroyed  by
fire,  and

•      the world  is destroyed  on the 40th  bywater,

•      Anotherseven times by fire,  and

•      48th bywaterthe world  is destroyed.

•      Anotherseven times by fire, and

•     the56thbywater-
•      anotherseven times by fire,  and

•      when  it comes to the  64th time it is destroyed  by
air or wind.

So there  are  64  Kappas., Seven  times by fire  and  every
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eighth  time  by water the world  is destroyed  until  the  64th t:ime.
Then  the  world  is  destroyed  by  air  or  wind.  This  js  how  the
world  is destroyed. There are many other things to  know.

Yojana
There  are  distances.  Although  the'y  are  not  mentioned

or  they  are  not  explained  in  the  Texts  or  even  some  of  the
Commentaries,    the    Sub-commentaries    and    some    others
mention   the   distances   between   realms.   It   is  I.ust   for  your
information.  You  may  or  may  not take  it.  The  distances  are  in
Yojanas.    We   always   have   this    uncertainty   with    regard   t:o
Yojana.  How  long  is  one  Yojana?  According  to  one  book,  one
Yojana   js   about  twelve   or  thirt:een   miles.   Nowadays   people
take  one  Yojana  to  be  eight  miles.  There  are  cities  in  India.
There   is   a   city   called   Rajagaha.   There   is   also   a   city  called
Nalanda.  In  the  Commentaries  it  says  Ra].agaha  and  Nalanda
are  one  Yo].ana  apart.  Now  they  say  it  is  about  eight  miles;  a
Yojana  is taken to  be about eight miles.

The  distances  will  be  jn  Yojanas.  As  I  said  before,  the
eart:h    has   two   layers,   the   `earth    Pathavi'   (PathavT   means
earth.)  and `iron  PathavT'.  The  lower one  is  iron  Pathavi and  the
upper one  is  earth  PathavT,  In  the  iron  Pathavi are  situated  I:he
eight  great  hells.  There  is  not  one  hell,  but  eight  great  hells.
There are  many other smaller hells around  them.  You  may find
that  there  are   168  hells  or  even   more.  The  hells  are  called
Safijiva,  Ka!asutta,  Sanghata,  Roruva,  Maha  Roruva,  Tapana,
Maha  Tapana  and  AVTci.  You  are  familiar with  AVTci.  Who  went
down  to  AVTci?  Devadatta  went  down  to  Avici,  If  we  want  to
say  something  very  bad  about  a  person,  we  say  that  he  is
going   to   AVTci.   And   so   they   are   15,000   Yojanas   apart.   We
begin  with  AVTci  and  go  up.

Then   t:here   is   human   realm.   The   distance   bet:ween
human  realm  and  Catummaharajika  is  42,000  Yo]-anas.  Then
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from  human  realm to Tavatimsa  is 84,000, to Yama  is  126,000
and   so   on.  There  is   no  way  of  proving   or  disproving  these
distances.    They    are    all    ment:ioned    especially    in    Burmese
books.  They  are  based  on  the  Commentaries  and  also  some
minor works  in  Pa!i.

I  want  to  give  you  one  problem.  We  learned  that  for
Catummaharajika    beings    their    life    span    is    five    hundred
celestial  years,   For  Tavatimsa  the  life  span   is  one  thousand
celestial  years.  One  thousand  celestial  years  is  by  Tavatimsa
reckoning.  By  Catummaharajika  reckoning  how  many  would  it
be?  I  want  you  to  find  that  out.  You  know  what  you  have  to
do.   Five  hundred  celestial  years  is  for  Catummaharajika  and
one thousand celestial years is for Tavatirr`sa.  If we  reckon  one
thousand   celestial   years  for  Tavatirrisa   by  Catummaharajika
life span,  how many years of Catummaharajika will  be equal to
one  thousand  Tavatimsa  years?  One  thousand  celestial  years
for    Tavatimsa    means    two    thousand    celestial    years    for
Catummah:rajika.  Two  thousand  celestial  years  for  Yams   is
four    thousand     for    Tavatimsa     and     eight    thousand     for
Catummaharajika  and  so  on.  This  has  never been  done.  I I.ust
got the  idea today.  I want to check with you  also.  Please  make
a   chart   and   then   we   will   check  your   chart   with   my   chart
because  mathematics is  not my subject.  You  know what to  do.
The   life  span   of  Catummaharajika   is   nine   million   by   human
reckoning.   I   want   to   know   the   life   span   of  Tavatimsa   by
Catummaharajika       reckoning,       Yams       reckoning,       Tusit:a
reckoning,   NimmanaratT   reckoning   and   Paranimmit:avasavattT
reckoning.
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The Four Kinds of Patisandhi

Last  week  we  studied  the  31  planes  of  existence  and
also  the  life  span  of these  planes.  Now  the  life  span  of these
planes  is given  in the section  we are studying today,  but in the
Charts  (see CMA, v, Table 5.2, p.197),  the  years  are  given  as  I  taught
the  life span  last week.

Today   we   come   t:o   the   second   section   in   the   fifth
chapter,  that  is,  the  ``Four  Kinds  of  Patisandhi''.   Now  you   all
know  that  Patisandhi  means  rebirt:h  or  relinking.   Patisandhi  is
actually the first  moment in  one  life.  Before  we study different
kinds  of  Patisandhi,  we  must  refresh  our  memory  of  the  19
Cittas  that  function  as  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  and  Cuti.  Do  you
remember the  19 Cittas? There are:

•      two  from  Ahetuka   Upekkha   Santi.ranas   -   one
from     resultant    of    Akusala     and    .one    from
resultant of Kusala  -and

then  eight Kamavacara  Sahetuka Vipakas,

five  Rt]pavacara Vipakas,  and

four Aropavacara Vipakas.

Cuti.
These   19  Cittas  function   as  Patisandhi,   Bhavahga  and

Please  look  at  page  194  of the  CMA.   Rebirth-linking  is
fourfold.  The  first  is  rebirth   in  the  woeful   plane.   It  is  called
Apaya   Patisandhi,   Patisandhi   in   Apaya   plane.   The   second   is
rebirth  in  the  sensuous  blissful  plane.  What  are  the  sensuous
blissful   planes?   There   are   seven   -   human   beings   and   six
celestial   realms.  They  are  called  sensuous  blissful   planes,   in
P5!i  Kama-sugati,  There  are  eleven  Kamavacara  planes;  four
are Apaya  or woeful  planes  and  seven  are  blissful  planes,  The
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third  is  rebirth  in  the fine-material  sphere,  that is,  Rdpavacara
Patisandhi.   Then   there   is   rebirth   in   the   immaterial   sphere,
Ardpavacara  Patisandhi.

In  the  woeful  states,  when  a  being  is  born  in  hell,  or as
an  animal,  or  as  a  Peta,  or  as  an  Asura,  or when  a  person  is
born   in   one   of  these   four   woeful   states,   his   Patisandhi   is
Akusala-vipaka  Upekkha-sahagata  SantTraT]a.  That  means  I:he
SantTrana         consciousness,         investigating         consciousness
accompanied  by  Upekkha,  neutral  feeling  and  that  belongs  to
Akusala-vipaka.  With  that  Citta  the  person  takes  Patisandhi  in
the four woeful  states.  That same  Patisandhi  Citta  functions as
Bhavahga  during  the  lifetime.  That  means  this  Citta   repeats
again  and  again,  millions of times during  life.  At the end  of one
life   it  functions   as   death-consciousness.   At  the   end   of  this
class  we  will  have  learned  that  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  and  Cuti
in  one  life  are  one  and  the  same  type  of consciousness.  They
have the  same  object also.  One  Patisandhi  arises  in  the woeful
planesl

Then   there   is   Patisandhi   in    Kama-sugati.    In    Kama-
sugati  when  someone  is  born  as  a  human  being  or  as  some
lesser Deva, then  his  Patisandhi  Citt:a  is  SantTrana  accompanied
by   Upekkha,   and   it   is   the   result   of   Kusala.   This   Upekkha
SantTrana  Citta  is  not for  every  human  being.  This  is  for those
who   are   born   blind,   who   are   born   deaf  and   so   on.   These
beings   are   those   who   are   handicapped   human   beings   and
some other kinds of Devas.

Now   on    page    195    of   the    CMA   you    will    see    the
explanation,

"S-uch   as   those   born   blind,   etc.:   The   `etc,'   (Sdi)   is

intended  to  include those  born  deaf,  mute,  mentally  retarded,
ment:ally     deranged,     and     also    those     born     as     eunuchs,
hermaphrodites,   and   sexually   indeterminate."   (CMA,  v,  Guide  to
§§10-11,  p.195)
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It  is  said  that these  persons,  these  human  beings,  are
born  with  Upekkha  SantTrar]a  as  Patisandhi  that  is the  result of
Kusala.  When  we  say,  born  blind,  we  must  understand  that  a
person  born  blind  is  a  person  who  is  born  with  Patisandhi  Citta
that  cannot  help  eye-sensitivity  arise  when  it  is  due  to  arise.
Now  in  human  beings eye-sensitivity  does  not arise  until  about
eleven  weeks.  If that  Patisandhi  Citta  does  not have the  power
t:o  give  rise  to  eye-sensitivity  when   it  is  due,   he  is  called  a
person  born  blind.  So a  person  born  blind  does  not mean  when
he  comes  out of the  mother's  womb,  but  it  is  a  moment  as  a
fetus  when  the  eye-sensitivity  does  not  arise.  These  people
are born  as a  result of Kusala  Kamma,  but their Kusala  Kamma
is  so  weak,  so  deficient that  it  is  incapable  of generating  eye-
sensitivity.    So   sometimes   a    person   takes    Patisandhi   with
another  type  of  consciousness,  but  through  some  accident  or
illness  he  may  become  blind  in  the  womb  of the  mother  and
may  be  born  blind.  Such  persons  are  not  included  here,  The
persons  included   here  are  those,  whose   Kamma   is  so  weak
that it  is  incapable  of generating  eye-sensitivity  when  it  is  due
to arise.

But for those  who  are  born  spontarieously they  may  be
different.   When   a   being   is   born   spontaneously,   it   may   be
deficient   of   eye-sensitivity,    or   ear-sensitivity,    etc.,   at   the
moment  of  Patisandhi.   But  generally   human   beings   are   not
born   spontaneously   except   at   the   beginning   of   one   world
cycle.   So  they  are  those  whose   merit  is  so  weak  that:  it  is
incapable  of  generating  eyes  when  they  are  due,  ears  when
they  are  due.  They  are  called  born  blind,  born  deaf and  so  on.
There  are those who  are  born  so  dull  of mind  that they  cannot
differentiate   east   from   west   or   are   unable   to   differentiate
morning   from   evening.   Those   people   are   also   said   to   be
included  in  this statement.

Then  some  earth-born  deities  -   here  there  is  some
textual         problem.         In         the         Burmese         edition         of
Abh/-chammafff7asahgaha  and  also  P,T.S.  edition,  it is  different.
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I  think  this  CMA  follows  the   Sinhalese  edition.  According  to
Sinhalese   edition,   according   to  the  text  given   in   Venerable
Narada's  book,  we  have  one  meaning.  According  to  Burmese
edition  and  P.T.S.  edition,  we  get  another  meaning.  According
to  this  edition  (the  CMA),.according  to  this  explanation,  there
are  two  kinds  of  beings,  two  kinds  of  lower  celestial  beings;
one  is  earthbound  deities  and  the  other  is fallen  Asuras,  They
are said to  be different kinds of beings.  We will  go according  to
this first.  So  earthbound  deities  are.those who  do  not dwell  in
the  higher heavenly  realms,  but who  dvyell  close to the  human
beings   on   trees,   on   mountains,   on   rivers,   They   are   called
Bhummadevas.   The   word   `Bhumma'   comes   from   the   word
`Bhdmi' which  means  the  earth.  They  are  called  Bhummadeva

because they live close to  us human  beings.

``While   the   more   powerful   deities   in   this   class   may

possess      double-       or      triple-rooted      types      of      rebirth
consciousness,  they  are  often  accompanied  by  retinues  which
may include deities of defective  merit who  manage to  maintain
their  lives  With  difficulty."  (CMA, v, Guide to §§1o-11, p.195)

So   these   earthbound   deities   may   have   some   lesser
deities  as  their  servants,  as  their  followers,  as  their  ret:inue.
Those   have  defective   merit  in  their  past  lives.   So  although
they are  born  as celest:ial  beings,  they may  be  not so  happy or
not  so  good  as  t:hose  that  are  born  in  higher  celestial  realms.
Those    whose    merit   is    defective    and    who    have   difficulty
maintaining   themselves   are   here   called   earthbound   deities.
Those deities are reborn with  Kusala-vipaka  Upekkha-sahagata
SantTrar]a  as  relinking  consciousness.

Then   there   are   some   Asuras   that   are   called   fallen
Asuras, fallen from  bliss, fallen from  comfort. These  beings are
said  to  dwell  in  villages  or  in  t:he  vicinity  of  villages  living  off
the   remains   of  food   discarded   by   the   residents.   They   are
something    like    ghosts,    but   they    don't   belong    to   Apaya.
Act:ually  they  belong  to  Catummaharajika,  the  lowest  celestial
realm.  They  also  haunt  or  oppress  human  beings  when  t:hey
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fail  to  obtain  food,   When  they  do   not  obtain  food,  they  will
haunt  you   or  possess  you   and   ask  you   for  food.  They  are
called   fallen   Asuras.   According   to   this   reading,   earthbound
deities and fallen Asuras are different kinds of beings.

In  the  Burmese  edition  and  the  P.T.S.  edition  the text  is
a    little   different.   According   to   those   editions,   earthbound
deities    and    fallen    Asuras    are    the    same    kind    of    deity.
`Earthbound  deities'  really  mean  Bhummassita  in  Pa!i  (You  see

the  Pa!i  word  in  the  book.).  `Bhumma'  means  eart:h  and  `Sita'
means to  depend  on.  Here `Bhummassita' means those  deities
who  are  reborn  in  the vicinity of the earth  -tree deities,  river
deities,  mountain  deities  and  so  on.  Those  who  live  depending
on  those  earthbound  deities  are  called  Bhummassita.  So  here
Bhummassita  means  those  who  live  depending  on  gods  who
dwell   in   the  vicinity  of  the   earth.   That  means  those   lesser
deities  who  dwell  depending  on  tree  deities  and  so  on.  They
are  actually fallen  Asuras  because they do  not have  enough to
eat,  they  do  not  have  enough  to  wear  and  so  on.  They  are
called  fallen  Asuras  because  they  have  fallen  from  happiness.
In  this  reading  Bhummassita  and  Vinipatikasura  are  just  one
kind  of celestial  being.  Although  they are  celestial  beings,  they
may   not   be   as   happy   or   as   comfort:able   as   some   human
beings.   These  deities  are  born  with   Kusala-vipaka   Upekkha-
sahagata  SantTraria  as  relinking  Citta.

Now    we    come    to    Mahavipaka,    eight    Kamavacara
Vipaka, They serve as  Patisandhi  Cittas for those who  are  born
in    Kama-sugati,   who   are   born   as   human    beings   without
defects  and  who  are  born  as  deities  in  Catummaharajika  and
so   on.   For   them   the   Patisandhi   Citta   is   one   of   the   eight
Kamavacara  Mahavipaka,  A  human  being  without defects  may
be    born   with    the   first    Kamavacara    Mahavipaka    Citt:a    as
relinking  consciousness  or second  or third  or fourth  and  so  on
depending  upon  what kind  of Kamma  gives  results.  So  human
beings  are   born  with   one  of  these   Kamavacara   Mahavipaka
Cittas.   Also  the   beings   in  the   six  celestial   realms   beginning
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with  Catummaharajika  and  so  on,  t:hey  are  born  with  one  of
these  eight  Kamavacara   Mahavipaka   kinds  of  consciousness.
These  types  of Vipaka  consciousness  also  serve  as  Bhavahga
and  Cuti  for those  beings.  When  a  Citta  serves as  Patisandhi,  it
also  serves  as  Bhavahga  and  Cuti.  There  are  altogether  nine
Kama-sugati   Patisandhi,   one   for   t:hose   who   are   born   with
defects  and  for  some  lower  celestial  beings,  and  eight  for full-
fledged   human   beings  and   Devas.   So  there  are  nine  Kama-
sugati  Patisandhi.   Nine  plus  one,  Apaya  Patisandhi,  altogether
we  get ten  Kamavacara  Patisandhi.  There  are t:en  Kamavacara
Patisandhi   because   we   take   eight   Kamavacara   Mahavipaka
individually.  Actually  t:here  are  ten  kinds  of consciousness  t:hat
serve  as  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  and  Cuti  in  KEimavacara  realm,
four Apaya  realms and seven  Kama-sugati  realms.

Then  in  the  CMA  the  life  span  of these  beings  is  given
(see CMA, v, Table 5.2,  p.ig7).  We  have  already  Studied  the  life  Span.
Life  span  of  Devas  is  act:ually  taken  from  the  second  book  of
Abhidhamma,  the  Vibhahga.  In  Vibhahga  it  is  stated  that  one
day   in   CatummahEira].ika   is   equal   to   fifty   years   for   human
beings.  Then  thirty  days  in  CatummahEirajika  is  equal  to  1500
human  years.  360  Days  for  Catummaharajika  is  18,000  years
for  human   beings,   Five  hundred   such  years  amount  to   nine
million  human  years.  Last  week  we  calculated  the  life  span  of
Devas  both  by human years and  celestial years.

Recently  I thought  it would  be  good  to  calculate t:he  life
in  Cat:ummahara].ika  realm  using  the  measure  of time  in  other
realms.     These     figures     are     not     given     in     any     books.
Catummaharajika   life  span  by  Catummaha'rajika  reckoning   is
five  hundred  years.  But  by Tavatimsa  reckoni.ng  they  are  only
250  years.   By  Yams   standard   they  are  on.Iy   125  years.   By
Tusita   standard   they   are   only   62.5   years.   By   NimmanaratT
standard  they  are  31.25  years  and  ParanimmitavasavattT they
are  just  15.625  years.  I  want  you  to  check  it,  whet:her  it  is
correct or not.  If it is too difficult, you  can just leave it out.
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Now   we   come   to   the   "Rebirth-linking    in   the    Fine-
material  Sphere"  (see CMA, v, §i3, p.ig7).  Rebirth-linking  in  the  fine-
material  sphere  is  easy.  For fine-material  sphere  we  only  have
five     types     of    relinking     Cittas,     five     I:ypes     of    resultant
consciousness  -first Jhana,  second Jhana, third  Jhana, fourth
Jhana    and    fift:h    Jhana,    How    many    planes    are    there    in
Rtipavacara  realm?  There  are  first  Jhana,  second  Jhana,  third
Jhana   and   fourth   Jhana   planes.   That's   all.   The   planes   go
according  to  the  fourfold  method.  We  will  have  to  adjust  for
that fourfold  method.

First Jhana  Vipaka  Citta  serves  as  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga
and  Cuti  for  those  who  are  reborn   in  the  first  Jhana  realm.
Then   for  t:hose  who   are   reborn   in   second   Jhana   realm   the
Patisandhi  Citta  is  second  Jhana  Vipaka  or third  Jhana  Vipaka.
For those  who  are  reborn  in  third  Jhana  realm  their  Patisandhi
is  fourth   Jhana  Vipaka.   For  those  who   are   reborn   in.  fourth
Jhana  realm,  that  is,  Vehapphala  and  Suddhavasa,  Patisandhi
Citta    is   fift:h   Jhana   Vipaka.   These   types   of   Jhana   Vipaka
consciousness  act  as  Patisandhi   Bhavahga  and  Cuti  for  those
who are  reborn  in these  Brahma  realms.

There  are  sixteen  Brahma  realms.  For  mindless  beings
there  is  no  Patisandhi  Citt:a.  If there  is  no  mind,  there  can  be
no  Citta,  no  consciousness,  no  mental  fact:ors.  For them  Rdpa,
material  properties  serve  as  Patisandhi.  They  are  called  those
having   Rtipa   as   Patisandhi;   the   ot:hers   are   those   who   have
mind   as   Patisandhi.   For  the   AsafifiaHsatt:a   beings   that   Rtipa
continues  to  exist  for  five  hundred  world  cycles.  When  they
die,   these   material   propert:ies   disappear.   Since   there   is   no
Patisandhi  Citta  for  them,  there  is  no  Bhavahga  Citta  or  Cuti
Citta   for   them.   So   for   them   the   whole   life   is   just   Rdpa,
material   property.   What  the   material   properties  are  we  will
learn    in    the    sixth    chapter.    So    there    are    altogether   six
Rdpavacara  Patisandhis.  That  means  five  Rdpavacara  Vipakas
make  five  R0pavacara   Patisandhis  and   Patisandhi  of  mindless
beings   makes   one   Patisandhi.   So   altogether   there   are   six
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modes of Patisandhi  in the Rdpavacara spheres.

Aft:er that the  life  span  is  given  in  the  Manua/ (see CMA, v,
§i4, p.ig8).  We talked  about the  life span  last week.

In  connection  with  life  span  of  Brahmas  sometimes  we
need  to  underst:and  a  little  about  the  world  cycles  -  how  the
world  is formed  and  how  it is destroyed.  I  cannot tell  you  here
about    that.    It    is    a    long    story.    It    is    explained    in    the
Commentaries     that     one     world     cycle     consists     of    four
Asahkheyya  Kappas,  four  incalculable  Kappas.  One  world  cycle
consists  of four Asahkheyya  Kappas.  One Asahkheyya  Kappa  is
equal  to  64  Antara  Kappas.  I  talked  about  that  last  week.  In
t:he  CMA  it  Says  t:Went:y  (see CMA, v, Guide to §14, p.198).

Four  Asahkheyya  Kappas  are  the  periods  in  one  Maha
Kappa.  One  world  cycle  is  divided  into  four  periods.  When  we
talk  about  Asahkheyya   Kappas  we  begin  with  destruction  -
the  period  when  destruction  takes  place,  when  destruction  of
the world  I:akes  place,  It  may take a  long time for the world to
be  destroyed.  The  world  is  destroyed  by  fire  or sometimes  by
water  and  sometimes  by  air.  It  will  take  many  years  for  the
world  t:o  be  completely  destroyed,  That  one  period  is  called  in
Pa!i `Sarrivatta  Kappa' -the period  of destruction.

Then  another  period  follows  where  the  world  remains
as  destroyed.  Nothing  more  happens,  First there  is  a  period  of
destruction   of  the  world.   Then  there   is  a   period   where  the
world just stays destroyed.

The  third  period  follows  when  the  new  world  is  created
or  begins  t:o  form.  That  also  takes  a  long,  long  time,  time  for
the  mount:ains  and  rivers to  appear and  also  for the  realms to
form.  It is actually a  long  time again.
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Then  comes the fourth  period  when the world  exists as
formed.  It  is the  only  period  when  beings  can  be  in  this  world.
During  the  period  of destruction  all  beings  die  and  are  reborn
in  some  ot:her  Brahma  realms  which  are  not  affected  by  the
destruction.  During  that  time  there  are  no  beings,  When  the
world   is  destroyed,  there  are  no  beings.   When  the  world  is
forming,  there  are  no  beings.  So  for  only  one  quarter  of one
Maha  Kappa,  it is a time for beings to  arise or exist.

It  is  said  that the  world  is  destroyed  by  fire  for  seven
times.   Then   the   world   is   destroyed   by   water.   Then   it   is
destroyed  by fire for another seven times and the  16th time by
water and  so on.  When  it reaches the 64th time,  it is destroyed
by air.

Now   you   may   want  to   know   how   dest:ruction   takes
place  and  so  on.  I  will  refer you  to  the  V/.suddh/magga.  In  the
13th    chapter    of    the    V/.suddi/`r77agga    you    may    find    the
description   of  the   world   being   destroyed   and   formed.   It   is
interesting   how  first  human   beings  appear  in  the  world  and
then   how  the  world   was  formed,   So  check   V/.suddh/.magga
chapter 13  in  connection with  remembering  past lives.  Chapter
13  deals with  what are  called  AbhiFifias.

Let  us  go  to  "Rebirth-linking  in  the  Immaterial  Sphere,
Artipavacara    Patisandhi"    (see   CMA,   v,    §i5,   p.leg),    Art]pavacara
Patisandhi  is very easy.  You  know the four Artipavacara Vipaka
Cittas:

1,   AkasanaFicayatana Vipaka  Citta,

2,    VifiFiar]aficayatana Vipaka  Citta,

3.   AkiFicafifiayatana Vipaka  Citta,  and

4.    Nevasafifianasafifiayatana Vipaka  Citta.
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For  those  who  are  reborn  in  AkasanaFicayatana  realm
which  is  Artipavacara  realm,  Akasanaficayatana  Vipaka  serves
as  Patisandhi  Citta  and  then  Bhavahga  and  also  Cuti,  For those
who    are    reborn    in    second    Artipavacara    realm,    second
Ardpavacara  Vipaka  Citta  serves  as  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  and
Cuti.  For those who are  reborn  in  the third Ardpavacara  realm,
third  Ardpavacara  Vipaka  Citta  serves  as  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga
and  Cuti. That means a  person  who gets Aropavacara Jhana  as
a   human   being   or  as  a   Deva,  so  when   he   is  reborn,   he   is
reborn   in   one   of  the  four  Ardpavacara   realms.   When   he   is
reborn  there,  the  Artipavacara  Vipaka  arises  due  to  the  Jhana
he   attained   in   the   previous   life.   The   same   is  true   when   a
person   gets   first,   second,   third,   fourth   or  fifth   Jhana   as   a
human  being,  as  a  Deva  or  as  a  Brahma  -  he  will  be  born  in
the world  of Brahmas.according to  t:he Jhana,  according  to the
highest  Jhana  he  attained.  If  a  person  gets  first  Art]pavacara
Jhana  here, for example, then  after his death  he will  be  reborn
in  the  first  Ardpavacara   realm.  Then  their  life  spans  nobody
knows  -  20,000  world  cycles,  40,000  world  cycles,  60,000
and  84,000.

In  a  given   life  Patisandhi,   Bhavahga   and   Cuti  are  the
same.   They   have   the   same   or   identical   object.   Patisandhi
Cittas  take   Kamma   or   Kamma-nimitt:a   (sign   of  Kamma),   o
Gati-nimitta    (sign   of   destiny)   as   object.    If   the   object   o
Patisandhi   Citta   is  Kamma  all  through  the   life,  the  object  o
Bhavahga  Citta  will  be  Kamma  and  the  object of Cut:i  Citta  wil
be  Kamma.  The  same  is  true  if the  Patisandhi  takes  Kamma-
nimitta  or  Gati-nimitta  as  ob].ect.  Similarly  the  Bhavahga  and
Cuti  Cittas will take  Kamma-nimitta  or Gati-nimitta.

There  are  alt:ogether  how  many  types  of  rebirth?  The
types  of  rebirth  are  ten  for  Kamavacara,  six  for  Rtipavacara
and  four  for  Ardpavacara.   There  are  altogether  twenty.   You
already know what Cittas act as  Patisandhi  in what realms.
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Let's go  back to the  beginning.

For  those   born   in  the  four  woeful   st:ates  what  is  the
relinking    consciousness?    Akusala-vipaka    Upekkha-sahagat:a
SantTraria   is  the   relinking   consciousness  for  the  four  woeful
states.

For those  who  are  born  as  deficient  human  beings  and
also     for     some     lesser     deities     what     is     the      relinking
consciousness?   Kusala-vipaka   Upekkha-sahagata   SantTraT]a   is
the   relinking   consciousness   fo_r.  deficient   human   beings   and
lesser deities.

For  full-fledged  human  beings  and  for  the  six  celestial
realms   what   is   the   Patisandhi   Citta?   How   many   Patisandhi
Cittas  are  there?  There  are  eight  Patisandhi  Cittas,  the  eight
Kamavacara  Sahetuka Vipaka  Cittas.  We are all  human  beings,
so    our   Patisandhi    Citta    may    be    one   of   those.    Buddha's
Patisandhi  Citta  was also one of those.

Then   for  t:hose   who   are   born   in   Rdpavacara   realms
what   are   the   Patisandhi   Cittas?   There   are   five   Rtipavacara
Vipaka  Cittas and also one matter for mindless beings,

Then `for  those  who  are  born  in  the  four  Aropavacara
realms   what   are   the   Patisandhi   Cittas?   They   are   the   four
Aropavacara Vipakas.

In   the   next  section   we  will   study  what   Kusalas  give
what  results  to  what Vipakas.  Next  section  is  very  interesting
section  because  it is  about:  Kamma.  When  it comes t:o  Kamma,
we  can  relate  it:  to  ourselves  to  some  extent:.  The  others  are
very theoretical.
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Fourfo[d Kamma

The  next  section  is  called  "Kamma-catukka",  or  "Four
Types   of   Kamma".   There   are   altogether   sixteen   types   of
Kamma.  There  are  four fourfold  divisions,  four groups  of four.
There  are sixteen types  of Kamma  treated  in  this section.  The
first group consists of:

1.    Productive  Kamma  (Janaka),

2.   Supportive  Kamma  (Upatthambhaka),

3.    Obstructive  Kamma  (UpapT!aka),

4.    Destructive  Kamma  (Upaghataka).

There  are  four  kinds  of Kamma  here.  What  is  Kamma?
If you  have  been  with  me,  you  know what  Kamma  is.  Kamma
is    volition,    Cetana.    Technically    speaking,    Kamma    means
Cetana,       volition       which       accompanies       actions,       which
accompanies   actions    by    body,    by   speech    and    by    mind.
Popularly    we    will    say    Kamma    means    actions    or   deeds.
Technically   or  to   be   exact,   we   say   Kamma   is   the   mental
volition  that  accompanies  those  actions  or deeds.  All  volitional
action  except that  of the  Buddha  and  Arahants  is  Kamma.  All
volitional  action  or Cetana  becomes  Kamma  except that of the
Buddhas  and  Arahants.  Buddhas  and  Arahants  do  not  acquire
Kamma.

"The   Buddhas   and   the   Arahants   do   not   accumulate
kamma,  since they  have eradicated  ignorance and  craving, the
roots  of  kamma."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2oo)

So   long   as   there   is   craving   and   ignorance,   we   will
always  be  doing  something  that will  give  results  in  the  future.
Since  Buddhas  and  Arahants  have  no  ignorance  and  craving,
their  actions  are  I.ust  actions;   their  deeds,  their  Cetanas  or
volitions do not amount to  Kamma which  give results.
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"Nevertheless,   even   the   Buddhas   and   Arahants   are

bound  to  experience  the  ripening  of their  past  kamma  as  long
as their psycho-physical  personality  persists, that is,  until they
pass  away."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.200)

So  Buddhas and Arahants do not get new Kamma. They
may   do   good   deeds,   but  their  doing   of  good   deeds   is   not
Kusala.  They  do  not  acquire  new  or  fresh  Kamma  aft:er  they
become  Buddhas  or Arahants.  But they  are  still  subject to  the
results   of  their   past   Kamma.   Even   Buddhas   and   Arahants
sometimes will suffer from the  results of their Akusala  Kamma.

Buddha,   for   example,   oft:en   had   a   back   ache   or   a
headache,  He  also  had  pain  when  a  piece  of  rock  hit  His  foot.
Also  Arahants  suffer  pain.  So  even  though  they  have  become
Buddhas  and  Arahants,  although  they  have  eradicated  all  the
mental   defilements   and   so   they   do   not   accumulate   new
Kamma,  still  they  suffer,  they  still  enjoy  the  result:s  of  their
past Kamma.

"The  law  of  kamma  (kammaniyama) .is  self-subsistent

in    its   operation,   ensuring   I:hat   willed   deeds   produce   their
effects in  accordance with their ethical  quality just as surely as
seeds  bear fruit  in  accordance  with`their species."  (CMA, v, Guide to
§18,  p.200)

The   law   of   Kamma   is   actually   not   created   by   the
Buddha.  It  is  discovered  by  the  Buddha.  Actually  it  is  the  law
of   nat:ure.   Buddha   discovered   the   law   of   Kamma,   saw  the
mechanism   of  Kamma   when   He  attained   during  the  second
watch  of  night the  supernormal  knowledge  by  which  he  could
see   beings   dying   from   one   existence   and   being   reborn   in
another.  He  could  see,  for example,  this  being  is  reborn  in  hell
because  he  did  some  Akusala  in  a  previous  life.  This  being  is
reborn   in   blissful   state   because   he   did   some   Kusala   in   a
previous  life.   So  the  law  of  Kamma  taught  by  the  Buddha  is
the   law  discovered   by  the   Buddha,   seen   by   Him.   It   is   not
based   on   logic  or  just  thinking,   but  it  is   based   on   intuitive
knowledge,  based on  actual seeing.
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The  direct  products  of  Kamma  are  the  resultant  states
of consciousness  and  mental  factors,  Now the  word `Vipaka' -
you  have  met the  word  `Vipaka'  many times.  We  met  it  in  the
first  chapter.  Vipaka   is  the   name  for  those  results  that  are
identical  in  nature  with  Kamma.  `Vipaka'  means  a  result which
must be identical  with the Kamma  or the cause.

The    results    of    Kamma    are    not    only    Cittas    and
Cetasikas.  There  are   results  of  Kamma   among   I:he   material
properties.  When  we  come  to  the  sixth  chapter,  we  will  study
which   mat:erial   properties  are  caused   by  Kamma  and  so  on.
The  name  `Vipaka'  is  only  given  to  those  that  are  identical  in
nature  with  the  cause,  That  means  only  Cittas  and  Cetasikas
are  called  Vipaka.  Material  properties  are  not Vipaka,  although
some   material   properties   are   the   result   of  Kamma.   In   the
Mar}ua/,  they are  called  Kammasamutthana  Rdpa  or Kammaja-
rdpa.

For  example,   at  the   moment  of  rebirth   as  a   human
being   there   arises   one   of  the   eight   Kamavacara   Sahetuka
Vipaka  Cittas  and  along  with  that  Citta,  Cetasikas  arise.  That
Citt:a  and  those  Cetasikas  are  called  Vipaka  of  Kusala  Kamma
of  the   past.  Along   with  the  Citt:a   and   Cetasikas  there   arise
thirty   particles   of   matter  for   human   beings.   They   are   the
results  of  past  Kamma,  but  they  are  not  called  Vipaka.  They
are   called   Kammasamutthana   Rdpa.   When   we   say   Kamma
gives results, we must understand that it gives  results not only
as Cittas  and  Cetasikas  but also as  RDpa.

Productive Kamma
These  four,  productive  Kamma  and  so  on,  are  grouped

with  respect to their function,  by what they do. The first one  is
called    productive    Kamma.    `Productive    Kamma'    means    a
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Kamma  that  gives  results  at  the   moment  of  Patisandhi   and
during  life  time.  A  Kamma  that  gives  results  at  Pa.tisandhi  and
also  during the course of existence  is called  productive  Kamma
or Janaka  Kamma.  This  Janaka  Kamma  may  be  either  Kusala
or Akusala  Kamma.  And  as  I  said,  when  it  produces  results,  it
produces    consciousness    and     mental    states    as    well    as
materiality which  is  born  of Kamma.

"During   the   course   of   existence   it   produces   other
resultant     cjttas     and      the     continuities     of     kamma-born
materiality,... "  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2oi)

When  we  study  the  results  of  Kamma,  we  must  study
these  results  at  relinking  and  the  results  during  life time.  They
are  different.  At  Patisandhj,  at  rebirth,  they  produce  Patisandhi
Citta,   Cetasikas   and   Kammaja-rdpa.    During   life   time   they
produce Vipaka  consciousness and  Kamma-born  materiality.

"Only  a  kamma  that  has  attained  the  status  of  a  full
Course  of action  .„"  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2oi)

That   means   only   a   Kamma   which   is   full-fledged   can
have the function  of producing  rebirth-linking  consciousness.

"...    but    all    wholesome    and    unwholesome    kammas

without  exception   can   produce   results  during   the  ,course  of
existence."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.201)

The   productive   Kamma   is   that   which   produces   the
result   itself.   It   doesn't   have   to   get   help   from   others.   It
produces the results itself,

Supportive Kamma
The  next  one  is  supportive  Kamma  (Upatthambhaka).

It is said that,
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"(Supportive  Kamma)  does  not  gain  an  opportunit:y  to

Produce  its  own  results,  „.i   (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2oi)

It doesn't give results of its own.

f`...     but     (t:he     supportive     Kamma)     supports     (the

productive    Kamma)    either    by   enabling    it   to    produce    its
pleasant   or   painful   results   over   an   extended   time   without
obstruction   or   by   reinforcing   the   continuum   of   aggregates
produced  by  another  kamma."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2oi)

It just supports the  results of some productive Kamma.

The example is given  here as,
"when  through  the   productive  function   of  wholesome

kamma  one  is  reborn  as  a   human  being ,... "  (CMA, v,  Guide to  §i8,
p.201)

So  a  person  is  reborn  as  a  human  being  as  a  result  of
productive Kamma,

"...  supportive  kamma  may  contribute  t:o  the  extension

of  one's   life  span   and   ensure  that  one   is   healthy   and   well
provided  with  the  necessities  of life."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2oi)

These  results  we  get  being  supported  by  this  Kamma,
supportive  Kamma.  Supportive  Kamma  cannot  give  results  by
itself.  It helps the results of other Kamma.

``When    an    unwholesome    kamma    has    exercised    its

productive    function    by    causing    a    painful    disease,    other
unwholesome  kamma  may  support  it  by  preventing  medicines
from  working  effectively,  thereby  prolonging  the  disease."  (CMA,
V, Guide to  §18,  p.201)

The supportive  Kamma just prolongs the  result of some
other Kamma.
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"When  a  being  has  been  reborn  as  an  animal  through
the  productive  force  of unwholesome  kamma,  .„"  (CMA, v, Guide to
§18,  p.202)

So  as  a  result  of Akusala  Kamma  a  being  is  reborn  as
an  animal,

"...   supportive   kamma   may  facilitate   the   ripening   of

more  unwholesome  kamma  productive  of  painful  results,  and
may  also  lead  to  an   extension  of  the  life  span  so  that  the
continuity  of  unwholesome  resultants  will  endure  long."  (CMA, v,
Guide to  §18, p.202)

A  supportive  Kamma  is  just  that  which  supports,  that
which extends, the  result of some other productive Kamma.

Obstructive Kamma
The third  one  is obstructive  Kamma,  UpapT!aka  Kamma.
"Obstructive  Kamma   is  kamma  which  cannot  produce

its  own  result  but  nevertheless  obstructs  and  frustrates  some
other    kamma,    countering    its    efficacy    or    shortening    the
duration   of  its   pleasant  or  painful   results."   (CMA,  v,  Guide  to  §i8,
p.202)

This   Kamma   also   does   not   give   its   own   result   but
actually interferes with the  result of other Kamma.

"Even  though  a  productive  kamma  may  be  strong  at
the   time   it   is   accumulated,   an   obstructive   kamma   directly
opposed  to  it  may  counteract  it  so  that  it  becomes  impaired
when  producing  its  results.  For example,  a  wholesome  kamma
tending   to   produce   rebirth   in   a   superior  plane  of  existence
may be impeded  by an obstructive kamma so that it generates
rebirth  in  a  lower  plane."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2o2)

The  Kusala  Kamma  is  strong  enough  to  give  result  in  a
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superior  plane  of  existence,  but  an  obstruct:ive  Kamma   may
interfere with  it so that there is rebirth  in a  lower plane.

"A   kamma   tending   to   produce   rebirth   among    high

families   may  produce   rebirth   among   low  families;   .„"   (CMA,  v,
Guide to  §18,  p.202)

That is because it is obstruct:ed  by this Kamma.
+,

"...   Kamma   tending   to   longevity   may   tend   towards

Shortness  Of  life;   ..."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2o2)

That is because of the obstrLiction of this  Kamma.

"...  Kamma  tending  to  produce  beauty  may  produce  a

plain  appearance,  etc."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.202)

So  t:his  Kamma  interferes  with  or  obstructs  the  result:s
of other Kamma.

"In  the  opposite  way,  an  unwholesome  kamma  tending

to  produce  rebirth  in  the  great  hells  may  be  counteracted  by
an  obstructive  wholesome  kamma  and  produce  rebirth  in  the
minor  hells  or among  Pet:as."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2o2)

A   person   has   done   a   lot   of  Akusala   or   a   powerful
Akusala.   Normally   it  would   lead   him  to   rebirth   in  the  great
hell.   He  may  acquire  much   Kusala   after  doing  that  Akusala.
That  Kusala  Kamma  can  obstruct or  interfere with  the Akusala
Kamma, so the result of Akusala  Kamma  may not be as bad as
it normally would  be.

You  know  Ajatasattu.  Ajatasattu  killed  his  own  father.
Actually  he  was to  be  reborn  in  AVTci  hell.  After listening  to the
Buddha`s  discourse,   the   Samafifiaphala   Sutta   (dT.  ni.  1.i5o),   he
became  the  disciple  of the  Buddha.  He  had  great  respect  and
devotion   for  the   Buddha.   Maybe   he   acquired   much   Kusala.
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When  he  died  and  he  was  reborn,  he  was  not  reborn  in  Avici
hell,    but   some   smaller   hell    near   Avici.    One    Kamma    can
obstruct   another   Kamma.   Good   Kamma   can   obstruct   bad
Kamma.  Bad  Kamma  can  obstruct good  Kamma.

"During the course of existence  many instances  may be

found  of the  operation  of obstructive  kamma,  For example,  in
the  human  realm  such  kamma  will  obstruct  the  continuum  of
aggregates  produced  by  kamma,  facilitating  the  maturation  of
kamma  that  results  in  suffering  and  causing  failures  in  regard
to  property and  wealth  or family and  friends,  etc.  In  the  lower
realms    obstructive    kamma    may    counteract    the    rebirth-
producing    kamma,   contributing   to   occasions   of   ease   and
happiness."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2o2)

For  example,  although   a   being   may  be  reborn  as  an
animal,   an   obstruct:ive   Kusala   Kamma   can   help   him   to   get
even  happiness and  comfort in that life.

Destructive Kamma
Now  the  last one  is  destructive  Kamma,  (Upaghataka).

It also can  be wholesome or unwholesome.
"(It)  supplant:s  other  weaker  kamma,  prevents  it  from

ripening,   and   produces  instead   its  own   result,"   (CMA,  v,  Guide  to
§18,  p.202)

It is called  destructive  Kamma.  It prevents the  result of
other   Kamma   and   gives   its   own    result   according   to   this
explanation,

"For  example,  somebody  born  as  a  human  being  may,

through  his  productive  kamma,  have  been  originally  destined
for  a  long  life  span,  but  a  destructive  kamma  may  arise  and
bring  about a  premature  death."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2o2)

An   example   of   this   would    be   Devadatta   who   was
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swallowed  up  by the  earth  and  went to  AVTci  hell.  First  he  had
supernormal  powers.  They disappeared  when  he  began  to  plot
against the  Buddha.  Then  when  he  died,  he  was  swallowed  by
t:he  earth  and  he  was  reborn   in  AVTci  hell.  There  his  heinous
crime   of  causing   blood   to   be   congealed   in   t:he   Buddha   and
causing  the  schism   in  the  Samgha,  that  destructive   Kamma
was so powerful that it cut the result of the Kusala  Kamma  and
immediately took him  to  hell.

"At   the   time   of   death,   at   first   a    sign   of   a    bad

destination  may appear by the  power of evil  kamma ,... "  (CMA, v,
Guide to  §18,  p.202)

By  the   power  of  Akusala   Kamma   the   sign   of  a   bad
destination   may   appear   to   the   person   who   is   dying.   That
means he is going to  have a  bad  rebirth.

"...  then  a  good  kamma  may  emerge ,... "  (CMA, v,  Guide to

§18,  p.202)

Good  Kamma  may  emerge  by  itself  or  it  may  emerge
influenced  by those who are near the dying  person.

"(That   Kamma)   expels   the   bad   kamma,   and   having
caused  the  sign   of  a   good   destination   to  appear,   produces
rebirth  in  a  heavenly  world."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2o2)

That is also destructive  Kamma.

You   know  the  story  of  a   hunter  who   in   his   old   age
became  a  monk.  When  he  was  about to  die,  he  had  bad  signs
of  destiny.   His  son  who  was  an  Arahant  brought  him  to  the
Pagoda  and  had  flowers  brought  to  him.  Then  he  let  the  old
monk   offer  flowers   to   the   Buddha.   Then   the   sign   of  good
destiny  appeared  to  him.  His  offering  of flowers,  that  Kamma,
was  a  destructive  Kamma.  It  prevented  the  ripening  of  bad
Kamma  and  instead  gave  good  results.  That  ripening  of  bad
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Kamma was  impeded  and  instead the destructive  Kamma  gave
good  results,  After  his  death  the  old  monk  was  reborn  in  the
celestial  world.

"On  the  other hand,  a  bad  kamma  may suddenly arise,

cut   off   the   productive    potential    of   a    good    kamma,    and
generate  rebirth  in  a  woeful  realm."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2o2)

This  is  the  opposite  case.  Somebody  may  have  a  good
sign  of  destiny  first,   but  later  a   bad   Kamma   may  arise  and
then  give  him  a  sign  of bad  destination,  so  it will  take  him to  a
woeful  realm.

Destructive  Kamma  can  be  both  Kusala  and  Akusala.  It
cuts the  result of the other Kamma  and  it gives results itself.

Sometimes  destructive  Kamma  does  not  give  results.
Sometimes  it I.ust  cut:s  off the  results  of another  Kamma.  You
all  know  t:he  story  of  Cakkhupala.   Cakkhupala   became  blind.
Destructive  Kamma  made  him  blind.  That  destructive  Kamma
did   not  cause   him  to   be   reborn   in   hell.  Actually  Cakkhupala
was   an   Arahant   so   it   cannot   give   results.   Sometimes   it
supplants    the    weaker    Kamma    and    gives    results    itself.
Sometimes  it just  supplants  the  weaker  Kamma.  It  does  not
give  results.  Both  ways  it goes.

"The   V/.bhgv/.n7-Tj]k5   distinguishes   between   productive

kamma  and  dest:ructive  kamma  on  the  ground  that  productive
kamma   produces   its   result  without  cutting   off  the   result  of
some  other  kamma   while  destructive   kamma   does  so  after
first  cutting  off another  kamma's  result."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p,2o3)

This     is     the     difference     explained     by     a     T/-k5,     a
Comment:any on the Manua/.
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"But  other  teachers  'cited   by  the   V/.bh5v/.n7  hold   that

destructive  kamma  does  not  produce  its  own  result  at  all;  it
completely  cuts  off  the  result  of  other  kamma,  gMng  still  a
third  kamma  the  opportunity to  ripen."  (CMA, v, Guide to §i8, p.2o3)

So  what's  happening  here?  We  expect the  teachings  of
Abhidhamma   to    be   very   exact,    but   here   teachers    have
different  opinions  and   we   are   not  sure  who   is  correct.   The
explanation  here  is  that  among  these  four sets  of Kamma  the
first three  sets  are  given  here  according  to  Suttanta  method,
not through  Abhidhamma  method.  Only the  last set, `by  place
of  ripening',   is   in   accordance  with  Abhidhamma.  That's  why
there  can  be difference of opinion.

These   four   are   the   first   group   in   the   fourfold   four
groups  of four  Kammas treated  in  this  Section  (see CMA, v, Table 5.3,
p.2oi).  After  giving  the  names  of  the  Kamma,  the  section  will
teach  us what result:s are  produced  by what Kamma.

We  will   continue   next  week  with   the  ot:hers.   Do  you
have any questions? I  know you  may have many questions.

Student:       [Inaudible].

Sayddaw:      I  think  it  can  be  both  obstructive  and  destructive
Kamma  because  a  person  has  done  Akusala.  Then
he  does  much  Kusala.  There  may  be  one  that  can
supplant     the     Akusala      Kamma.     It     could      be
destructive  Kamma  as well  as obstructive Kamma,

Student:       [Inaudible].

Sayadaw:     To  some  extent  yes.  If  we  have  much  obstructive
Kamma,   let  us  say,   much   Kusala   Kamma,   it  can
obstruct   Akusala   Kamma,   the   result   of  Akusala
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Kamma   will   be   obstructed.   So   eit:her   Kusala   or
Akusala    Kamma    may   obstruct   either   Kusala   or
Akusala  Kamma. That is why we  are encouraged to
do   much   Kusala.   We   can   at   least   obstruct   the
results of Akusala  Kamma.

Student:       [Inaudib]e].

Sayddaw:     They  belong  I:o  the  same  Kappa.  You  know  there
will   be   five   Buddhas   in   this   Kappa.   The   previous
Buddha,    Kassapa,    belonged    to    this    Kappa,    An
AnagamT came down  (from  Suddhavasa)  and asked
Buddha  to  preach.  He  was  an  AnagamT.  There  can
be   AnagamTs    not    only    from    the    time    of   the
immediate  previous  Buddha  but AnagamTs from the
time of other Buddhas as well.

Student:       [Inaudible].

Sayddaw:      One  Maha  Kappa  -  I  think I  explained  to  you  that
there  are  four  periods  in  one  Maha  Kappa.  Buddha
said  it  cannot  be  stated  in  terms  of one  year,  ten
years  or  in  terms  of  centuries.  So  it  is  very,  very
long.  The  example  He  gave  is to suppose there  is a
rock  about  one  league  high  and  one  league  wide
and  one  league deep.  A man  comes once every one
or two  hundred  years  and  rubs  it  with  a  soft  cloth.
The   rock  will   wear  away  but  one   Kappa   has   not
ended.  So  it:'s very  long.

Student:       How  long  is  one  league?

Sayddaw:      It is abouteight  miles.
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Kamma - Part One

Last time we finished the first four kinds of Kamma:

1.    productive  Kamma,

2.   supportive  Kamma,

3.    obstructive Kamma, and

4.    destructive  Kamma.

This   time   we   go   to   i:he   next   group   -   by   order   of
ripening,  by  order  of  giving  results.  That  means  when  there
are these four,  then  number one will  give  results first.  If there
are  only  three  and  number  one  is  not  present,  then  number
two will  give  results and  so  on.  These four are:

1.   The first one  is called  weighty  Kamma  (Garuka).

2.   The  second   is   called   death   proximate   Kamma
(Asanna).

3.   The third  is  habitual  Kamma  (Acima).

4.   And the fourth  is  reserve Kamma  (Katatta),

Weighty I(amma
Weighty  Kamma  is the  Kamma  which  is  powerful,  which

is very bad  or wicked  or which  is very good  or excellent.  In the
explanation of weighty Kamma  it is said  here in the CMA that,

"...  it  cannot  be  replaced  by  any  other  kamma  as  the

det:erminate  of  rebirth."  (CMA, v, Guide to §ig, p.203)

These  Kammas  give  results  as  rebirth.  Weighty  Kamma
is  so  powerful  that  it cannot  be  replaced  by any \other  Kamma
as the determinate of rebirth.  That means if t:here  is a  weighty
Kamma, then  it will  certainly give  results  in the  next life.
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Now     in     one     Commentary,     the     Commentary     to
Abh/.c/hammafthasahgaha,  it is said that this Kamma  cannot be
replaced  by  or  prevented  by  another  Kamma.   But  there  are
some teachers  in  Burma  who think this  is  not really true.  They
think    one    weighty    Kamma    can    replace    another   weighty
Kamma.  In  that  case  one  weighty  Kamma  can  be  replaced  by
another   weighty   Kamma   -   not   by   proximate   Kamma   or
habitual   Kamma   or  reserve   Kamma.   It  can   be   replaced   by
another weighty Kamma.

Weighty  Kamma  means  with  regard  to Akusala  the  five
heinous  crimes or sins  like  killing  one's  own  father,  kil,ling  one's
mother,   killing   an   Arahant,   causing   blood   to   congeal   in   the
body  of  the  Buddha,  and  causing  a  schism,  a  division  in  the
SarTigha.   If  a   person   has   done   all   these   five   (Actually   it   is
impossible  to  do  all  five.),  but  if  a  person  has  done  all  these
five,  then  the  last  one  has  the  priority.  If the  last one  has the
priority,  the  others  will   not  give  results.   It  is  the  same  way
with  regard to wholesome  Kamma.  Weighty Kammas are those
that  are  Jhanas.  So  if you  get  Jhanas,  the  higher  Jhanas  will
have  priority  over  the  lower  Jhanas  in  causing   results.   With
regard  to  weighty  Kamma,  one  weighty  Kamma  can   replace
another  weighty  Kamma  in  determining  the  rebirth.  But  they
cannot   be   replaced   by   any   other   Kamma   such   as   death
proximate  Kamma and so on.

"On  the  unwholesome  side,  it is the five  heinous  crimes

together  with   a  fixed  wrong  view  that  denies  the   basis  for
morality."  (CMA, v, Guide to §ig, p.2o4)

That  means  the  wrong  view  that  takes  it  that  there  is
no Kamma, there are no results of Kamma  and so on.

"If someone were to develop the jhanas and  later were
to  commit  one  of the  heinous  crimes,  his  good  kamma  would
be  obliterated  by  the  evil  deed ,... "  (CMA, v, Guide to §ig, p.2o4)
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You   all   know   about   Devadatta.   Devadatta   was   the
Buddha's  cousin.  He  gained  not  only  Jhanas,  but  supernormal
powers  as  well.  They  disappeared.  Although  he  once  had  the
supernormal  powers,  since  he  committ:ed  two  of these  heinous
offenses,  his  attainment  of Jhanas  with  psychic  powers  could
not   save   him   from   being   reborn   in   hell.   The   supernormal
powers cannot make him take rebirth  in the world  of Brahmas.

"But   if   someone   were   first   to   commit   one   of   the

heinous    crimes,    he    could    not    later    reach    a    sublime    or
Supramundane  attainment,  „."  (CMA, v, Guide to §ig, p.2o4)

If  someone  has  done  one  of these  crimes,  he  will  not
get Jhana  in that life;  he will  not get enlightenment in that life.

Also you  knowi King  Ajatasattu.  He  killed  his own father.
About eight years  before  the  death  of the  Buddha  he  went to
the  Buddha  and  asked the  Buddha to teach  him the  benefits of
being    a     recluse.     Buddha    spoke    to    him    what    is    called
Samafifiaphala  Sutta.  Although  he  had  all  other  conditions  for
reaching  Stream-enterer  or  becoming  a  Sotapanna,  because
he  had   killed  his  own  father,  he  could  not  attain  Sotapanna.
When  he  left,  the  Buddha  said:  "If this  king  had  not  killed  h`is
own  father,  he  would  have  become  a  Sotapanna  on  this  seat:."
If  a  person  has  done  these  crimes,  he  cannot  expect  to  get
Jhanas  in  that  life  nor  can  he  expect  to  get  enlightenment  in
that   life.   They   are   so   .powerful   that   no   other   Kamma   can
interfere with them.

•      On        t:he        wholesome        side        there        are
Supramundane       attainments,       Jhanas       and
Abhififias.

•      On   the   unwholesome   side   there   are   the   five
heinous crimes.

Among  the  five there  is  causing  the  blood  to  congeal  in
the  Buddha.  Now  here  in  the  CMA the  expression  used  is "the
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wounding  of  a   Buddha"  (CMA, v,  Guide  to  §ig,  p.2o4),   It  can   lead  to
misunderstanding.   It  is  explained   in  the  Commentaries  that
the  Buddha's  physical  body  is  invulnerable  to  cuts  or  wounds
or   whatever.   That   means   nobody   can   wound   the   Buddha.
Nobody  can  'cut  the  skin  of  the  Buddha  against  His  will.  The
Commentary  explained  that  by  the  effort  of  another  person
Buddha's  body  cannot  be  cut  nor can  blood  be  drawn  from  jt.
But the  blood  may  collect  in  one  place  inside  the  body.  That  is
what is meant by wounding the Buddha  here.

Devadatta  tried  to  kill  the  Buddha.  Buddha  was walking
on  Gil.jhaktita  Hill.  Devadatta  pushed  down  a  big  rock  toward
the   Buddha.  The  rock  hit  another  rock.  A  splinter  from  the
rock  hit the  Buddha's foot.  In  Burma  we  say  it  hit the  big  toe,
but in the  Commentary the  word `big  toe' is  not used, just the
edge  of the  foot  is  mentioned.  That  means  it  could  be  the  big
toe  or  somewhere  else.  When  it  happened,  I:he  skin  was  not
cut,  but the  blood  congealed  in  the  foot  and  Buddha  had  pain.
When   Buddha   had   pain,  the   physician  Jivaka   cut  open  that
place   to   let   the   blood   out.   That   is   said   to   be   meritorious
Kamma.  I just said  Buddha  cannot  be  cut.  But  here Jivaka  cut
that  wound  and  let  the  blood  out.  The  Commentary  said  "by
cutting the skin  with a  knife at the  Buddha's wish," that means
with  His  permission.  If the  Buddha  gives  permission,  His  body
can    be    cut.    It    was    to    allow    the    congealed    blood    out.
Devadatta's   act   was   a   very   grave   offense   or   crime.   The
physician Jivaka's act was  meritorious  Kamma.

The   last   one   is   schism   in   the   Samgha,   causing   the
Samgha  to  be  divided.  That  can  be  done  only  by  a  monk.  So
you  lay  people  don't  have  to  worry  about  causing  a  schism  in
the  Samgha  because  it  is  not  just  dividing  monks  or  setting
one  group  of  monks  against  another.  Although  that  may  be  a
very  grave  offense,  it  is  not  this  offense.  This  offense  can  be
done  only  by  monks  because  schism  of the  Samgha  happens
only when  two  groups  of Samgha  in  one  SimaL  perform  act:s  of

1      Sima  is a  placewhere monksdosome actsofsamgha.
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Samgha.  When  monks  perform  their acts of SarTigha,  all  monks
must  assemble  in  one  place.  There  should  not  be  two  groups
apart   from   each   other   doing   Sarrigha's   Kamma.   Here   this
monk wanted  to  divide  the  SarTigha.  And  so  in  this  case  there
are  two  groups  away  from  each  other  doing  Samgha  Kamma.
They   perform   acts   of  Sarrigha   at  the   same  time.   They   do
Uposatha  at same time.  That action  is what constitutes schism
of  the  SarTigha,  causing  schism  of  t:he  Samgha.  Only  a  monk
can  do  that  and  not  lay  people.  That  is  also  said  to  be  the
most  heinous   of  these  five   offenses.   Devadatta   did   two   of
them   -  causing   blood  to  congeal   in  the  Buddha's  foot  and
causing  schism  in  the  SarTigha.

Death Proximate Kamma
The   next  Kamma   is  death   proximate   Kamma,   in   Pa!i

Asanna   Kamma.   `Asanna'  means   near  or  close.   Here  `near'
means  near  death,  close  to  death.  This  Kamma  is  a  Kamma
remembered or done shortly before death. A person  may have
done   a   good   Kamma   in   the   past,   maybe  years  ago.   If  he
remembers   that   Kamma   just   before   death,   that   Kamma
becomes a  result-giving  Kamma.  Sometimes that  Kamma  may
be   done  just   before   death.   Such   a   Kamma   is   called   death
proximate   Kamma.   It  is  done  immediately   prior  to  the   last
Javana  process  -  that  means  immediately  before  the  death
thought    process.    Before    that   process   there   are   thought
processes  going  on  and  on  and  on.  During  those  moments  a
Kamma   may   be   remembered   and   that   Kamma   may   give
results  in  the  next  life.  A  Kamma  may  be  done  also  and  give
results in the next life,

Now I've told you  about a  hunter, who when  he  became
old,  his son  made  him  a  monk.  When  he was about to  die, the
signs   of   hell   appeared   to   him.   So   he   was   brought   to   the
terrace  of  the  shrine  (Cetiya).   Flowers  were  brought  to  him.
And  he  was  made  to  offer  the  flowers  to  the  Buddha,  to  the
shrine.   The   proximate   Kamma   changed   his   sign   of  destiny.
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Instead  he saw the signs of good  rebirt:h.

Death   proximate   Kamma   is  very  important  in   that  it
can  determine  the  next  rebirth  either  good  or  bad.  So  even
though   a   person   may  be  good  all   his  life,   if  he  remembers
something  bad  I.ust  before  his  death,  then  that  bad  Kamma
will  get chance to  give  results.  In  the  same way,  if a  person  is
bad  all  t:he  time,  but  if  he  remembers  some  good  Kamma  in
the  past  or  does  some  good  Kamma  before  death,  then  that
Kamma   becomes  Asanna   Kamma,  death   proximate   Kamma,
and  it will  get chance to  give  results.

"For this  reason  in  Buddhist countries  it is customary to

remind  a  dying   person  of  his  good  deeds  or  to  urge  him  to
arouse  good  thoughts   during  the   last  moments  of  his   life,"
(CMA, V,  Guide to  §19,  p.204)

A    person    needs    good    friends   to    create   favorable
conditions  or  circumst:ances  so  that  he  gets  good  moods  and
remembers his good  deeds, so  he can  die with these thoughts.

There   are   many   stories.   One   is   about  a   king   in   Sri
Lanka.   When   he   was   about   to   die,   he   was   expecting   his
general  to  come  to  him.  His  general  had  become  a  monk,  but
he  had  not  shown  up  yet.  So  he  said,  ``The  general  was  with
me  when  I  was  winning  and  fighting  battles.  Now  he  knows  I
am  going  to  lose  the  battle  with  death,  so  he  doesn't  show
up." The  general  went to  the  king  and  talked  to  him  about the
meritorious   things   he   had   done   in   the   past.   The   king   t:hen
remembered   all   his   meritorious   deeds   and   was   in   a   good
mood.  Then  before  he  died  he  said,  "The  general  was  a  good
companion   on   the   battlefield   as   well   as   in   the   battle   with
death."  And   so   he   died   peacefully.   This   is   death   proximate
Kamma'

please  do   not  misunderstand  this,   It  does  not  mean
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that you  can  be  wicked  all  your  life  and  then  you  do just one.
good  thing  before you  die.  It does  not  mean  that all  your  bad
deeds  will   not  have   a   chance  to   give   results.   They  will   not
have a chance to give  results  in the  immediate  next life,  but in
lives following  they will  have chance to  give  results  either good
or  bad,  Sometimes  a  person  may  be  good  all  his  life,  but  by
some chance  he  had  a  bad  thought just before death  and  then
he  may  be  reborn   in  some  woeful  state.  But  he  will   not  be
there for a  long time.  He will  get out of it soon.  The  next life  is
bad,  however,  because of that death  proximate  Kamrma.

Habitual Kamma

The  next  in  order of ripening  is  habitual  Kamma,  AciT]r]a
Kamma.  Habitual  Kamma  is  that  which  we  do  habitually,  t:hat
which  vie  do  every  day  -  like  meditating,  studying,  teaching,
paying.  respect  to  the  Buddha,  offering  t:o  monks  and  so  on.
When  one  habitually  performs  a  Kamma  either good  or bad,  it
becomes  powerful.  In  the absence of weighty  Kamma  or death
proximate  Kamma,  t:his  type  of  KamrT`a  assumes  t:he  rebirt:h-
generating   function.   When   there   is   no   weighty   Kamma   and
when   there   is   no   death    proximate   Kamma,   this   habitual
Kamma  will  give  results  or will  generate the  rebirt:h  in  the  next
life.   This   habitual   Kamma   is   also   very   important   because
sometimes    habit:ual    Kamma    itself    may    become    a    death
proximate  Kamma.  If a  person  has  been  doing  Kusala  Kamma
constantly,   it  follows  that  this   habitual   Kamma   will   present
itself   to   the    dying    man.    Habitual    Kamma    is    actually    as
important as death  pr6ximate Kamma.

In  the  Vt.suddh/.magga  and  in  other  Commentaries  by
the    Venerable    Buddhaghosa    the    order    given    is    weighty
Kamma,  habitual  Kamma  and  death  proximate  Kamma.  In this
Manua/ the order is different.  Here  it is weighty  Kamma,  death
proximate    Kamma    and    habitual    Kamma.    So    there    is    a
difference  in  t:he  order of these two.  The  Commentaries  of the
AbhidhammaHhasahgaha   explained   that   habitual   Kamma   or
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Acinna   Kamma   is  very   powerful   Kamma   because   it   is   done
again  and  again  or because  it is  habit:ual  Kamma.

Let's  say,   there   are  catt:Ie.   When   cattle  are   put  in   a
corral  in  the  evening,  an  old  ox  may  be  the  one  to  enter  last,
So  he  will  be  close  to  the  gate.  But  when  in  the  morning  the
cattle  are  let  out,  he  may  be t:he  first to  get out  of that  place,
simply  because  he  was  close  to  the  gate.   In  I:he  same  way,
death    proximate    Kamma    is    not   as    powerful    as    habitual
Kamma,   but   since   it   was   done  just   before   death,   it   gets
chance to  give  result:s.  That is  why death  proximate  Kamma  is
given         priority         over         habitual         Kamma:     in         the
Abhidhammatthasahgaha.

Reserve Kamma
The   last   one   is   reserve   Kamma.   The    P`a!i   word    is

Katatta.  `Katatta' means  because  it  is  done  it  is  called  Kamma.
The  Kamma  that is  not included  in the three  mentioned  before
is  called  a  reserve  Kamma.  A  reserve  Kamma  is  not  weighty,
not   death   proximate,   not   habitual,   but   it   is   some   kind   of
Kamma that is potent enough to generate rebirth.

"This  type  of kamma  becomes  operative  when  there  is
no  kamma  of the  other three  types  to  exercise  this  function."
(CMA, V,  Guide to  §19,  p.204)

When   the   other   t:hree    Kammas   do    not   arise,   this
Kamma  will  give  results.  This  Kamma  can  be  the  Kamma  done
in   this   life   or  the   Kamma   done   in   past   lives.   So   it   can   be
Kamma   done   not   only   in   this   life,   but   jn   past   lives   also,
Sometimes   we   do   some    meritorious   deeds    not   seriously.
Sometimes   we   do   it   lightly.    Such    Kamma    may   be   called
reserve  Kamma.  It  is  not  weighty,  not  death   proximate,  not
habitual,  but I.ust  done  with  not  much  seriousness.  That  kind
of  Kamma   gets  the  chance  to  give   results  when   the  three
other Kammas are absent.
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This  group  is  arranged  according  to  the  ripening  of the
Kamma  or  according  to  Kamma  giving   results  -  so  weighty
Kamma,    death    proximate    Kamma,    habitual    Kamma    and
reserve  Kamma.

The  next  group  is  with  respect  to  the  time  of  taking
effect,  with  respect  to  the  time  of  giving  results.  Again  there
are  four  kinds  of  Kamma.  You  are  all  familiar  with  these  four
kinds,  They are:

1,    immediately effective  Kamma
(Ditthadhammavedantya),

2.   subsequently effective  Kamma
(UpapajjavedanTya),

3.    indefinitely effective  Kamma
(AparapariyavedanTya),  and

4.    defunct  Kamma  (Ahosi).

Immediately Effective Kamma
The   Pall   word   for  the   first   is   DitthadhammavedanTya

Kamma,    That.    means    Kamma    whose    result:s    are    to    be
experienced   in   this   life.   `Ditthadhamma'   means   in   this   life;
`VedanTya'   means   to   be   experienced.   So   a   Kamma   whose

result      is      to      be      experienced      in      this      life      is      called
Ditthadhammavedantya       Kamma.       It       is       translated       as
im.inediately  effective  Kamma.  `Immediately  effective'  means
effective   in  this   life,   in  the  next  moment,  tomorrow  or  day
after  tomorrow,   It   may   be   immediate   after  some   minut:es,
tomorrow,  day  after tomorrow,  but  it  must  give  results  in  this
life.  This  `immediately  effective  Kamma'  means  Kamma  that
gives  results  in  the  same  existence  in  which  it is  performed.  If
it  does  not  give  results  in  this  life  because  of the  absence  of
the  necessary conditions,  it becomes defunct.
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"According  tc) the Abhidhamma,  of the  seven Javanas  in

a Javana  process, the first Javana  moment,  being the weakest
of  all,  generates  immediately  effective  Kamma."  (CMA, v,  Guide to
§20,  p.205)

You    have    already    studied    t:he    thought    processes,
Normally  in  a  thought  process  there  are  how  many  moments
of Javana?  There  are  seven  thought  moments  of Javana.  The
first  Javana   moment   or   rather   Kamma   at  the   first  Javana
moment   is   immediately   effective   Kamma.   This   immediately
effective  Kamma  is said to be the weakest of all.

There  are  st:ories  about  immediately  effective  Kamma
especially   in   t:he   Dhammapada,   Somebody   offered   food   to
Maha   Kassapa,   for   example.   Then   he   became   a   rich   man
immediately.  Isn't  that  a  great  result?  In  the  books  it  is  said
that this  result  is  not great.  This  result  is  rootless  result.  As  a
result  of  this   Kamma   when  you   see   riches,   when  you   have
riches,  you  will   have  Kusala-vipaka.   When  you  enjoy  it,  you
will  have  Kusala-vipaka.  Also  the  riches  are  the  results  of this
Kamma,   but   not   direct   results.   The   immediately   effective
Kamma  gives  results that are only Ahetuka.  Rdpa  is  also  called
Ahetuka.  So it's  not so great.  Compare it with  another result in
the  realm  of Devas.  To  be  rich  as a  human  being  or to  become
a  Deva  which  would  you  choose? You  would  choose to  become
a   Deva.   So   rebirth   as   a   Deva   is   much   greater   result  than
becoming   rich   as  a   human   being.   Although   in   our  eyes  the
result   of   immediately   effective   Kamma   is   great,   but   if  we
compare with  result of si]bsequently effective  Kamma,  it is  not
so  great.  It  is  called  the  weakest of all.  It can  only give  results
in  this  life-

Why  is  it  called  weakest?  It  is  weakest  because  it  does
not  have  Asevana  condition.  `Asevana'  means  repetition.  One
Javana  is  repeated  seven times.  The first one  has  not received
any  Asevana  condition  from  the  preceding  thought  moment.
Immediately   before  Javana   is  Votthabbana.   Votthabbana   and
Javana   are   different.   Votthabban:.  belongs  to   kiriya.   Javana
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belongs  to  either  Kusala  or  Akusala.  So  the  first  Javana  does
not  get  Asevana  condition  from  Votthabbana.  That's  why  it  is
called  the  weakest.  With  the  second,  third,  fourth  and  so  on
I:hey  gain   momentum   because  one   is  supported   by  another
and  another.  Kamma  or Cetana  of the first Javana  is said to  be
the weakest of all.

Sometimes we  would  like to  get results  in  t:his very  life,
right?  If  we  want  I:o  get  results  in  this  very  life,  ,our  Kusala
must  be  done  very  systematically  and  also  it  must  meet  the
necessary  conditions.  In  the  Dhammapada  we  will  find  t:hese
conditions  -  like  one  must  have  a  good  Cetana,  a  very strong
volition,  the  offerings  one  makes  must  be  got  by fair and just
means,  the  person  who  accepts  it  must  have  ].ust  emerged
from   Nirodha-samapatti  or  Phala-samapatti  and  so  on,   Even
when  all  these  conditions  are  met,  the  results  it gives  are just
Ahetuka.

Subsequently Effective I(amma
The  next  one  is  subsequently  effective   Kamma,  That

means the  Kamma whose  result is experienced  in the  next life.
"If   it   is   to   ripen,   (it)   must   yield   its   results   in   the

existence      immediately      following      I:hat      in      which      it      is
performed;   . . ."  (CMA, v, Guide t:o §2o, p.2o5)

If  the  Kamma  is  done  in  this  life,  it  will  give  result:s  in
the  next life.

``...   otherwise   it   becomes   defunct."   (CMA,  v,   Guide  to  §2o,

p.205)

If it does  not give  result  in  the  next  life,  it is  defunct.  It
will  not give  results  at all.

"This  I:ype  of  kamma   is  generated  by  the  last  javana
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moment   (i.e.    the   seventh    Javana    moment)    in    a   javana
process,  which  is the  second  weakest  in  the  serjes["  (CMA, v, Guide
to  §20,  p.205)

Taking the seventh Javana  as the second  weakest is the
opinion  of  LedT  Sayadaw.   But  there  are  other  teachers  which
do  not  agree  with  him.  There  are  teachers  who  say  Javanas
gain  momentum  from  first  to  seventh,  so  the  seventh  Javana
is  strongest.   But  LeqT  Sayadaw  takes  it  that  the  first  is  not
strong,  the  second  is  a  lit:tle  st:ronger, the third  js stronger still,
the  fourth  is  strongest,  then  the  fifth  is  weaker  down  t:o  sixth
and  seventh.  LedT Sayadaw takes  it that the  seventh  Javana  is
the second weakest.  In  his opinion the five Javanas in  between
are the strongest.

This  Kamma  gives  results  in  the  next  life.  If it is  a  good
Kamma,  it will  give  rebirth  as a  human  being  or as a  Deva;  if it
is  an Akusala  Kamma,  it will  give  results  in  the woeful  states.

Indefinitely Effective Kamma
The     third     one     is     indefinitely     effective     Kamma,

AparapariyavedanTya.   It  means  Kamma  whose  results  are  to
be experienced  in  other lives.

"(This)  kamma  is  kamma  which  can  ripen  at  any  time
from  the  second  future  existence  onwards,  whenever  it  gains
opportunity  t:O  Produce  results."  (CMA, v, Guide to §2o, p.2o5)

It  is  important  t:o  know  that  here  it  is  from  the  second
future  existence  onwards.  In  other  books  you  will  find  I.ust  in
other  lives  or  other  rebirths.  But  actually the  correct  meaning
to    understand    here   is   from   the   second   future   existence
onwards.  Let us  call `this  life' the first life and `the  next ljfe' the
second   life.   Then   after  the   next   life   is  `the  third   life'.   So   in
Burma   we   say   indefinitely   effective   Kamma   is   Kamma   that
gives  results  from  the  third  life  to  the  end  of SarTisara.  In  the

i:.PLT_T=_ntL3_I :a_I_led   Yi bh-av.ipI,   A_Ph.iq pammatthivibh-avi;iirii,which  is the  Commentary of the Abh/-dhammafthasahgaha, the
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word  used  is  from  this  life  onwards.  That  is  not  the  case.  In
the    Tj:kas    to    Ahgu£Eara    IV;`k5ya    and     also    the    Tika    to
V/.sudJhr.magga   it  is   expressly  said   that  from   the  existence
which  is  next to this  life.  That  means this  life,  next life and  the
other  life.  So  it  comes  to  the  same  thing.  Therefore,  it  is  the
second  future  existence  or as  we  say  in  Burma  beginning  with
the third  life  until  the end  of Samsara.

"...    whenever    it    gains    an    opportunity    to    produce

results."  (CMA, V, Guide to  §2o,  p.205)

So  during  this  I:ime  from  the  third  life  until  the  end  of
Samsara,   it  will   give  results.   Here  also  we   must  understand
that  it  will   not  give  results  again  and   again  all  through  this
period.  It will  give  result:s just one time.  If it  has given  results,
it  is  finished,   no   more  results.   So  when  we  say,   it  will   give
results   from   second   future   existence   onwards,   that   means
when  it gets  an  opportunity,  it will  give  results  in  this  period  of
time.  Then  aft:er  giving   results,   it  is  finished.   It  will   not  give
results again.

"This    kamma,    generated    by    t:he    five    intermediate

].avana    moments    of   a    cognitive    process,    never    becomes
defunct so  long  as  the  round  of rebirths  continues."  (CMA, v, Guide
to  §20,  p.205)

So   it   is   generated   by   the   five   intermediate   Javana
moments. That means the  second, third, fourth, fifth  and  sixth
Javana  moment:s.

"No  one,  not  even  a  Buddha  or  an  Arahant,  is  exempt
from  experiencing  the  results  of indefinitely  effective  kamma."
(CMA, V,  Guide to  §20,  p.205)

Buddha  and  Arahants  have  eradicated  the  two  roots  of
existence    -    craving    and    ignorance.    Since    craving    and
ignorance  are  destroyed,  they  do  not  acquire  fresh   Kamma.
But  they  are  not  exempt  from   or  they  are   not  freed  from
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experiencing  the  results  of  their  good  or  bad  Kamma  in  the
past.   That  is  why  the   Buddha   and  the  Arahants  sometimes
suffer  from   pain   and   so  on.   They  experience  the   results  of
their  good   or  bad   Kamma   in  the   past.   Indefinitely  effective
Kamma   is   always   with   beings,   Beings   have   this   Kamma   in
store  for  them.   We   beings  do  good   Kamma   sometimes  and
bad  Kamma  sometimes.  The  st:ore  of t:his  good  or  bad  Kamma
is  the  one  that  gives  results  whenever  it  has  an  opportunity,
whenever the  necessary  condit:ions  arise.  That  is  why  a  being,
who  is  reborn  in  four  woeful  states,  can  come  up  to  human
realm.  As  an  animal  or  a   hell-being  it  is  very  difficult  to  get
Kusala.  Although  they  may  get  very  little  Kusala  there,  they
can  still  be  reborn  as  human  beings or even  as  Devas  because
of this  st:ore  of Kamma,  this  indefinitely  effective  Kamma.  This
store of Kamma  is our hope.

The  first  Kamma  will  become  defunct  if  it  cannot  give
results   in   the   present   life.   The   second   Kamma   will   become
defunct  if  it  cannot  give  results  in  the  next  or  second  life,  But
this   indefinitely   effective   Kamma   will   become   defunct   only
when  it has given  result or the  person  has  become  an Arahant
and gets out of this Samsara.

Now  you  know Ahgulimala.  Ahgulimala  the  robber  killed
thousands   of   people.   So   he   had   a   great   store   of  Akusala
Kamma.  But he was fortunate to  meet the  Buddha.  He  became
the  Buddha's  disciple and  then  later on  he  became  an Arahant:.
When  he  died  as  an  Arahant,  he  got  out  of this  Samsara.  So
the   Akusala   Kamma,   the   murder   of   many   human   beings,
cannot  give  results  to  him.  They  all  became  defunct  Kamma
when  he died  as an Arahant.

Defunct Kamma
The  last  one  is  called  defunct  Kamma.  The  Pali  word  is

`Ahosi'.  `Ahosi'  means  it  happened,   it  arose.   It  just .arose;   it
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doesn't give  results.
"This   I:erin    does    not   designate    a    special    class    of

kamma,  but  applies to  kamma  that was  due to  ripen  in  either
the  present  existence  or the  next  exist:ence  but  did  not  meet
conditions  Conducive  to  its  maturation."  (CMA, v, Guide to §2o, p.2o5)

So this  is  not a  special  class of Kamma.  When I:he  other
three  do  not give  results  in  their respective  periods,  then  they
are called  defunct Kamma.

"In  the  case  of Arahants,  all  their accumulated  kamma

from  the  past  which  was  due  to  ripen  in  future  lives  becomes
defunct  with  their final  passing  away."  (CMA, v, Guide to §2o, p.2o5)

Sometimes  when   something   is  wasted   in   Burma,   we
say  it  has  become  Ahosi  Kamma.  There  was  Kamma,  but  not
result of it.

This  group  of four  is  arranged  according  to  the  time  of
taking  effect, the time of giving  result:

1.   The first Kamma  gives  results  in this  life.

2.   The second  Kamma  gives  results  in  the  next life.

3.   The third  Kamma  gives  results from  the third  life
until the end  of Samsara.

4.   The  fourth  does  not  give  results.  The  fourth  is
just the  t:hree  when  they  become  inoperative  or
when they become defunct.

The first t:hree  sets  are  given  according  to the  Suttanta
method.    Actually    it    is    not   Abhidhamma.    The    last   set   is
according   to   Abhidhamma.   By   way   of  function,   by   way   of
ripening,   by  time   of  ripening,   they   are  taught  according   to
Suttanta   method.  That  is  why  there  is  difference  of  o--pinions
amongst   teachers.   We   have   now   covered   twelve   types   of
Kamma.   They   may   overlap   each   other  because   destructive
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Kamma  and  weighty Kamma  may be the same, for example.

Now  we  come  to  t:he  last  group,  that  is,   by  place  of
ripening.   In  which   realms  do  they  give  results?  According  to
the  realms   in   which  they  give   results,  they  are  divided   into
four again.  They are:

1.    unwholesome  Kamma,

2.   wholesome    Kamma    pertaining    to   the   sense-
sphere  (Kamavacara  Kusala  Kamma),

3.    wholesome     Kamma     pertaining    to    the    fine-
material  sphere  (R0pavacara  Kusala  Kamma),

4.    wholesome  Kamma  pertaining  to  the  immaterial
sphere  (ArDpavacara  Kusala  Kamma).

The first one  is Akusala.  The second  one  is  Kamavacara
Kusala.  The  third  one  is  Rdpavacara  Kusala.  The  fourth  one  is
Arcipavacara   Kusala.   They  are  arranged   with   respect  to  the
place  in  which  the effect takes  place.

Unwholesome Kamma

You  all  know that Akusala  Kamma  gives  results  where?
Akusala  Kamma  mostly  gives  results  in  the  four woeful  states
as  Patisandhi.  As  result:s  during   life,  they  may  give  results  in
human  world  and  Deva  world  also.  By  place  of  ripening  there
are four kinds  of Kamma.

There are t:hree  kinds of unwholesome  Kamma  -bodily
Kamma     that     is     unwholesome,     verbal     Kamma     that     is
unwholesome    and     mental     Kamma    that    is    unwholesome
(Akusala    Kaya    Kamma,   Akusala   VacT   Kamma    and   Akusala
Mano   Kamma).   They   are   divided   according   to   the   doors   of
action.  We will  come to what the doors are.  Here the doors are
not  eye,  ear  and  so  on.   Here  door  me`ans  a  different  thing.
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First  let  us  understand  that  there  are  three  kinds  of  Akusala
Ka in in a :

•      Kaya  Kamma  orbodilyaction,

•      VacT Kamma  orverbal  action,

•      Mano  Kamma  ormental  act:ion.

So   Kamma   is   done   through   body,   Kamma   is   done
through  speech,  and  Kamma  is  done  in  mind  only,  There  are
three kinds of Kamma.

"How?    Killing,    stealing,    and    sexual    misconduct    are

bodily   actions   generally   occurring   through   the   door   of  t:he
body,  known  as  bodily  intimation."  (CMA, v, §22, p.2o6)

Before the  sixth  chapter you  may  not  quite  understand
bodily  intimation.  Among  the  28  material  properties  there  are
t:wo  that  are   called   the   intimations   -   bodily  intimation   and
verbal  intimat:ion.  \Bodily  intimation'  means,  just to  be  simple,
let us say,  movement:s of the  body,  actions of the  body. `Verbal
intimation' means speech  or talk.

These   three   Kammas   -   killing,   stealing   and   sexual
misconduct  -  are  done  through  t:he  door  of  the  body,  that
means  done  through  the  action  of  the  body.   Here  Dvara   or
door does  not  mean  eye-door,  ear-door,  nose-door  and  so  on.
The   door   means  just   the   bodily   intimation.   So   here   bodily
intimation  means  just  movement:s  of  the  body.  Killing  is  done
by  body.  Stealing  is  done  by  body.  And  sexual  misconduct  is
done  by body.

With  regard  to  these  Kammas  there  are  two  levels  of
Kamma  we  should   understand,  the  one  that  is  just  Kamma
and  the  one that  becomes a  full  course of Kamma,  full-fledged
or  rebirth-giving  Kamma.  You  know  what  Kamma  is.   Kamma
means  volition,   Cetana.   Since  whatever  we  do,   we   do  with
Cetana,   we   say   Kamma   means   deeds   or   actions.   Actually
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Kamma  means  Cet:and.
"Such  volition  is  an  unwholesome  kamma  regardless  of

whether  or  not  it  completes  the  action,   but  if  it  does  reach
completion  of the  action  and  achieves  its  aim  (e.g.  the  death
of the  intended  victim, the appropriation  of another's  property,
etc.)  then  it  becomes  a  full  Course  of  action."  (CMA, v, Guide to §22,
p.207)

When   it  completes  the  action,  for  example,   killing  -
you  kill  a  being.   It  is  killed  and  it  dies.  When  the  being  dies,
that   Kamma   becomes   a   full   course   of  action,   a   full-fledged
Kamma.  But you  may  want to  kill  it.  You  may try to  kill  it,  but
you   don't  kill   it.  Then   it  is   Kamma,   but  not  a  full   course  of
Kamma.

That is the difference.  Again  you  try t:o steal  something,
but  you  cannot  steal  it:,  When  you  have  st:olen  it  and  you  get
another  person's  property,  then  it will  become  a  full  course  of
Kamma.   That:   is   the   difference   between   Kamma   and   a   full
course  of Kamma,  you  try to  steal  and  do  not get  it,  then  it  is
not a full  course of stealing,

"The  characteristic  of  a  full  course  of  action  is  being  a

kamma   with   the   potency  to  take   on   the   rebirth-generating
role."  (CMA, V,  Guide to §22,  p.207)

If it becomes a full  course of Kamma,  it can  give  results
as  rebirth.  Otherwise  it  will  give  results  in  and  during  life,  not
at  relinking.

When  we talk about results, we  have to  underst:and two
kinds  of  results  -  results  at  relinking  and  results  during  life.
Results  at  relinking  are  given  by the  Kamma  that  has  become
a  full  course  of action.

"In  relation  to  action,  the  doors  (dvara)  are  t:he  media
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through  which  kamma  is  performed.  The  door  of  the  body  is
bodily    intimation    (kayavififiatti),    a    type    of   mind-produced
material  phenomenon  by  which  a  person  expresses,  through
the  medium  of the  body,  a  volition  arisen  in  the  mind  (see  VI,
§4)."   (CMA, V,  Guide t:o  §22,  p.207)

To simplify it,  it means a  movement of the  body.

"The  expression  `generally  occurring'  (bahullavuttito)  is

used  because  such  actions  as  killing  and  st:ealing  can  be  done
by  Speech ,... "  (CMA, v, Guide to §22, p.2o7)

The    expression    ``generally    occurring"    or    "generally
occurring  through  the door of the  body" is  used  because these
actions  such  as  killing  or stealing  can  also  be  done  by  speech,
by command  or by writing.

"...   yet   even    in    such    cases   these   actions   are   still

considered  bodily  kamma."  (CMA, v, Guide to §22, p.2o7)

Killing  can  be  done  by  speech.  You  can  give  command
to  another  person  to  kill  or  you  can  write  a  letter  to  another
person  commanding  them  t:o  kill.  You  can  use  speech  t:o  cause
another  person  to   kill   or  to   steal,   but  still   it:  is   called   bodily
Kamma.  Mostly these  Kammas are done through  bodily action.

Then   the   next   is   false   speech   -   that   means   lying,
slandering,   harsh  speech  and  frivolous  talk,  They  are  verbal
actions  generally  occurring  through  the  door  of  speech.   Here
also  door  of speech  means  speech  known  as  vocal  int:imation.
Through  our speech  other  people  know  our  intentions.  That  is
why  it  is  called  vocal  intimation.  Here  also  lying,  slandering  or
back-biting,  harsh  speech  and  frivolous  talk  are  usually  done
by  speech,  but you  can  write  something  down  and  lie to  other
people.  So they can  be done  by  bodily actions also.

"Though  such  actions  as false  speech,  et:c.,  may also  be
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done  bodily,   i.e.   by  writing  or  by  hand  signals,  because  their
main  medium  of execution  is the  door of speech,  they  are still
considered  verbal  kamma."  (CMA, v, Guide to §22, p.2o7)

You  want  to  scare  the  crows  away.  So  you  pretend  to
throw  a  rock  at  I:hem.  That  is  Musavada.  You  don't  throw  the
rock.  You  pretend  to throw a  rock,  so they will  fly away.  That is
Musavada.   False   speech   and   others   can   be   done   by   bodily
action  also.  Their main  medium  of execut:ion  is speech,  so they
are called  speech  Kamma, VacT Kamma.

The third  group  -covetousness,  ill  will  and  wrong  view
-   are   mental   actions   generally   occurring   only   in   the   mind
without  bodily or vocal  intimation.  What is covetousness?

"(It:)  is  the  mental  factor of greed  (or  Lobha),  arisen  as

I:he  wish  to  acquire  another  Person'S   property."   (CMA,  v,  Guide  t:o
§22,  p.207)

When  we  see  someone  driving   a   Mercedes,  we  want
that  to  be  our  own.   It  is  something   like  t:hat.  That  is  called
Abhijjha,  covetousness.

"Even   though   greed   arises   for  another's   property,   it

does  not  become  a  full  course  of  act:ion  unless  one  gives  rise
to  t:he  wish  to  take  possession  of that  property,"  (CMA, v, Guide to
§22,  p.207)

You  have  a  strong  wish,  a  strong  desire to  possess that
property.  Then  it  becomes  covet:ousness.  But  if  it  is  not  that
strong,  it  does  not  become  a  full  course  of  Kamma.  It  is  not
just ordinary  Lobha.  It is called Visama  Lobha,  unfair Lobha,

The  next one  is Vyapada,  ill  will.
"(It)    is   the   mental   factor   of   hatred    (Dosa),   which

becomes  a  full  course  of  action  when  it  arises  with  the  wish
that  another  being  meets  with  harm  and  affliction."  (CMA, v, Guide
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to  §22,  p.207)

Thinking,  ``May   he   meet  with   death"  or  ``May   danger
befall   him"  is  Vyapada,   It  is  something   like  that.   When  you
think  something  like  this,  it  is  the  opposite  of  Metta  (loving-
kindness).  In  this way,  ill  will  becomes  a  full  course  of action.

"Wrong   view   (micchaditthi)   becomes   a   full   course   of

act:ion  when  it assumes the form  of one of t:he  morally  nihilistic
views   which   deny  the   validity   of  ethics   and   the   retributive
Consequences  of action."  (CMA, v, Guide to §22, p.2o7)

There are three  kinds  of Miccha-ditthi  mentioned  here.
"Three  such  views  are   mentioned   often   in  the  Sutta

P ita ka :

(i)   nihilism   (natthika-ditthi),   which   denies  the  survival
of the  personality  in  any  form  after  death,  thus  negating  the
moral  significance  of deeds;"  (CMA, v, Guide to §22, p.2o7-2o8)

Beings  with  this  wrong  view  believe  that  there  are  no
results  in the future.  When  we  deny the future  results,  we also
deny the  present Kamma.  Actually they deny both  Kamma  and
result:s.  It is said that  Natthika-ditthi  denies  results.

"(ii)  the  inefficacy  of  action  view  (akiriya-ditthi),  which

claims  that  deeds   have   no  efficacy  in   producing   results  and
thus  invalidates  moral  distinctions;  and"  (CMA, v, Guide to §22, p.2o8)

Akiriya-ditthi  is the wrong  view that denies causes,  that
denies  Kamma. There is no  Kamma  as such that gives results.

"(iii)  the  acausality  view  (ahetuka-ditthi),  which  states

that  there   is   no   cause   or  condition   for  the   defilement  and
purification  of  beings,  that  beings  are  defiled  and  purified  by
chance,  fate  or necessity."  (CMA, v, Guide to §22, p.2o8)

This view is said to deny both  cause and  effect.  When .a
person   takes   one   of  these   views   and   it   reaches   seventh
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Javana,    it    becomes    a    real    Miccha-ditthi,    These    three    -
Abhi]'].ha,  Vyapada  and  Miccha-ditthi,  are .6ccurring  in  the  mind
only,    without    bodily    or   vocal    intimation.    They    are    Mano
Kamma.

So   there   are   Kaya   Kamma,   VacT   Kamma   and   Mano
Kamma,

How  many Kaya  Kammas are there? There are three  -
killing,  stealing  and  sexual  misconduct.

How  many  VacT  Kammas  are  there?  There  are  four  -
false speech,  slandering,  harsh  speech  and  frivolous t:alk.

And   how   many   Mano   Kammas   are  there?  There   are
three -covetousness,  ill will  and wrong view.

With  regard  to  the  first  one  P5natipata,  killing,  when  a
person  or a  being  is  really  killed,  then  it  becomes  a  full  course
of action.  Stealing, when  a  person  steals and  gets the property
of another person, then  it becomes  a  full  course  of action.  And
Kamesu   Micchacara,   when   a   person   actually   commits   illicit
sex,  it becomes a full  course of action.

Musavada,  false  speech  -  can  you  be  free  from  false
speech?  It  is  very  difficult  especially  in  this  modern  society  to
be   100°/o   honest.   They  are   called   white   lies.   We   often   say,
``Have  nice  day"  or  something  like  that.  We  may  not  mean  it.

Or we  may say,  "Good  I:o  see you",  right?  But  it  becomes  a  full
course  of action  only  when  it  causes  injury  or  loss  to  another
person.  So  a  white  lie  may  not  become  a  full  course  of action,
a   full   course   of  Kamma.   Although   it  is   lying,   it  will   not  give
relinking  result.  But  if it  causes  in]-ury  to  others  or  if  it  causes
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loss to  others,  it becomes  a full  course of action.

Then    slandering    -    I    don't    know    what    slandering
means.    Here    `slandering'    or    in    Pa!i    `PisuT]a    Vaca'    means
dividing  two  people.  I  say  something  to  you  that  is  bad  about
him.  Then  I  say  something  to  him  bad  about you,  so  that you
two    become   divided.   That   is   what   is   called    Pisuna   Vacs.
`Pisuria' means  crushing.  Pisuna  Vacs  is  crushing  the  friendship

between   two   people.   That   is   what   is   called    Pisuna   Vacs.
Slandering   may  not  be  Pisur]a  Vacs.  You  may  say  something
bad  about a  person  behind  his  back,  but that is  not slandering.
Pisur]a  Vacs  is  done  with  the  intention  of destroying  friendship
between   two   persons   or   two   groups.   They   become   really
divided   if  it  becomes  a  full   course  of  action.   If  they  do   not
become  divided,  it  is just  Pisuna  Vacs,  but  not  a  full  course  of
action.

Pharusa  Vacs  is  harsh  speech,  abusive  language.  Only
when  the  intention  is  evil  does  it  become  Pharusa  Vaca.  That
means sometimes  mothers may curse their children. They may
say,  "May  something   bad   happen  to  you"  or  something   like
that  because  they  are  angry.   But  in  their  hearts  they  don't
want   anyt:hing   bad   to   happen   to   their   children.   They   don't
mean  it.  They ]-ust say  it.  That is  not called  Pharusa Vacs.  That
does   not  amount  to   harsh   speech   because   the   intention   is
pure,  the  intention  is  good.  Conversely  even  I:hough  you  may
be smiling,  if you  have a  bad  intention,  even  though  the words
are soft,  it is harsh  speech.  For example, the  king  sentencing  a
criminal   to   death,   sometimes   he   may   be   laughing   and   say,
``Put   him   to   sleep"   or  something   like   that.   That:   is   Pharusa

Vacs,

There  is  a  story given  in  the  Commentary that one  day
a   mother   could   not   control   her   son.   So   she   said,   ``May   a
buffalo  attack you!" Then  the  son  went out  in  the  forest and  a
real  buffalo  followed  him,  So  he  said,  ``If  my  mother  had  real
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intention,   may  the   buffalo  attack  me  and   if  not,   may  it  go
away."  Then  t:he  buffalo  went  away.  If  the  intention  is  harsh,
I:hen  it  becomes  harsh  speech.  If  the  intention  is  not  harsh,
then  it does not amount t:o  harsh  speech.

Then        Samphappalapa        -        in        writing        about
Samphappalapa,  frivolous  speech,  we   Buddhists  may  not  be
].ust.   There   are   stories   of  R5may5na   and  Mah5bharafa.   For
Hindus   these    are    epic   stories,    real    stories,    but   Buddhist
authors  say  they  are  not  true.  They  say  they  are  gossip  or
something     like     that.     So     whenever     the     Commentaries
commented    on    Samphappalapa,    t:hey    say    talking    like    in
Ramay5r]a   or  Wah5bharafa.   If  the   Hindus   knew   this,   they
would    be   very   angry   with    us.   This   `frivolous   talk'   means
nonsense  talk.  Here  also  it  is  said  only  when  the  other  person
really  believes   in   it,   does   it  become  a   real   Samphappalapa.
Sometimes you  may say  somet:hing  I:o  somebody,  but  he  does
not believe  jt.  Then  it is  not Samphappalapa.

Then   there   is  the   Mano   Kamma,  Abhijjha.   When   you
have  the  real  desire  to  possess  another  person's  property,  to
make   another   person's   property   your   own   property,   that
st:rong  desire  is Abhijjha.

If  you  have  the  strong  desire  that  another  person  be
killed  or  come  into  danger,  then  I:hat  is  Vyapada.  And  Miccha-
ditthi  is  wrong  view.

These   ten   are   called   ten    unwholesome   or   Akusala
Kammas.   There   can   be  I.ust   Kamma   or  t:here  can   be   a   full
course of Kamma.

I think we will  stop  here.
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Student:       [Inaudible].

Sayadaw:      According  to   Hindus,   Buddhists  are   Natthika-ditthi
because  Buddhists  do  not  believe  in  the  exist:ence
of Att:a.  For them `Natthi' means  no Atta.  So  Hindus
call     us    Natt:hika-ditthi.    Accc)rding    to     Buddhists,
`Natthika-ditthi'  meah's  those  who  do  not  believe  in

the  results  af  Kamma,  t:hat there  are  no  result:s  of
Kamma.

Student:      What  is  the  difference   between  false  speech   and
frivolous talk?

Sayadaw:      False  speech  is  talk  with  the  intention  of deceiving
and    also   that   causes   in]-ury   or   loss   to   others.
Frivolous  talk  is  just  talking  nonsense,  talk  that  is
not  true,  talk  t:hat  does  not  lead  to  any  purpose,
talk  that  does  not  lead  to  fewness  of  wants.  It  is
talk that does  not  lead  to  the  practice  of Dhamma.
Such   talk   is   Samphappalapa   or  frivolous  talk.   In
the  Texts  as  well  as  the  Commentaries,  it  is  said
there  is  such  talk as  animal  talk.  That  is talk about
kings,   talk   about   robbers   or  thieves,   talk   about
politics   or   something   like   that.   All   of  them   are
classified   as   animal   talk.   The   Commentaries   are
very   understanding   in   this   matter.   Although   you
may  be  talking  about the  king  if you  conclude  your
talk  with  an  observation  such  as ``all  of these  have
passed   away   now   and   are   impermanent'',   they
don't  amount  to  animal  talk.  You   may  talk  about
politics,    but   at   the   end   you   say   all   of   this   is
impermanent.

Student:       [Inaudible].

Sayddaw:      When  you  do  a   Kamma,  t:here  are  seven  Javana
moments.   First  Javana   moment   gives   results;   it
gives  results  here  in  this  life,  Last Javana  moment
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gives  results  in  the  next life.  Then  the  intermediate
Javana  moments  may  give  result:s  we  don't  know
when.  For  example,  a  person  is  reborn  in  hell  and
then  escapes  from  hell  and  is  reborn  as  a  human
being.  His  rebirth  as  a  human  being  is  a  result  of
his   indefinitely  effective   Kamma,   not  the   Kamma
he  did  in  hell,  but  t:he  Kamma  he  did  before  going
to   hell.   The  same  thing   can   happen   in   the   Deva
world.  A person  who  is  reborn  as a  Deva  may go t:o
hell    as    the    result   of   the    indefinitely    effective
Kamma.

Student:       [Inaudible].

Sayddaw:      When  we  say  rebirth  with  regard  to  human  beings,
we  mean  conception,  At the  moment of conception
there     takes      place      a      combinat:ion      of     Citta
(consciousness),     mental     factors     and     material
properties.  When  we  say  rebirth,  we  mean  those
three things.  These things  are the  result of Kamma
in  the  pastl

Student:       [Inaudible].

Sayadaw:     To  a  great ext:ent.  Kamma  is so  powerful  that when
it  produces  the   relinking   Citta,  the   relinking   Citta
arises  again  and  again  all  through  the  life.  Also  the
material   properties   produced   by   Kamma   arise   at
every   moment   in   this   life.   But   when   a   relinking
consciousness   repeats   itself,   we   no   longer  call   it
relinking  consciousness  but  Bhavahga.  But  actually
as  you   know,  they  are  identical.   We  will   have  an
occasion  to  talk  about  death  and  rebirth  when  we
get to the  last section of this chapter.
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Kamima - Part Two

Last:  week  we  finished  the  ten  unwholesome  Kammas.
First  there   is   the   I:hreefold   unwholesome   Kamma   -   bodily
actions,  verbal  actions  and  mental  actions.  Then  there  are ten
unwholesome  Kammas  -  killing,  stealing  and  so  on,  -  three
of  bodily  actions,  four  of  verbal   actions  and  three  of  ment:al
actionsl

Today     we     come     to      "By     way     of     Roots     and
consciousness"  (CMA, v, §23, p.208).

"Of  them   (these   ten   unwholesome   Kammas),   killing,

harsh   speech   and   ill  will   spring  from   the   root  of  hatred;   ..,"
(CMA, V,  §23,  p.208)

That  means  when  a. person  kills,  or  speaks  harshly,  or
is  angry,  that Akusala  is  accompanied  by the  root  of hatred,  it
is  accompanied  by  Dosa.

"...  sexual   misconduct,  covetousness,  and  wrong  view

from  the  root  of greed;  ..."  (CMA, v, §23, p.2o8)

Through  Lobha  people  commit sexual  misconduct,  have
covetousness  and  wrong view.  Whenever we  have wrong  view,
we   have   some   kind   of   attachment.   Wrong   view   is   always
accompanied  by  Lobha  or greed.

"...  the  remaining  four  arise  from  two  root:s."  (CMA, v, §23,

The   remaining   ones   may   arise  from   either  Lobha   or

The first one  killing  -killing  can  be caused  by Dosa.
"(Sometimes)  greed  may  be  the  underlying  motivation
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for  killing   and   hatred   may   be  the   underlying   motivation   for
Sexual  misconduct ,... "  (CMA, v, Guide to §23,  p.2o8)

Sometimes  people  may steal  as  revenge  or people  may
commit sexual  misconduct as revenge.

But "the Abhidhamma  holds that the volition that drives
the  act  of cutting  off t:he  life  faculty  of anot:her being  is  always
rooted  in  hatred,  „."  (CMA, v, Guide to §23, p.2o8)

So  killing   is  defined  as  cutting  off  the  life  faculty.  The
act of cutting the  life faculty  is always  accompanied  by  Dosa  or
aversion to the continued  existence of the  being.

"„.   while   the   volition   that   drives   the   act   of   sexual

transgression   is  always  rooted   in  greed,   i.e.   desire  to  enjoy
sexual  pleasure  with  the  illicit  partner.  The  volition  driving  the
other four acts  -stealing,  lying,  slandering,  and  frivolous  talk
-    may    be    accompanied    by   either   greed    or   hatred.    All
unwholesome    (Akusala)    courses    of    action    are    invariably
accompanied   by  the   root  delusion   (Moha)."   (CMA,  v,  Guide  to  §23,
p.208)

There  is  always  Moha,  either  Moha  and  Lobha,  or  Moha
and  Dosa,  orjust Moha.

The Manual says,
"According     to    the     classes     of    consciousness    this

unwholesome  kamma  is  altogether twelvefold."  (CMA, v, §23, p.2o8)

We   understand   Kamma   to   be   Cetana,   volition.   The
author is saying  that according  to the classes of consciousness
this   Akusala   Kamma   is   altogether   twelvefold.   That   means
twelve  types  of Akusala  consciousness/ arise.   Here  Citta  itself
as   a   composite   whole   rather   than   the   individual   fact:or   of
volition   or   Cetana   is   considered   t:o   be   Kamma.   Sometimes
Akusala  Cittas  are  called  Kamma.  This  is just  usage.  When  we
say Akusala  Citta  is  Kamma,  we  mean Akusala  Citta  along with
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its   concomitants   including   Cetana,   But  to   be   exact   as   you
know  only  Cetana   is  Kamma.   Sometimes  Cetana   as  well  as
other mental factors and  here  even  Citta  is said  to  be  Kamma.
Akusala    Kamma    according   to   classes   of   consciousness    is
twelve fold. That means there are twelve Akusala  Cittas.

Wholesome Kamma of Sense-sphere
Next  we  come  to  wholesome  Kamma  of sense-sphere,

Kamavacara  Kusala.  There  is  only  one  Akusala.  We  don't  say
Kamavacara  Akusala  because  Akusala  is  always  Kamavacara.
There  is  no  Rcipavacara  or  Aropavacara  Akusala.  With  regard
to  Kusala  there  are   Kamavacara   Kusala,   RC]pavacara   Kusala,
Ardpavacara  Kusala  and  Lokuttara  Kusala.

Kamavacara   Kusala   is  also  threefold  -  that  is,  there
are  bodily  action,  verbal  action  and  mental  action.  The  author
of  the  Mar7ua/  did  not  mention  what  these  are  -  what  are
bodily   actions,   what   are   verbal    act:ions,   what   are   mental
actions.  The  teachers  understand  it  to  mean  the  opposite  of
the   ten   Akusala   Kammas   we  just   met.   When   the   Akusala
Kammas   are   killing,   stealing,   sexual   misconduct  and   so   on,
here  Kusala  Kammas  are  taken  as  t:he  abstention  from  killing,
stealing,   sexual   misconduct   and   so   on.   The   first   three   -
abstention  from  killing,  stealing  and  sexual  misconduct  -  are
part of the Virati. There are three abstinences:

•      rightspeech  (Samma-vacs),

•      right action  (Samma-kammanta),

•       right  livelihood  (Samma-ajTva).

Abstention  from  killing,  stealing  and  sexual  misconduct
is   right   action   (Samma-kammanta).   Abstention   from   lying,
slandering  and  so  on  is  right  speech  (Samma-vacs).  Then  the
last three are the  opposites  of covetousness,  ill  will  and  wrong
view.   The   opposites   are   non-covetousness,   non-ill   will   and
right  view.  These  last t:hree  mental  actions  are  Alobha,  Adosa
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and  Amoha.   Non-ill  will   is  Adosa  and  non-delusion  is  Amoha.
In  this  way,  there  are  t:en  wholesome  Kammas  of the  sense-
sphere.

Wholesome  Kamma  of the sense-sphere js said  to  be of
three kinds. They are:

•       Dana,giving,

•       STla,  virtue  or morality,  and

•      Bhavana,  mental  culture.

It is  eightfold  according t:o the classes  of consciousness.
According   to   consciousness  they  are   eight.   That  means  the
eight Kamavacara  Kusala  Cittas.  These three  -  Dana,  STla  and
Bhavana   -   are  expanded   int:o  ten   kinds  of  Kusala   Kamma.
Giving,  virtue,  reverence,  meditat:ion  and  so  on,  these ten  are
called   the   ten   bases   of   wholesome   Kamma,   ten   bases   of
meritorious deeds.

The  first  one  is  giving.  You  all  know  Dana  -giving  or
offering.  Here  the  Cetana  with  which  one  practises  giving,  the
Get:ana   with   which   one   practises   virtue   and   so   on   is   called
Dana,   STla   and   so   on.   Dana   is   not   only  the   Cetana   at  t:he
moment  of  giving.  It  is  the  Cetana  that  precedes  and  follows
the   act  of  giving.   Before  you   practise   Dana   you   try  to   get
something,  you  try to  do  something,  so that you  can  give  it to
other people.  The searching  for the things to  give  is  also  called
Dana.  After  giving,  whenever  you   remember,   whenever  you
recollect  that  Dana,  you  have  joy.  That  remembrance  is  also
called   Dana.   Dana   does   not  just   mean   the   volition   at  the
moment  of  giving  but  the  moments  that  precede  and  come
after  that  moment  of giving.  The  same  is  true  of  STla  and  so
On.

Giving   is  explained   in  the  Commentary  as  giving  with
respect,  giving  reverently.  If you  throw  away  something,  that
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is  not  Dana.   When  you   make  an   act  of  Dana,  you   make  it
seriously,  you  make  it  with  respect,  with  adoration  like  when
you  offer something  to t:he  Buddha  and  so on.

The  second  one  is  virtue,  STla.  For  lay  people  there  are
five   precepts,   eight   precepts   and   ten   precepts.   For   monks
there   are   227   rules   and   so   on.   Taking   the   precepts   and
keeping  them  is called  STla.  What  if a  person  does  not take the
precepts  but  there  arises  an  occasion  to  kill  and  he  does  not
kill.  Is  that  STla  or  not  at  the  moment  of  refraining?  It  is  STla
because  it  is  right action.  When  you  refrain  from  telling  a  lie,  it
is   right   speech.   Even   though   a   person   has   not   taken   the
precepts,  if  he  refrains  from  killing  and  so  on  as  the  occasion
arises,  that  is  also  called  STla.

The  third  one  is  Bhavana,   meditation,  mental  culture,
the  practice  of forty  kinds  of meditation,  practice  of Vipassana
up  to  the  moment  of Got:rabhci.  Here  Bhavana  does  not  cover
enlightenment.   Enlightenment   is   enlightenment.   Bhavana   is
the  mental  culture  that  leads  to  enlightenment  or  it  may  be
that:  which  leads  to  and  includes the  attainment  of Jhanas  and
Abhififias.

The  next  one  is  reverence,  being  respect:ful  to  others,
being   respectful  to  elders,   being   respectful  to   monks.   Being
respectful  means, for example,  when  a  monk comes you  stand
up  from  your  seat:,  you  greet  him,  you   may  take  whatever
belongings  he  is  carrying,  you  give  him  a  place  to  sit,  Such  a
thing   is  called   reverence  to  your  elders,  to  your  parents,  to
your teachers.

The  fifth  one  is  service,  Service  is  doing  something  for
those   worthy   of   our   respect.   Also   service   is   explained   as
attending  to  the  sick.   Monks  att:ending  to  other  sick  monks;
that  is  also  service.  There  are  many  kinds  of service  in  lay  life
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also   -   community   service,   service   for  the   welfare   of  the
religious  community,  service  for the  welfare  of the  monastery,
service   for   the   welfare   of   the   Yogis;   all   these   are   called
service,  So  when  you  do  somet:hing  at a  retreat  and  you  offer
yourself to  prepare food,  to  do the  dishes,  to  clean  the  house,
then that is service.

Number  six  is  transference  of  merit.  You  all  know  this.
It's actually  not transference of merit but sharing  of merit. The
Pa!i    word    is    Pat:tidana.    That   means   giving    what   one    has
obtained.  First  you  do  some  kind  of  Kusala,  let  us  say,  giving.
By  the  practice  of  giving  you  get  merit.  That  is  called  Patti  in
Pa!i.  Then  you  want to  share  this  merit,  You  want to  make this
merit   common   I:o   ot:her   persons.   So   you   share   merit   with
them,    with    other   persons.    That   action    is   what   is    called
transference  of  merit  here.  This  translation,  transference  of
merit,  is  not  so  good.  `Transfer'  means  changing  place.  Here,
as  you  all  know,  merit  does  not  change  from  one  person  t:o
another.  But  it  is  like  lighting  a  candle  from  the  lighted  candle
of another  person.  Transference  of merit  means  giving  chance
for others to  get  merit for themselves,  by  having  them  rejoice
at your  merit.  So  when  you  practise  sharing  of merit,  you  say,
"May  you  share  my  merit" or ``May  all  beings  share  t:his  merit"

and  so on.

Then  there  is  re]'oicing  in  others'  merit.  That  is  saying,
"Sadhu,    SEidhu,    Sadhu."   Now    it   is   customary   in    Buddhist

countries   to   say,   "Sadhu,    Sadhu,    Sadhu'',   when    merit   is
shared,   When  a  person   rejoices  at  another's  merit,   he  gets
merit.  He  gets  Kusala.   Now  there  is  a  problem  here.  Can  we
say,  "Sadhu"  even  though  the  other  person  does  not  share
merit  with   us?  For  example,  we  see  someone  doing  charity.
Can  we  rejoice at  his  merit and  get: merit ourselves? Yes.  But: if
the  merit is specifically for those who  have  departed, for those
who  have  died,  then  I:he  person  who  does  the  merit  needs  t:o
share.   Otherwise   t:he   person   who   has   died   cannot   get  the
immediate  benefit  of  that  merit.  When  we  share  merits  with
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those  who  have  departed  and  they  rejoice  at  our  merit,  they
get  merit  themselves  and  they  get  t:he   results   immediately.
When   we   as   human   beings   rejoice   at   the   merit   of   other
people,  we  don't  get  immediate  results..  We ].ust  get  Kusala.  If
the   merit  is  done  specifically  for  those  who   have  departed,
then  we  need  to  share  merit with  them.  And  they also  need t:o
rejoice  at  our  merit.  There  are  three  conditions  to  be  fulfilled
for  such   merit  to   be  immediately  effective.  The  person  who
does   the    merit   must   share    with   the    other   person.    The
departed  person  must  rejoice  at  t:he  merit.  There  must  be  a
worthy   person   to   accept   t:he   offering,    like   a    Buddha,   an
Arahant  or  a  monk.  When  these  three  conditions  are  fulfilled,
then  the  departed  ones  get  I:he  result:s  immediately.  Rejoicing
in  merit  is  rejoicing  when  merit  is  shared  and  even  rejoicing
when  it  is  not shared.  When  we  see  someone  doing  good,  and
we think it is Kusala, we can just rejoice  at their merit.  We can
].ust   say  I:o   ourselves,   "Sadhu,   Sadhu,   Sadhu."  We   will   get
merit: ourselves.

The   next   one   is   hearing   the   Dhamma,   listening   to
Dhamma   t:alks.    Here   hearing   the   Dhamma   or   listening   to
Dhamma  talks  must  be  done wit:h  a  pure  heart -  not to  show
ourselves  off or  not  to  get  a  good  reputation  -  wit:h  sincerit:y
and   seriousness   we   should   hear  or   listen   to   the   Dhamma.
Listening  to  or  learning  with  innocent  heart  may  be  included
with  hearing the  Dhamma.

Teaching   the   Dhamma   -   a   person   who  teaches  the
Dhamma      must     be     without     expectation,      without:     any
expectation  of  personal   gain  whatever,  with  the  intention  of
making  known  the  Dhamma  to  other  people  so  they  can  get
benefit from  that  Dhamma.  Here  also  teaching  other  innocent
kinds  of knowledge  is called  teaching the  Dhamma.

The   last  one  is  straightening   out  of  one's  view.  That
means  having  I:he  right  view.   Right  view  means  -  there  is
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Kamma,    there    is    the    result    of    Kamma.    That    is    called
straightening  out one's view.

Altogether   there   are   ten   wholesome   Kamma   of  the
sense-sphere.  First  I:here  are  three:  Dana,  STla,  and  Bhavana.
Now we  have ten  -Dana,  STla,  Bhavana  and  so on.

Reverence    and    service    can    be    included    in    virtue
because  reverence  and  service  are  a  kind  of practice.  So  they
can  be  included  in  STla,

Transference  of merit and  rejoicing  in  other's  merit  can
be  included  in  giving.  Transference  of merit  is  giving.  Rejoicing
in  other's  merit  is  not  giving.  Giving  gets  rid  of covetousness,
Issa   and   Macchariya.   Transference   of  merit  and   re]'oicing   in
other's  merit:  both  get  rid  of Issa  and  Macchariya.  So  they  can
both  be  included  in  giving.

Hearing    the    Dhamma,    teaching    the    Dhamma    and
st:raightening    one's   view   can    all    be    included    in    Bhavana,
meditation.   When  you   listen  to  the   Dhamma,  you   are  doing
Bhavana.  When  you  are  teaching  the  Dhamma,  talking  about
Dhamma,  you  are doing  Bhavana.

Ten  can  become  three  or  three  can  be  extended  into
ten wholesome  Kammas.

Straightening   one's  view  is  said  to   be  common  to  all
the  others  because  if you  do  not  have  right  or  straight  view,
you   will   not  do   giving,  you   will   not  practise   STla   and   so   on.
Straightening  one's  view  is  like  a  rudder  in  a  ship.  It  is  very
important.  It can  belong t:o  giving,  virtue  and  meditation.
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We  are  talking  about  Kamavacara   Kamma.  There  are
twelve      Akusala       Kamma.      That      means      according      to
consciousness,    And    there    are    eight    Kamavacara    Kusala
according  to  consciousness.  Altogether there  are  twenty  kinds
of  Kusala   and  Akusala.  These  twenty  kinds,  wholesome  and
unwholesome,  are  known  as  Kamma  pertaining  to  t:he  sense-
sphere.  There  are  twenty  kinds  of  Kamavacara   Kammas  -
twelve Akusala  Kamma  and  eight  Kusala  Kamma,

Wholesome I(amma of the Finelmaterial Sphere
Next     we     come     to      RC]pavacara      Kusala      Kamma.

Rt]pavacara  and  Ardpavacara  are  easy.  In  Rdpavacara  Kusala
Kamma  there  is  only  one.  That  is  Mano  Kamma.   Rdpavacara
Kusala  is  the  five  Jhanas.  These  Jhanas  are  neither  actions  of
t:he  body,  nor verbal  action,  but  they  are  mental  action.  They
are  always  Mano  Kamma.  They  are  only  Mano  Kamma.  They
are  t:o   be  achieved  t:hrough   meditation,   not  like  Kamavacara
Kusala.      You     can      achieve      Kamavacara      Kusala      without
meditation.  You  must  meditate  in  order to  acquire  Ripavacara
Kusala.   It  is  one  that  always  reaches  absorpt:ion.   Only  when
there     is     absorption     can     there     be     Rdpavacara     Kusala.
Rtipavacara  Kusala  is  divided  into  five  according  to  the  Jhana
factors.   First  Jhana   has  five  Jhana   factors   (Vitakka,  Vicara,
PTti,   Sukha    and    Ekaggata).    Second   Jhana    has   four   Jhana
factors   (Vicara,   PTti,   Sukha   and   Ekaggata).   Third   Jhana   has
three  Jhana  factors  (PTti,  Sukha  and  Ekaggata).  Fourth  Jhana
has  two  Jhana  factors  (Sukha  and  Ekaggata).  Fifth  Jhana  has
two  Jhana  factors  (Upekkha  and  Ekaggata).  According  to  the
distinction  of Jhana  factors,  t:here are five  kinds  of R[pavacara
Kusala  Kamma.

Wholesome Kamma of the Immaterial Sphere
Artipavacara   Kusala   -  there  are  four.   They  are  also

Mano  Kamma,  mental  only.  They  are  not  bodily  actions.  They
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are  not  verbal  actions.  Like  Rdpavacara  Kusala  they  are  to  be
achieved  through   Bhavana,   meditation.  They  are  those  that
reach   absorption.   They   are   fourfold    by   the   distinction   of
objects.   Do   you   know  the   objects   of  the   four  Art]pavacara
Cittas?   The   first   is   infinite   space.   The   second   has   the   first
Art]pavacara  Citta  as  object.  The  third  takes  the  absence  of
the   first  Artlpavacara   Citta   as   object.   The   fourth   t:akes  the
third  Ardpavacara   Citta   as  object.   Here  the  distinction   is   by
object,  not  by Jhana  fact:ors.  All  these  have  the  same  number
of  Jhana   factors.   What   are   t:he   Jhana   factors?   The   Jhana
factors  are  Upekkha  and   Ekaggata.  We  come  to  the  end  of
enumeration   of   Kammas,   Kamavacara   Kamma,   Rcipavacara
Kamma    and    Artipavacara    Kamma    -    twenty    Kamavacara
Kamma,    five    Rt]pavacara     Kamma    and    four    ArDpavacara
Kammal

Results of the Kammas
Now  we  will  study  the  results  of these  Kammas,  which

Kammas  give  which  results.  Now  please  look  at  the  chart  (see
CMA,  v,  Table  5.4,   p.212).   First   the   results   of   Kamma   are   of  two
kinds,  There  is the  result: at relinking  or at  rebirth.  The  other is
the  result  during  life.  There  will  always  be  these  two  kinds  of
results  -  results  at  rebirth  (Patisandhi)  and  results  during  life
(Pavatti). `During  life' means after rebirth  until  death.

In  the  chart  you  will  see  sense-sphere  volitions.  They
are  Kamma.  Then  there  are  the  results  at  rebirth  and  during
life.  Then  there  are  realms  of existence.  These  are  the  realms
where    they    give    results.    Next    there    are    the    types    of
consciousness which  are the  results of the respective  Kammas.

Eleven    unwholesome   Kammas   -   there   are   twelve
unwholesome   Kammas,   from   them   restlessness   is   omitted.
Eleven   unwholesome   kinds   of   Kamma   give   results   in   four
woeful  states  at  rebirth.   When  they  give   results  in  the  four
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woeful  states,  the  results  are  in  the  form  of the  unwholesome
resultant     relinking     consciousness     -     investigation     with
equanimity,  that  is,  Akusala-vipaka  SantTraria  associat:ed  with
Upekkha.    That    Akusala-vipaka    SantTrana    accompanied    by
Upekkha   is  the   result  of  the   eleven   unwholesome   Cit:tas   or
eleven   unwholesome   Kammas   which   cause   rebirth    in   four
woeful    states.     Kamma    accompanied     by    restlessness    or
Uddhacca  cannot give  results as rebirth  because it is too weak.
It   is   not   accompanied   by   strong   Cetasikas.   Since   it   is   not
accompanied   by  strong   Cet:asikas,   it   has   no   power  to   give
results  at  rebirth.  Another  explanation  is  that  it  does  not  give
results  at  rebirth   because   it  is   not  eradicated   by  Sotapatti-
magga.  Sotapatti-magga  eradicates  wrong  view  and  doubt.  A
Sotapanna  is  not  born  in  four woeful  states.  Still  a  Sotapanna
cannot    eradicate    restlessness    or    Uddhacca.    He    still    has
Uddhacca  and  he  will  not  be  reborn  in  four  woeful  states.  So
restlessness  cannot  give  results  in  the  four  woeful  states  as
rebirth.  But during  life time  it will  give  result:s.

Twelve  unwholesome  Kammas  give  results  during  life  in
Kamavacara  realms  eleven  and  Rdpavacara  realms  fifteen.  In
the   Kamavacara   realm  the  Vipaka   is   in  the  form   of  Cittas.
What  are  the  Cittas  there?  The  Cittas  there  are  the  seven
results  of  unwholesome   actions.   In   Rdpavacara   realm   three
will  be  missing  there  because  the  Brahmas  do  not  have  nose-
sensitivity,   tongue-sensitivity   and   body-sensitivity.   Only   the
other    four     will     arise     -     eye-sensitivity,     ear-sensitivity,
Sampaticchana  and  SantTrar]a.

When   a    person,    let   us   say   a    human    being,   sees
something    undesirable,   then    he   will    have   Cakkhu-vififiar]a
Akusala-vipaka.  That:  Akusala   Cakkhu-viFifiapa,  that  seeing   is
the  result of his  past Akusala  Kamma,  Even  Brahmas can  have
seeing   consciousness   which   is   the   result   of  Akusala.   When
they   come   down   to   the   human   world,   they   may  see   ugly
things  or  even  if they  don't  come  down  to  the  human  world,
they  may  see  ugly  t:hings.  If they  look  from  Brahma  world  to
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the    human    world,    they   will    see    undesirable    ob]'ects.    So
Akusala  can even  give  results to Brahmas.

So  the  eleven  Akusala  Kammas  can  give  results  in  the
four    woeful     states    at    rebirth    with     only    one    type    of
consciousness.   Do  you   know  why  there   is  only  one  type  of
consciousness?    It:    is    because    that    is    the    one    type    of
consciousness  that  has  the  function   of  Patisandhi,   Bhavahga
and  Cuti.  But  during  life  they  don't  have  to  be  functioning  as
Patisandhi,    Bhavahga    and    Cuti.    So    during    life    all    twelve
Akusala  Cittas,  all  t:welve  unwholesome  Kammas  give  all  seven
types  of consciousness  in  Kamavacara  realm  and  four types  of
consciousness as  results  in  Rt]pavacara  realm.

Now    t:he    next    group    is    four    three-root    superior
wholesome     consciousness.      If     you     look     at     the     eight
Kamavacara   Kusala,   the  first  two   are   accompanied   by   how
many  roots?  The  first  two  are  accompanied   by  three  roots.
Number three  and  four  are  accompanied  by  how  many  roots?
They  are  accompanied  by  two  roots.  Number  five  and  six  are
accompanied  by  how  many  roots?  They  are  accompanied  by
three  roots,   How  many  roots  accompany  number  seven  and
eight?  They  are   accompanied   by  two   roots.   There   are  four
three-root  consciousness  -  one,  t:wo,  five  and   six.   Each   of
these   three-root   consciousness   or   Kammas   is   divided   into
superior and  inferior.

There are two grades of three-root Kusala  -three-root
Kusala    which    is    superior   and    three-root    Kusala    which    is
inferior.  The  same  is  true  for t:wo-root  Kusala  -  there  is  two-
root   Kusala   which   is   superior   and   there   is   two-root   Kusala
which  is  inferior.  What  is  superior and  inferior?  First:  let:  us  look
at  three  roots  and  two  roots.  When  you  do  some  meritorious
deed,  if  you  do  it  without  knowledge,  without  understanding,
without the  understanding  of Kamma  and  its  results,  then  it is
said  to  be  done  with  two  roots.  Sometimes  we  may  do  t:wo-
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root  Kusala.  If  we  do  our  Kusala  carelessly,  our  Kusala   may
not  be  accompanied  by  three  roots.   Sometimes  we  practise
Dana.  We  ].ust  give  it.   We  don't  think  much   of  it.   When  we
don't   think   much   of   our   Kusala,   it   may   be   two-root.   If   a
Kamavacara      Kusala      Kamma      is      accompanied      by      the
understanding     of    the     law     of     cause     and     effect,     the
understanding  of Kamma  and  its  results,  it is called  three-root:.
If  it  is  not  accompanied  by  such  knowledge  or  understanding,
it is called two-root.

Now  let  us  look  at  superior  and   inferior.   When   Kusala
Kamma  is  preceded  by  and  followed  by  Kusala  thoughts,  it  is
called  superior.   If  it  is  remembered  again  and  again   by  that
person,  it  is  called  superior.  Somet:imes  people  do  merit:orious
deeds,  but  preceding  that  deed  they  may  have  Akusala.  After
doing   the   meritorious   deed,   they   may   have   some   kind   of
regret, "Oh,  if I  did  not give that away, I  might have  made use
of  it  for  myself  or  my  family."  In  such  a  way  one  may  think.
There  may  be  some  regret:.  If there  are  regrets,  the  Kamma  is
called   inferior.   Superior   Kusala  'Kamma   is   preceded   by   and
followed   by   Kusala.   There   is   a   saying   that   three   kinds   of
volitions     or    Cetanas     are     involved     in     Dana     and     other
meritorious  deeds.  So  when  you  are  going  to  do  a  Dana,  you
should  have  Kusala  Cittas  preceding  that  formal  act  of giving.
And then  after giving  also, you  should  have joy and  not regret.
If  you   regret  after  giving,  you   will   get  the   results  in   future
lives  of  giving,   but:  you   will   not  want  to   make  use  of  those
results.  You  will  be  a  very stingy  person.  Although  you  may  be
a  millionaire,  you  don't want to  use things which  are expensive
things,  which  are  good.  Even  though  you  are  rich,  you  want to
use  inexpensive  things.   So   it  is  important  when  we  pract:ise
Kusala,  we should  see to  it that  is  accompanied  by three  roots
and   I:hat  it  is  superior.   Only  superior  Kamma   gives  superior
results.  If it  is  inferior,  it  wil,I  give  inferior  results.  If you  want
the  best  results,  you  want  the  Kusala  that  is  accompanied  by
three roots and that is superior.
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Three-root   superior   wholesome   Kamavacara   Kamma
can   give   results   in  the  sensuous   blissful   plane   in   the  seven
Sugati   -  six  Deva   Loka   and   one   human   world.  Three-root
superior wholesome  Kamma  (There  are  four.)  can  give  results
in  seven  realms  of  Kama-sugati  as  rebirth.  The  results  are  in
the  form  of Cittas.  What  Cit:tas  are  they?  They  are  those  that
are accompanied  by Nana. There are only four.

During  life they give  results  in  all  Kamavacara  realms  in
the   form   of   eight   Kusala-vipaka   from   Ahetukas   and   eight
Kamavacara  Sahet:uka  Vipakas.  Altogether  there  are  sixteen.
In  the  Rtipavacara  realm  there  are  three  less  from  Ahetuka.
From   the   Ahetuka   Kusala-vipaka   nose,   tongue   and   body-
sensitivity    must    be    excluded    for   the    Rtipavacara    beings,
Vipakas  are the five Vjpakas found  in  R0pavacara  realms.

Next one - three-root inferior and two-root superior -
they   give   the   same   results.   Even   though   it   is   three-root
because  it  is  inferior,  it  cannot  give  three-root  results.  That's
very  important.  If we want to  get three-root  results,  we  must
make  our Kusala  three-root superior.  If it  is  three-root  inferior
-  that  means  it  is  not  preceded  and  followed  by  three-root
Kusala   -  jt  will   not  give  three-root  result:s.   It  will  give  only
two-root results,

At  t:he   moment  of  rebirth   in   Kama-sugati,   that   is,   in
seven  realms of Kama-sugati,  such  Kamma  will  give  results  as
the  four  Kamavacara   Sahetuka   Vipaka   Cittas  without   Nana.
But  during  life  this  Kamma  gives  rise  to  twelve  Cittas  -  fe;ur
Kamavacara    Sahetuka    Vipaka    Citt:as    not   accompanied    by
knowledge     and     eight     Ahetuka     Kusala-vipakas.     In     the
Rdpavacara  realm  results will  come from five Ahetukas only.

And t:wo-root superior.-two-root superior means when
a   person  performs  or  does  this  Kamma,  only  t:wo  roots  are
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there,  Perhaps  he  does it carelessly.  But his two-root Kusala  is
preceded   and   accompanied   by   Kusala   or   he   remembers   it
again   and   again   with   Kusala.   In   that   case   it   is   two-root
superior   Kamma.   Two-root   superior   Kamma   gives   two-root
results,  not three-root results.

Then   the    last   is   two-root   inferior.   There   are   four.
Inferior  means  not  preceded  and  not followed  by  Kusala.  It  is
the   lowest   form   of   Kusala.   Since   it   is   two-root   inferior,   it
cannot  give  t:wo-root  results.  It  can  only  give  root:less  results.
At  rebirth  for  human  beings  and  some  kinds  of gods  (those  in
Catummahara].ika)     the     result     is     Kusala-vipaka     Upekkha
SantTrana.    But   during    life   t:ime    in    Kamavacara    realm   the
results   are   in   the   form   of   Ahetuka   Kusala-vipaka.   In   the
Rtipavacara  realm  there are five Ahetuka  Kusala-vipaka.  Nose,
tongue and  body-consciousness are omitted.

This  is  Kamma  and  the  result  of  Kamavacara  Kamma.
In   Kamavacara   there   are   Akusala   and   Kusala   Kamma.   We
divide  Akusala  into  two.  The  first  level  is  without  restlessness.
The  next  level  is  all  twelve  Akusala  Cittas.  The  first  one  is  for
rebirth  result.  The  second  one  is  for  results  during  life  time.
Then    we    divide    the    Kamavacara    Kusala    into    three-root
superior,  three-root  inferior,  two-root  superior,  and  two-root
inferior.   Only  three-root  Kusala   superior  can   give  three-root
results. Three-root inferior and t:wo-root superior give two-root
results.  Two-root  inferior cannot give  even  two-root  result:s,  It
gives  rootless  results.  I think this  much  is clear.

Later on  we  will  find  the  opinion  of some  others  (see CMA,
v, Table 5.5, p.216).  We  will  not  go  there  yet.  We  will  read  the  table
(see CMA, V, Table 5.4, p.213),  It  is  not  difficult.
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Rt]pavacara and Ardpavacara Kusala Kamma
Now  we   come  to   Rtipavacara   and  Artipavacara.   First

Jhana   here   also   has   inferior   degree,   medium   degree   and
superior   degree.   These   Jhanas   can   be   developed   in   three
ways.  Inferior  or  limited  means  a  person  just  got  the  Jhana
and   he  did   not  use  it  again,  That  kind  of  Jhana   is  called  of
limited    development.    Of   medium    development    means    he
enters  into  the  Jhana  more  often,  but  he  is  not  fully  adept  at
entering  into  Jhana  or  getting  out  of Jhana.  That  means  he  is
not fully familiar with  that Jhana  although  he  has  attained  the
Jhana,  Superior  means  he  is  very  adept  at  using  that  Jhana.
He  can  enter  into Jhana  any time  he  wants to.  He  can  get out
of Jhana  any  time  he  wants  to,  He  can  stay  in  the  Jhana  as
long  as  he  likes.  Also  if he  has  many Jhanas,  he  can  enter into
any Jhana  he  likes,  not  in  the  order given  in  the  books,  but  in
any order.

So  the  first  Jhana  developed  in  a  limited  way  can  give
results  in  the  first  Brahma  plane,  Brahma's  ret:inue.  The  result
is  in  the  form  of  first  Jhana  resultant.  If  it  is  developed  in  a
medium  way,  the   result  is  the  same  Citta,   but  the  realm   is
different:.    That    same    Citta    arises    in    the    second    realm,
Brahma's  ministers.  If the  development  is  superior,  the  same
Citta  will  arise  in  Mahabrahma  realm.  First Jhana  developed  in
three  ways  gives  results  in  three  Brahma  realms,  three  first
Jhana   Brahma   realms.   Although   the   realms   are   three,   the
resultant   consciousness   is   the   same,   that   is,   first   Jhana
resultant.

Second   Jhana    again    may   be   developed    in    limited,
medium  and  superior  way  and  gives  results  in  realm  of  minor
luster,  realm  of infinite  luster and  realm  of radiant luster in the
form   of   second   Jhana   Vipaka.   Third   Jhana   of   the   fivefold
method  of reckoning  arises in these  realms also.

Fourth  Jhana  is  also  developed  in  limited,  medium  and
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superior  way.  It  gives  result  as  minor  aura,  infinite  aura  and
radiant aura,

There    is   confusion    here.    We   are   familiar   with   the
five fold  method  of  dividing  Jhanas,  but  the  realms  for Jhanas
are divided  according  to fourfold  method.  Both  the  second  and
third Jhana  of the fivefold  method  give  results  in second Jhana
realms.

Fifth  Jhana  -there  is  no  variation  in  fift:h  Jhana.  It:  is
just   normal.   Fifth   Jhana   gives   result   in   the   place   of  great
reward, Vehapphala. The  resultant consciousness is fifth  Jhana
consciousness.

There    are     beings    who    develop    fifth    Jhana    with
dispassion   for  perception   -  that  means  these   persons  are
misguided.  In  the  Commentaries they are  called  Ditthiyas. That
means   they   have   wrong   view,   something   like   that.   People
think  that:  because  we  have  mind  we  suffer  and  if we  do  not
have  mind,  we  would  not suffer.  After getti,ng  fifth Jhana,  they
develop  it with  dispassion  for  mind.  Safifia  does  not just  mean
perception  here.  Perception  here  stands  for  all  the  factors  of
mind.   So  when  they  pract:ise   meditation,  they  say,  "Mind   is
disgusting,  mind  is  disgusting" and  so  on.   As  a  result  of their
concentration,  their Jhana,  when  they  die,  they  are  reborn  in
the  realm  of non-percipient beings, the  mindless  beings. There
is  no  resultant  consciousness  here.  At  the  moment  of  rebirth
t:here  are  only  material  properties,  life-nonad.  It  is  said  in  the
Commentaries  that  they  are  reborn  there  like  statues  in  the
same   posit:ion   as   they   died   in   here.   If  they   die   here   lying
down,  there they will  be  reborn  in  lying  down  posture,  If they
die   sitting   here,   they   will   be   reborn   sitting   there   for   500
Kappas,

And then  t:here  is fifth  Jhana  of Non-Returner, AnagamT.
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AnagamTs   are   reborn   in   Pure   Abodes   only.   Their   resultant
consciousness is fifth Jhana  resultant consciousness,

Then   there   is   base   of   infinite   space.   That   is   first
Art]pavacara  Jhana.  It  gives  result  in  infinite  space  realm.  The
resultant consciousness is first Ardpavacara consciousness.

Then  the  second  one  is  infinite  consciousness.  The third
one  is  nothingness.  The  fourth  one  is  neither  perception  nor
non-perception.     They     give     results     in     their     respective
Ardpavacara  realms.  The  types  of  consciousness  are  the  four
Art]pavacara     Vipaka     types     of     consciousness.     In     brief
Rdpavacara  Jhana  Kusala  gives  results  in  Rdpavacara  realms.
Artipavacara  Jhanas  give  result:s  in  Arcipavacara  realms.  There
are   five   Jhanas   and   four   Jhana   planes.  `Second   and   third
Jhanas give  results in  second Jhana  plane.

Now we come to the view of some teachers with  regard
to   Kamavacara   Kusala.   We   learned  that  Kamavacara   Kusala
gives  results.  How many types of consciousness are the results
of   Kamavacara    Kusala?   There   are   sixteen   -   eight   from
Ahetukas  and  eight from  Kamavacara  Sahetuka  Vipaka.  There
are  some  teachers  who  say  that  unprompted  do  not  produce
prompted    results.    And    prompt:ed    actions   do    not   produce
unprompted  results. The  reason  they gave  was the  image  in a
mirror  must  be  exactly  t:he  same  as  t:he  person.  The  person
and  the  image  must be  exact.  In the same way, this  is true for
Kamma  and  its  result;  they  must  be  the  same.  That  means
prompted  will  only  give  prompted  result  and  unprompted  will
give  unprompted  result.  This  is their opinion.  This  opinion  was
held      by     Venerable      Maha      Dhammarakkhita     Thera,     an
Abhidhamma  master at the  ancient  Moravapi  Monastery  in  Sri
Lanka  (see CMA, v,  Guide to §3o, p.215).  In  the  Atthasa//.n7 the  name  of
the  holder of this  view  was  given  as  Mah.adatta  and  not  Maha
Dhammarakkhita.  Some  teachers  say  that  V/'bh5v7.n/--Tj]k5  was
wrong  in  giving  t:he  name  as  Maha'Dhammarakkhita  because
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the  name  given  in  ,4tthas5//'n7 was  Venerable  Mahadatta.  If we
want     to     reconcile     these     two,     we     may     argue     that
Dhammarakkhita  is another name for Mahadatta.

This view was  not accepted  by  many teachers  because
the  relinking  consciousness  being  prompted  and  unprompted
does    not    depend     on    the     Kamma     being     prompted     or
unprompted.  It  depends  on  how  the'  Kamma,  Kamma-nimitta
or Gati-nimitta  is  presented  to  the  mind  of a  dying  person.  If
these     three     are     presented     spontaneously    without    the
intervention      of      another      person,      then      the      relinking
consciousness  is  unprompted.  If one of these three  appears to
the  dying  person  with  I:he  help  of relatives and  so  on, then the
relinking     consciousness     becomes     prompted.     The     being
prompted  or  unprompted  of  the  relinking  consciousness  does
not  depend  upon  the  Kamma  being  prompted  or  unprompted.
This  view  was  designated  as  `Kece'  (some).   I  have  told  you
about  this  once.  When  t:he  authors  say,  "some",  that  means
they  don't  like  it  or  they  think  it  is  not  up  to  the  standard.
According   to   those   teachers,   the   result:s   may   be   different.
Unprompted  can  give  unprompted   results  and  prompted  can
only  give  prompted  results  according  to  some  teachers.  There
is  a  Chart  (see  CMA, v, Table  5.5,  p.216).  There  are  first  Superior  and
first inferior,  second  superior and  second  inferior,  third  superior
and  third  inferior and  so  on.  First superior and  first  inferior are
unprompted.  The  second  two  are  prompt:ed  and  the  next  two
are unprompted. The following two are  prompted  and  so on.

The  first  one,  three-root  superior  consciousness,  gives
results   1-8  of  Kamavacara  Sobhana  Vipaka  according  to  the
general  view.  But according  to  some,  since  it is  unprompted,  it
can   only   give   unprompted   results.   Therefore,   according   to
them,  it  gives  rise  to  1,  3,  5,  7  of  the  Kamavacara  Sobhana
resultants.

Then  the  first  three-root  inferior  Kamavacara  Sobhana
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Citta  can  only  give  two-root  result.  That  is  3,  4,  7  &  8.  It  is
unprompted.   But  according  to  some,  it  ].ust  gives  3   &  7  as
results.

Then  the  second  superior three-root  Kusala  Citta,  since
it   is   superior   and   three-root,   gives   all   eight   Kamavacara
Sobhana  Vipaka,  Here  1-8  means  both  at  rebirth  and  during
life.  They  are  mixed  together.  But  according  to  some,  since  it
is  prompted,  only  those  that are  prom.pted  are  the  results,  so
they get 2, 4, 6 & 8 as the results.

Then  the  second  inferior  three-root  Kusala  Citt:a  which
is  preceded  or followed  by Citt:as without wisdom  can  only  give
two-root resultants.  These  are  3, 4,  7  & 8.  According  to  some,
since  it is  prompted,  only 4 and  8  could  arise.

Then  the third  Citta  -third  Citt:a  superior has only two
roots.   According   to   the   general   view,   it   will   have   two-root:
results  3,  4,  7  &  8.  According  to  some,  it  is  unprompted,  so
the  results will  be  3  & 7,

Then  the  third  Kamavacara  Sobhana  inferior  Citta  has
t:wo   roots,   but   it   is   not   preceded   or  followed   by   two-root
Cittas,  Therefore,  that  Citta  gives  rootless  rebirth  resultant:s.
There   are   no   Kamavacara   Sahet:uka   Vipaka,   only   rootless
Vipaka  arise.

Then the fourth  Citta  -what is fourth  Citta? It has two
roots.  So  it gives two-root  results  -  3,  4,  7  & 8.  According  to
some, since it is  prompted,  it gives 4 & 8 as results only.

Fourt:h  inferior  only  gives  rootless  results.  So  there  are
no  Kamavacara  Sobhana Vipaka  Cittas.
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Then  t:he  fifth  is  superior,  it  has  three  roots  -  so  the
results  are  1-8  or according  to  some  only unprompted  -  1,  3,
5&7.

And   the   fifth   inferior  two-root   Kamavacara   Sobhana
Citta  gives  results  as  Sobhana  Vipaka  Cittas  3,  4,  7  & 8.  Since
it   is   unprompted,   it  gives   Sobhana   Vipaka   Cittas   3   &  7   as
results  according t:o some.

The  sixth  superior  three-root  Kamavacara  Kusala  Citta
gives    results    as    Sobhana    Vipaka    Cittas    1-8.    Since    it    is
Sasahkharika,   prompted,  Sobhana  Vipaka  Cittas  2,  4,   6`  &  8
will  be the results according to some teachers.

And   the  sixth   Citta   inferior  gives  two-root  results  as
Sobhana Vipaka  Cittas  3,  4,  7  & 8.  Since  it  is  prompted,  some
say the  results are 4 & 8.

The  seventh  superior  two-root  Cit:ta's  results  are  3,  4,
7,  8.  It  is  unprompted,  so  3  &  7  are  the  results  according  to
some teachers.

Seventh   inferior   has   rootless   results,   There   are   no
Kamavacara  Sobhana  results.

Eighth   superior   gives   two-root   results,   so   they   are
Sobhana   Vipaka    Cittas   3,   4,   7,   8.    Since   it   is   prompted,
according  to  some,  the  results  are  Sobhana  Vipaka  Cittas  4  &
8.

Eighth   inferior   because   jt   is  inferior  it  gives   rootless
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result:s  only,  There are  no  Kamavacara  Sobhana Vipaka  Citt:as.

Rootless    resultants    are    for    all.     So    it    is    a     little
complicated.

The   main  thing   to   keep   in   mind   is  that  according  to
`some' only  unprompted  results  arise from  unprompted  Kusala

and  only prompted  results arise from  prompted  Kusala.

Now   there    is    one    thing    important   to    note    about
AnagamTs.  please  turn  to  page  218  of the  CMA.  Non-Returners
are  reborn  in  the  Pure  Abodes.  You  all  know  that  if  a  person
becomes    an    AnagamT,    he    will     not    come    back    to    this
Kamavacara  realm.   He  will  be  reborn  in  one  of  the  five  Pure
Abodes.  It  is  said  that  the  rebirth  of AnagamTs  into  these  five
realms   is   determined   by   each   one's   predominant   spiritual
faculty.   There   are   five   spiritual   faculties   -   Saddha,   VTriya,
Sati,     Samadhi     and     Pafifia.     If     a     person's     Saddha     is
predominant,  he  will  be  reborn  in  the  first  Pure  Abode.  If  his
VTriya  is  predominant:,  he  will  be  reborn  in  the  second  and  so
on,  Non-Returners  in  whom  faith  is  the  dominant  faculty  are
reborn    into    Aviha    realm;    those    in    whom    energy    is    the
dominant faculty are reborn  into the Atappa  realm  and  so on.

"Although  none  but  non-returners  are  reborn  into  the

Pure  Abodes ,... "  (CMA, v, Guide to §3i, p.218)

So  only AnagamTs are  born in  Pure Abodes.

"...  there  is  no  fixed  law  holding  that  all  non-ret:urners

are  reborn  there."  (CMA, v, Guide to §3i, p.218)

Only   Non-Returners  are   reborn   in   Pure  Abodes.   Non-
Returners  may  be  reborn  in  the  other Brahma  realms  also,  not
just  in  Pure  Abodes.  If  a  Non-Returner  gets  only  first  Jhana,
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then  he  will  be  reborn  in  first Jhana  realm.  Only  when  he  gets
the   fifth   Jhana   will   he   be   reborn   in   one   of  the   five   Pure
Abodes,  When  we  say  Non-Returners  can  be  reborn   in  Pure
Abodes,  we  mean   Non-Returners  can   be  reborn   in  the   Pure
Abodes,   but  Non-Returners  can   also   be  reborn   in  the  other
Brahma      realms.      Non-Returners     cannot     be      reborn      in
Kamavacara  realm  because  they  have  given  up  attachment or
desire for Kamavacara  realm.

"It  may  be  that the  Pure Abodes  are  open  only to  non-
returners   who   possess   the   fifth   jhana,   while   non-returners
with  a  lower jhana  attainment  will  be  reborn  elsewhere  in  the
fine  material  plane."  (CMA, v, Guide to §3i, p.218)

They  will   be   reborn   in  first,   second,  third   and   fourth
Jhana  planes.

"All  non-returners  must  be  reborn  in  the  fine-material

plane      because     they     have      eradicated      sensual      desire
(kamaraga),  the  fetter which  leads  to  rebirth  in  the  sensuous
plane."  (CMA, v, Guide to §3i,  p.2ig)

There   are   three   kinds   of  topmost   realms.   They   are
called  Vehapphala   (great  reward),  Akanittha  and   Nevasafifia-
nasaFifiayatana  (neither perception  nor no.i-perception).  Those
Noble  Ones  who  are  reborn  in  those  three  realms  will  not  be
reborn  in  other  realms.  They  will  become  Ara.hants  there  and
finish  their Samsara.

The  Noble  Ones  who  are  reborn  in  the  Brahma  realms
will   not   be   reborn   in   lower   Brahma   realms.   They   may   go
higher and  higher,  but  they  will  not  go  lower.  We  come  to  the
end  of "Four Types of Kamma" or "Kamma-catukka",

Kamavacara    Kusala    gives    both    identical    and    non-
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identical  result.  The  identical  results  of Kamavacara  Kusala  are
the   eight   Kamavacara   Sobhana   Vipa,ka.   Kamavacara   Kusala
has  both   identical  and   non-identical   results.   But  Rtipavacara
and  Arcipavacara  Kusala  give  only  identical  results.  There  are
no  non-identical  results for them.

The concluding verse:
"Thus  sublime  merit,  determined  according  to  planes,

produces  similar  results  ..."  (CMA, v, §33, p.219)

That means  identical  results.

"...    (both)    at    rebirth-linking    and    in    the    course    of

existence."  (CMA, v, §33, p.219)

Whether  it  is  at  rebirth  or  during   life  time,  they  give
only  similar  results.   But  Kamavacara   Kammas  can  give  both
identical  and  non-identical  results.

sadhu!  sadhu!  sadhu!
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Process of Death & Rebirth - Part`' One

Today we will  pick up  where we  left off last year.  I think
we  came  to  the  end  of  the  section  on  Kamma  last  year.  So
today  we  will  study  t:he  section  called  the  ``Process  of  Death
and  Rebirth''.

Four Causes of Death
First  the   author   mentions   the   four  causes   of  death.

These four causes are:

1.   The expiration  of the  life span;

2.   Tha expiration  of the  productive  Kammic force;

3.   The  simultaneous  expiration  of t:he  life  span  and
the  productive  Kammic force;

4.   The intervention  of destructive  Kamma.

These  are  the  four causes  of death.  These  four causes
of death  are  explained  with  the  simile  of an  oil  lamp.  Imagine
or  visualize  an  oil  lamp  burning.  It  will  be  burning  so  long  as
there is a wick, there  is oil, there is  no gust of wind, or there  is
no   deliberate   extinguishing   by   a   person.   When   the   wick   is
used  up,  the  flame  will  go  out.  If the  oil  is  used  up,  t:he  flame
will   go   out.   When   both   are   used   up,  the  flame  will   go   out.
Even  though  there  is  oil,  there  is  wick,  but  when  there  is  a
gust  of  wind  or  somebody  extinguishes  it,  the  flame  will   go
out.  In  the  same  way,  the  expiration  of  life  span  is  like  the
expiration  of  the  wick.   Expiration  of  the  Kammic  force  is  like
the  expiration  of  the  oil.  The  expirat:ion  of  both  the  life  span
and  Kammic force is like the expiration  of both. The  last one -
the  flame  going  out  because  of  a  gust  of  wind  or  somebody
extinguishes  it  -  is  like  a  destructive  Kamma.  So  there  are
these four kinds of death.
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Death Defined
Death  in  Buddhism  is  defined  as the  interruption  of the

life   faculties   included   in   the   limits   of  one   existence   or  one
becoming.   Jivitindriya   or   life   faculty   is   important.   When   it
expires,   a   person   is  said  to  die.   When   a   person   dies,   both
mental   faculties   and   physical   faculties   disappear.   With   the
cessation  of  the  mental  and  physical  faculties  one  is  said  to
die.   Death  js  just  the  interruption   or  cutting   off  of  that  life
faculty.

Death through Expiration of Life Span
The  first  kind  of death  comes  through  the  expiration  of

life  span.  As  you   know,  there  are  some   realms  which   have
fixed  life  span  -  Catummaharajika,  Tavatimsa  and  so  on.  But
for  human  beings  there  is  no  fixed  life  span.  The  life  span  of
human  beings  is  supposed  to  be  about  100  years.  If a  person
dies  when  he  reaches  100  years,  although  his  Kammic force  is
still   unexhausted,  he  is  said  to  die  through  expiration  of  life
span.  His  past  Kamma  may  have  potential  to  give  him  a  longer
life.  But since  he was  born  at a  time when  humans  only  live for
100  years,  and  he  dies  at the  age  of  loo  years,  he  is  said  to
die  at I:he  expiration  of the  life  span.  For  celestial  beings  their
life  span  is  longer than  that for  human  beings.  When  they  die
at  the  end  of  their  life  span,  for  example,  Catummaharajika
beings,  death  is at the  end  of 500  celestial  years.  Dying  at the
end  of 500 celestial  years would  be dying through  expiration  of
life span for them.

Then  in  the CMA, there  is a  saying,
£`If  t:he  productive  kamma   is  st:ill   not  exhausted  when

death   takes   place  through   reaching   the   maximum   age,  the
kammic force  can  generate  another  rebirth  on  the  same  plane
or  on  some  higher  plane  as  in  the  case  of the  devas."  (CMA, v,
Guide to  §34,  p.220)

I don't know where  he took this from.  I  have  no way of
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saying  whether  it  is  right or wrong,  Maybe  he took it from  the
Commentary  of  LedT  Sayadaw.   I  don't  have  that  book,  so  I
cannot  say  whether  it   is  true   or  not.   But  according   to   my
understanding,   a   Kamma   can   only  give  one   Patisandhi.   One
Kamma   can   give   only  one   Patisandhi.   So   although   it  is   not
exhaust:ed,  I don't think it can  give  another Patisandhi  result.

Death through Expiration of Kammic Force
The   second   one   is   the   expiration   of  the   productive

Kammic force.  This  is  death  before  the  end  of a  normal  given
life  span.  For example,  human  beings  are  supposed  to  live  for
about  100  years  now.  If a  person  dies  before  loo  years,  he  is
said  to  die  due  to  the  expiration   of  t:he   productive   Kammic
force.  His  Kamma  in  the  past cannot help  him  to  live  up to  100
years.  Therefore,  he  dies  before  he  reaches  100  years.  In  that
case   he   is   said   to   die   because   of   the   expiration   of   the
productive   Kammic  force.   When   a   person   dies   through   the
expiration  of  the  productive  Kammic  force,  his  life  span  may
not    be    exhausted.    And    also    there    are    other    favorable
conditions   for   the   prolongation   of   life.   Although   there   are
these  conditions  and  although  life  span  is  not  exhausted,  still
his  Kammic force  is  exhausted.  He  dies  before  he  reaches the
end  of the  life span. This  is death through the expiration  of the
Kammic force.

Death through Both
When   both  the  Kammic  productive  force  and  t:he   life

span  simultaneously come to an  end, there  is death  due I:o the
expiration  of  both.   For  example,  a   human  being  dies  at  the
age  of  100  years,  then  he  is  said  to  die  through  expiration  of
both  his  life span  and  Kammic force.
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Death through Destructive Kamma
The   fourth    kind    of   death    is   through   a   dest:ructive

Kamma.  A  destructive  Kamma  can  be  a  past  Kamma  done  in
previous    lives    or    somet:hing     done    in    the     present    life,
Destructive  Kamma  intervenes  when  a  person  is  killed  by  his
own  attempt or by att:empt of others  or if he  is  killed  by some
disease.  Also  in  the  case  of some  persons  who  commit  a  very
heinous   offense   against  those   who   are   very   virtuous,   then
their  Kammic  force  cannot  maintain  their  life,  cannot  prolong
their  life  up  to  the  end  of their  life  span  or  up  until  they  reach
to their  normal  end.  That  kind  of death  is  called  death  through
t:he  intervent:ion  of  a  destructive  Kamma.   Death  through  the
intervention   of  a   destructive   Kamma   can   be  caused   by  the
Kamma   of  the   past.   I  think  you   still   remember  destructive
Kamma from  when  we studied the four kinds of Kamma.  When
a  person  dies  through  a  destructive  Kamma,  that  destructive
Kamma  can  belong  to the  past or it can  be  in  t:his  life.

You   know  there  is  a  story  about  a   king  who  cut  the
hands   and   feet   of   a   hermit   who   was   a   Bodhisatta.   The
Bodhisatta    in    that   life   was   called    Khantivadi    because   he
practised   forbearance.   He   practised   patience.   The   king   was
displeased  with  him.  The  king  wanted  to  I:est  him  -whether
he  had  real  patience.  He  ordered  the  hermit's  hands to  be  cut
off and  then  his  legs to  be  cut off.  Although  they were  cut off,
the  hermit did  not get angry.  But this  crime was  so  grave that
the   king  was  swallowed   by  the  earth.  The  king's  offense  of
cutting   off  `the   hermit:'s   hands   and   legs  was  so   bad   that  it
interfered  or  destroyed  the  force  of  his  past  Kamma.  So  that
force   could   not   maintain   his   life   any   longer.   Thus   he   was
swallowed  by  the  earth  and  died.  He  was  reborn  in  AVTci  hell.
That: sort of death  is  called  death  through  destructive  Kamma.
There  are  many  kinds  of death  through  destructive  Kamma  -
dying  in  an  accident,  committing  suicide,  and  dying  in  natural
calamities  as  well.

So   there   are   t:hese   four   kinds   of   death   taught   in
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Buddhism.  Among  them  t:he  first three  are  called  Kalamarana,
timely death. That means a  person  dies when  it is time for him
to  die.  But the  last one  is  called  Akalamarana,  untimely death.
There   is   still   life   span   and   there   is   still   force   of  productive
Kamma,  but it is cut off through  a  destructive  Kamma.  So  it is
called   Akalamarar]a,   an   untimely   death.   His   life   is   like   the
flame  of  an  oil  lamp  going  out  with  a  gust  of wind.  These  are
the four kinds of death,

Now  the  author  explains  what  signs  come  to  the  mind
of a  person at the time of death.

"In  the  case  of those  who are about to  die,  at the time
of  death   one   of  the   following   presents   itself,   accordi'ng   to
circumstances,  through  any  of  the  six  (sense)  doors  by  the
power  of  kamma : "  (CMA, v, §35, p.221)

When a  person  is about to die, one of t:he three kinds of
objects   presents   itself  to   his   mind   through   one   of  the   six
sense-doors   -   through   eye,   through   ear  and   so   on.   That
present:ation   of  the   object   itself   is   caused   by   the   force   of
Kamma.  The  object  appears  to  the  mind  of a  dying  person  by
the  force  of  Kamma  he  did  in  the  past.  That  Kamma  may  be
Kusala  Kamma  or Akusala  Kamma.

Three Kinds of Objects at Death
The  three  kinds  of  objects  that  appear  at  the  time  of

death are:

1.    Kamma;

2.    Sign  of Kamma,  Kamma-nimitta;

3.    Sign  of Destiny,  Gati-nimitta.

Any one of these three will  present itself to the  mind  of
a  dying  person.   Kamma  is  the  Kamma  that  is  productive  of
rebirth.
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Kamma
The   Kamma    here   is   productive    Kainma   that   gives

Patisandhi  result in the  next existence.

Sign of Kamma
"a  sign  of  kamma,  that  is,  a  form,  etc.,  that  had  been

apprehended  previously  at: t:he  time  of performing  t:he  kamma
..."   (CMA,  V,  §35,  p.221)

That  means  the  main  object  at the  t:ime  of  performing
that Kamma  and also -

"„.   or  something  that  was  instrumental   in   performing

the. kamma;"  (CMA, v, §35, p.221)

There are two kinds of signs of Kamma:

•      themainand

•      the secondary or instrumental.

Let us say, the sign  of Kamma  is donating  a  monastery,
The  monastery  is  the  main  object  and  the  furniture  used  at
the   monastery,  giving   alms,  the  giving  of  robes  and  so  on,
these  are called  instrumental  in  performing  the  Kamma.  There
are two signs of Kamma.  If it is  erecting  a  pagoda,  the  pagoda
is  the  main  object.  The  flowers  and  so  on  are  the  secondary
objects.   It   is   similar   for   an   Akusala   act   such   as   killing   an
animal.  The  animal  is the  main  object  and  t:he  weapon  used  in
killing   is  called   instrument:al  or  a  secondary  object.   In   every
sign  of  Kamma  there  may  be  these  two  varieties  -  t:he  main
object and the secondary.

In  the  text,  ``,..  that:  had  been  apprehended  previously
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at  the  time  of  performing  the  Kamma  ,..'',  refers  to  t:he  main
object.  "...  or  something  that  was  instrumental  in  performing
the  Kamma;" refers t:o the secondary object.

Sign of Destiny
``A sign  of destiny,  that: is,  (a  symbol  of the state)  to  be

obtained     and     experienced     in     the     immediately    following
existence."  (CMA, v, §35, p.221)

A   sign   of  destiny   may   come   to   the   dying   person's
consciousness.     Immediately    following     existence     is    called
destiny   here.   The   sign   of   destiny   means   the   sign   of  that
immediately following  existence.

There are again two varieties for sign  of destiny:

•      onetobeobtained,and

•      oneto be experienced.

That   means   if  a   person   is   going   to   be   reborn   as   a
human  being,  the  sign  of destiny  to  be  obtained  is  the  wall  of
his    mother's    womb.    The    sign    to    be    experienced    is   the
experience  of  his  life  as  a  human  being.  If  he  is  going  to  be
reborn  in  a  celestial  state,  then  the  celestial  realm  is the  state
to  be  obtained  and  the  celestial  mansions,  celestial  nymphs,
trees and  others are those that are experienced.  If a  person  is
going  to  be  reborn  in  hell,  then  hell  is the  state to  ber obtained
and  hell  fire and  those who  do t:orture to the  inhabitants of hell
are called the signs to  be experienced  in that existence.

Here also the sign  of destiny is of two  kinds:

•      themain,and

•      thesecondary.

The  main  sign  is  the  existence  or  the  realm  where  a
dying  person  is  to  be  reborn.  The  secondary  ones  are  those
things that you  will  experience  in that  life.
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One  of these three  kinds of ob]-ects will  present itself to
the  mind of a dying  person,

"It should  be stressed that this object presents  itself to
the  javana   process   of  the   dying   person,   not  to   the   death
consciousness  itself.  The  death  consciousness  (cuticitta),  the
final  citta  in  a  life  term,  apprehends  the  same  object  grasped
by  the  rebirth  consciousness  and  bhavahga  of  the  existence
that  is  about to  end."  (CMA, v, Guide to §35, p.221)

It  is  important  because  if  we  do  not  understand  this,
we  might say that the  object of Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  and  Cuti
is the  same  in  all  lives.  The  Kamma,  sign  of Kamma  or sign  of
destiny  in  one  life  will   be  the  ob].ect  of  Patisandhi,   Bhavahga
and  Cuti  in  other  lives  as  well  -  that  is  j]Q±  correct.  As  you
know,  in  one  life  the  object  of  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  and  Cuti
remains  the  same.  When  we  look  at the  diagram  (see CMA, v, Table
5.6,  p.225),   it   will   be   clearer.   The   ob].ect8   is   presented   to   the
Javana  process,  not  the  death-consciousness.  In  other  words
these  objects  are  taken  as  objects  by  t:he  Javana  process  not
by Cuti  Citta.

To the  mind  of a  person  who  is  dying  any  one  of these
objects  presents  itself.  When  they  appear  to  the  mind  of the
dying   person,  they  may  appear  through  any  one  of  the  six
sense-doors.   They  appear  to  the   dying   person  through  the
force  of  the   Kamma   done   in   t:he   past.  `In   the   past'  means
previously in this  life or in  other past lives.

Next  paragraph  -  "Thereafter,  attending  to  that  very
object  thus  presented,  the  stream  of  consciousness  -...-
continually  flows,  inclining  mostly  towards  that  state."  (CMA,  v,
§36,  p.221)

"Thereaft:er,     attending     to    that    very    object    thus

presented ,.., "  (CMA, v, §36, p.221)

8     The object presented to the Javanas at this time will  be a new or different Kamma, or
a  new or different sign of Kamma,  or a  new or different sign  of destiny.
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Just   before   Cuti,   t:he   Javanas   in   the   death   thought
process  I:ake  that  object  as  object,  that  is,  Kamma,  sign  of
Kamma, or sign  of destiny as object.

".,.   the   st:ream   of  consciousness   -         -   continually
flows ,... "  (CMA, V, §36, p,221)

It goes on  and on  and  on.

"...  inclining  mostly  to  that  st:ate."  (CMA, v, §36, p.221)

That  means  inclining  mostly  t:oward  the  state  in  which
he  is  going  to  be   reborn   in.   It  says  ``mostly"  because  when
people  die  suddenly,  they  may  not  have  time  to  incline  to  the
state.  So the word `mostly' is inserted  here.

If  you  kill  a  fly  by  hitting  it,  it  may  not  have  time  to
incline  toward  the  existence  in  which  it  is  going  to  be  reborn
in,  There  can  be  no  pure  continuity  of consciousness  or there
is corrupted  continuity of consciousness at that time  because it
is   killed   instantly.   For  those   beings  the   inclining   toward   the
state  to  be  reborn  in  and  the  mind  to  be  pure  or  corrupted
cannot happen.  So `mostly' is  put here.

"(That  stream  of  consciousness  is)  in  accordance  with

the  kamma that is to  be matured,  whether pure or corrupted."
(CMA, V,  §36,  p.221)

So   his   stream   of   consciousness   will   be   pure   if  the
Kusala  Kamma  is  to  give  result.  His  stream  of  consciousness
will  be  corrupted  if Akusala  Kamma  js t:o  give  result.  According
to    the     Kamma     which     will     give     result,     his    stream     of
consciousness is pure or corrupted.

"...  and  in  conformity wit:h  t:he  state  into  which  one  is to

be  reborn  ..."  (CMA, v, §36, p.221)
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When   a   person   is   going  to   be   reborn   in   the   human
realm,  his  mind  is  going  to be  inclined  toward that realm.  If he
is   going   to   be   reborn   in   a   celestial   realm,   his   mind   will   be
inclined    toward    the    celestial    realm.    It    is    like    your   mind
inclining  toward  a  place  you  are  going  to.  You  are  preparing,
packing  things  up  to  go  to  some  place.  Your  mind  is  inclined
toward  that  place.  In  the  same  way,  since  it  is  a  being  about
to  die,  his  mind  will  incline towards  his future  destination.

".„  attending  to  that  (very)  object  thus  presented ,... "
(CMA,  V,  §36,  p.221)

This  is a  general  statement.  For most people their mind
will take the object thus  presented, that is, their mind will take
the  object  whether  it  is   Kamma,  sign   of  Kamma   or  sign  of
destiny.   But  somet:imes  we  can  do  something  to  change  that
presentation   of  objects.   I   have   repeatedly  told  you  about  a
man   who   had   been   a   hunter.   In   his   old   age   he   became   a
monk;   his  son  who  was  an  Arahant  ordained  him.  When  the
old  man  was  lying  on  his  death  bed,  he saw dogs  running  after
him  or  surrounding   him.  At  t:hat  time  he  was  frightened,   He
said, ``Get them  away;  get them  away'',  or something  like that.
When  the  son   heard  this,   he  knew  the  signs  of  Niraya,  the
signs  of  hell  had  arisen  for  his  father.  So  he  had  his  novices
bring   flowers  and   put  them   on  the  terraces  of  the   pagoda.
Then  he  had  his father taken  to the  pagoda.  He told  his father
that  these  flowers  are  for you  to  offer to  the  Buddha.  He  told
him  to  offer  the  flowers  to  the  Buddha  and  to  get  his  mind
clear,  to  get  his  mind  settled.  So  when  the  old  monk  offered
flowers to  the  Buddha,  t:hose  signs  changed.  Instead  of seeing
dogs   running   after  him,   he  saw  celestial   nymphs.   When   he
saw  celestial  nymphs,  he  said  to  his  son,  "Go  away,  go  away."
The  son  asked,  ``Why?"  He  said,  ``Your  mothers  are  coming."
With  that  mind  he  died  and  he  was  reborn  as  a  celestial  being.
First the  object  presented  was  the  sign  of destiny for  hell.  His
son  was  an  Arahant,  so  he  knew  what  to  do,   He  tried  and
succeeded  in  changing  that  sign  .of destiny  from  a  sign  of  hell
to    a    celestial    sign.    So    "attending    to    that    very    ob].ect
presented" is  a  general statement.  There are  cases where  one
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may at:tend  to  a  sign  produced  by  relatives  or whoever is  near
one at death.

"Or  that  rebirth-producing  kamma  presents  itself  to  a
sense  door  in  the  way  of  renewing."  (CMA, v, §36, p.221)

Now   there   are   two   kinds   of   presentation   of   these
Objects :

The first  kind  of presentation  of object  has to  do
wit:h  some  kind  of Kamma  one did  in the  past,

The  second  kind  of presentation  is that ``rebirth-
productive   Kamma   present:s   itself  to   a   sense
door in  the way of renewing''.

The  Kamma  appears to  him  as though  he were  doing  it
at that time.  It  becomes  new  again  and  he feels  as I:hough  he
were  doing  that  Kamma  at  that  very  moment.  That  Kamma
may have been  done years ago or even  lives ago. That Kamma
which  is  going  to  give  Patisandhi  results  becomes  so  powerful
that in  his  mind  he feels  he  is doing  that  Kamma  again.

"...  the  kamma  presenting  itself  does  not  appear

memory  image  of something  that  was  previously  done,
appears t:o the  mind  door as  if it were  being  done  at that
moment,"  (CMA, v, Guide to §36, p.222)

Very

He  feels  as  if he  were  doing  that  Kamma  again  at t:hat
very    moment.    In    that    case    it    is    a    Kamma    which    he
experiences  again  at that time.  Therefore,  the  presentation  of
the  object  is  of two  kinds.  The  first  is  that  he  remembers  his
Kamma  or  a  sign  of  Kamma  or  a  sign  of  destiny  appears  to
him.  The  second  one  is  he  feels  as though  he  were  doing  that
Kamma at that moment,

Let us  consider cleat:h  and  rebirth-linking  process.  Up to
this  passage the  person  has  not yet died.  The  person  has  not
yet reached the last thought p-rocess.
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"To  one who  is  on the verge  of death,  either at the  end
of  a   cognitive   process   (That   means   VTthi   Citta.)   or  at  the
dissolution  of the  life-continuum,  the  death  consciousness,  the
consummation  of the  present life,  arises and  ceases in the way
of  death,"  (CMA, v, §37, p.222)

This  is  how death  occurs.

p.222)

"To   one   who   is   on   the  verge   of  death ,... "   (CMA,  v,  §37,

It is  one  who  is  near  his  cleat:h.

",..  either at the  end  of a  cognitive  process  „,"  (CMA, v, §37,

p.222)

That     means     either    at    the     end     of    Javana     or
Tadarammana,  death-consciousness will  arise.

"...  or  at  the  dissolution  of  life-continuum ,... "  (CMA, v, §37,

p.222)

That  means  after  Bhavahga,   death-consciousness  will
arise.  You  can  find  out: that there  can  be  at  least four kinds  of
death thought processes. Actually there are  many.

From  this  statement  you  can  get  four  death  thought
processes:

•      Thefirstone isatt:heend  ofJavana;

The      second      is      death      at     the      end      of
Tadarammaria;

The  third   is   death   at  the   end   of  Javana   and
Bhavahga;

The  fourth  is  death  at the  end  of Tadarammana
and  Bhavahga.

There    can    be   these   four   kinds    of   death    thought
processes.  There  are  many  more.  So  death  may  arise  aft:er or
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at  the   end   of  the   Javanas   or  after  Tada.rammana   or  after
Bhavahga.   Death-consciousness   is   the   last   consci.ousness   in
that  present  life,  It  is the  consummat:ion  of the  present  life;  it
arises and ceases in the way of death  -that means by way of
death.  According  to  this  teaching,  `death'  means  arising  and
disappearance of the  last consciousness  in  one  life,

"Immediat:ely    after   that    (death    consciousness)    has

ceased,     a      rebirth-linking      consciousness     arises     and      is
established  in  the  subsequent  existence ,... "  (CMA, v, §37, p.222)

By  these  words  "immediately  after  death"  t:he  aut:hor
wanted   t:o   prevent  the   opinion   that  there   is   an   interim   life
between    two    lives.    It    is    called    Antarabhava    in    Pali.    In
Theravada  Buddhism  Ant:arabhava  is  nQ±  accepted.  Here.since
the   author   belongs   to   Theravada    Buddhism,   he   wants   to
prevent that from  being taken to  be true.  So  immediat:ely after
I:hat:  death-consciousness,  rebirth-consciousness  arises.  There
is  no  time  gap  between   death   in  one  life  and   rebirth   in  the
next life.

There may be  practical  experiences of a person  being  in
something     like    an     interim     life.    According    to    Theravada
Buddhism,  that  is  just  one  life.  That  is  not  an  interim  period
between  one  life  and  another.  That  which  is  called  an  interim
period  is  one  life.  A  person  dies  and  then  he  may  be  reborn  as
a   ghost.   He   may   be   living   as   a   ghost   for   seven   days   or
whatever.   He  dies  then  as  a  ghost  and  may  be  reborn  as  a
human  being.  Theravada  Buddhism  regards t:hat life  as a  ghost
as  just  one  existence,  one  Bhava.  It  is  not  an  interim  period
between   one   life   and   another.   But   according   to   the   other
schools  of  Buddhism,  that  period  is  said  to  be just  an  interim
period.  They  don't  call   it  a   life  although  t:he  word  `Bhava'  is
used.   Antarabhava   -  `Antara'  means   in   between   so   life   in
between.  By  the  words  ``immediately  after  death"  the  author
discarded  the  opinion  that  there  is  an  interim  period  between
one  life  and  anot:her.  According  to  the  teachings  of Theravada
Abhidhamma,    death    is    immediately    followed    by    rebirt:h-
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consciousness.  As  soon  as  rebirth-consciousness  arises,  he  is
in   a   new   life,   So   rebirth-linking   consciousness   arises   and   is
established   in   the   subsequent   existence.   As   soon   as   the
rebirth-consciousness  arises,  he  is  already  in  a  new  life.  It  is
not  that  rebirth-consciousness  arises  before  the  new  life  and
then   when   the   new   life   appears   rebirt:h-consciousness   has
reached    its   static   stage   or   dissolution   stage.    So    rebirth-
consciousness    comes     into     being     immediately    after    the
expiration  of death-consciousness.

"(That  rebirth  consciousness)  apprehending  the  ob].ect

thus  obtained,  „,"  (CMA, v, §37, p.222)

That   means    rebirth-consciousness   takes   the   object
which   was   taken   by   the   Javana   thought   moments   before
death.

"...   either  supported   by  the   heart-base   ..."   (CMA,  v,  §37,

p.222)

That   means   if   he   is   reborn   in   the   Kamavacara   or
Rt]pavacara,  then  his  consciousness  will  have  the  heart-base.
If   he   is   to   be   reborn   in   the   ArDpavacara   realm,   then   his
rebirth-consciousness   is   baseless.   It   has   no   base.   So   the
rebirth-consciousness  is  supported  by  heart-base  or is  without
a  base.

"...   it   is   generated   by   a   volitional   formation   that   is

enveloped  by  latent  ignorance  and  rooted  in  latent craving  (as
is  appropriate)."  (CMA, v, §37, p.222)

I   hope  you   have  the   picture   of  the  diagram  in   your
mind   or  you   can   look  uP  the  diagram   (see  CMA,  v,  Table  5.6,  p.225).
There      is      death-consciousness      and      there   `   is      rebirth-
consciousness.  That  rebirth-consciousness  is  generated  by  a
volitional  formation,  Volitional  formation  just  means  Kamma.
So  it is generated  by  Kamma,
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"(It)   is   enveloped   by   latent  ignorance   and   rooted   in

latent  craving."  (CMA, v, §37, p.222)

In  the  minds  of beings,  ignorance  (Avijja  or  Moha)  and
craving   (TaT]ha)   are  always  latent.   We  do  not  have  Tariha  at
this  moment,  but  it  is  latent  in  our  minds.  So  when  there  is
something  desirable,  we   may  have  Tanha  for  that  thing.   So
there are  always  ignorance and  craving  latent: in  our mind.

If the  Kamma  is  a  Kusala  Kamma,  how  do  you  explain
ignorance and  craving  -"... enveloped  by latent ignorance and
rooted   in   latent   craving."?   Actually   if   it   is   Kusala   Kamma,
although  it  is  not associated  with  ignorance  and  craving,  since
ignorance  and  craving  are  latent,  it is said  to  be ``enveloped  by
latent   ignorance   and   rooted    in    latent   craving."   Here   with
regard  to  Kusala  Kamma  their  relationship  is  not  association,
not  Sampayutta,  but  decisive  support,  Upanissaya.  By  a  kind
of   condition   called   decisive   support   or   Upanissaya,    Kusala
Kamma   is  supported   by  ignorance  and  craving,  That  means
they  do  not  arise  at  the  same  time,  but  because  there  are
ignorance and  craving, there  is  Kusala  Kamma.

We  do  Kusala  because  we  have  ignorance  and  we  have
craving.  If we  do  not  have  ignorance  and  craving,  we  do  not
acquire   Kusala   like   Arahants.   Arahants   have   eradicated   all
mental    defilements    including     ignorance    and    craving.     So
whatever they do just becomes just doing, just Kiriya.  So they
don't acquire  Kusala.  But we  have craving  and  ignorance  latent
in  our  minds  -  so  not  really  understanding  t:he t:rue  nature  of
things   and   being   desirous   of  something,   we   do   Kusala.   For
example,  we want to  be  reborn  as a  human  being;  we want to
be  reborn  as  a  celestial  being.  Therefore,  we  do  Kusala.  When
we   do   Kusala,   that   Kusala   is   supported   by   ignorance   and
craving  by way of decisive support. They do  not arise together,
but because there are  ignorance and  craving there  is Kusala.  If
it  is  Akusala   Kamma,  we  can  get  both   kinds  of  support  -
decisive    support    and    support:    as    association,    association
condition.   When  you  do  an  Akusala,  then  ignorance  is  there
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and  craving  may be there, That means it is  Lobha-sahagat:a.  If
it  is  Dosa-sahagata,  ignorance  is  association  (Sampayutta)  as
well   as   decisive   support   (Upanissaya).   Craving   is  then   only
decisive       support       (Upanissaya)       and       not       association
(Sampayutta)   because   Lobha   does   not  arise  with   Dosamdla
Cit:ta.  So we  have to  take  it  as /`s appraprt.ate.  That  means  if it
is  a  Kusala  Kamma,  then  craving  and  ignorance  support  it  by
decisive   support   (Upanissaya),   If  it:   is  Akusala   Kamma,   it   is
conditioned  both  by  way  of decisive  support  (Upanissaya)  and
by   way   of  association   (Sampayutta).   The   Kamma   which   is
``enveloped  by  latent  ignorance  and   rooted  in  latent  craving"

generates   or   produces   the   Patisandhi   Citta.   The   Patisandhi
Citta  is the  product of Kamma  of the past.

"That rebirth-linking  consciousness,  so  called  because  it

links   together  the   two   consecutive   existences,   is   conjoined
with  its  mental  adjuncts ,... "  (CMA, v, §37, p.222)

This      is      nothing      new.      Consciousness      is      always
accompanied     by    Cetasikas.    This    consciousness    is    called
`relinking     consciousness'     because     it     links     t:ogether    two

consecutive    existences,    the    old    existence    and    the    new
existence.  It  is  called  linking,  Patisandhi.  It  is  associated  with
mental factors.

"..,  and  acts  as  the  forerunner  to  the  conascent  stat:es
as  their  locus  (or foundation)."  (CMA, v, §37, p.222)

This   is   also   not   new.    Mind   or   consciousness   is   the
forerunner  of  other  mental  states.  Forerunner  does  not  mean
t:hat:  mind  goes  in  front  and  that  Cetasikas  follow  it.   But  it  is
called  a  forerunner  because  it  looks  like  a  forerunner,  because
it    is    chief.    Get:asikas    can    only    arise    when    Citta    arises.
Consciousness   is   like  a  foundation,   a   place  for  Cetasikas  to
arise.

Now in the  notes,
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"The  last  cognitive  process  begins  when  the  bhavahga

is  interrupted,  vibrat:es for one  moment,  and t:hen  is arrested."
(CMA, V,  Guide to  §37,  p.222)

He  is describing  the  process.

"Thereafter  follows  either  a  sense-door  process  taking
as object some sense object presenting  itself at one of the five
sense   doors   or  a   bare   mind-door  process  taking   as  ob].ect
either  some  sense  object  or  a  mental  object  presenting  itself
at   the   mind   door.   Within   this   terminal   process   the   ].avana
phase,   by   reason   of  its  weakness,   runs   for  only  five   mind
moments  rather than  the  usual  seven."  (CMA, v, Guide to §37, p.222)

We will  come to that later also.

"This  process  lacks  original  productive  kammic potency,

but  act:s  rather  as  the  channel  for  the  past  kamma  that  has
assumed   I:he   rebirth-generative   function."   (CMA,  v,   Guide  to   §37,
p.222)

This  is  important.  You  know the  death  thought process.
There  are  Javanas  in  the  death  thought  process.  The  question
is   which   produces   Patisandhi   Citta   -   Cet:ana   in   the   death
thought  process  or  Kamma  in  the  past?  Is  it  past  Kamma  or
Kamma   at:   the   moment   of   the   five   Javanas   in   the   death
thought  process?   Here  it  is  said,  ``This  process   lacks  original
productive  kammic  potency,... "  so  actually  we  do  not  call  the
Cetana   associated  with  the  five  Cittas  in  the  death  thought
process   Kamma.   They  do   not  constitute   productive   Kamma
because  they   are   too   weak  to   be   productive   of  Patisandhi.
They  "lack  the   original   productive   kammic   potency,   but  act
rat:her  as  the  channel  for  the  past  kamma  that  has.assumed
the    rebirth-generat:ive    function."    So    they    are    supportive
Kamma'

You   know   there   are   productive   Kamma,   supportive
Kamma   and  obstructive   Kamma.  The   Kamma   in  the  past  is
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productive  Kamma. The  Kamma at the  moment of the Javanas
in  the  death  thought  process  is  supportive  Kamma,  So  they
act as a  channel for past Kamma to give results as Patisandhi.

"Following    the   javana    stage   two    registration    cittas

(tadarammana)   may  or  may  not  follow.   In   some  cases  the
bhavahga  may follow t:he  last  process  cittas.  Then  as the  very
last   citta,   the   death   consciousness   arises   performing   the
function   of   passing   away   from   the   present   life,   With   the
ceasing  of the  death  consciousness,  the  life  faculty  is  cut  off."
(CMA, V,  Guide to  §37,  p.223)

With  the  cessation  of  death-consciousness,  life  faculty
is  also cut off.

"Then  the  body  remains  a  mass  of  inanimate  material

phenomena  born  of temperature  (Utu),  and  continues  as  such
until  the  corpse  is  reduced  to  dust."  (CMA, v, Guide to §37, p.223)

It is  how death  occurs,

"Immediately    after    that    (death-consciousness)    has
ceased:     Following    the    dissolution    moment    of    the    death
consciousness,   there   arises   in   a   new  existence  the   rebirth-
l-iniding  consalousr\ess  apprehending  the  object  thus  obtained
in  the  final  javana  process  of  the  previous  life."  (CMA, v,  Guide to
§37,  p.223)

`Apprehending'   just   means   taking,   taking   the   same

ob].ect as was taken  by the Javanas.

"This  citta   is  supported  by  the  heart-base  in   realms
which  include  matter,  but is base/ess in the  immaterial  realms.
It is generated  by a volitional formation,  i.e.  the  kamma  of the
previous  javana   process  (That  means  Kamma  in  the  past.),
which  in  turn   is  grounded  in  the  twin  roots  of  the  round  of
existence,  latent  ignorance  and  latent  Craving."  (cMAr v, Guiide to
§37,  p.223)
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So  that  Kamma   is  enveloped   in   latent  igno_rance  and
that Kamma  is rooted  in  craving.  We should  underst:and that to
mean that ignorance and  craving serve  as the decisive support
and  also as association support.

"The  rebirth  consciousness  is  conjo/-ned w/Tf}  tts men fa/
adjuncts,  i,e. the cetasikas, which  it serves as a forerunner not
in  I:he  sense that  it  precedes them,  but  in  t:hat  it acts  as  the/.r
locus  (Or foundation) `"  (CMA, v, Gu-ide to §5] , p.22.3)

There  are  two  kinds  of  volitional  formations  here.   Let
us call  them:

•      Kammathatisdoneinthepast,and

•      the  other  is  Kamma  done  in  the  moments  when
I:he   five   Javanas   arise   in   the   death   thought
process.

The  Kamma  at  the  moment  of the  five  Javanas  as  we
have   learned   does   not   give   result   or   does   not   generate
Patisandhi  consciousness.  But  it  is  said  to throw  it down  on  the
object.   That   means   it   makes   the   Patisandhi   Citta   take  the
object  of the  five  Javanas  in  the  previous  thought  process.  It
helps  the  Patisandhi  Citta;   it  makes  the  Patisandhi  Citta  I:ake
the object taken  by the Javanas as object.  It. is  not productive,
but it is supportive.

Let us go to the thought process -the next paragraph.
"In   the   death-proximate   coghitive   process,   only   five

feebly  occurring javanas  should  be  expected,"  (CMA, v, §38, p.223)

There   are   only   five   Javanas   in   the   death   thought
process.  Now  here  a  person  is  very  close  to  death,  almost  at
death.   At  that  time   his   body  or  his   material   properties  are
weak.   His   heart-base   is   weak,   His   mind   is   weak.   So   the
Javanas  do  not  arise  seven  I:imes  as  normal,  but  they  arise
only for five times.
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"Therefore,   when    death   takes    place   while    present

objects  are  occurring  ..."  (CMA, v, §38, p.223)

That means while  present ob]-ects are existing.

".„  and   have  entered  the  avenue  of  sense,  then  the

rebirth-linking  and  life-continuum  (of  the  new  existence)  also
take  a  present  object.  In  the  case  of a  sense-sphere  rebirt:h-
linking  (Kamavacara  Patisandhi),  when  the  object  is  a  sign  of
kamma  or a  sign  of destiny  perceived  at any  of the  six doors,
that object  may  be  present or it  may  be  past."  (CMA, v, §38, p.223)

So  sign  of  Kamma   may  be  present  or  may  be  past.
Sign  of destiny may be present or it may be past.

"But  kamma  (as  ob]-ect)  is  only  past ,... "  (CMA, v, §38, p.223)

That   is   because   Kamma   is   past   Kamma.   It  is   really
past.

"...  and  it  is  perceived  only  at the  mind  door."  (CMA, v, §38,

p.223)

Now the sign  of Kamma  and the sign  of destiny may be
of six  kinds  of objects  so  they  may  be  presented  through  the
six  doors.   Kamma   is   past  only  and   it  is   presented   through
mind-door only.

f`All  these  ob].ects  (of sense-sphere  rebirth)  are  limited

phenomena  only."  (CMA, v, §38, p.223)

That  means  they  are  Kamavacara  only.  Whether  it  is
Kamma,  or  it  is  sign  of  Kamma,  or  it  is  sign  of  destiny,  it  is
Kamavacara   object  only.   I   hope  you   remember  the  objects
divided   up   as   Kamavacara   objects,   Mahaggata   objects   and
Lokuttara   object:.   So   Kamavacara   Citt:as   and   Cetasikas   and
Rtipa    are    called     Kamavacara    ob].ects.     Nibbana    is    called
Lokuttara  object.  The  object  of  the  Kamavacara  Patisandhi  is
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Kamavacara  ob].ect.

Let   uS   look   at  the   Chart   (see  CMA,  v,  Table  5.6,  p.225).   This
thought  process  is ].ust  one  of many  death  and  rebirth-linking
thought processes.  Do  not take  it to  be the only death thought
process.  It  is  for  a  man  who  dies  in  a  Kamavacara  realm  and
who    is    reborn    in    a    Kamavacara    realm.    In    this   example
Kamma-nimitta  is taken  as object.  It could  be  Kamma  or Gati-
nimit:ta,  but here  Kamma-nimitta  is taken.

When  death  arises,  there is a  death thought process.  It
begins  wit:h  Bhavahga  first  because  here  t:he  object  is  present
object.    So   there   are   past   Bhavahga,   vibrating    Bhavahga,
arrested   Bhavahga.   After   that   there   is   Paficadvarava].jana,
which  turns  the  mind  toward  the  object.  Next  Cakkhuvififiaria
sees   the   object.   And   then    Sampaticchana,    SantTrana   and
Votthabbana  (determining)  arise.  Then  there  are  five  Javanas.
After   the   fifth   Javana,   t:here   is   Cut:i,   death-consciousness.
That's   the   end   of  one   life.   Immediately   aft:er  death,   there
arises   relinking   or  Patisandhi   consciousness.   After  Patisandhi
consciousness  t:here  are  sixteen   moments  of  Bhavahga.  And
after    the    Bhavahgas    there    is    anot:her    thought    process
beginning  with  Manodvaravajjana,  and then seven  moments of
Javana  and  t:hen  Bhavahga  again.  This  is  the  thought  process
of death  and  rebirth  or how death  and  rebirth  occur.

The    Patisandhi,    Bhavahga    and    Cuti    of   one   life   are
identical.  If the  object of Patisandhi  is  Kamma, then  the object
of  Bhavahga  throug+out  the  life  is  Kamma;  I:he  object  of  Cuti
is  also  Kamma.  If it  is  Kamma-nimitta,  it is all  Kamma-nimitta.
If it:  is  Gat:i-nimitta,  it  is  all  Gati-nimitta.

Let  us  suppose  in  the  death  t:hought  process  beginning
with    Paficadvaravajjana,   t:he   Vlthi   Citt:as   take   I:he   present
visible   form   as   object   here.   So   Javanas   also   take   present
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visible  object  as  object.   The  five  Javanas  take  the   present
visible   object  as   object.   When   the   Patisandhi   consciousness
arises  in  the  new  life,  it takes  the  present visible  ob].ect taken
by    the    Javanas    in    the    death    thought    process    of    the
immediately  preceding  life.  You  know  a  present  visible  object
must   last   for   17   thought   moment:s.    We    begin   with   AtTta
Bhavahga.  We  go  from  AtTta   Bhavahga   17  thought  moments
forward.    The    17th    thought    moment    falls    in    the    second
Bhavahga   of  the   new   life.   That   means   the   present   visible
object  exists  until  the  second  Bhavahga.  The  person  has  gone
to  I:he  next  life,  but the  object  remains,  the  object still  exists.
That   Patisandhi   of  the   second   life   takes   the   present  visible
object   which   was   taken   by   the   Javanas.   Aft:er   the   second
Bhavahga   the   present   visible   object   disappears.   The   ot:her
Bhavahgas  take  the  object  which  has  disappeared  or the  past
visible   object.   The   object   of   the   death   thought   process,
Patisandhi  and  two  Bhavahgas  in  the  new  life  is  the  same  -
the  present  visible  object.  The  object  of  the  third   Bhavahga
and  other  Bhavahgas  in  that  particular  life  onward  is  the  past
visible    object.    Since    the    visible    object    is    the    object    of
Patisandhi  in  the  second   life,  the  Bhavahgas  and  Cuti  in  that
life  will  also  take that visible  object as  ob].ect.  The difference  is
only  present and  past,  but it is visible ob].ect.

What     is     Patisandhi,     what     constitutes     Patjsandhi?
Patisandhi  means  Patisandhi  consciousness,  mental  fac.tors  and
for  a   human   being   thirty   particles   of  matter.   You   will   learn
about  them  in  the  sixth  chapter.  At  the  moment  of  Patisandhi
thirty   particles   of   matter   along    with    Patisandhi    Cit.ta    and
Cetasikas  arise.  When  we  say  somebody  takes  Patisandhi  or
Patisandhi    arises,    we    mean    this    -    Patisandhi    Citta,    the
Ce.tasikas  going  along  with  it and  the  thirty  particles  of matter
which  are  produced by Kamma.

There  are four causes  of matter -  you  will  learn  them
in   the   sixth   chapter  -   Kamma,   consciousness,   weather  or
climate  or temperature,  and  food.  They are  the four causes  of
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Rcipa  or matter.

AI  the   moment  of  Patisandhi   the   material   properties
that  arise  are  the  result  of  Kamma.  What  we  call  rebirth  for
human  beings  is constituted  of Citta,  Cetasikas  and  Rdpa  born
of Kamma.

The  first  thought  process  in  the  new  life  begins  with
Manodvaravaj].ana,  seven  Javanas  and  Bhavahga  again.  They
take  the  new  life  as  object.  The  object  of  the  first  thought
process   in   the   new   life   takes   the   new   life,   what   we   call
Patisandhi,  as  object.  Then  Bhavahga  takes  Kamma,  Kamma-
nimitt:a  or Gati-nimitta  as  usual.

So  Kamma,  Kamma-nimitta  and  Gati-nimitta  in  one  life
are  different from  those  in  another  life.  Although  the  name  of
the  object is  called  Kamma,  or  Kamma-nimitta  or Gati-nimitta,
they    are    different    in    their   object,    in    their   essence.    For
example,  the  object  in  life  number  ohe,  let  us  say,  is  Akusala
Kamma,  but the  object of Patisandhi  in  number two  life  can  be
Kusala  Kamma.  Although  they  are  Kamma,  they  are  different,
The  object  of  Patisandhi   in   number  one   life   may   be  sign   of
Kamma,  but the object of Patisandhi  in  number two  life  may be
a   different   sign   of   Kamma   or   sign   of   destiny   or   Kamma.
Kamma,    Kamma-nimitta    or    Gati-nimitta    of    one    life    are
different   from    Kamma,    Kamma-nimit:ta    or   Gati-nimitta    of
another  life.  There  is  always  difference  in   Kamma,   Kamma-
nimit:ta  and  Gati-nimitt:a  in  every life.

What is  important to  remember in  this thought  process
is   that   Patisandhi   is   not  the   result   of  Cuti.   That   we   must
understanci.    Many    people    fall    into    this    error.    They    say
Patisandhi  is  produced  by  Cuti,  Actually  Patisandhi  is  produced
by  Kamma.  Which  Kamma?  It  is  Kamma  in  the  past,  not  even
Kamma  at  the  five  Javana  moments.  It  is  produced  by  past
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Kamma.  Past  Kamma  means  it  may  be  in  the  long  past  or  it
may  be  just  the  close  past:.  That  means  it  may  be  Kamma
acquired  before  this  death  thought  process.  Before  this  death
thought  process  there  are  other  thought  processes  going
and  on  like  a  stream  of consciousness.  At those times  there
Kamma.    That    Kamma    is    also    in    the    past.    Patisandhi
produced  by past Kamma;  it is not produced  by Cuti.

But    we    can    say    that    Patisandhi    Citta,    Patisandhi
consciousness,    is    conditioned    by    Cuti.    That    condition    is
proximity.   It   is   called   proximity  condition   -   in   other  words
giving   place   to.   If  death-consciousness   does   not  disappear,
Patisandhi  cannot: arise.  Death-consciousness  is  a  condition  for
Patisandhi   consciousness   to   arise.   In   that   sense   Cuti   is   a
condition  for  Patisandhi  consciousness.  It  is  not  caused  by  but
]-ust gives  place t:o  it as  a  condition.

In   order  for  you  to  sit  in  this  place  I  will  vacate  this
place.  So  I  am  a  condition  for  you  to  be  here.  It  is  like  that.
This   should   be   firmly   borne   in   mind   because   many   people
make  this  error  of  saying   Patisandhi  is  caused  by  Cuti  Citta.
Cuti  Citta  is  a  Vipaka  Citta.  As  a  Vipaka  Citta,  it  cannot  give
result,  It  is  a  result  of other  Kamma  and  so  it  does  not  have
the   power  t:o   give   results.   But   it   can   be   called   a   condition
according  to  Patthana  because  it  arises  and  disappears  before
the    Patisandhi   Citta    arises.    So   there   can    be   no   identical
Kamma,  Kamma-nimitta  or  Gati-nimitta  for  all  existences,  for
all   lives.  The  Kamma,   Kamma-nimitta  or  Gati-nimitta  of  one
life  is different from  Kamma,  Kamma-nimitta  or Gati-nimitta  of
all  ot:her  lives.

I want you to turn to page 224 of the CMA,
"In  the  case  of  a  sense-sphere  rebirth-linking,  etc.:  If

the  ob].ect  of the  rebirth  consciousness  is  a  kamma,  then  it  is
necessarily  past  and  must  be  a  mental  object  apprehended  at
the  mind  door."  (CMA, v, Guide to §38, p.224)
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It is  presented through the mind-door.

"If  the   ob]-ect   is   a   sign   of   kamma,   then   it   can   be

apprehended at any of the six doors and  may be either past or
Present:."  (CMA, v, Guide to §38, p.224)

Until  this  it  is  OK.

"In   the   case   of  the   sign   of  destiny  as   ob].ect   (Gati-

nimitta),  different teachers  advance  conflicting  interpretations.
Some   commentators,   including  the   author  of  the   Vr.bhav/.r}7-
Tjk5,   hold   that  the   sign   of  destiny   is   necessarily  a   present
visible  form   (visible  object)   apprehended   at  the  mind   door."
(CMA, V,  Guide to  §38,  p.224)

So   according   to   that  T/-ki,   the   sign   of  destiny   is   a
present   visible   object.   It   is   taken   through   mind-door,   not
through  eye-door.  You  do  not see t:he  sign  with  your eyes. You
see the sign with your mind,

"They  interpret  Acariya  Anuruddha's  statement  in  the

t:ext  (That  is  the  Manua/.),  as  meaning:  `When  the  object  is  a
sign  of  kamma,  it  may  be  perceived  at  any  of  the  six  doors
and  may  be  present  or  past:;  when  it  is  a  sign  of  destiny  it  is
perceived  at the  sixth  door,  i.e.  the  mind  door,  and  is  present.'
"   (CMA, V,  Guide to  §38,  p.224)

In  the  original  Pa!i `Chadvaragahitam' is  used.  This  word
means  literally  apprehended  by  or  taken  by  six  doors.   But  it
can   be  interpreted  to  mean   by  the  sixth  door  also.   So  the
V/-bh5v/'r}7-T7k5 takes  it to  mean  by the  sixth  door.  According  to
t:he   V/.bh5v+'n7-Tfik5,  the  Gat:i-nimitta   is  always   present  visible
object presented through  mind-door.

"Other  commentators,   including   LedT  Sayadaw,   reject

this  interpretation  as  forced  and  too  narrow.  They  argue  that
Acariya  Anuruddha  must  be  taken  at  his  word  as  holding  the
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wider view t:hat the  sign  of destiny can  be  past or present and
may  appear at  any  of the  six  doors."  (CMA, v, Guide to §38, p.224)

So   according   to   these   teachers,   Gati-njmitta   is   the
same  as  Kamma-nimitta.  It can  be  six  kinds  of objects,  It can
come through  six sense-doors.

"LeqT   Sayadaw   asserts   that   when   the   Abhidhamma

texts   commonly  speak  of  the  sign   of  destiny   as  a   present
visible  ob]'ect  appearing  at  t:he  mind  door,  this  is  said  by  way
of its  usual  manifestation,  but  does  not  mean  that  it  does  not
become  manifest  in  other ways,  for example,  as the  groans  of
those  in  hell  or as  celestial  music  or fragrance,  etc."  (CMA, v, Guide
to  §38,  p.224)

Gati-nimitta  may  not  be  visible  object  only,  but  it  may
be audible  object or smell  and so on.

There    is    a    story    of    Dhammika     Upasaka     in    the
Dhammapada.  When  he  was  about  to  die,  the  sign  of  dest:iny
appeared  to  him.  That  sign  of  destiny  was  the  chariots  from
the  six   Deva   Lokas.   They  each   asked   him  to  get  into  their
respective  chariots  saying, "Please  step  into  our chariot so  we
may take you to our realm," He saw those signs,  He also  heard
because the  Devas  were  asking  him  to  st:ep  into their chariots.
There  Gati-nimitta  is  not just visible  object,  but there  it  is  also
audible  object.   He  may  have  also  smelled  celestial  flowers.  I
don't  know  about  that:.  So  the  ot:her  Commentators  including
LedT   Sayadaw   take   it   that   Gati-nimitta   may   be   presented
through  any of the six sense-doors.

In Abhidhamma  or in the teachings of the Buddha there
is  no  transferring  of  anything  from  one  life  to  the  other  life.
Now  t:he   Patjsandhi   Citta   arises   and   it  arises  as   a   result  of
Kamma   in  the  past.   It  is  not  something  carried  over  to  the
next   life,   That   is   what  Abhidhamma   t:eaches.   So  there   are
similes  to  explain  this  -t:he  simile  of an  echo,  the  simile  of a
lamp,  the  simile  of  a  seal.  That  means  Patisandhi  Citta  arises
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not without a  cause.  Patisandhi  Citta  is -not the  cause;  it  is the
result of the cause.  When you shout into a cave, then the echo
comes back, The echo is not your voice,  but without your voice
there  can  be  no  echo.  In  the  same  way,  Patisandhi  does  not
belong  to  t:he  past  lives,  but  it  comes  into  being  because  of
something  in the past.

It  is  like  an  oil  lamp,  You  light your  lamp  from  another
oil  lamp.  Your  flame  is  not  the  same  as  the  other  one.  That
flame does not come  into  being,  however, without the flame of
the old  lamp.

There  is  also  t:he  simile  of the  seal,  When  you  put  the
seal  on  the  paper,  the  impression  of  the  seal   is  there.  That
impression  transfers  to  the  paper.  Wit:hout that  seal  there  can
be  no  impression.  So  in  the  same  way,  what arises  in  the  new
life  is  not totally  disconnected  from  something  in  the  past  life,
Not  anything  of the  past  lives  is  carried  over to  the  next  life.
That is  how we explain this.  Whatever arises at the  moment of
Patisandhi  according  to  this  teaching  is  the  result  of Kamma  in
the  past  -  not something  taken  over to  a  new  life.  But there
is  a  kind  of  continuity  going  on.  So  in  conventional  terms  we
say  a  person  is  reborn.  For  example,  we  say  a  Bodhisatta  is
reborn  as  a  king.  The  Bodhisatta  may  be  reborn  as  a  human
being,  as  a  Deva  or  as  an  animal.   Nothing  in  the  past  life  is
taken  over  to  the  next  life.  Something  in  the  past  life  causes
something  to  arise  in  the  new  life.  Since  it  is  the  result  of the
cause,  it may possess some of the qualities of the cause -not
that the  qualities  are  taken  over to  or transferred  to  the  next
life. They are themselves the results.

It  is  like  when  you  grow  a  mango tree,  you  get  mango
fruit.  In  the  same  way,  the  result  in  the  next  life  is  similar  I:o
the causes  in the  past lives.  This  is  how we should  understand
this  life  and  the  next:  life.
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sadhu!  sadhu!  Sadhu!

You  may have questions.

Student:       [Inaudible].

Sayddaw:     As   I   said   before,   the   qualities   of  the   cause   are
produced  in  the  effect.  It  is  not  that  the  qualities
are  transferred.  Something  produced  by  a  mango
seed  and  something  produced  by  a  plum  seed  are
different.   Something   produced   by  mango  seed   is
mango  fruit,  Something  produced  by  plum  seed  is
plum   fruit   and   so   on,    We   say   we   accumulate
ParamTs9.  The  ParamTs  do  not  move  to  another  life,
The   ParamTs  are   Kamma   actually,   As   a   result  of
that  Kamma,  there  arises  result  in  the future.  That
result  possesses  the  result  of the  past  Kamma.  So
it  is  like  the  potential  is  carried  over,  but  it  is  not
carried    over    actually.    One    cause    produces    an
effect.  Another  cause  produces  another  effect  and
SO  On.

Student:       During  your  lecture  tonight  you  were  referring  to
latent     craving     and     latent     ignorance.     I     can
understand  how  craving  can  be  latent,  but  please
explain  how  ignorance can  be  latent.

Sayadaw:      Ignorance     means     not    just     the     absence     of
knowledge.   It  means  also   understanding  wrongly.
It  has  the  characteristic  of  covering   up  the  true
nature.  Because this  covering  up  of the true  nature
is  with  us,  we  fail  to  see the true  nature  of things.
And  so  it  is  said  to  be  with  us  always.  It  is  like  an
underlying  phenomenon.

9      The ten  ParamTs  (perfections)  are  Dana  (generosity), STla  (morality),  Nekkhamma
(renunciation),  Pafifia  (wisdom), Viriya  (effort),  Khanti  (patience),  Sacca  (truth),
Aditthana  (determination),  Metta  (loving-kindness),  Upekkha  (equanimity).
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Process of Death & Rebirth - Part Two

We  will   go   back  to   page   223,   §38   of  the   CMA.   It  is
about   the    death-relinking    process.    In    the    death-relinking
process,  t:he  Javanas  only  occur  five  times  because  they  are
weak at this  moment.

"When   cleat:h   takes   place   while   present   ob].ects   are

occurring   and   have  ent:ered  the  avenue   of  sense,  then  the
rebirth-linking  and  life-continuum  (of the  new  existence)  also
take  a  present  object."  (CMA, v, §38, p.223)

The object taken  by the  last process, the cleat:h thought
Process  can  be  Present  or  Past:  This  diagram  (see CMA, v, Table 5.6,
p.225) shows the  object that  is  present.  This  diagram  is just one
of    the    many    death-relinking    thought    processes    that    is
possible,  This  diagram  is the  present: visible  object as  Kamma-
nimitta.    Since   it   is   present   visible   object,   it   lasts   for   17
thought  moments.  But  if we  count  from  it:s  arising,  there  are
only  14  moments.  There  are  only  14  thought  moments  in  life
number one.  We  may  call  it the  present  life.  Then  after death
or   Cuti   in   that   life,   t:here   arises   relinking,   In   t:his   thought
process  Paficadvaravajjana  and  Javanas  take  this  object,  this
present  object  as  object.  But  Cuti  takes  the  object  taken  by
the   Patisandhi   and   Bhavahgas   in   this   life.   That   means   Cuti
t:akes the  same  object as  Patisandhi  and  Bhavahga  take  in  this
life   -    Kamma,    Kamma-nimitta    and    Gati-nimitta.    But   the
Patisandhi  in the next life immediately takes the  present object
becaLise  it  is  still  present  -  the  present  object  as  object.  Not
only  Patisandhi  but  the  t:wo  Bhavahga  moments  also  take  the
present  ob]'ect  as  object  because  t:he   present  visible  object
lasts  until  the  second  Bhavahga.  When  death  takes  place,  the
present object, which  has entered the avenue of the senses,  is
still  existing.  So  in  this  case the  present visible  ob].ect  is taken
by  Patisandhi  and  the  two  Bhavahgas  that  follow  as  present
visible object.
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After     the     second     Bhavahga     the     present     object
disappears.  The  third  Bhavahga  takes  this  object,  but  not  as
present  object.  It  is  a  past  object,  the  visible  object  which  is
past.   Beginning   with   Bhavahga   3   through   Bhavahga   16   the
object taken  is the visible object which  is  now  past.

Therefore,  the   object  of  sense-sphere   relinkingL°   is   a
sign  of  destiny  or  a  sign  of  Kamma  which  may  be  present  or
past and which  is taken through  one of the six doors.

After  the   16th   Bhavahga,   there   is   a   thought   process
beginning   with   Manodvaravajjana   and   then   Javanas,   These
Javanas  are  called  Bhavanikanti  -  that  means  attachment:  to
existence.   These   Javanas   are   Lobhamdla   Cittas.   There   are
seven  moments  of  Javana  and  then  Bhavahga  again.  In  this
next   life   the   Patisandhi   takes   the   present   visible   object   as
object.    The    Bhavahgas,    after    the    present    visible    object
disappears,  take  the   past  visible   object  as  ob].ect.   And   Cuti
also  takes  past  visible  object  as  object.  We  can  say  that  the
object  of  Patisandhi,  Bhavahga  and  Cuti  is  the  same.  The  only
difference  is that for three  moments the  object is  present and
for the others it is past.

While      Kamma-nimitta      and      Gati-nimitta      can      be
presented   through   any   of  the   six   doors   and   they   can   be
present or past,  Kamma  is always past and  it is  presented  only
through  the  mind-door.  That  is  the  difference.  Kamma  is  past
and   it   is   presented   through   mind-door.   Kamma-nimitta   and
Gati-nimitta  are  of  the  six  kinds  of  ob]-ects  taken  through  six
sense-doors,  and t:hey can  be  present or past.

So   I:he   Patisandhi,   Bhavahga   and   Cuti   of  life   number
one take the  same  Kamma,  Kamma-nimitta  or Gati-nimitta  as
10   That means the object of Kamavacara  Patisandhi.
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object.   Patisandhi  in  the  next  life,  in  the  example,  takes  the
present  visible  ob].ect  as  ob]-ect.  The  two  Bhavahga  also  take
present  visible  object.  Beginning  with  the  third  Bhavahga  and
all  Bhavahga  thereaft:er  in  life  number  two,  and  including  Cuti
as  well,  all  these  Cittas  take  the  past  visible  object  as  object.
Therefore,  the  object of Cuti  in  one  life  is  not the  same  as the
object of Patisandhi  in  next life.

Then   Manodvaravaj].ana   and   the   seven   Javanas   take
the   Patisandhi   as   ob].ect.    Patisandhi    here   means   not   only
Patisandhi  Citta  but also  Cet:asikas that accompany it and  R0pa
born  of  Kamma.  In  the  sixth  chapter  you  will  study  material
properties.  There  are  some  material  properties  that  are  born
of,  or that are  produced  by  Kamma  and  those that are  born  of
Citta,  and  ot:hers that are  born  of temperature,  and  those that
are  born  of Ahara  or food.  At  t:he  moment  of conception  as  a
human  being,  let  us  say,  there  arise the  Patisandhi  Citta  which
is  a  Vipaka  Citta   (Kamavacara  Sahetuka  Vipaka  or  Upekkha
SantTrar]a),  and  then  Cetasikas  going  along  with   it:,  and  then
thirty  particles  of  matter.  There  are  thirty  kinds  of  material
properties  arising.  So  here  by  Patisandhi  we  mean  Patisandhi
Citt:a,  Cetasikas  accompanying   it,  and   Rdpa   born  of  Kamma.
There  are thirty  kinds  of mat:erial  properties for human  beings
and  for  ot:hers  born  out:  of the  womb  of  a  mother.  So  in  the
new life the first Javana  process takes the  Patisandhi  as object.
These Javanas are always  LobhamDla  Cittas.

On  the  next  page  (I  read  it  last time  also.)  with  regard
to  the  sign  of destiny there  is  a  difference  of opinion  amongst
teachers.  It is said  in  the  CMA:

"In  the  case  of the  sign  of  destiny  as  object,  different
teachers        advance        conflicting       .interpretations.        Some
commentators,   including   the   author   of  the   Vt.bfr5v+'n7-Tfika£±,
hold  that  the  sign  of  destiny  is  necessarily  a  present  visible
form  apprehended  at the  mind  door."  (CMA, v, Guide to §38, p.224)

11   That is the usual Tj:ka on the Abh/-dhammattf}asahgaha.
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That  V/.bh5v+'n7-T/-k5 takes  the  sign  of dest:iny to  be  only
Rdpa,  only  visible  object.  It  is  presented  or  it  is  taken,  only
through  mind-door.

"They  interpret  Acariya  Anuruddha's  statement  in  the
text as  meaning:   `When  the  object  is  a  sign  of kamma  it  may
be  perceived  at  any  of the  six  doors  and  may  be  present  or
past;  when  it  is  a  sign  of  destiny  it  is  perceived  at  the  sixth
door,   i.e.   the   mind   door,   and   is   present.'   "   (CMA,  v,  Guide  to  §38,
p.224)

The   reading   as   we   find   it   can   mean   anything,   not
necessarily  as  interpretted  by  the  V/.bh5v/.r}/--T7k5,  So  we  can
have  another  interpretation  of  it.  The  other  teachers  do  not
accept that interpretation.

"Other  commentators,   including   LedT  Sayadaw,   reject

this  interpretation  as  forced  and  too  narrow.  They  argue  that
Acariya  Anuruddha  must  be  taken  at  his  word  as  holding  the
wider view that the  sign  of destiny can  be  past or present and
may  appear at  any  of the  Six  doors,"  (CMA, v, Guide to §38, p.224)

This   is   the   view   taken   by   LedT   Sayadaw   and   other
ancient Commentators as well.

"LedT   Sayadaw   asserts   that   when   the   Abhidhamma

texts  commonly  speak  of  the   sign   of  destiny  as  a   present
visible  object  appearing  at  the  mind  door,  this  is  said  by  way
of  its  usual  manifestation  ..."  (CMA, v, Guide to §38, p.224)

What  Sayadaw  meant  is  that  it  must  be  taken  as  a
general statement.

"...  but does not mean that it does  not become manifest
in  other  Ways ,... "  (CMA, v, Guide to §38, p.224)

That means not only  Rdpa  (visible object).
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".„  for example,  as the  groans  of those  in  hell  ..."  (CMA, v,
Guide to  §38,  p.224)

That means sound.

``...  Or  as  celestial  music  or  fragrance,  etc."  (CMA, v, Guide to

§38,  p.224)

They   can   also   be   signs   of  destiny   according   to   LedT
Sayadaw.

In  the  story  of the  father of Sona  which  I  told  you  last
time,  first  he  saw  the  flowers.  That  is  Kamma-nimitta.  Then
later   on   he   saw   the   celestial   nymphs.   And   he   may   have
experienced  the  fragrance  of the  celestial  flowers.  And  also  in
the  story  of  Dhammika  Upasaka  the  sign  of destiny  appeared
to  him  in  the form  of celestial  beings  coming  to  him  in  celestial
chariots.  And then  they asked  him  to  step  int:o their respective
chariots.  So according to  LeqT Sayadaw, the sign  of destiny can
be of any kind  and taken through  any of the six sense-doors.

This   is   the   Kamavacara   death   and   the   Kamavacara
Patisandhi.    Next    is    Rdpavacara    Patisandhi    or    Rt]pavacara
rebirt:h-consciousness.

"In    the    case    of   rebirth-linking    in    the   fine-material

sphere,   the   object   is   a   concept   and   is   always   a   sign   of
kamma,"  (CMA, v,  §39, p.224)

When  a   person  practises  meditation  to  get  Jhana,   he
takes  the  Kasina  object,  the  corpses,  or  beings  and  so  on  as
an   ob].ect  of  meditation.   When   he  takes   any   one   of  these
objects  as  object,  it  later  becomes  what  is  called  counterpart
sign.   Counterpart  sign   means  the  exact  repl,ica   of  what  the
meditator is contemplating  on.  In the case of the earth  Kasina,
for    example,    at    first    it.   is    the    real    earth     Kasina.     He
contemplates  on  it  as  ``earth,  earth,  earth"  again,  again  and
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again.   Then   after   some   time   he   is   able   to   memorize   the
image.  So  he  could  see  the  image  in  his  mind's  eye  without
looking  at the  disk.  Then  he dwells  upon  that sign  again,  again
and  again  until  that sign  becomes free from  blemishes,  shining
like  the  disk Of the  moon  and  so  on.  At that: time  it  becomes  a
Pafifiatti.  First  it  is  an  earth  Kasipa;  so  when  he  says,  "earth,
earth"   it   is    a    Paramattha    (ultimate    reality).    Later   on    it
becomes   an    image.   Then    it   is   Pafifiatti.    Dwelling   on   that
PaFifiatti,   taking   that   Pafifiatti   as   object,   J`hana   arises.    His
Jhana  takes  that  Pafifiat:ti,  t:hat concept  as  object.  At the  time
of  death,  that  Pafifiatti  is  taken  as  the  object  of  that  death-
relinking   process.   In   the   case   of  rebirth-linking   in   the   fine-
mat:erial  sphere,  the  object  is  a  concept.  As  a  result  of Jhana
attained  in  this  life, the  object of that Jhana  appears to  him  at
cleat:h.  Immediately after death,  as a  result of that Jhana,  he is
reborn  in  t:he  Rtipavacara  realm.  His  relinking  consciousness  is
Rdpavacara  Vipaka.  Since  Rdpavacara  Kusala  and  Rtipavacara
Vipaka  take the  same  object,  the  ob]'ect  of RDpavacara  Vipaka
which  is  Patisandhi  there  is  also  the  concept.  So  in  the  case  of
rebirth-linking  in  fine-material  sphere  (Rdpavacara), the object
is   a   concept.   It   is   always   a   sign   of  Kamma.   That  object  is
called  a  sign  of  Kamma,  not  sign  of  destiny  and  not  Kamma
itself.

"So  too,  in  the  case  of rebirth-linking  in  the  immaterial

sphere,   the   object   -   which   may   be   a   sublime   state   or  a
concept,   which   ever   is   appropriate   -   is   always   a   sign   of
kamma."  (CMA, v,  §39, p.224)

The  ob]-ect  of  Ardpavacara  Patisandhi  is  also  a  sign  of
Kamma.  But  here  the  sign  of  Kamma  may  be  ultimate  reality
or  a  concept.  You  know  t:hat  the  object  of  first  Aropavacara
Kusala  is  the  concept  of  infinite  space.  The  third  ArDpavacara
Kusala   object   is   the   nothingness   of   the   first   Artipavacara
Kusala.    When    Arcipavacara    Vipaka    arises    as    a    result    of
Artipavacara   Kusala,  it  takes  the  same  ob].ect.  The  object  of
the   first   Artipavacara    Patisandhi    is   the   concept   of   infinit:e
space.  The  ob]'ect  of  the  third  Ardpavacara   Patisandhi  is  the
concept  of  the  nothingness  of  the  first  Artipavacara  Citta.  In
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the  case  of the  first and  the  third  Artipavacara  Patisandhis  the
ob].ect is concept.

But the  object of the  second  Art]pavacara  Kusala  is the
first  Ardpavacara  Citta.  The  `object  of the  fourth  Aropavacara
Kusala  is  the  third  Ardpavacara  Kusala  Citta.  In  that  case  the
object  of Art]pavacara  is  Mahaggata  because  RDpavacara  and
Art]pavacara  Cittas are  called  Mahaggata  Cittas.  So  in the case
of   second   and   fourth   Arcipavacara   Patisandhi   the   ob].ect   is
Paramattha,  the  object  is  ultimate  reality  which  is  called  here
Mahaggata.  The  ob].ect  of Ardpavacara  Patisandhi  in  general  is
a  Sublime  state    (Mahaggata)  whether  it  is  ultimate  reality  or
a  concept,  as  the  case  may  be.  It  is  always  a  sign  of Kamma
or Kamma-nimitta.  The  object of Rtipavacara  and Artipavacara
Patisandhi    is   always   Kamma-nimitta,   sign   of   Kamma.   The
object   of  Aropavacara   Patisandhi   is   some   concept   or  some
Paramattha  (some  ultimate  reality)  or  here  some  Mahaggata
Object.

Now  mindless  beings  -  "In  the  case  of  non-percipient
beings  (in  the  case  of  mindless  beings),  only  t:he  vital  nonad
becomes  est:ablished   in  the  way  of  rebirth-linking."  (CMA, v,  §39,
p.226)

That    means    only    that    group    of    Rdpa     becomes
Patisandhi.   For  them,   Patisandhj   has   no   Citta.   For   mindless
beings   Patisandhi   means   just   the   nine   material   properties.
They are  called `materially  reborn' or `beings that  have  matter
as  Patisandhi'.   No  Cittas  or  Cet:asikas  arise  for  these  beings,
They  are  reborn  there  like  statues.  The  difference  between  a
statue   and   these   beings   is   that  t:hey   have   this   JTvita-rtipa
(material  life  faculty)  while  the  ordinary  statues  have  no  life
faculty.

"Those   in   the   immaterial   planes   are   called   mentally

reborn."  (CMA, v, §39, p.226)

That   is   those    in   Arcipavacara   who    have   Artipa    as
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Patisandhi  or who  have  non-matt:er as  Pa{isandhi.

"The   rest  are   called   mat:erially  and   mentally  reborn."
(CMA, V,  §39,  p.226)

The  rest,  such  as  human  beings  and  Devas,  are  called
mentally   and   materially   reborn.   They   are   those   who   have
Rdpa  as  well  as  Ardpa  at  Patisandhi.  There  are  beings  whose
Patisandhis   just   consist   of   Nama.   There   are   beings   whose
Patisandhis  just  consist  of  Rdpa,  There  are  others  who  have
Patisandhis which  consists of both  Nama  and  Rtipa.

We  come  to  what  rebirth  follows  what  Cuti  -  where
beings   can   be   reborn   after   death   from   certain   realms   or
existences.  The  information  given  in  the  Manua/ itself (I  mean
the  original   Pa!i  manuscript.)   is  general  information.  It  is  not
detailed.

We  have  made  a  detailed  Chart:  (see  CMA,  v,  Table  5.7,  p.23o),
First  let  us  understand  this  general  statement.  The translation
of the first verse  is  not quite good,  but I think it is all  right.

"When  one  passes away from  an  immaterial  realm,  one

may  be  reborn  in  superior  immaterial  realms  but  not  in  lower
immaterial  realms ,... "  (CMA, v, §40, p.226)

So  here  what  I  want  to  ask  is:  What  about  the  same
realm?  It  doesn't  say  anything  about  the  same  realm.  But  in
the  guide  (see CMA, v,  Guide to  §4o,  p.227),   in  the  explanation  on  the
next    page    it    is    correct.    And    also    here    one    word     is
misunderstood.     The     Pa!i     word    `Param'    does    nQ±    mean
`superior'.  It means  after -so  after the Art]pavacara  Cuti,  it is
like  that.   After  the  Artipavacara   Cuti  there  are  Artipavacara
Patisandhis, except for the  lower Ardpavacara  Patisandhis. That
means  those   born   in  Artipavacara   realms  are   not  reborn   in
lower  Brahma  worlds.  They  may  be  reborn  in  same  realm  or
also    in   a    higher   realm.   That   is   for   those   who   die   from
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Art]pavacara      realms.      Why?      Because      when      they     get
ArdpEivacara   Jhanas,   t:he   lower  Jhanas   disappear.   Since  the
lower Jhanas  disappear,  they  don't  get the  lower Jhanas  once
they get to the Art]pavacara  realm.  They cannot  practise  lower
Jhanas  there.  Since  they  do  not  get  lower Jhanas  there,  they
are  not  reborn   in   lower  Brahma  worlds.   If  they  are  reborn,
they are  born  in the same  realm  or in the upper realms.

And   also   not   only   that,   they   can   be   reborn   in   the
Kamavacara   plane   with   Tihetuka   Patisandhi.   Aft:er   death   in
Artipavacara  what  Patisandhi  can  follow?  We  will  come  to  that
lat:er  when  We  read  the  Chart  (see CMA, v, Table 5.7,  p.23o).   So  there
are  four  Arc]pavacara   Patisandhis  and  then  four  Kamavacara
Patisandhis accompanied  by three  roots.

Why  are  they   not  reborn   in   Rdpavacara?   It  may   be
difficult  to  understand.  It  means  that  they  lost  Jhanas  there.
As   a   result   of  the  Jhana   they  got  as   human   beings   or  as
Devas,    they    are    reborn     in    Arcipavacara     realm.     In    the
Ardpavacara  realm  they  lost t:heir Jhanas.  Since  they  lost their
Jhanas,  they  could  not  be  reborn  in  the  Brahma  realms.  They
cannot   be   reborn   in   any   Brahma   realm   as   they   have   lost
Jhana.  So  they  come  back  t:o  Kamavacara  realm.  When  they
come  back  to  Kamavacara  realm,  their  rebirth   is  one  of  the
three-root  Kamavacara   rebirths,  one  of  the  Tihetuka   Cittas.
Why   are   they   not   reborn   as   Dvihetuka,   one   who   has   two
roots?  In  the  explanation  it  is  said  if they  fall  away  from  their
Jhana  attainment  -  that  means  if  they  lose  Jhana  there  -
they  are  reborn  in  the  sensuous  plane  by  the  power  of their
access  concentration.  This  access  concentration   is  not  in  t:he
Arcipavacara  realm.  Access  concentration  here  does  not  mean
in    the    Arcipavacara     realm     because     if    there     is    access
concentration  there,  then  there  is  always Jhana.  But they  lose
Jhana   there.   They  fall   away  from   Jhana   there.   The   access
concentration   ment:ioned   here  belongs  to  a   previous  life.   So
when  they  get  Jhana,  as  a   human   being,  let  us  say,  in  the
process of Jhana they have  Parikamma,  Upacara, Anuloma  and
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GotrabhD.  They  are  called   access  concentration,   Before  that
also  what  they  get  is  also  called  access  concentration.  As  a
result of those  moments  of access concentration  or as a  result
of  Kamma,   they  are   reborn   in   the   Kamavacara   realm   with
three  roots  as  Patisandhi,  not  two  roots.  This  is  because  the
access concentrat:ion  which  they achieved  in  previous  lives was
strong.  Access  concentration  is  very  strong,  Before  they  were
reborn  as  ArDpavacara  beings,  they  practised  medit:ation  and
got   access   concentration.    After   they   die    as   Ardpavacara
beings,  by  the  power  of  access  concent:ration  achieved  in  the
lives  that  preceded  t:heir  rebirth  in  Arnpavacara   realm,  they
are  reborn  with  three  roots,  not two  roots,  nor without  roots.
One  from  the  Art]pavacara  realm  may  be  also  reborn  in  the
sensuous plane with three-root rebirth-consciousness.

"When  one  passes  away  from  the  fine-material  sphere

(from I:he  RDpavacara  realm),  one  is  not reborn  without root:s."
(CMA, V,  §40,  p.226)

A  Brahma  cannot  be  reborn  as  a  human  being  or  as  a
Deva  with  two  roots.  Also  a  Brahma  cannot  be  reborn  with  no
roots.  So a  Brahma  cannot be directly  reborn  as an  animal.

There  is  a  story  in  the  Dhammapada  where  when  the
Buddha  saw  a   pig  He  smiled,  Ananda  asked  why  He  smiled.
The  Buddha  said,  "That  was  once  a  Brahma."  That  does  not
mean  she was  reborn  directly as a  pig  from  Brahma world,  but
indirectly  she  had  come  from  t:hat  world.  That  means  maybe
first  she  was  reborn  as  a  human  being  and  then  later  reborn
as   a   pig,   So   a   Brahma   may   not   be   reborn   directly   from
ArCipavacara  or Rcipavacara  realms  into  human  world  as  a  two-
root or rootless  being.  And  a  Brahma  cannot be directly reborn
in the four woeful  states.

"When  one  passes  away from  the  fine-material  sphere,

one  is  not  reborn  without  roots.  After  passing  away  from  a
three-rooted   existence   in   the  sensuous   plane ,... "   (CMA,  v,  §4o,
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That: is Kamavacara.

p.226)

So, t:hat means after Kamavacara  Cuti with three roots,
"...  one  may  be  reborn  anywhere."  (CMA, v, §4o, p.226)

That is the  power of human  beings.  A human  being  can
be  reborn  in  the  fourth  Ardpavacara  plane,  the  highest  plane
or  in  the  lowest  hell,  that  is,  AVTci.  A  human  being  with  three-
root  rebirth-consciousness  can  be  reborn  anywhere  in  the  31
planes  of existence.  He  can  go  up  to  the  top  of the  planes  or
he can  go down to the bottom  of the planes.

"After  passing  away  from  a  three-rooted  existence  in

the  sensuous  plane,  one  may  be  reborn  anywhere."  (CMA, v, §4o,
p.226)

"The  rest  (i.e.  those  who  pass  away with  two  roots and
no  roots)  are  reborn  only  in  the  sense-sphere  realms."  (CMA, v,
§40,  p.226)

Who are those who  pass away wit:h two  roots? They are
some  human  beings and  some  Devas.  Who are those that pass
away   with   no   roots?  Those   who   pass   away   from   the   four
woeful  states  have  no  roots.  They  are  reborn  only  in  sense-
sphere  realms.  They  are  reborn  only  in   Kamavacara  worlds.
They can  be  reborn with  Patisandhi  of either two or three  roots
in  Kamavacara  realms only.

So  this   is   a   brief  statement.   It:  doesn't   mention   the
difference  of Patisandhis for those who are  Puthujjanas and for
those who  are Ariyas  or who  are  enlightened.  We  have to  find
out  t:he  potential  rebirths  for  Puthujjanas  and  for  those  who
have gained  enlightenment.
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"In   the   case    of   noble    disciples   there   can    be    no

regression  from  a .superior type  of death  consciousness  to  an
inferior type of rebirth  consciousness."  (CMA,:v, Guide §4o, p.227)

For Noble  Disciples there can  be  no going  down.

"...  there  can  be  no  regression  from  a  superior type  of
death      consciousness     to      an      inferior     type     of     rebirth
Consciousness."  (CMA, v, Guide to §4o, p,227)

So  when  they  are  reborn,  their  rebirth-consciousness
will  be three-root Patisandhi.

"All    noble   disciples   pass   away   with    a   three-rooted

death  consciousness,  since  wit:hout three  roots  it  is  impossible
to  have  attained  the  path  and  fruit."  (CMA, v, Guide to §4o, p.227)

All  those  Noble  Persons  or  all  those  who  have  gained
enlightenment die with three-root cleat:h-consciousness.

"Noble  disciples  still  in  training  ..."  (CMA, v, Guide to §4o, p.227)

That means Sotapannas, SakadagamTs and AnagamTs.

"...  re-arise  either  in  the  same  plane  or  in   a  superior

Plane;"  (CMA, v,  Guide to §4o,  p.227)

What  do  you  think  of  that?  Can  you  agree  with  that?
Yes?  What  about  SakadagamTs?  A  SakadagamT  dies  here  and
then  is  reborn  as a  Deva  and  then  he  comes  back to  Manussa
Loka,  I  mean  he  comas  back  as  a  human  being.  That  is  why
he  is  called  a  SakadagamT,  a  Once-returner.   But  if  you  take
rebirt:h  as a  human  being  and  rebirth  as a  Deva  as the same,  it
may  be  OK.  Actually  this  sentence  applies  to   Brahmas  only.
Enlightened  Brahmas  are  not reborn  in  a  lower plane.

We  must be  careful.  When  it says  plane,  it  is  one thing.
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When  it says  rebirth-consciousness,  it is  another.  They acquire
the  same  kind  of rebirth-consciousness  or a  superior one.  This
is  for  Noble  Disciples.  They  acquire  either  the  same  type  of
rebirth-consciousness or a  superior one.

"Of course,  those  who  have  reached  the  path  and  fruit
of Arahantship  do  not  take  rebirth  in  any  plane  after  death."
(CMA, V,  Guide to  §40,  p.227)

There   is  a   saying   in   the  Commentaries  and   in   other
treatises  that  in  the  scheme  of  31   planes  of  existence  I:here
are   three   planes  that  are   called   Settha   Bhava   -   excellent
planes.  There  are  three  excellent  plan:s  among  the  31  planes
of existence.  They  are  Vehapphala,  Akanittha  and  Nevasafifia-
nasafifiayatana.   These   three   are   called  .:xcellent   realms   or
excellent  planes,  It  is  said  t:hat  a  Noble  Person  born  there  will
not  be  reborn  in  another  plane.  For  example,  a  Noble  Person
who   is   reborn   in   Vehapphala   will   not   be   reborn   in   another
plane.   If  he  is  going  to  be  reborn,   he  will   be  reborn  in  that
same  plane.  He  will  definitely  become  an  Arahant  and  attain
Parinibbana.    Also    a    Noble    Disciple,    who    is    reborn    in    the
topmost  realm,  will   not  be  reborn.   So  they  are  called  three
excellent planes or three excellent existences.

In   the  five  abodes  of  pure   beings,   the   Suddhavasa,
AnagamTs  will  not  be  reborn  again  in  their  respective  realms.
They will  be reborn  in  higher planes.

There  is  one  thing  mentioned  in  the  Sammohav/.r}odan7
and  that  is  that  Sotapannas  and  SakadagamTs,  when  they  are
reborn   in   Rtipavacara   plane,  will   not  come  back  here  to  the
Kamavacara   plane,  They  will   attain   Parinibbana  there  in  the
Ripavacara    plane.    So    although    Sotapannas    have    seven
rebirths   and   SakadagamTs,    let   us   say,    have   one   or   two
rebirths,  if they  are  reborn  in  the  Rt]pavacara  plane,  they  will
not    come    back    here,    A    Sotapanna,    who    is    reborn    in
Rtipavacara,   maybe   he   will   go   up,   up,   and   up.   He   will   not
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come   down   to   Kamavacara   plane.   They   are   termed   Jhana
AnagamTs.   They   do   not   come   back   here   by   t:he   power   of
Jhana.  They  are  not  real,  true  AnagamTs,  but  they  are  called
Jhana  AnagamTs.

NOW  let  uS  90  to  the  Chart  (see  CMA,  v,  Table  5.7,  p.23o).   It:  is
very   detailed.   The   charts   show   Cutis   and   which   Patisandhis
may  follow   them.   The   first  few   pages   are   for   Puthujjanas,
worldlings.  A  Puthujjana  who dies from  the fourth Arc]pavacara
may  be  reborn  in  the  fourt:h  ArDpavacara  plane  itself  and  also
he  may  be  reborn  in  human  world  and  six  Deva  worlds.  So  a
person   who   dies   from   fourth   Artipavacara   plane   cannot   be
reborn  as  a  Rt]pavacara   Brahma.   He  will  be  reborn  in  fourth
Ardpavacara  plane  or  if he  loses  Jhana,  then  he  will  be  reborn
in  the  Kamavacara  plane,  Kama-sugati,  human  beings through
ParanimmitavasavattT,     number     5-11     (human     and     Deva
realms), The chart shows `present Bhdmi' -that means in this
life,  and  Patisandhi  Citta  is  in  the  new  life  or  next  life.

Now third  Art]pavacara  -  a  person  who  dies from  third
Artipavacara  plane  dies  with  a  third  Aropavacara  Cuti  Citta.  He
can  be  reborn  in  third  and  fourth  Arnpavacara  realms,  Also  if
he   loses  Jhana,   he  can   be   reborn   in  the iKama-sugati,   5-11
(human   and   Deva   realms).  The   Patisandhi   Citta  will   be  third
Artipavacara       Vipaka,       fourth       Ardpavacara       Vipaka       or
Kamavacara Vipaka  accompanied  by three  roots.

A   person   dying   from   second   Arcipavacara   realm   dies
with   second   Artipavacara   Vipaka   as   Cuti   Citta.   He   can   be
reborn  with  the  second,  third  and  fourth  Artlpavacara  Vipaka
as  Patisandhi  Citta  or  he  may  be  reborn  in  Kamavacara  Sugati
with  three-root Kamavacara Vipaka  as  Patisandhi.

Now   first  Ardpavacara   -   a   person   dying   from   first
Aropavacara  plane  dies  with  first Aropavacara  Vipaka.  He  may
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be   reborn   with   any   one   of   all   four   Art]pavacara   Vipakas
because  he  can  be  reborn  in  the  same  realm  or  in  the  upper
realms,  He  can  be  reborn  in  all  four Aropavacara  realms  or he
may  be  reborn  in  the  Kama-sugati,  The  Patisandhi  Cittas  are
first   through   fourth   Ardpavacara   Vipakas   and   Kamavacara
Vipaka four accompanied  by three  roots.

Realms   23-27   (Suddhavasa   or   Pure  Abodes)   do   not
apply.  In  the  books they are  omitted.  I  wanted  t:o  put  in  all  31
planes,  but these  planes do  not apply  here.  Only AnagamTs are
reborn  in these  realms. There  are  no  Puthujjanas.  Now we  are
talking  about Puthujjanas,  so they do  not apply here.

Number 22 Asafifia-satta,  mindless  beings  -they have
no  Cuti  Citta.  Their  Cuti  is  matter  only.  They  can  be  reborn  in
Kama-sugati.  Their Patisandhi  Cittas  may  be  either two-root or
three-root  Kamavacara  Vipaka.  They  will   not  be  reborn  with
rootless   Kamavacara  Vipaka   because   of  the   power  of  their
Jhana.  They  are  not  reborn  in  the  four woeful  states  and  they
are  not reborn  as  human  beings with  rootless  Patisandhi.

Now Vehapphala  -when  Brahmas die from Vehapphala
they  die  with  fifth  Rtipavacara  Vipaka  as  Cut:i  Citta.  They  can
be  reborn  in  all  realms  except  the  four  woeful  states,  If they
remain    Puthu]'janas,    they   cannot    be    reborn    in   five    Pure
Abodes,  as  they  must  be  AnagamTs  to  realize  rebirth  in  those
realms.  They  may  as  Puthu].janas  develop  Jhanas  and  at:t:ain
rebirth   as  Arc]pavacara   Brahmas  or  develop  fifth   Jhana   in   a
special way and  attain  rebirth as Asafifia-satta.

The  beings  of  Subhakinha  die  with  fourth   Rdpavacara
Vipaka.  The  same  holds  true  here.  They  cannot  be  reborn  in
23-27   (Suddhavasa).   They   can   be   reborn   in   planes   5-22
(human,    Deva    and    Brahma    realms),    and    planes    28-31
(Vehapphala,              Akanittha,              Nevasafifianasafifiayatana).
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Appamanasubha    is    the    same,    All    these    beginning    with
Brahmaparisaj].a  are  the  same.  These  beings  can  be  born  in
planes  5-22  (human,  Deva  and  Brahma  realms),  or planes  28-
31    (Vehapphala,   Akanittha,    Nevasafifianasafifiayatana).    The
difference     is     only     I:he     Cuti     consciousness.     Number     20
(Subhakiriha),   19   (Appamanasubha),   and   18   (Parittasubha),
have  fourth  Rtipavacara  Vipaka  as  Cuti  consciousness.  Beings
in     number    17    (Abhassara),     16    (Appamar`abha)    and     15
(Parittabha)  have  second  and  third  Rcipavacara  Vipaka  Cittas
as   Cuti   consciousness.    Number   12   (Brahma-parisajja),    13
(Brahma-purohjta),  &  14  (Mahabrahma)  have  first  Rtipavacara
Vipaka  as  Cuti  consciousness.  The  new  Bhdmi  should  be  5-22
(human,  Deva  and  Brahma  realms),  and  28-31  (Vehapphala,
Akanittha,  Nevasafifianasafifiayatana),

Now  ParanimmitavasavattT  -  this  is  the  highest  of the
six   Deva   realms.   Those   who   die   with   two+oot   Kamavacara
VipEika,  those  having  Cuti  not  accompanied  by  wisdom,  may
be   reborn   in   realms   1-11   (four  woeful   states,   human   realm
and    Deva   realms),   all   Kamavacara    realms.   The   Patisandhi
Cittas  may  be  Upekkha  SantTrarias two,  or  Kamavacara.Vipaka
eight    with    either    two    or    three    roots.    After    t:hree-root
Kamavacara   Vipaka   four  they   can   be   reborn   in   all   realms
except Suddhavasa  because they have three-root  Kamavacara
Cuti.     After    three-root     Kamavacara     Cutis    there     are     all
possibilities.

The  rest down to  Catummaharajika  are the same.  Aft:er
two-root Kamavacara  Vipaka the  new  Bhtimi  is all  Kamavacara
Bhdmis.  And  the  Patisandhi  is  Upekkha  SantTraT]a  two,  or two-
root    Kamavacara    Vipaka    four,    or   three-root    Kamavacara
Vipaka   four.   For   Puthujjanas   after   Kamavacara   Vipaka   four
wit:h   three   roots  there   are   all   possibilities   except   rebirth   in
Suddh5vasa  realms.

With   regard   to   Catummahara]'ika   and   human   beings
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dying  with  Kusala-vipaka  SantTrapa,  that  is  rootless  Cuti,  they
may  be  reborn  in  1-11  (all  Kamavacara  realms).  They  may  be
reborn  with  Patisandhis  that  are  two  Upekkha  SantTrapas  and
eight   Kamavacara   Mahavipakas.   After  two-root   Kamavacara
Vipaka    there    are    same    possibilities   as    rootless   Cuti.    For
Puthujjanas  dying  with  three-root  Kamavacara  Vipaka  Cittas,
Patisandhi  in  all  realms except Suddhavasa  is  possible.

The   above   stat:ements   are   t:rue   generally.   The   chart
that  is  being  described  is for Puthu].janas only,  so  planes  23-27
(Suddhavasa)  should  be  excluded  in  cases  where  it  is  stated
that all  possibilit:ies  may  arise.

Now  the  Asurakaya   is  one  of  the  four  woeful  states.
The   Cuti   Citta   of  these   beings   is   Akusala-vipaka   SantTrapa
accompanied   by   Upekkha.   They   can   be   reborn   in   1-11   (all
Kamavacara   realms).  Their  Patisandhi   Citta   may   be  the  t:wo
Upekkha  SantTranas  and  the  eight  Kamavacara  Mahavipakas.
The    same    is    true    for   the    other   three    -    Petti-visaya,
Tiracchana-yoni  and  Niraya.

By   consulting    this   chart   we   can    understand    which
Patisandhi   can   follow   which    Cuti.    We.  can   also   underst:and
wh.ere  beings  can  be  reborn.  A  person  who  is  born  in  hell  can
be  reborn  in  hell  again  or  in  other  woeful  states,  or  in  human
realm  or in  one of the six Deva  realms.  A person  who  is reborn
in   hell   can   even   go   up   to   Deva    realm.   This   chart   is   for
Puthujjanas.

Now  let  uS  look  at  the  Chart  for Ariyas  (see CMA, v, Table 5.7,
p.232).    An    Enlightened    Person    who    dies    from    the    fourth
Ardpavacara    realm    may    be    reborn    again    in    I:he    fourth
Ardpavacara  realm  or  he  will  become  an  Arahant  and  not  be
reborn    in    any    plane.    He    can    be    reborn    only    in    fourth
Ardpavacara    realm    so    his    Patisandhi    Citt:a    will    be    fourth
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ArDpavacara  Vipaka  only.

An  Ariya   who  dies  from  third  Art]pavacara   plane  dies
with  third  Ardpavacara  Vipaka  Cuti  Citta.  He  can  be  reborn  in
plane  30  (third  Ardpavacara  realm)  or 31  (fourth Artipavacara
realm).  The  Patisandhis there  are  respectively third  and  fourth
Artipavacara  Vipaka  Citta.

An  Ariya  who  dies from  second  Artipavacara  realm  with
Cuti  Citta  that  is  second  Art]pavacara  Vip5ka  can  be  reborn  in
realms  29-31  (second,  third  and  fourth  Art]pavacara  realms).
The  Patisandhi  Cittas  are second,  third  and  fourth Ar]pavacara
Vipaka  respectively.

An  Ariya   dying  from  first  ArDpavacara   plane   has  first
Artipavacara  Vipaka  Citta  as  Cuti.  He  ca,n  be  reborn  in  realms
28-31   (first,   second,   t:hird   and   fourth  Aropavacara   realms).
And     so    the     Patisandhi     Cittas     are    first    t:hrough     fourth
Artipavacara Vipakas.

From  Akanittha  there  is  no  rebirth.  A  person  who  dies
from  Akanittha  dies with  fift:h  Rtipavacara  Vipaka  as Cuti.  There
is  no  rebirth  for him.  He  becomes an Arahant in that realm.

For   a    person    from    SudassT,    his    Cuti    Citta    is   fift:h
Rdpavacara  Citta.  He  may  be  reborn  in  a  higher plane,  so  #27
(Akanittha).  The  Patisandhi  Citta  is  fift:h  Rtipavacara  Vipaka.

A    person     from     Sudassa,     his     Cuti     Citta     is    fifth
Rt]pavacara  Citta  and  he  can  be  reborn  in  two  higher  planes,
26  or  27   (SudassT  or  Akanittha).  The   Patisandhi   Citta   is  fifth
Rdpavacara  Vipaka.
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And   Atappa   -   a   person   dying   from   Atappa   can   be
reborn  in  planes  25,  26  &  27  (Sudassa,  SudassT  & Akanittha).
The   Cuti   Citta   and   Patisandhi   Citta   will   be   fifth   RDpavacara
Vipaka,

The  person  dying  from  Aviha  can   be  reborn  in  24-27
(Atappa,  Sudassa,  SudassT,  Akanittha).   His  Patisandhi  Citta  is
fifth  Rcipavacara Vipaka.

AsafiFia-satta   does   not   apply   because   there   are   no
Enlightened  Persons  in that realm.

An   Ariya   dying   from   Vehapphala   can    be   reborn    in
Vehapphala  only  because  it  is  one  of the  excellent  planes.  It  is
said  that  an  Ariya  who  is  reborn  in  Vehapphala,  Akanittha  and
fourth  Artipavacara  realm  is  not  reborn  anywhere.  He  may `be
reborn  in Vehapphala  itself only.

An  Ariya  dying  frorri  Subhakiriha  has  a  Cuti  Citta  which
is  fourth  Aropavacara  Vipaka.  He  may  be  reborn  in  realms  20
(Subhakinha),   21   (Vehapphala),   23-31   (Pure  Abodes  and   all
Arcipavacara  realms).  The  Patisandhi  Citta  will  be  either fourth
or   fifth   Rdpavacara   Vipaka,   or   it   will   be   one   of   the   four
Art]pavacara Vipaka.

Appamariasubha        -        an        Ariya        dying        from
Appamar}asubha  can  be  reborn  in  Appamar]asubha  again  and
also   higher  planes,   so   19-21   (Appamanasubha,   Subhakir]ha,
Vehapphala),    23-31    (Suddhavasa    realms   and   Artipavacara
realms).  There  is  no  rebirth  for  Enlightened  Beings  in  Asafifia-
satta,     22.     His    Patisandhi    will     be    either    fourth    or    fift:h
RDpavacara    Vipaka    Citta,    or    it   will    be    one    of   the    four
Aropavacara Vipaka  Cit:t:as.
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A     person     dying     from      Parittasubha      has     fourth
Rt]pavacara  Vipaka  as  Cuti.  He  may  be  reborn  in  Parittasubha
itself,      and      also      19-21      (Appamar)asubha,      Subhakipha,
Vehapphala),     and    then     23-31     (Suddhavasa     realms    and
Arcipavacara  realms).

An   Ariya   dying   from  Abhassara   may   have   Cuti   Citta
that  is  either  second  or  third  Rt]pavacara  Vipaka.   He  can  be
reborn       in-       realms        17-21        (Abhassara,       Parittasubha,
Appamanasubha,          Subhakipha,          Vehapphala),           23-31
(Suddhavasa  realms  and  Art]pavacara  realms).  The  Patisandhi
Cittas   are  second   through   fifth   RDpavacara   Vipaka,   or  they
may be four Ardpavacara Vipaka  Cittas.

Appam5r]abha   -   an   Ariya   dying   from   Appam5pabha
dies  with  the  second  or  third  Rdpavacara  Vipaka.  He  may  be
reborn    in    16-21    (Appamariabha,    Abhassara,    Parittasubha,
Appamapasubha,      Subhakinha,      Vehapphala),      and      23-31
(Suddhavasa  realms  and  Arcipavacara  realms).  The  Patisandhi
Cittas  are  second  through  fifth   Rtipavacara  Vipaka   and  four
Artipavacara Vipaka  Cittas.

An  Ariya  who  dies  in   Parittabha   may  have  second  or
third   Rdpavacara  Vipaka   as  Cuti   Citta.   He  can   be   reborn   in
Parittabha  again  or  in  the  upper  realms  with  the  exception  of
Asafifia-satt:a.

And  Mahabrahma  -  an  Ariya  dying  from  Mahabrahma
will  die  with  first  RHpavacara  Vipaka  as  Cuti  consciousness.  He
can   be   reborn   in   #14   (Mahabrahm5   realm)   itself  and   then
upper       realms       except       Asafifia-satt:a.        His        Patisandhi
consciousness   is   first   through   fifth    Rtipavacara   Vipaka,   or
Ardpavacara Vipaka  four.
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Brahmapurohita   -  those  dying   from   Brahmapurohita
can  be  reborn  in the same  realm  again,  #13  (Brahma-purohita
realm), or in the upper ones except AsaFifia-satta.

Those  dying  from  Brahmaparisajja  again  can  be  reborn
again  in  the  same  realm,   #12  (Brahma-parisajja),  or  in  the
upper   planes,   except   Asafifia-satta.   Patisandhi   Citta   is   first
through  fifth  Rcipavacara Vipaka,  or Ardpavacara Vipaka  four.

Now   ParanimmitavasavattT,   the   highest   of  the   Deva
realms  -  since  they  are  Ariyas,  they  die  only  with  three-root
Kamavacara  Vipaka;  they  will  not  have  two  roots.  They  may
be reborn  in the  human  world,  #5  (human  realm),  and  then  in
#6  through  #21   (Deva  realms  and  Rtipavacara  realms),  and
also   23-31   (Suddhavasa   realms   and   Ardpavacara   realms).
Their  Patisandhi   may  be  three-root  Kamavacara  Vipaka  four,
Rtipavacara Vipaka  five,  or Arcipavacara Vipaka four.

The   same   is   true   for   the   lower   Deva   worlds   down
through the Catummaharajika.

And  then  human  beings,  human  beings  as  Enlightened
Persons,  so  three-root  Kamavacara  Vipaka  four  is  their  Cuti
Citta.  They  can  be  reborn  as  human  beings  or  other  beings  in
realms   5-21   (human   realm,   Deva   realms   and   Rdpavacara
realms),   and   23-31    (Suddhavasa    realms   and  .Ardpavacara
realms).     Their     Patisandhi     consciousness     is     Kamavacara
Sahetuka      Vipaka      four,      Rtipavacara      Vipaka      five      and
Aripavacara  Vipaka  four.  The  four  woeful  states  do  not  apply
here because these are  Enlightened  Persons only.

These  are  the  Cutis  and  what  PatisaLndhis  may  follow.
From this chart we  may know where a  person can  be reborn.
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Let us  go to  page  228,  §41  of the  CMA,  the "Continuity
of   Consciousness''.   This   paragraph   shows   that   the   flow   of
consciousness  goes  on,  and  on,  and  on,   like  the  wheel  of  a
cart.

"So,  for  those  who  have  thus  taken  re.birth,  from  the
moment  immediately  following  t:he   cessation   of  the   rebirth-
linking    (consciousness),    that   same   type   of   consciousness
apprehending   that  same  object  flows  on   uninterruptedly   „."
(CMA, V,  §41, p.228)

That    means     if    the     Patisandhi     Citta     is    the    first
Kamavacara      Mahavipaka,     then      that     first      Kamavacara
Mahavipaka  Citta  is  repeated  t:aking  the  same  object  as  the
Patisandhi.

"...   (it)   flows  on   uninterruptedly  like  the  stream   of  a

river,... "  (CMA, v,  §4i, p.228)

Like t:he stream  of a  river this flows  on  and  on.

"...    and    it   does   so    until   the   arising    of   the   death

consciousness,  „."  (CMA, v, §4i, p.228)

So  until  death the  Bhavahga flows.

",..   so   long   as  there   is   no   occurrence   of  a   cognitive

process."  (CMA, v, §4i, p.228)

Actually  Bhavahga  does  not flow  uninterruptedly.  When
Bhavahga  flows,  it  flows  uninterruptedly,  but  there  are  active
thought  processes  arising  in  between  the  flows  of  Bhavahga.
Although  it says,  ``it flows  uninterruptedly,  like  t:he  stream  of a
river",  actually  there   is  interruption.   Whenever  the  cognit:ive
process  arises,  that is,  whenever there are Vlthi  Cittas,  flow of
Bhavahga    stops.    After   the   VTt:hi    Cittas    have   expired,   the
Bhavahga  takes  up  again.  In  one  life  we  have  Bhavahgas  and
we  have  VTthi  Cittas  belonging  to  thought  processes  -  then
Bhavahga  Cittas, Vlthi  Cittas,  Bhavahga  Cittas and  so on.
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"Being   an   essential   factor  of  existence   (or  life),   this

consciousness  is  called  the  life-continuum."  (CMA, v, §4i, p.228)

The  Citta,  which,   let  us  say,  arises  uninterruptedly  all
through   life   -   that   means   when   there   are   no   cognitive
processes  -t:hat  process  is  called  life-continuum  because  it is
an   essential  factor  of  existence.   That  means   if  it  does   not
arise,  existence  would  have to  come  to  an  end.  That  is  why  it
is   called   a   constituent   of   life.   The   Pa!i   word   is   Bhavahga,
`Bhava'  means  life  and  `Ahga'  means  a  path,  constituent  path.

So  it  is  a  constituent  of  life,  That  means  if  it  did  not  arise  life
would  have  ended  immediately  after  Patisandhi  or  something
like that.  So this  is called  Bhavahga.

"At    the    end     of    life,     having     become    the    death
consciousness  on  the  occasion  of  passing  away ,... "  (CMA, v,  §4i,
p.228)

That    means    functioning    as    dying,    performing    the
function   of  dying   as   death-consciousness.   Although   it   says,
"having  become  the  death  consciousness'',  actually  Patisandhi

Citta      does      not      become      death-consciousness.      Death-
consciousness  is  another consciousness  but  of the  same  type.
It is  said  here ``having  become  the  death  consciousness." That
does   not   mean   the   Patisandhi    Citta    becomes   the   death-
consciousness.   Patisandhi.   Citta   arises   and   disappears.   Then
the same type of consciousness arises as Bhavahga  all through
life.  Then  at  the  end  when  death  comes,  it  arises  again.  AI
that time  it is  not called  Patisandhi  or Bhavahga,  but it is  called
Cuti   or  death.   So   it  is   not  that   Patisandhi   has   become  the
death  Citta,  but this  same  type  of cc;nsciousness  arises  which
now performs the function  of dying.

"...   having   become   the   death   consciousness   on   the

occasion  of passing  away,  it then  ceases."  (CMA, v, §4i, p.228)

It arises as death-consciousness and then  it: ceases.
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"Thereafter,  t:he   rebirth-linking   consciousness  and  the

others  Continue to  occur,... "  (CMA, v, §4i, p.228)

Then  again  following  death  there  is  rebirth,

"..,  revolving  in  due  sequence  like  the  wheel  of a  cart."
(CMA, V,  §41,  p.228)

It   goes   on   and   on,   and   on.   In   one   life   there   are
Patisandhi    Citta,    then    Bhavahgas,    VTthi    Cittas    and    Cuti.
Immediately following  Cuti  there  are  Patisandhi  in  anot:her  life,
Bhavahgas   and   Cuti,   and   I:hen   another   life   and   Patisandhi,
Bhavahgas  and  Cuti.  In  this  way,  the  wheel  of life  goes  on  and
on  until  one  becomes  a  Buddha  or an Arahant:.

"This  cognitive  process,  t:he  first  in  the  new  life,  takes

as    ob].ect    the    rebirth-linking    consciousness;    the    javanas
consist  in  sense-sphere  cit:tas  rooted  in  greed,  „."  (CMA, v, Guide to
§41,  p.228)

Immediately   following   t:he   Patisandhi   Citta   there   are.
Bhavahgas.  Immediately  following  the  16  Bhavahga  moments
there  is  one  thought  process.  In  that  thought  process  seven
Javanas   arise.   These   seven   Javanas   are   always   rooted   in
greed,  Lobha.

"„.    (they   are)    disassociated    from    wrong    view   and

unprompted."  (CMA, v, Guide to §4i, p.228)

So  they  are  Ditthigata-vippayutta  Asahkharika.  It  is  not
mentioned  in  the  original  Pa!i  treatise,  in  the  original  Manua/.
But it must be so.

"When  this   process   ends,  the   Bhavahga   again   arises
and    perishes,    and    continues   thus   whenever   there   is    no
intervention  of  a  cognitive  process.  In  this  way  the  stream  of
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consciousness  flows  on  from  conception  until  death,  and  from
death  to  new  birth `revolving  like  the  wheel  of a  cart.'  "  (CMA, v,
Guide to  §41,  p.228)

It goes on  and  on.  This  is Samsara.

"Just  as   here,   so  again   in  the   next  existence,  there
arise   rebirth-linking   consciousness,   life-continuum,   cognitive
processes,  and  death  consciousness.  Again,  with   rebirt:h  and
life-continuum,   this   stream   of   consciousness   turns   round,"
(CMA, V,  §42,  p.229)

That  means  it  goes  on  and  on.  This  is the  same  as  the
paragraph  given  above.`

The next one is t:he  breaking  of Samsara.
"The wise,  disciplining  themselves  long,  understand  the

impermanence  (of  life) ,..."  (CMA, v, §42, p.229)

The  wise  understand  the  impermanence  of  life  so  they
discipline     themselves     long,     which     means     they     practise
medit:ation  for a  long  time.

"...  (they)  realize  the  deathless  stat:e ,... "  (CMA, v, §42, p.229)

They realize  Nibbana.

"...  and  completely cutting  off the fetters of attachment,

..."  (CMA, V,  §42,  p.229)

When they  realize the  Deathless State, they completely
cut off the fetters  of att:achment. That means they  completely
destroy mental  defilements.

And,
"...  attain  peace."  (CMA, v, §42, p.229)
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Actually  in  the  Pa!i  it  says "Samamessanti''.  It  says  will
at:tain  peace,  that  is,  understanding  this  round  of  rebirths  or
understanding   the   Nama   and    R0pa    involved   in    rebirth   as
impermanent,      people     will      make      effort     and      discipline
themselves   for   a   long   time   and   then   as   a   result   of  their
practice  of  meditat:ion  they  will  realize  the  Deathless  State  or
they will  realize  Nibbana.

".„ and  complet:ely cutting  off the fetters of attachment:,

..."   (CMA, V,  §42,  p.229)

At    the    moment    of    enlightenment    the    fetters    of
attachment,  or  not  only fetters  of at:tachment  actually,  but  all
mental  defilements are completely cut off or eradicated.

So  the  fourth  and  the  fifth  chapters  deal  wit:h  thought
processes,   both   in   life  and   at  death.  The  fifth   chapter  also
gives us the description  of Kammas and the  results of Kammas
and  also  the  cosmic  system  taught  in  Buddhism.  It  ends  with
the  description  of  Samsara  or  the  round  of  rebirth  and  t:hen
ultimately   breaking   that   round   of   rebirth   and   realizing   the
Deathless  Stat:e  which  is  Nibbana.

At the  end  of the  next  chapter we  will  know  something
about  Nibbana.

[End  of Chapter Five]
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Chapter Six

Enumeration of Matter

Today  we  will  begin  the  sixth  chapter.  Up  until  now  the
author,  Acariya  Anuruddha,  has  treated  the  first  two  ultimat:e
realities,    Citta    and    Cetasikas    in    different   ways.   The   first
chapter deals with  Cittas;  the second  deals with  Cetasikas  and
with  combinations  of  Cit:tas  and  Cetasikas,  The  third  chapter
deals  with  different  classificat:ions  of  Cittas.  The  fourth  deals
with   different  thought   processes   during   life   time.   The   fifth
chapter  deals  with  31  planes  of  existence,  Kamma  and  then
thought  processes  in  detail.  This  chapter  deals  with  the  two
remaining  ultimate  realities,  Rdpa  and  Nibbana.

This    chapter   is    called   ``Rdpa-sahgahavibhaga''.   That
means the ``Chapter on  Matter''.  Nibbana  is  also  treated  in  t:his
chapter,   but  it  is  t:reated  very  briefly.   So  this  chapter  deals
with  Rt]pa  or matt:er and  Nibbana.

The first section  deals  with  the  enumeration  of Rtipa  or
how   many   Rtipas  there   are.   The   second   section   deals  with
their classification.  The third  is  about the  causes of Rt]pas.  The
fourth  is  about  their  organization  of  occurrence.  That  means
when  they  first  arise,  when  they  last  arise,   how  they  arise,
and  so  on.  Then   as  a  conclusion  to  the  chapter  the  author
dealt with the fourth  ultimate  reality which  is  Nibbana.

RGpa Defined

The  Pa!i  word  for  matter  as  you  know  is  Rdpa.  Rtipa  is
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defined   as   something   which   becomes   deformed,   disturbed,
knocked    about,    oppressed    or    broken    when    coming    into
connection   with   adverse   physical   conditions   such   as   cold,
hunger,  thirst,   bites  of  insects,   etc.   The  simple   meaning   of
Rtipa  is  something  that  changes,  changes  with  heat,  cold  and
SO  0n.

Buddha    himself   explained    this   term    in    one   of   his
discourses.  There  he  said,  "Why  do  you  say  material  form  or
why  do   you   say   it  is   Rtipa?   It   is  called   Rtipa   because   it  is
deformed,   therefore,   it   is   called   material   form   and   so   on.
Deformed   by   what:?"  That   means   changed   by   what.   (It   is
changed)    ``By    cold,    by    hunger,    by    heat,    by    thirst,    by
mosquitoes,  wind,  sun,   creeping  things."  So  something  that
changes  is  called  Rt]pa.

Here  you  may  ask why don't we  call  Citta  and  Cetasika
`Rtipa'  because  they  change  more  quickly  than  R0pa  changes.

But  here  change   means  the  evident  change,   change  that  is
discernible.   The  change  of  mental   propert:ies,  the  change  of
Citt:a  and  Cetasikas  is  not so  easily discernible.  But the  change
of  Rtipa  is  evident,  the  change  of  Rcipa  is  easy  to  see.  Only
matter is called  RDpa  and  not Citta  and  Cetasikas.

Change   here   really   means   the   arising   of  a   different
continuity    of   material    properties    than    the    previous    one.
Change  here  does  not  mean  one  Rdpa  changes  into  anot:her
Rtipa.  Actually change  here  means there  is a  series of material
properties  at one  moment: and  then  in  the  next:  moment t:here
is   another  set  of  material   properties,   another   continuity   of
material  properties.  The  arising  of  the  continuity  of  different
material  properties  is  what  is  meant  by  change  here.  Change
does  not  mean  that something  changes  into  some other thing.
If  we  take  it  t:hat  way,  we  may  be  supporting  the  idea  I:hat
something   lasts  some  time   or  t:hat  something   lasts  forever.
Change   here  just   means   the   arising   of   a   different   set   of
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material  properties.

The   material   properties   or   Rt]pa   are   said   to   be   28
Rdpas,  28  material  properties.  They  are  in  t:he  CMA  (see CMA, vl,
Table  6.1,  p.236) .

There   are   28   material   properties.   These   28   material
properties   are   divided   into   different   categories   or   different
classes.

Mahabhtitas
First the material  properties are divided  into two groups

or  classes.  The  first  is  Mahabhdta  and  the  second   is  Upada-
rdpa.  Please  check  in  the  CMA,  page  235,  about the  middle  of
the   page.   The   Pa!i   passage   is  there:   "Cattari   mahabhdtani,
catunnafica  mahabhdtanam  upadayartipanti  ...".  Depending  on
t:hat,  we  call  it  UpadEi-rdpa.  There  are  24  Upada-rdpas.  There
are`  four   Mahabhdtas   and    24    Upada-ropas.    Mahabhtita    is
translated  as  great  essential.  This  is  not  a  literal  translation,
but    I    think    it    is    a    good    translation.    Mahabhcita    means
something   that   becomes   great.   They   are   the   basis   of   all
material  properties.  All  other  material  properties  depend  upon
them to  arise  and  to exist.  So they are called  Mahabhdtas, the
great: essentials.  They are:

1.    PathavT-dhat:u, earth-element,

2.   Apo-dhatu,  water-element,

3.   Tejo-dhatu, fire-element,

4.   Vayo-dhatu,  air-element.

These are the four elements or four great essentials.
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Pathavi-dhatu
PathavT-dhatu,   earth-element   -   here   earth-elemeht

does  not  mean  the  physical  earth,  but  some  quality  that  is
inherent  in  the  earth.  What  quality  do  you  find  in  the  earth?
When you touch the earth, you feel  hardness or softness. That
hardness  or  softness  is  what  we  call  PathavT-dhatu  or  earth-
element.  This  is  called  Pathavi because  it  is  like  t:he  earth. The
earth  is  the  basis  for  trees,  mountains  and  so  on  to  exist.  In
the  same  way,  Pathavi-dhatu  is  the  basis  for other dependent
material  properties.  That  is  why  it  is  called  PathavT-dhatu.  It
serves  as  a  support  or  foundation  for  the  coexisting  material
phenomena.  That  means  other  material  properties  especially
the   Upada-rt]pas  depend   upon   it  to  arise.   If  there  were   no
Mahabhtitas,  then  Upada-rtipas  would  not  arise.  The  earth  is
extended.     Therefore,     some    take    extension    to     be    the
characteristic  of PathavT-dhatu.  Although  extension  is taken  as
a  translation  of  PathavT,  its  characteristic  is  actually  hardness.
When we get hardness, we also get softness because hardness
and  softness  are  relative.  In  comparison  to  one  thing  you  call
it  hard.  If you  compare  it to  another thing,  it  becomes  not so
hard.    It   becomes   soft.    So    hardness    or   softness    is   the
characteristic of the earth-element:,

Abhidhamma  teaches  that  this  earth-element  can   be
found  anywhere.  In  the  water  there  is  earth-element.  In  fire
there  is  also  earth-element.  In  the  wind  there  is also  earth.  In
everything,  in  every  material  thing  we  see there  is this  earth-
element'

Apo-dhatu
The second one  is Apo-dhatu,  water-element.  Here also

Apo-dhatu  does  not  mean  water,  but  the  inherent  quality  of
water  and  t:hat  is  fluidity  or cohesion.  Its  characteristic  is  said
to  be  trickling  or  oozing.  That  means  dripping  or  something
like   that.   It   is   because   of  Apo-dhatu   that  things   are   kept
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together.  If there were  no Apo-dhatu, we could  not have these
things.  We  could  not  have  this  book  or  this  pen  or  whatever
because  the  material  properties  would  not stick to  each  other
if  there  were  no  water-element:.  Water-element  is  something
that keeps the  material  properties together.

With  regard  to  Apo-dhatu  according  to Abhidhamma,  it
cannot be touched.  In the book you find,

"The   Abhidhamma   holds   that   unlike   the   other  t:hree

great   essentials,   the   water   element   cannot   be   physically
sensed]2  but  must  be  known  inferentially from  the  cohesion  of
observed  matter."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §3, p.238)

You    see   something   `and    the    material    particles   are
attached  to  each  other.  And  so  we  infer  that  there  must:  be
some  kind  of  cohesion,  some  kind  of  Apo-dh5tu  so  t:hat  the
thing  exists as a  part:icular object. Apo-dhatu  or water-element
cannot  be  touched.  When  we  come  to  Photthabba-rDpa  later,
we will see that Apo  is excluded there.

We   must  understand  Apo-dhatu   or  water-element  as
distinct  from   water.   You   can   touch   water.   Although   we   can
touch  water,  we  do  not  I:ouch  water-element.  We  touch  water
and  say,  ``It  is  cold;   it  is .hot."  Cold  or  heat  is  the  third  one,
Tejo-dhatu.  You  may  feel  the  hardness  or  soft:ness  of  water
and  that is the  earth-element.  What you  feel  is  not the wat:er-
element  but  eart:h-element  or  fire-element.  You  feel  coldness
or    warmth,    or    hardness    or    soft:ness.    So    Apo-dhatu    is
untouchable.

Tejo-dhatu
The    next   one   is   Te].o-dhatu,    heat-element   or   fire-

element.   Here  also   heat  or  cold   is   relative.  Tejo-dhatu   does
not  mean  fire,  but the  quality  that  is  in  fire.  That  means  heat
12   That means it cannot be t:ouched.
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or  temperature.   Actually  temperature   is  what  we  call  Tejo-
dhatu  or fire-element.  Just  as  hardness  and  soft:ness  are  both
called   PathavT-dhatu,   so   also   heat  and   cold   are   both   called
Tejo-dhatu,

Yesterday I talked  to  a  woman  in Arizona  because I  am
going  to  Arizona  on Thursday.  I  told  her that I  had  heard  that
they  had  a temperature of 120  degrees.  So  I asked  her how it
was  now.  She  said,  "Oh,  it  has  cooled  down,"  I  asked  what  it
was  now and  she said, ``106 degrees." So for us  106 degrees is
very  hot  here  in  San  Francisco.  For  them  it  has  cooled  down.
Tejo-dhatu  is  relative.  Heat or cold  is called Te].o-dhatu.

vayo-dhatu
The   last  one   is  Vayo-dhatu,   air-element,   Air-element

does  not  mean  air,  but  something  that  inheres  in  air;  that  is
said    to    be    the    principle    of    motion    and     pressure.     Its
characteristic   is   distension.   When   you   put   some   air   into   a
balloon,   the   balloon   becomes   extended,   That   extension   or
distension   is  what  we  call  Vayo-dhatu,   It  has  the  nature  of
movement  or  motion.  So  when  we  move  something,  we  can
say that there  is an  abundance  of Vayo-dhatu.  Because of that
abundance  of Vayo-dhatu  we  say there  is  movement.  Actually
there   is   no   movement  at  all.   Nothing   moves,   What:  we   call
movement  is  material  properties  arising  at different  moments.
One  set  of  material  properties  disappears  and  another  set  of
material  properties  arises.  But they  may  arise  at  a  very  small
distance  from  the  ones  that  have  disappeared.  So  we  are  not
able to see the arising  of material  properties.  But when we see
the   material   properties  arising  and   disappearing   at  different
places  very  close  to  each  other,  we  say  that  there  is  motion,
there is movement.

You  can  take  the   movie  film  as  an   example.   On  the
frames there  are  pictures.  They are  not moving,  The  picture  is
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not   moving.   The   pict:ure   on   one   frame   is   just   a   little   bit
different  from  the  picture  on  another  frame.   If  you   make  a
step,  then  it may take thirty frames to  record  one step.  There
will  be thirty frames or thirty  images on the film,  Each  frame  is
just  little  bit  different:.  When  the  film  is  put  into  I:he  machine
and  shown  on  the  screen,  we think that the  picture  is  moving.
Actually the  picture does not move.

Vayo-dhatu      or     air-element:     has     the      nature     of
movement.     It:s     characteristic     is     said     to     be     dist:ension,
expanding.

These  four  great  essentials  are  founded  on  the  earth-
element,  held  together  by  the  water-element,  maintained  by
I:he  fire-element  and  distended   by  the  air-element.   So  these
four elements we find everywhere - extension, cohesion,  heat:
and  distension.

Tejo-dhatu  is  explained  as to  mature  or to  ripen.  When
there  is heat, things  become cooked  or things  become  mature.
It is said  to  ripen  other material  properties.

Dependent Matter
These four are the  basis  of all  other material  properties

that follow;  all  other  material  properties that  depend  on  these
four  for   their   arising   are   called   UpEida-rcipa.   Upada-rdpa   is
t:ranslated   as  derived   materials,   derived   matter.  I   don't  like
that  translation.   They   are   ]]Q±  derived   from   the   four  great
essentials. They depend on the four great essentials.

For   example,   this   is   a   house.   People   live   in   it.   The
existence of people  living  here  is supported  by this  house.  The
people  depend  upon  this  house  to  live.  But  people  are  not the
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result  of  this  house.  People  are  not  derived  from  this  house.
But   this   house   is   their   base,   their   support.   Here   also   the
following   material   properties   are   not  derived   from   the  four
great    essent:ials,    but    they    depend    on    these    four    great
essentials to  arise.  If there were no four great essentials, they
could  not arise.  So they are called  Upada-rdpa,  and  I  call them
dependent mat:ter.

There are 24 of them. They are organized  into groups.

Pasadalrdpa
The  first  group  of them  is  called  Pasada-rtipa.  They  are

translated  as  sensitive  phenomena.  Pasada  really  means  clear.
The  material  properties  that  are  clear are  called  Pasada.  Clear
here  means  sensitive to  sight,  sound,  smell,  taste,  and  t:ouch.
They  are  called   sensitive   phenomena   or  sensitive   matter  or
sensitivity.  They are five.  You  know these five.

Eye-sensitivity
Cakkhu-pasada,   eye-sensitivit:y   -   the   eye   itself,   the

eyeball   itself  is   not  Cakkhu-pasada.   Cakkhu-pasada   is  some
material  properties  that  exist  in  the  eyeball,  that  exist  on  the
retina, Those small  particles of matter are what are called  eye-
sensitivity.  The  eyeball  is  called  composite  eye.  So  there  are
two   kinds   of  eye,   composite   eye   and   sensitive   eye.   When
visible  object  comes  into  the  avenue  of the  eye,  you  know  it
strikes at the eye.  It strikes at the eye means that it strikes on
t:he  eye-sensitivity,  on  the  matter that is  called  eye-sensitivity.
Then the seeing  consciousness  is  produced.  When  we  say eye-
sensitivity,   we   mean   the   sensitive   particles   in   the   eye   or
sensitivity  in  the  composite  eye.  The  same  is  true  for  other
sensitivities.  It is called  eye-sensitivity or Cakkhu-pasada.
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Ear-sensitivity
The  second  one  is  called  Sota-pasada,  ear-sensitivity.

Here  also  the  whole  ear  is  not  called  ear-sensitivity.   But  the
sensitive   particles  that  are   in   the   inner  ear  actually.   In   the
Commentaries  it is explained  as,

"„.  to  be  found  inside the  ear  hole, `in  the  place  shaped

like  a  finger stall  and  surrounded  by fine  brown  hairs;'  ,.."  (CMA,
VI,  Guide to  §3,  p.238)

That's  pretty  accurat:e.   In  the  ear  there  is  something
like   a    ring,   What   is   a   finger   stall?   I   looked    it   up   in   the
dictionary  and   it  said   it  was  something   like   a   cover  on   the
finger  when  you   have  a  wound   or  a   cut  on  the  finger.   But
actually  the  word   here   is  said  to   mean  I-ust  a   ring.   It  says
finger   ornament,   so   like   a   ring.   In   the   inner   ear  you   see
something   like  that  in   medical   books.   That  is  what  is  called
Sota-pasada.  I  would  say  finger  ring  rather  than  finger  stall,
Finger    stall    is    a    difficult    word.    I    had   .to    look    in    three
dictionaries  and  I  only  found   it  in  one  of  them.  That  is  ear-
sensitivity.

Noselsensitjvity
The third  one  is Ghana-pasada,  nose-sensitivity.
"Nose-sensitivity  is  to  be  found  in  the  nasal  orifice,  (in

the  nose  itself)  as  I:he  substance  that  registers  smell."  (CMA, vl,
Guide to  §3,  p.238)

Bhikkhu  Bodhi  does  not  give  what  it  looks  like.  In  the
Commentary it is given.  It says jt looks  like the  hoof of a  goat,
the  foot  of  a  goat.  There  are  two  orifices  and  maybe  at  the
end  it is something  like this.  It is where smell  is  picked  up. The
material   properties   in   that   place   are   called   Ghana-pasada,
nose-sensitivity.
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Tongue-sensitivity
The fourth  one  is Jivha-pasada, tongue-sensitivity.
"Tongue-sensitivity   is   to   be   found   diffused   over   the

tongue,  Serving  to  register taste."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §3, p.238)

When    you    know    taste,    that    means    the    material
property   of  taste   has   come   into   contact   with   the   tongue-
sensitivity.  Here also the Comment:ary gives an  example as the
tip  of the  petal  of t:he  lotus.  There  are  petals  or flower  leaves
of   lotus,   so   the   tip   may   be   a   litt:le   pointed.   Places   on   the
tongue    here    and    there    where    these    sensitive    material
properties   exist   is   called   tongue-sensitivity   or  Jivha-pasada.
Modern   medical   science   says   there   are   different   places   for
experiencing   different   tastes.   Sweet   is   experienced   in   one
place    and    sour    is    experienced    in    another    place.    They
differentiate  many things. Those are called  tongue-sensitivity.

Body-sensitivity
The last one is Kaya-pasada,  body-sensitivity.
"Body-sensitivity  extends  all  over  the  organic  body  .„"

(CMA,  VI,  Guide to  §3,  p.238)

Body-sensitMty  exists  all  over  the  body,  on  the  whole
of the  body.

",..   like  a   liquid   that  soaks  a   layer  of  cotton."   (CMA,  vl,
Guide to  §3,  p.238)

Suppose  there  is  cotton  and  you  put  some  water on  it.
Then  the  cot:ton  is  soaked  with  water.  That  means  it covers,  it
suffuses all the cotton.

``...  (it)  serves  to  register tactile  Sensations."  (CMA, vl, Guide
to  §3,  p.239)

Whenever   we   know   t'ouch,   whenever  we   experience
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touch,  that  means  the  tangible  ob].ect  has  come  into  contact
with  the  body-sensitivity in  our bodies.

Body-sensitivity  extends  all   over  the   body  except  for
the  tip  of the  nails,  the  tip  of the  hair  and  dr.y  skin.  When  the
skin  becomes  dry,  you  do  not  feel  anything  there.  When  the
skin   becomes  dry,  you   can   cut  it  without  getting   any  pain.
Except  for  those  places  the  body-sensitivity  extends  all  over
the body,

These  five  are  called  sensitive  phenomena  or  Pasada-
rdpa.     They     correspond     to     the     five     kinds     of     sense-
consciousness  -  eye-consciousness,  ear-consciousness,  nose-
consciousness,  tongue-consciousness and  body-consciousness.
These   sensitivit:ies   serve   as  the   base   for  eye-consciousness
and   so   on.   In   the  third   chapter,  the   last  sect:ion   deals  with
Vatthus.  There  you  have  Cakkhu-vatthu,  Sota-vatthu,  Ghana-
vatthu,      Jivha-vatthu,      Kaya-vatthu      and      Hadaya-vatthu.
Cakkhu-vatthu  and  Cakkhu-pasada  are  the  same.  Sota-vatthu
and   Sot:a-pasada  are  the  same  and  so  on.   We  will  come  to
Hadaya-vatthu    later.    These    five    are    called    Pasada-rDpa,
sensitive  material  properties or sensitive  phenomena.

Gocara-rtipa
The  next  group  is  called   Gocara-rc]pa   or  Visaya-rdpa.

Gocara   means  domain,   a   place  where  one   roams  about.   In
brief    it    means    an    object.    Gocara-rt]pa    means    objective
phenomena,   material   properties   that   are   objects,   that   are
objects  of eye-sensitivity  and  so  on.  Corresponding  to  the  five
sensitive  phenomena  there  are  five  objective  phenomena  or
there are five Gocara-rdpas.
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Rtipa,  Sadda,  Gandha,  Rasa,  Photthabba
The   first   one   is   called   RC]pa,   visible   object.   What   is

visible  is  called  Rtipa.  What  we  see  is  only  Rcipa.  When  I  say,
"I  see  a  man,"  I  don't  really  see  a   man.   What  I  see  is  the

visible  object  in  what  is  called  a  man.    But  my  mind  deceives
me  into  believing  that I  see  a  man.  Actually what I  see  is just
a  visible  object,  the  particles  of  a  visible  ob]'ect  all  over  the
body.

Now   the   word   `Rtipa'   please   note   has   at   least   two
meanings    even     in    Abhidhamma.     Generally    RC]pa     means
material   properties   in   contrast  to   Nama.   But   here   when   it
means  visible  object,  it  is  different  although  the  word  is  the
same.    It    is    very    important    when    you    read    books    on
Abhidhamma   to   understand   whether   Rdpa   means   material
properties   in   general   or   visible   object.    Here   Rcipa    means
visible object, what you  see.

The second  one  is  Sadda,  sound.  You  know what sound
is.  It  is  sound  or  noise.  The  third  one  is  Gandha,  smell.  The
fourth  one  is  Rasa,  taste  -  something  we  always  experience
taste`

The  fifth  one  -  a  number  is  not  assigned  to  that  one
because   Photthabba,   tangibility,   is   the   combination   of  three
great  essenti.ils.  The  combination  of  Pat:havi,  Tejo  and  Vayo,
the    combination    of   earth,    fire    and    air-element    is    called
Photthabba,   There   is   no   separate   Photthabba,   there   is   no
separate  tangible  matter.  When  we  say  tangible  matter,  we
mean  the  combination  of the  three  great  essentials  which  are
PathavT,   Tejo   and   Vayo.   Apo   cannot   be   touched.   It   is   not
tangible,  so  it is  left out here.

This  may  cause  some  confusion  when  we  enumerate
the   material    properties   or   when   we   find   out   how   many
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material  properties  there  are.  We  have  to  be  very  careful.  If
there  are  four  great  essentials  and  there  is  also  Photthabba,
we  are  not to  double  the  number.  We  must take  only the  four
or  only  the  three.  These  five   material   properties  are   called
Gocara-rcipa,  object  phenomena,  those  that  are  object  of the
five  sensitivities.   Rdpa   is  the  object  of  the  eye   and   so   on.
Tangibility   or   Photthabba    is   the   object   of   body-sensitivity,
Actually they are the ob].ect of consciousness;  they are  not the
object of I:he sensitivity but of consciousness.

You  now  know  the  five  Pasadas  and  the  five  objects,
Corresponding  to these five  Pasadas and  five  ob].ects there are
Pafica-vififiaria,    five    kinds    of   sense-consciousness.    Sense-
consciousness,  let  us  say,  Cakkhu-vifiFiaria  arises,  when  these
two  meet  together,  when  these  two  come  together  i,e.  eye-
sensitivity  and   visible   ob]'ect,   when   they  come  together,   or
when   the   visible   ob].ect   comes   into   the   avenue   of   eye-
sensitivity.  When  something  to  be seen  comes  into the  avenue
of  our  eyes,  t:hen   there   is  seeing.   So   seeing   consciousness
depends  on  at  least  these  two,  eye-sensitivity  and  the  visible
object.    It    depends    on    these    two,    but   there    are    more
condit:ions.     What    are    the     other    conditions?    The     ot:her
conditions are  light and  attention.

The    others    are    similar.     Body-consciousness    arises
through    the    con].unction    of    or    the    coming    together    of
tangibility and  body-sensitivity.

Femininity
The      next     group      is      called      Bhava-rtipa,      sexual

phenomena  or  we  may  call  it  gender.  The  first  one  is  called
ltt:hi-bhava  or  ltthatta.  There  are  two  words.  They  mean  the
same thing  -femininity  or being  a  female,  the  state  of being
a female,
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Masculinity

The   next  one   is  Pumbhava   or  Purisatt:a,  the  state  of
being   a   male,   masculinity.   These   are   also   called   faculties.
When  we  study the  22 faculties  in  the seventh  chapter,  we will
find that these two are included there.

"These faculties  have,  respectively, the characteristic of

the  female  sex  and  of t:he  male  sex.  Their function  is  to  show
femininity  and  masculinity."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §3, p.239)

Actually   masculinity   and   femininity   cannot   be   seen.
What  we  see  is  not  masculinity  and  femininity,  but  something
that   shows   us   it   is   a   male   or   it   is   a   female.   They   are
something   like  their  mark,  the  signs,  the  ways  of  male  and
female.  That:  means t:he  sexual  structure  of t:he  body  of a  man
and  a  woman  is  different.  You  know that a  person  is  a  man  or
a  woman  by looking  at the structure of the  body,  by  looking  at
its  masculine  or feminine features.

You  look at a  face  and  you  know that it  is the  face  of a
man  or  a  woman.  Men  have  a  mustache  and  women  have  no
mustache.  And  then  for  the  typical  occupation  -  men  do  a
certain  kind  of  work  and  women  do  another  kind  of  work.  In
our  books  it  is  said  we  can  know  by  how they  play  when  they
are children.   Girls  play with  pots and  pans,  cooking  and  so  on.
Boys  will  play  with  bows  and  arrows  and  some  other  things.
Boys  never  play  witri  pots  and  pans  in  our country.  But  in  this
country   everything   can   happen.   Men   have   to   cook   in   this
country.

Also   there   is   masculine   and   feminine   deportment   -
that  means  how  they  walk,  how  they  do  things.  By  looking  at
how   they   do   things,   you   know   this   is   a   man   or  I:his   is   a
woman.   Even   in  a  dim   light,  even  if  you  cannot  see  clearly,
you  know  t:his  is  a  man  or  this  is  a  woman.  So  there  is  this
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difference  between  men  and  women.  This  difference  is  known
by    their    masculinity    and    their   femininity.    That    is    called
masculinity  or  femininity.  That  is  actually  not  visible.  What  is
visible is their structure, their features, their occupations, their
manner of playing  and  also their deportment.

It   is   said   that  the   Bhava-rtipa   extends   all   over  the
body,  It  is  not just  in  one  place.  It  is  like  body-sensitivity;  it  is
all  over the  body.  So  if you  look  at a  finger,  you  know  if it  is  a
man  or a woman.

Heartlbase
Now  we  come  to  the  next  one,  Hadaya-vatthu,  heart

phenomenon  or  heart-base,   We  met  heart-base  in  the  third
chapter,  in the section on  bases,

"The   heart-base   has   the   characterist:ic   of   being   the

material      support     for     the      mind      element     and      mind-
consciousness  element."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §3, p.239)

Do       you       remember       mind-element       and       mind-
consciousness-element?     Mind-element    means    Mano-dhatu.
How     many     Cittas     are     there?     There     are     three     -
Paficadvaravaj]-ana  and  two  Sampaticchanas.  They  are  called
mind-element.   Mind-consciousness-element  means  t:he  other
Cittas  excepting  the  ten  kinds  of sense-consciousness  and  the
Mano-dhatu.  These  are  known  in  Pali  as  Mano-vififiana-dhatu,
The  heart-base  serves  as  support  fc;r  Mano-dhatu  and  Mano-
vififiaria-dhatu,       mind-element       and       mind-consciousness-
element.  Its function  is to  uphold  them  or act as  a  receptacle,
as  a  basis  for  them.   It  is  found  in  dependence  on  the  blood
inside  the  heart.   It  is  dependent  on  t:he  blood.  The  physical
heart is  not called  Hadaya-vatthu  here.

"It is to be found  in  dependance on the blood  inside the

heart,    and    is   assisted    by   the   four   great   essentials   and
maintained  by the  life  faculty."  (CMA, VI, Guide to §3, p.239)
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With  regard  to  this  Hadaya-vatthu  there  is  a  lot  to  say
or  a   lot  to  argue.   Hadaya-vatthu   does  not  mean  the  heart
itself   but   something,    some    material    property   that   exists
depending  on  the  blood  in the  heart.  This  Hadaya-vatthu  is  not
mentioned  in  the  DhammasahgaT]T.   DhammasahgariT  is  a  book
where  all  Cjttas,  Cetasikas  and  Rdpas  are  mentioned,  It  is the
first  book of Abhidhamma.  As the first  book of Abhidhamma,  it
must  describe   all   Cittas,   all   Cetasikas  and   all   Rt]pas.   But  in
that  book  Hadaya-vatthu  is  not  mentioned.  There  are  only  27
material  properties given there.

The argument for the existence of Hadaya-vatthu  in  the
Commentary   is   as   follows:   ``Mano-dhatu   and   Mano-vifiFiana-
dhatu  when they arise  in  Kama  sphere and  Rdpa  sphere  (Th.ey
arise  in  Kamavacara  and  Rdpavacara  realms.)  must depend  on
Rdpa   (Rdpa   here   means   matter).  That  Rtipa   cannot  be  the
four  Mahabhtitas  because  they  are  depended  upon  by  Upada-
rtipas.   Therefore,   that   Rtipa   must   be   an   Upada-rdpa."  The
teachers  are  giving  you  reasons  for accepting  the  existence  of
Hadaya-vatthu.    There    are    Mano-dhatu    and    Mano-vififiana-
dhatu.   If  they  arise  in   Kamavacara   and   Rtipavacara   sphe.re,
they must depend  on  some  Rdpa.  If there  is  no  Rdpa  for them
to   depend   on,   they   will    not   arise.    For   example,   Cakkhu-
vififiEiria  depends  on  t:he  visible  object  and  Cakkhu-vatthu.  But
that  Rtipa   which   they  depend   on   cannot   be  the  four  great
essentials  because  they  are  depended   upon   by  Upada-rdpa.
They are already depended  upon  by  Upada-rdpa.  They  have to
serve  as  a   basis  or  the  support  for  Upada-rdpa.  The  Mano-
dhatu  and  the  Mano-vififiaria-dhatu  cannot  depend  on  the four
essentials.    It    is   something    like   a    law    of   elimination.    We
eliminate  one  after  another.  So  we  come  to  the  last  one  and
we just:  pick  it  up.  When  it  is  said  that  Mano-dhatu  and  Mano-
vififiapa-dhatu  must depend  on  some  matter,  then  we will  ask,
``Do  they  depend  on  t:he  four great  essentials?" The  answer  is

no.  Why? They are  depended  upon  by t:he  24  Upada-rtipas and
so they cannot serve as a  basis or support for Mano-dhatu  and
Mano-viFifiana-dhatu.
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Among  the  24  Upada-rtipas  can  they  depend  on  eye-
sensitivity  and  so  on?  No,   Because  eye-sensitivity  is  support
for  seeing  consciousness  and  so  on.  They  cannot  depend  on
the five sensitive  properties.

Can  they  depend   on  visible  object?   Neit:her  can  they
depend  on  Rdpa,  Sadda  and  so on  because they, that is,  Rtipa,
Sadda  and  so  on,  can  be  found  externally  too.  Rtipa  is  found
internally  and  externally.  The  pen  I  see  here  is  external  Rtipa.
The  hand  I  see  here  is  internal  R0pa.  So  they  can  be  found
externally.      Mano-dhatu      and      Mano-vififiana-dhatu      cannot
depend  on  Rtipa,  Sadda  (sound),  smell, taste,  or tangibility.

What  about  Bhava?  Do  Mano-dhatu  and  Mano-vififiana-
dhatu  depend  on  Bhava-rdpa?  The  answer  is  no.  They  cannot
depend  on the I:wo qualities of sex  because these  Dhatus arise
in  those  who  have  no  sexual  qualities.  That  means those  who
are  neither  men  nor  women.  There  are  some  people  who  are
sexless  persons.  Mano-dhatu  and  Mano-viFifiapa-dhatu  arise  in
those  persons  also,   So  Mano-dhatu  and   Mano-vififiapa-dhatu
do  not depend  on the two sex qualities,

What  else?   Do  they  depend   on  Ahara?  They  do   not
depend   on  Ahara   for  t:he  same   reason   that  Ahara   is  found
externally also.

"It   should   be   understood   that  there   must   be   some

other  Rdpa  (matter)  on  which  these  Dhat:us  must depend  and
that    R0pa    must    be    a    dependent   one    itself   and    not    a
Mahabhdta." There  must  be  some  Rdpa  on  which`Mano-dhatu
and  Mano-vififiar]a-dhatu  depend.  That  material  property  must
be an  Upada-rtipa  and  not a  Mahabhdta.
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"That dependent one which  is the seat of these  Dhatus

is  none  other  than  the  Hadaya-vatthu," This  is  arbitrary.  The
first  argument  is   good,   but  the   last  one,   the   conclusion   is
arbitrary.   It   must   be   Hadaya-vatthu,   so   there   is   HadayaH
vatt:h u .

The     reason     why    it    was    not    mentioned     in    the
DhammasahgariT,  -  now  there  is  a  question.  If there  is  really
Hadaya-vatthu  or  if  Hadaya-vatthu  really  exists,  why  is  it  not
mentioned     in     the     Dhammasahgar]T     where     all      material
properties    are    mentioned?    The    answer    is:    "If    it    were
mentioned  there,  the  uniformity  of presentation  of the Vatthu-
duka  and Arammaria-duka,  so  important for the  understanding
of  the   doctrine   and   the   realization   of   Reality   by   listeners,
would   be   broken   and   thus   defeat  the  very   purpose   of  the
doctrine -the  realization  of Reality by listeners."

You  have  to  go  to  the  DhammasahgapT  to  understand
this.  In  the  DhammasahgapT especially  in  that  section,  Vatthus
are  mentioned  in  two  ways.  It  says,  ``There  is  Rtipa  which  is
the  basis  of eye-consciousness;  there  is  Rapa  which  is  not the
basis  of  eye-consciousness."  This  is  one  dyad.  The  next  one
is   :  ``There  is  Rcipa  which   is  the  basis  of  ear-consciousness;
there  is  Rcipa  which  is  not the  basis  of ear-consciousness." In
t:his     way,      RDpa      is     treated      in     that     section      of     the
DhammasahganT.   So  the   dyads   1-5   are   OK.   ``There   is   Rdpa
which  is  the  base  of  body-consciousness;  there  is` Rt]pa  which
is  not  the  base  of  body-consciousness"  -  because  you  can
point  out  the  RDpa  which  is  the  base  of  body-consciousness
and  which  is  not  the  base  of  body-consciousness,  I:hat  is,  all
other  Rdpas.  So  you  can  find  the  R0pas  mentioned  in  these
sentences.

Then  we  go  to  Arammana-dyad  -  that  means  object.
``There  is  Rt]pa  which  is  the  ob].ect  of eye-consciousness,''  Can

you   point   that   out?   What?   It   is   number   10,   R0pa   (Visual
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object).  "There   is   Rdpa   (matter)   which   is   not  the  object  of
eye-consciousness."  Yes,   all  others,  The  second  through  the
fifth  are the  same.  Let  us  go to  t:he  fifth.  ``There  is  Rt]pa  which
is     the     ob].ect     of     body-consciousness."     Which     is     that:?
Photthabba  is the  object of body-consciousness.  ``There  is  Rdpa
which  is  not  the  object  of  body-consciousness." All  others  are
not the object of body-consciousness.

Suppose  the   sixth   dyad   were   to   be   made.   There   is
Rdpa  which  is the  base for mind-consciousness,  Mano-vififiana.
There  is  Rdpa  which  is  not  the  base  for  mind-consciousness.
Can  you  point  them  out?  There  is  Rt]pa  which  is  the  base  for
mind-consciousness,  we  can  say  it  is  Hadaya.   What  Rdpa   is
not the  base for mind-consciousness? That: would  be the  other
bases.

Now we  come to Arammapa  dyad.  There  is  Rt]pa  which
is   the   object   of   mind-consciousness.   Yes,   there   are   many.
There  is  Rdpa  which  is  not  the  object  of  mind-consciousness,
No, there is nothing there. The dyad  is  broken  here.

These   t:wo   are   not   actually   in   the   DhammasahganT.
That's why the  heading  is given  as laudable Vatthu  dyad.  If we
are to  make the sixth  dyad,  it would  look like this.  Vatthu  dyad
is  all  right  because  you  can  point  out  the  Rclpas  mentioned.in
the  sentences.   But  when  we  come  to  Arammaria-duka,   it  is
broken.  There  is  answer  only  to  the  first  one.  There  is  Rtlpa
which    is    the    object   of   mind-consciousness    -    all    Cittas,
Cetasikas,  RDpas  and  so  on.  There  is  Rtipa  which   is  not  the
object of mind-consciousness -  no. There is no answer to that
question,  We  cannot  find  out:  anything  as  an  answer  to  that
question.  The dyad  would  be  broken.  If the dyad  were  broken,
the   list:eners   would   be   agitated.   They   may   not   follow   the
teachings of the  Buddha  and they  may  not gain the  realizat:ion
of reality.  In  order not to  make them  agitated, the Buddha  left
Hadaya-vatt:hu   out  of  the   list   of  material   properties   in   the
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Dhammasahgar)I.   That   is   why   it   is   not   ment:ioned   in   the
DhammasahganT.

Even   if  we   say   t:he   Abhidhamma   teaching   is   a   very
exact  teaching   and   it   does   not  take   into   account  whether
people  like  it or  not,  but still  the  purpose  of Buddha's  teaching
is   not   t:o   show   off   his   wisdom   but   to   have   people   realize
reality, to  have people reach  enlightenment.  So  if Buddha were
to   mention   Hadaya-vatthu   in  the   DhammasahgariT,   he  would
have  to  say  these  probable  dyads  also,  The  dyads  are   not
complete   and   one   is   broken.   The   flow   of  the   teaching   is
broken.  The  understanding  of the  listener  may  be  effected.  In
order   to   save   them    from    getting    confused    or   whatever
Hadaya-vatthu  is  not  mentioned  in  the  DhammasahgapT.  It  is
not   mentioned    not:   because   it   does   not   exist.    If   it   were
mentioned  in  the  DhammasahganT,  it  would  not  help  listeners
get the  realization  of reality. That  is why  it  is  not  mentioned  in
DhammasahganT.  That is one question.

If  it  is  not  mentioned  in  the  DhammasahganT,  where  is
it   ment:ioned?   The   answer   is   that   it   is   mentioned   in   the
Patthana, the  seventh  book of Abhidhamma.  We  are  not out of
tro.Lble    yet.    Although     it    is    said    that    Hadaya-vatthu     is
mentioned   in   the   Patthana,   when   we   go   to   Patthana   and
actually   read   it,   we   do   not   find   Hadaya   there.  .+here   the
Buddha     uses    a    very    general    term    for    Hadaya-vatthu.
"Depending   on   a   certain   material   property   Mano-dhatu   and

Mano-vifiFiana-dhatu  arise." Just that.  ``Depending  on  a  certain
material    property''   -    Buddha    did    not   say   depending    on
Hadaya-vatthu.  The teachers,  t:he  Commentators,  take that to
mean  Hadaya-vatthu.  Their  argument  is  that  Mano-dhatu  and
Mano-vififiar]a-dhatu  must  depend  on  some  material  property
and  so  on,  However  much  we  explain,  we  are  not  altogether
out of trouble.

Why  is  it  not  mentioned  in   DhammasahganT?  It  is  not
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mentioned    because    Buddha    want:ed    to    keep    his   flow    of
teaching   smooth.   Where  is  it  mentioned?  It  is  mentioned   in
the  Patthana.   But  we  don't  find  it  in   Patthana,  we  just  find  a
genera.I.  statement  t:here.   However  that-'may  be,  the  author
says that means  Hadaya-vatthu.  It is arbitrary.

Why  did  the  Commentators  interpret  like  that although
Hadaya-vatthu      is     not     ment:ioned      by     name     either     in
DhammasahganT or  in  the  Patthana?  I  think  it  is  because  when
you  are  happy or when you  are sad,  you  feel  something  in  the
heart,   in   the   chest.   When   you   are   afraid,   you   have   the
pounding  of your  heart:,  So  people  take  it  that  consciousness
depends   on   heart-base,   The   word   `Hadaya',   like   the   word
`heart'  in   English,   is   a   synonym   for  Citta   also,   Hadaya   is  a

synonym for Citta.  In  English  you  also  use the word `heart' for
mind,  You  say, ``He  has  a  good  heart" or something  like that,  I
think  in  the  olden  days  it  was  universally  accepted  that  the
mind  depended  on  the  heart.  Only  recently,  a  hundred  years
ago  maybe,  did  they say that  mind  depends  on  the  brain,  that
the  brain  is the  seat of consciousness.  We  cannot say which  is
more     reasonable,     Even     now    they    are     not    sure    that
consciousness  really  depends on  the  brain.  They are still  in  the
experimental   stage.   We  cannot  take  sides  or  we   may  take
sides  with  our  ancient  teachers.  So  we  take  the  heart  or  the
material  properties  on  the  blood  in  I:he  heart to  be  the  seat of
Mano-dhatu.

There  is  a   passage  in   the   V/.sLrc/dhr.magga  concerning
the    heart-base,    but    there    is    a    mistake    in    the    English
translat:ion.

"The   heart-basis   has   the   characteristic   of  being   the

(material)   support  for  the   mind-element  and   for  the   mind-
consciousness-element.    Its   function    is    to    observe   t:hem."
Cvisuddhimagga , Xrv, §60 , p.447)

I  think  it  is  not  correct.  Its  function  is to  be  their  base
or  to  be  their  receptacle.  The  Pa!i  word.  is  `Adhara'.  It  cannot
mean  `observe'.  Bhikkhu  Bodhi  does  not  say,  "observe"  in  the
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guide.  It  says  there,  ``Its  function  is  to  uphold  them."  (see CMA,
vl, Guide to §3, p.239)  I  think that  is  a  Correct translation.

Life Faculty

What  is  next?  JTvita-rdpa,  life  phenomenon,  You   have
met  Jivitindriya   as  a   Cetasika.   It  is  the  counterpart  of  that
Cetasika.  The  Cetasika  is  called  ment:al  life  faculty  and  this  is
called  physical  life  faculty.  It  maintains  t:he  conascent  material
properties.    It    arises    with    other    material    properties    and
maintains them.  It helps them to exist as long  as they exist.

"The  life  faculty   has  the  characteristic  of  maintaining

the   coexistent   kinds   of   matter   at   the    moment   of   their
presence.  Its  function  is  to  make  them  occur,  It  is  manifested
as  the  establishment  of their presence.  It:s  proximate  cause  is
the  four  great  essentials  that  are  to  be  maintained."  (CMA,  vl,
Guide to  §3,  p.239)

There   is   a   question.    If   Jivitindriya    maintains   other
material   properties,  what  maintains  it?  Jivitindriya   maintains
others,  so  what  maint:ains  it?  The  answer  is  that  it:  maint:ains
itself as  well  as  the  others.  The  analogy  of a  boatman  is  given
in  t:he  Commentaries.  When  a  boatman  takes  other  people  to
the  other  shore  or  rows  a   boat  to  t:he  other  shore,  he  also
takes  himself to  the  other shore  because  he  is  connected  with
the  boat.  In  the  same  way,  life  faculty  is  connected  with  the
other  faculties  it  maintains.   So  along  with  them  it  maintains
itself.

Ahara
Then    Ahara-rt]pa,    nutritional    phenomenon    -    that

means    some    nutriment    in    what    we    eat.    Actually    it    is
everywhere.   This   nutriment   is   found   externally   as   well   as
internally.
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Nipphannalrtipa
These   are   18   which   are   called   concretely   produced

matter  or  in   Pa!i   Nipphanna-rdpa.   There  are   18   Nipphanna-
rt]pas   or   concretely   produced   matter.   `Concretely   produced
matter'  means  produced  by  t:he  four  causes  of  matter.  In  the
third  section  the  four  causes  of  matter  will  be  treated.  Those
that are the direct product of these four causes for matter are
called  Nipphanna-rtipa.  That  means  they  are  real  Rt]pas.  They
are substantial  Rtipa  or something  like that.

Sabh5valrdpa
They  are  also  called  SabhEiva-rdpa,  matter  possessing

intrinsic  nature.  They  have  their  own  characteristics.  `Intrinsic
nature' means they have their own  characteristics.

"...  each  type   has  a   dist:inct  objective   nature  such   as

hardness  in  the  case  of the  earth  element:,  etc."  (CMA, vl, Guide to
§3,  p.240)

Salakkhapalrtipa
They    are     also     called     Salakkhar]a-rcipa.     `Lakkhana'

means  mark  and  `Sa'  means  together.  That  means  t:hat  are
together  with  characterist:ics.   Here  `characteristic'  means  the
t:hree  general  characteristics  of  impermanence,  suffering  and
non-self.  Also  we  can  say  they  have  the  three  characteristics
of  arising,   presence   and   disappearing   or  death.   The   others
beginning  with  limiting  phenomenon  are  not  like  that.  So  only
these    18    are    called    Salakkhana-rdpa,    t:hose    which    have
characteristics of their own. That means  impermanence and  so
on  and  arising  and  so on.
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They     are     also     called     Nipphanna-rtipa,     concretely
produced    matter   because   they   are   directly    produced    by
conditions such  as  Kamma,  Citta,  Ut:u  and  Ahara.

Rdpalrdpa
They   are   called   Rt]pa-rdpa.   That   means   real   Rt]pa.

When   you   repeat   something,   you   emphasize   it.   Rcipa-rdpa
means  the  Rtipa  which  is  real  Rt]pa.  They  are  the  real  Rdpa.
The  other  ten  are  unreal  Rdpas.  They  are  real  Rt]pas,  Rtipa-
rtipa,

"because  they  possess  matter's  essential  characteristic
of undergoing  deformation."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §3, p.24o)

Sammasanalrdpa
Also they are called Sammasana-rnpa,
"because  they  are  to  be  made  the  objects  of  insight

contemplat:ion  by  way  of the  three  characteristics."  (CMA, vl, Guide
to  §3,  p.240)

Do  you   understand  t:hat?  You  are   meditators,  so  you
must  understand  that.  That  means you  can  pract:ise Vipassana
on  these  18  only  and  not  on  the  other  ten.  That  is  because
these  18  have  the  characteristic  of  impermanence  and  so  on.
When   you   practise   Vipassana,   you   try   to   see   these   three
characteristics.  In  order to  see  these  three  characteristics  you
must  watch,  you  must  note  these  18  and  not  the  other  ten.
The other ten  are  not the object of Vipassana  meditation. They
are        called        Sammasana-rt]pa.        `Sammasana'        means
contemplation.   So   t:hese   lend   themselves   to   contemplation.
Contemplation  here  means  Vipassana  practice.  Out  of the  28
t:hese  18  Rdpas  only  are  the  object:  of Vipassana  practice.  You
can  practise  Vipassana  on  these  18  only  and  not  on  the  ten
Anipphanna-rdpa.
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LOok   at   the   Chart   again    (also   see   CMA,   vl,  Table   6.1,   p.236).
There   are   28   Rdpas.   They   are   divided   int:o   t:he   four   great
essentials  and  24  dependent  ones  -  in  Pa!i  four  Mahabhtitas
and    24    Upada-rtipa.    Then    Upada-rcipas    are    divided    into
Pasada-rdpa  -sensitive phenomena, Gocara-rdpa  -objective
phenomena,  Bhava-rdpa  -  sexual  phenomena,  Hadaya-rdpa
-   heart   phenomenon,   JTvita-rcipa   -   life   phenomenon,   and
Ahara-rtipa   -   nutritional   phenomenon.   We   are   not  finished
yet.    There    are    ot:her    groups.    These    18    beginning    with
Mahabhdtas  are   called   Nipphanna-rt]pa,   concretely   produced
matter.   That   means   matter  which   is   produced   by  the   four
causes -Kamma,  Citta,  Utu  and Ahara. The  remaining  we will
talk about next week.

sadhu!  sadhu!  sadhu!

Anipphannalrdpa & Rtipalvibhaga

Last    week    we    finished    the     18     Nipphanna-rdpas,
concret:ely   produced   matter.   Today   we   will   study  the   ot:her
ones,  Anipphanna-rdpa,  non-concrete  matter.  The  first  18  are
the  real  Rcipa,  the  real  matter.  The  other  ones  beginning  with
the  space-element  are  not  real  R0pas,  They  are  called  in  Pa!i
Anipphanna-rDpa.  It  is  translated  as  `non-concretely  produced
matter'.  Actually `non' should  be  connected with  produced,  not
concretely  produced  or  not  produced  concretely.  That  means
these  ten  Rt]pas  do  not  arise  from  the  four  causes  of  matter.
Now   we   will   study   the   four   causes   of   matter   in   the   third
section.  These  ten  beginning  with  the  space-element  exist  as
attributes  or  modes  of  the  concret:ely  produced  matter.  That
means   they   are   not   concrete   matter,   but   they   are   some
qualities,   they  are   some   attributes   of  the   concrete   matt:er.
They  are  actually  not  included   in  the  Pa.ramattha   Dhammas.
They  are  not  included  in  t:hose  that  are  objects  of Vipassana
meditation.    If   you    look   at   the    beginning    of   the   sevent:h
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chapter,  page  264, you  will find "Guide to  §1'',
"The   72   kinds   of  entities:   The  four  ultimate   realities

that   have   been   described   in   the   first   six   chapters   can   be
analyzed  into  72  distinct  entities ,... "  (CMA, vll, Guide to §i, p.264)

So  there  are  72  and  they  are  called  Vatthu-dhamma,
that  is,  phenomena  which  exist  with  intrinsic  nature.  So  they
have their own  existence,  their own  intrinsic  nature,  their own
Sabhava-ropa.   They   are   consciousness   taken   as   one,    52
Cetasikas   taken   as   52   and   then    18   concretely   produced
material   phenomena   (That  means  the   18   Nipphanna-rt]pas.)
and  the  last one  is  Nibbana.  When  we  add  them  up  we  get 72
kinds of phenomena.

Ak5saldhatu
There  are  altogether  ten  Anipphanna-rt]pas.  The  first

one  is  called  a  limiting  phenomenon.  That  means this  material
property or this  Rcipa  delimits the groups of Rt]pa.  Rnpa  will  be
treated  as  groups  in  the  fourth  section  of  this  chapter.  This
space-element  delimits  or  separates  one  group  from  another.
Actually  when  the  groups  of  matter  meet  together,  although
they   touch,   there   is   a    kind   of   space   between   them,   a
separation  between  them,  That  separation  between  groups  of
matter  is  called  Akasa-dhatu,  space-element.  This  isL not  just
space,  It is not caused  by anything.  It has no actual  existence.
The void  between  two  or more groups of material  properties  is
called Akasa-dhatu, space-element.

Actually there are four kinds of Akasa  or space:

1.    unentangled  space, A].jhattakasa;

2.    delimited  space,  Paricchinnakasa;

3.    concept of infinite space, Akasanaficayatana;

4.    delimiting  space, Akasa-dhatu.
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The   first   one    is   open    space.   The    Pa!i   for   this    is
A].jhattakasa,  unentangled  space.  That just means  open  space
-   like  we  see  now  the  space  between  the  earth  and  sky.
These open spaces are called Ajjhattakasa.

Then  the  next one  is  called  delimited  space.  That is the
space  in  the windows and  the  doors or in  the  pot:s  and  vessels
and      so      on.      That     space      is      called      delimited      space,
Paricchinn5kEisa  in  P5li.

The third  kind  of space is the  concept of space  which  is
the  object  of the  first  Ardpavacara  conscrousness,  in  Pa!i  it  is
called   Akasanaficayatana.   The   object   of   first   Artipavacara
consciousness  is  the  concept  of  infinite  space,  That  is  called
space obtained by removing the  Kasina object or Kasina sign.

The  last  one  is  this  delimiting  space,  Akasa-dhatu.  The
second  and  the  fourth  are  different.  The  second   is  delimit:ed
space,  space which  is limited  by other things -  by a door,  by a
window,  by a vessel,  by a  pot,  by a  hole. The space in a  hole is
called   delimited,   The   fourth   one   is   delimiting   space.   That
means   it  delimits   or  separat:es   different   groups   of  material
phenomena. This is called space-element here, the last one.

Vififiattilrdpas

The  next two  Rdpas  are  called  Vififiatti-rDpas.  `Vififiatti'
means  making   known.   It:  is  translated  as  intimating  mat:erial
phenomena,   By  Kaya-vififiatti  and  VacT-vififiatti  we  make  our
intentions, our desires known t:o other people, Those are called
intimations       or       intimating       material       phenomena.       We
communicate  by  these  intimating  material  phenomena.  It  is  a
particular mode or modification  in the  material  properties.
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Kaya-vififiatti

The  first  one   is   Kaya-viFifiatti,   bodily   intimation.   That
means   intimation   by  the   body.   When   I   make   this   gesture,
especially   in   this   count:ry,   (Not   in   our   countries,   we   make
another gest:ure.)  you  know that I want you to come  here. The
movement  of my  fingers,  the  movement  of my  hand  -  there
is   some   kind   of  particular   mode   in   this   movement.   Not  all
movement  is  called  Vififiatti.  The  movement  of the  trees,  for
example,    does    not    make    us    know    anything.    It    is   just
movement.  When  I  move  my  hand  like  this,  you  know  that  I
want you to  come  here.  Some  mode  in  this  movement  is what
is    called    Kaya-viFiFiatti,    bodily    intimation.    This    movement
arises  because  I  have  first  the  intention  to  move  the  hand.
Before   moving   my   hand,   I   have  the   desire   or  intention   to
move.   That   intention   or  the   moments   of  consciousness   of
intention  arise  and  disappear  billions  of times.  That  intention,
or consciousness  accompanied  by  intention,  produces  material
properties,     Rtipas     especially     Vayo     (air-element).     So     it
produces   a   great   amount   of  Vayo   (air-element).   What  we
perceive  as  movement  is  actually  the  increase  of  Vayo.   Old
material  particles  disappear  and  new  material  properties  take
their   place.   When   old   material   particles  disappear  and   new
mat:erial  particles  take  their  place,  they  take  place  in  a  very
small  distance  from  where  the  old  particles  have  disappeared.
Arising  of new material  particles  in  a  new  place  makes  us t:hink
that  there  is   movement  of  the  hand.   So  in  the  books  it  is
stated  that  the  ultimate  reality  does  not  move.  There  is  no
movement  in   ultimate   realities.   It  is   difficult  to   understand.
Why  do  we  think  there   is   movement?  It  is  because  of  the
increase    of   Vayo-dhatu    in    the    hand.    When    Vayo-dhatu
increases,  the  other  material  properties,  especially  the  other
three   great   essentials,   also   increase.   By  their  increase   we
think there  is  movement  in  the  hand.  Actually  nothing  moves
from  one  place  to  another.  Material  properties  arise  here  and
disappear    here,    then    new    material    properties    arise    and
disappear,  and then another one,  like that.
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It  is  like  a  movie  film.  On  the  frames  of the  movie  film
there  is the  image.  One  image  is just a  little  bit different from
another   image.   It   is   actually   imperceptible,   but   there   is   a
difference  between  one  image  and  another.   But  when  those
pictures are projected on the screen  and  made to  move,  let us
say,  thirty  frames  per  second  and  so  on,  then  you  think  the
picture  is  moving.  Actually we  do  not  see  pictures  moving.  We
see   different   pictures   at   different   places.   Then   our   mind
combines these  pictures into one  moving  picture.  What we see
is  not a  moving  picture,  but  many  pictures  in  different  places.
When   I  'make   a   gesture   like   this   with   my   hand,   there   is
movement in  my  hand.  That movement which  I  make with the
intention  of  calling  you  is  called  Kaya-vififiatti.  There  is  Kaya-
viFifiatti  in  movement: when  I  intend  to  call  someone  or when  I
try  to  let  you  know  my  idea  or  intention  through  movement.
But   not   every   movement   is   Kaya-vififiatti.    When   we   are
asleep,   our  bodies   move.   No   one,   nobody   knows   what  we
mean.   So   there   is   no   Kaya-vififiatti   in   those   movements.
Movement  with  the  intention  of  communicating  something   is
called  Kaya-vififiatti,  bodily  intimation.

VacF-vififiatti

The  second  one  is  VacT-vififiatti,  vocal  intimation.  That
means  speech.  I  make  my  desire,  my  intention  known  to  you
by speech,  by talking  to you.  I  will  say, "Come".  You  know that
I  want  you  I:o  come  here.  By  these  words,  by  these  sounds
(Sadda),  I  make you  t:o  understand that I want you to come to
me.  My  saying  "come" is  what  is  called  VacT-vif{fiatti.  Here  also
the  sound  "come"  is  not  the  VacT-vififiatti,  but  it  is  something
inherent  in  that  sound.  I  make  the  sound  and  it  makes  you
know t:hat I  have t:he  intention  for you to come. That particular
mode  of sound  in  my  mout:h,  which  issues  from  my  mouth,  is
what  is  called  VacT-vififiatt:i.  It  is  very  close  to  sound.  If I  want
to  say  something,  again  I   have  the   intention  to   make  ,that
sound.   That   produces   here   what   is   called   earth-element,
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PathavT-dhatu.   It  produces  PathavT-dhatu   in   my  t:hroat.  That
friction   makes  t:he  sound   come  out.   In  this   case  what  is  in
excess,    what    is    prominent    is    PathavT-dhatu,    the    earth-
element.  In  the  case  of  Kaya-vififiatti  what  is  in  excess,  that
which    is    prominent,    is   air-element,   VayoHdhatu.    In    Kaya-
viFiFiatti   there   is   an   excess   of  Vayo-dhatu.   In   VacT-vififiatti
there  is an  excess of Pat:havT-dhatu.  Sound  is just the outcome
of   the   friction    between    I:he   one   element   and   the   other
element:s,   W`hen   we   say   something,   we   are   letting   other
people  know  what  we  want,  or  what  we  desire,  or  what  we
intend,  or  what  we  mean.  That  sound,  t:hat  speech  is  what  is
called  VacT-vifiFiatti,  vocal  intimation.

These    are    also    not    separate    material    properties.
Actually  they  are   some   mode,   some   modification   which   we
detect  in  the  hand  or  in  the  sound.  That  particular  mode  is
what  we  call  Vififiatti.  Vififiatti  is  said  to  be  not  visible.  What
you  see  is  not Vififiatti  but visible  matter of my  hand.  But from
this  you   infer  that   he   wants   me  to   come.   Actually  VifiFiatti
cannot   be   seen.   You   know,   when   we   classify   the   different
classes  of  matt:er,  you   will   see  that  among  the   28   material
properties  only  one  can  be  seen.  The  others  can  be  seen  only
through   mind.   Vififiatti   are  those  that  are   not  visible  to  the
physical  eye. The two  are called Vififiatti-rdpa.

Vikara-rEipas

The     next     group     is     called     Vikara-rdpa,     mutable
phenomena.  That  means  change,  or  here  a  special  quality,  or
a  special  mode of the phenomena. There are three of them,

Rdpassa-Iahuta, Mudut5, I(ammafifiata
They      are      Rdpassa-lahuta,      Rtipassa-muduta      and

Rtipassa-kammafifiata.    You    have    met    these    three    words
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Lahuta,   Muduta  and   Kammafifiata   in  the  52  Cetasikas.  They
are the same.

•      `Lahuta'means  lightness.

•      `Muduta' ineans softness or malleability.

•      `Kammafifiata' means wieldiness.

These words  are  difficult to  understand  in  English.  They
are  also  difficult to  understand  in  Pali.  Lahuta  is  not difficult to
understand.  Lahuta  is  lightness,  lightness  of  Rdpa.  When  the
climate  is  good,  when  the  weather  is  fine,  we  feel  our  bodies
to  be  light.  When  we  have  good  food  or when  we  are  healthy,
we feel  that lightness  in  our body. That is  Rdpassa-lahuta.

Rt]passa-muduta   is   compared   to  t:he   leather  which   is
well   pressed,   I   think  they   have   to   press   or  to   smash   the
leather   so   that   it:   becomes   soft   and   you   can   make   it   into
things.  That  also  we  feel  when  the  weather  is  good,  when  we
are  healthy.

Rtipassa-kammaFifiata   is   compared   to   gold   which   is
refined.  When  gold  is  really  refined,  you  can  make  it  into  any
ornament you  like.  Kammafifiata  is  like that.

These three  are always together.  When  there  is  Lahuta,
there  is  also  Muduta  and  Kammafifiata.  These  three  are  found
only  in  living  beings  and  not  in  outside things. The t:wo Vififiatti
phenomena   and   the   three   mutable   phenomena   are   called
Vikara-rt]pa.  So there are five Vikara-rt]pa  -two Vififiatt:is and
three  mutables.  They  are  called  Vikara-rCipa.  They  are  some
modes,  they  are  some  attributes  of the  concretely  produced
matter,
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Lakkhar)a-rtipas

We  come  t:o  the  last  group.  They  are  called  Lakkhapa-
rdpa,   characteristics   of  matter   or  signs   of  matter.   We   are
familiar with  three  signs.  What  are  the  three  signs? The  three
signs  are  impermanence,  suffering  and  no  soul.  Here the  signs
are different.  The  beginning,  the  middle  and  the  end  are  called
the characteristics of matter.

Rtipassalupacaya, Santati, Jarata, Aniccat5
The  first one  is  called  Rtipassa-upacaya.  It  is  translated

as    production.    The    second    is    Rtipassa-santati,    continuity,
actually  production   of  matt:er,  continuity  of  matter.   RDpassa-
]-arata      is     decay     of     matter,     and      Rdpassa-aniccata      is
impermanence  of  matter.    Impermanence  here  means  end  or
death or dissolution  of matter,

The  first  two,  Upacaya  and  Santati,  are  both  terms  for
the  arising,  I:he  genesis  or  the  birth  of  mat:ter,  The  arising  of
matter  is  called  by  two  names  here  -  Upacaya  and  Santati.
The   Commentators   try   to   explain   t:he   difference   between
Upacaya  and  Sant:ati.  In  the word `Upacaya' the word `Upa' has
two   meanings.   One   is  first.   So   Upacaya   means  first  arising.
The  other,  the  lit:eral  meaning  is  above.  That  means  later.  So
arising   first   and   arising   later,   that   is   called   Upacaya.   One
arising   has   two   modes   here,   first   arising   and   later  arising.
After that there  is the  continuity  of material  properties  arising
which  is  Santati.

At    relinking    for    human    beings,    let    us    say,    thirty
material  properties  arise.  At  relinking  there  is  arising  of thirty
material   properties  and  that  arising   is  called   Upacaya.  They
will   arise   from   that   moment   on   because   they   are   born   of
Kamma  and  so they will  arise every  moment.  So they will  arise
again,  again  and  again.  When  they arise  again  and  again,  they
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are  still   Upacaya   until  the  time  com-es  wihen   all   materials  in
one  life arise fully. That means the fetus  in the  mother's womb
gets   eyes,   ears   and   so   on   at   about   eleven   weeks   after
conception   according   to   the   Commentaries.   Until   that  time,
until  the  eleventh  week,  let  us  say,  these  material  properties
arise.  The first arising  of material  properties  at the  moment of
relinking,   Patisandhi,   are   Upacaya   and  their  arising   until  the
eleventh  week  is  called  Upacaya.  From  the  eleventh  week  on
their   arising   is   called   Santati,   for   the   whole   life   until    17
moments  before  death-cons-ciousness.  In  one  life  Upacaya  can
be  understood  to  have taken  place  at the  moment of relinking
unt:il  about  eleven  weeks  if  it  is  a  human  being.   But  if  it  is  a
Deva,  they  have  all  the  necessary  material  properties  right  at
the  moment  of relinking.  The  arising  of  material  properties  at
relinking  is  called  Upacaya.  The  others  are  Santati,  cont:inuity.
So just  one  arising  here  is  called  by  two  names  Upacaya  and
Santati-

Jarat:a  -  you  know  Jarata,  decay,  getting  old.  What  is
the   life   span   of   Rcipa,   of   material   properties?   How   many
thought    moments?    Rtipa    has    a    life    span    of    17   t:hought
moments or 51  sub-moments.

•      The firstone is called  upacaya  and  santati.

•      Then the 49  in  between are called Jarata,  decay.

•      The  51St is  called  Aniccata,  death.

The  first  moment  is  Upacaya  and  Santati.  49  moments
are Jarata,  decay. And the  51St moment is Aniccata,  death.

They  are  not  concrete  matt:er.  They  are  the  marks  of
concrete  matter.  This  is  when  concrete  matter  arises.  This  is
when  it gets old. This is when  it dies.  Since they are the  marks
of    concrete    matter,    they    are    called     Lakkhar]a-rt]pa     or
characteristics     of     matter.     There     are     four     of     these
characteristics      -       production,      continuity,      decay      and
impermanence.
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Now we  come to the  end  to the  28  material  properties.
28  material  properties are grouped  into eleven groups:

1.   The  first group  is the four essential  phenomena,
Mahabhdta  or Bhota-rtipa.

2.   The        second        is        Pasada-ropa,        sensitive
phenomena.

3.   The third  is  Gocara-ropa,  objective  phenomena.

4.   The fourth  is  Bhava-rdpa,  sexual  phenomena.

5.   The fifth  is  Hadaya-r]pa,  heart-base.

6.    The  sixth  is JTvita-rDpa,  life  faculty.

7.   The seventh  is Ahara,  nutriment.

8.    The       eighth        is        Pariccheda-rtipa,        limiting
phenomenon.

9,   The     ninth
phenomena.

is     Vififiatti-rtipa,     communicating

10.The tenth  is Vikara-rdpa,  mutable  phenomena.

11.The   eleventh   is   Lakkhar]a-rdpa,   characteristics
of matter.

By   groups  there   are   eleven   and   counting   separately
t:here are 28  material  properties. Among them:

•      The     first      18      are      called      Nipphanna-rdpa,
concretely produced  matter.

•      The  other ten  are  called  Anipphanna-ropa,  non-
concrete matter.

These  28  properties  may  be  compared  to  the  periodic
table   in   chemistry.   There   also   scientists   have   arranged   the
elements  into  some  order.  Just  as I:he  elements  in  the  periodic
table  are  the  components  of  what  we  call   mat:ter,  these   28
material  properties  according  to  Abhidhamma  are  the  building
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blocks  of what we  call  material  things  including  living  beings.

Again  28  material  things  can  be  divided  into  two.  What
are the two?

•      They are fourgreat essentials, and

•      the  24 dependent kinds of matter.

Dependent   matter   means   those   that  depend   on   the
four   essentials   for   their   arising.   Only   when   there   are   four
essentials can  they  arise.  If there  are  not four essent:ials,  t:hey
cannot  arise.  So  they  are  called  dependent  phenomena,  It  is
mostly translated  as  derived  phenomena.  That  is  not so  good,
We   will   use   dependent   phenomena.   In   PEi!i   they   are   called
Bhdta-ropa  and  Upada-rcipa.  You  must  be  familiar  with  these
terms.   When   you   study   Patthana,   you   will   find   these   many
times.  So there are four Bhota-rt]pas and  24 Upada-rapas.

Among   the   24   Upada-ropas  there  are  eye-sensitivity
and   so   on,   Gocara-rc]pa   and   so   on,   and   then   femininity,
masculinity,   heart,   life   principle  and   nutriment.   Then   among
non-concrete      matter      there      are      limiting       phenomena,
communicating    phenomena,    mutable    phenomena    and    the
characteristics of matt:er.

Let's  go  back to  the  beginning.  How  many  Bhtita-rtipas
are there? There are four.

How many  Pasada-rdpas  (sensitivities)? There are five.

How  many  objective  Rt]pas  are  there? There  are  seven
because  Photthabba  is  PathavT, Tejo and Vayo.

Then   Bhava-rtipa,  sexual   phenomena  are   how  many?
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They are two.

What about heart? There  is only one.

Life  principle  is  how  many?  It  is  only  one,

Nutriment  is  how many? There  is only one.

Limiting  is  how many? There  is only one.

Intimating  or  communicating  are  how  many?  They  are
t:wO.

Mutables   are   how   many?  They  are   three   or  five   -
actually five  including  the  intimations.

Characterist:ics are  how many? There are four.

So  we  get  28  material  properties.  These  will  be  like  the
89  types  of consciousness.  You  may  draw  a  diagram  showing
the 28  if you  want to.
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Rdpalvibh5ga
The        next        section        is        called        ``RC]pa-vibhaga'',

"classification  of Matter''.  Matter will  be  classified  into  different

things.   First   of  all   matter   is  just  one.   It   is  just  one   by   it:s
characteristic.  What  is  the  characteristic  of  matter?  Change  is
the characteristic of matter.  By that characteristic there  is  only
one  kind  of Rdpa.

Ahetuka, Sappaccaya, Sasava, Sahkhata, Lokiya,
Kamavacara, Anarammana, Appah5tabba

That:    Rdpa    is    said    to    be    Ahetuka,    rootless.
Sappaccaya,    with    conditions.    With    conditions    means
caused  by  conditions.  Sasava  -  Sasava  means  wit:h  Asavas.
`Asava'  means  taints  or  cankers.  You  will  study  I:he  Asavas  in

the   seventh    chapter,   There   are   four   Asavas    (Kamasava,
Bhavasava,    Ditthasava,   Avijjasava).    Sasava    means    literally
with  Asavas.  Then  Sahkhata  means  conditioned  by  conditions
-  conditioned  by  i:he  four  causes.  Lokiya  means  belonging  to
the  mundane  world  or  to  the  five  aggregates  of  clinging.  And
Kamavacara  -  they  are  the  object  of sense-desire.  And  then
Anarammaria  -  no  object  -  they  don't t:ake  any  object;  they
have  no  ability to take  an  object.  Taking  an  object is the  ability
of  mind  and  not  of  matter.  Appahatabba  -  they  cannot  be
abandoned.     Abandoned     means     like     abandoning     mental
defilements.   We   cannot   abandon   any   of   the   Rdpas.   They
cannot   be   abandoned.   We   must   understand   that   Rtipa   has
these qualities.

Ahetuka
The first quality is Ahetuka.  RDpa  is without roots.
"...   it  does   not  associate  with   either  the   wholesome,

unwholesome,  or  (neutral  or)   indet:erminate  root:s ,... "  (CMA, vl,
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Guide to  §6,  p.243)

Because   it  is  Rdpa  there   is   no   Lobha,   Dosa   or  Moha
with  it.  So  it  is  called  Ahet:uka.

"...   association   with   roots   being   restricted   to   me-ntal

Phenomena."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §6, p.243)

Only-Citt:as  and  Cetasikas  can.be  said  to  be  associated
with  roots.  We  may  say,-"This  Citta  is  with  root;  this  Citta  is
without   root;   this   Cetasika   is   with   root;    this   Cetasika   is
without  root."  But  this  is   not  true  for  Rtipa;   Rtipa   is  always
Ahetuka.

Sappaccaya
Then  Sappaccaya,  with  conditions  -  that  means  they

are   dependent   upon   conditions,   they   are   dependent   upon
causes, the four causes of matter. They are  Kamma,  Citta,  Utu
and Ahara. The next section  deals with them.

Sasava
Sasava  -  they  are  with  Asavas.  That  means  they  are

object of Asavas.  Lobha,  Ditthi  and  Moha  are Asavas. There are
four Asavas,  but  in  reality there  are three  -  Lobha,  Ditthi  and
Moha.  Matter  is  the  object  of  Lobha,  Ditthi  and  Moha,  So  they
are called  Sasava.

Sahkhata
Sahkhata   -   they   are   all   conditioned.   It   means   the

same as Sappaccaya. They have causes. They are conditioned.
Rdpa  is  never  Asahkhata.  Rt]pa  is  always  Sahkhata.  It  always
arises depending  upon  conditions.
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Lokiya

Lokiya   -   it  belongs  to  the  world   of  five  aggregates.
RDpa  is  never  Lokuttara  but  some  Cittas  are  Lokiya  and  some
Cittas are  Lokuttara.  Rdpa  is always  mundane,  Lokiya,

Kamavacara
Kamavacara  -  Rtipa  is the  object of sensual  craving  or

of sense-desire.  Now  whet:her  Rt]pa  arises  in  Brahma  world  or
not,  it  is  called  Kamavacara  because  it  is  the  object  of sense-
desire.   You   may   remember  the   classification   of  objects   -
Kamavacara   ob]'ect,   Mahaggata   object  and   Lokut:tara  object.
There  Kamavacara  object  means  Cit:tas,  Cetasikas  and  Rdpa.
So   Rdpa   belongs   to   Kamavacara   objects   because   it   is   the
object   of  sense-desire.   Whether   Rt]pa   arises   in   the   human
world   or  the   Deva   world   or  the   Brahma   world,   it   is   called
Kamavacara.

Anarammana
Anarammana  -  it does  not take object,  so  it is without

an  object.  It does  not  know the ob].ect.  It does  not cognize the
object.  It  is  the  object.  Since  it  is  the  object,  it  has  no  power
of   cognition,    it    is    called    Anarammana.    That    is    also    the
difference   between   R0pa   and   Nama.   Nama   can   be   both   an
ob].ect and  let us say subject,  Nama  can  I:ake another Nama  as
ob].ect.   So   Nama   can   be  sometimes  subject  and   sometimes
object.   But  Rdpa   is  always  an   object.   It  is   never  a   subject
because  it  never  takes  an  ob].ect.  It  never  knows  an  ob].ect.
Rcipa  never cognizes  an  object.
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Appahatabba
And  then  Appahatabba  -  it  cannot  be  abandoned;   it

cannot to  be  abandoned,  like  the  defilements,  When  a  person
at:tains enlightenment,  when  a  person  attains the first stage  of
enlightenment,    he   abandons   some    mental    defilements   -
doubt  and   wrong   view.   He   does   not  abandon   any   material
property,  any  Rcipa  because  Rdpa  cannot  be  abandoned.  Even
though   one   becomes   an   Arahant,   Rdpas   are   still   there.   No
R0pa   is  abandoned.   So   Rdpa   is   called   Appahatabba;   it  can
never be abandoned.

There  is  one  Rt]pa  according  t:o  characteristic  and  one
Rdpa  according  to  qualities  such  as Ahetuka,  Sappaccaya,  etc.
Rdpa  can  be  of many  kinds  when  conceived  of as  int:ernal  and
external   and   so  on.   From   now  on   Rdpa   will   be  classified   as
consisting  of two  kinds, three  kinds and  so  on.

Ajjhattika and 85hiralrtipas
Pasada-ropa  -  they  are  eye-sensitivity,  ear-sensitivity,

nose-sensitivity,  t:ongue-sensitivity  and   body-sensitivity.  They
are   called   internal,   in   Pa!i   Ajjhattika.   These   five   are   called
Ajjhattika,   internal.   Now   it   may   be   a   little   confusing.   Every
material  property  that  we  possess  is  internal.  It  is  in  us.  But
here  only these five  are  called  Ajjhattika.  That  is  because they
are  very  beneficial  to  us.  If we  do  not  have  eyes,  ears  and  so
on,  we  cannot  function  as  human  beings,  We  would  be  like  a
piece  of  log.  They  are  so  beneficial  t:o  us  that  only  those  we
call  internal.  If someone  is  so  beneficial  to  you,  t:hen  you  may
call  him  an  internal  person.  He  is  among  us,  Since  these  five
are  so  beneficial  to  our  lives,  we  call  them  internal  Rtipas  or
inner  Rt]pas.  The  rest  are  called   external.   External  does  not
mean  outside the  body. They are still  inside the  body,  but they
are  not as  beneficial  as the  five  sensitivities  so they are  called
external  Rdpas.
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Vatthu and Avatthu-rtipas
Next  js  the  five  sensitive  organs  and  I:he  heart  -  five

Pasadas  and  Hadaya,  these  six  are  called  Vatthu-rdpa,  bases.
You  are familiar with  bases.  How  many bases are there? There
are  six  bases.  You  st:udied  bases  in  the  third  chapter.  These
are     called     base-Rtipa     because     they    are    the    seat    of
consciousness.  Eye-sensitivity  is the seat of eye-consciousness
and  so  on.  They  are  called  Vatthu-rcipa.  When  these  six  are
called  Vatthu-rtipa,  the  other  22  are  called  Avatthu-rDpa,  non-
base matter.

Dv5ra and Advaralriipas
And  then  there  are  seven  kinds  comprised  of sensitive

organs  and  the two  media  of information.  That  means t:he five
sensitivities,   bodily   intimation   and   verbal   intimation.   These
seven    are    called    Dvara-rc]pa,    door-Rtipas,    door-material-
propertjes.  The  rest  are  called  non-door-Rtipas.  You  know  the
five  senses  are  called  doors.  Through  I:hem  t:he  mind,  seeing
consciousness,   and   the   others   arise.   The   two,   bodily   and
verbal  intimation,  are  called  Dvara  because they are the  doors
for   Kamma   to   arise.   Through   bodily   intimation   and   verbal
intimation  we  acquire  Kamma.  So  they  are  called  Dvara  even
though  they  are  not  the  seat  of  consciousness.  When  we  do
something  with  our body,  we  have Vififiatti there.  When  we tell
a  lie,  there  is some sort of VacT-vififiatti there.  So they are the
doors   of   Kamma;   here   they   are   called   Dvara-rdpa,   door-
matter.

Indriya and Anindrjya-rdpas
And  then  there  are  eight kinds  comprising  the sensitive

organs  (They  are  always  there.),   masculinity,  femininity  and
life   (Jivita).   These   eight   are   called   Indriya,   faculty   Rcipas.
Indriya  means  what?  Indriya  means  having  authority  because
they exert a  controlling  power in their respective spheres. That
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means  if you  do  not  have  eyes,  you  do  not  see.  So  the  eyes
have the  controlling  power over seeing.  If the  eyes  are  weak,
seeing   consciousness   is   weak.   If  your   eyes   are   not   good,
seeing-consciousness   is   not   good,   If  your   eyes   are   good,
seeing   consciousness   is   good.   So   eyes   control   the   seeing
consciousness.  They  have  the  controlling  power,  the  authority
over seeing. The same is true for hearing  and so on.

The  two  Bhava-rtipas,  sexual  phenomena,  control  the
masculine  or feminine features and  traits.  That  means  when  a
•person  is -a  man,  his  movement,  his  way of playing,  his way of

speaking  and  so  on  are  different from  those  of women,  These`
facu-Ities i:ontrol the features and traits of male and female.

The  life  faculty  controls  the  coexisting  types  of  matter.
as  a  pilot  controls  a  ship.  Life  faculty  is  compared  to  what?  It
is compared to water in the  lotus stock.  When there is water in
the   lotus   stock,   it  keeps  the   lotus  fresh.   This   life   principle;.
JTvit:a,  controls the  coexistent types  of matter.  Matter does.not
arise   singly.   Matter  arises   together  with   JTvita.   JTvita   arises
together with  other material  properties.  When  Jivita  and  other
material   properties   arise,   Ji.vita   maintains   them.   It   controls
th'em  and  keeps them  existing  until  they die.  It does  not  keep
them   eternally,   but  it  keeps  them   until  they  die.  You   know
material   properties   have   51   sub-moments   of  existence.   So
Ji.vita  keeps them  fresh  or alive through  the  50th  moment,  It is
compared  to  a  pilot.who  controls  a  ship.  But  I  think  it  is  not•quite  what  is  meant  in  the  Commentaries,  I  think  I  told  you

-`  aboult  this   last  time.   If  life   principle   controls   other  material

properties,  what  controls  it?  If  Jivita   maintains  others,  what
protects JTvita? The  analogy  of a  boat  and  a  boatman  is  given
there,  The  meaning  there  is  when  the  boatman  takes  others
on  the  boat  to  the  other  side,  to  the  other  shore,  he  takes
himself  also.  When  he  takes  people  on  the  boat  to  the  other
shore,  he  takes  himself also  because  he  is  connected  with  the
boat.  Although  he  does  not  mean  to  take  himself as  he  takes
the  boat to the other shore,  he takes  himself too.  In the same
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way,   Jivita,   the   life   faculty   maintains   others,   the   mat:erial
properties  and  it  maintains  itself  also  because  it  js  connected
with  other  material  propert:ies.  That  is  the  meaning  here.  The
pilot controls the  ship  is  not so  good  an  analogy.

O!arika, Sukhuma, Santike, Ddre, Sappatigha, Appatigha

The   next   group   is   twelve   kinds   comprising   the   five
sensitive  organs  and  seven  sense-objects.  Eye-sensitivity,  ear-
sensitivity   and   so   on,   they   are   five.   Seven   sense-objects
means  visual  object,  sound,  smell,  taste,  earth,  fire  and  air.
Altogether   there   are   five   and   seven,   so   twelve.   They   are
called :

•       gross,  O!arika  in  pa!i,

•      proximate ornear,  Santjke,  and

•       Sappatigha,   with   impingement,   wit:h   impinging

material  phenomena.

The  rest are  called+:

•      subtle,Sukhuma,

•      distant,  DDre,  and

•       non-impinging,  Appatigha.

The  sense-organs  and   the   corresponding   objects  are
subject and  object.  They are said to  be gross.  Here gross does
not mean  rough  or big,  Gross simply  means  it is easier to  see,
easier  to   perceive,   not   difficult  to   perceive.   When   you   see
something,  you  know  there  is  eye-sensitivity  and  you  see  the
visible  ob].ect.  They  are  not  difficult  to  see.  They  are  easy  to
see,  easy  to  perceive.  That  is  why  t:hey  are  called  gross,  not
that they are  more substantial than  or rougher than  the subtle
matter.   But   here   gross   just   means   easy   to   see,   easy   t:o
perceive.

Proximate  means  near.  What  is  near  is  easy to  see.  So
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they   are   called   near.   They  are   with   impinging.   That   means
they  come  into  contact  -  the  eye  and  the  visible  ob].ect,  the
ear-sensitivity    and    the    sound    -    so   there    is    a    kind    of
impinging,  a  kind  of contact.  They  are  called  Sappatigha+t]pa.
The  rest  are  called  Sukhuma-rcipa,  not  so  easy  to  see,  not so
easy   t:o    perceive.   Apo,   the   water-element,    is   said   to    be
Sukhuma-rdpa, subtle matter,  not easy to see.  We can  see the
water,  but  it  is  not  easy  to  perceive  the  element  or  trickling
charact:eristic  or  cohesion  of  water-element.  It  is  not:  as  easy
to  see  as  t:he  other  element:s.  What  is.not  easy  to  see  seems
to   be  far  away,   so  they  are  called   distant.   Here  we  should
understand  distance   not  as  real  distance  but  just  as  not  as
easy to  see as the other ones. They are therefore distant.  And
non-impinging  -there is  no coming together.

Upadinna and Anupadinna
Material     phenomena     born     of     Kamma     are     called

Upadinna.  The  others  are  called  Anupadinna.  This  t:erin  must
be   underst:ood   properly   and   correctly.   Many   people   make   a
mistake  about  t:his  term.  The  word  `Upadinna'  is  composed  of
the word `Upa' and `Adinna'.  `Upa' here  means  Kamma  which  is
the  object  of  craving   and   wrong  view.   Actually  `Upa'  means
approached,    so    here    Kamma    approached    by   craving    and
wrong  view,  Kamma  which  is the  object  of craving  and  wrong
view,  or  Kamma  which  is  concomitant  with  craving  and  wrong
view.  Actually  it is the object of craving  and  wrong  view.  If it is
Kusala   Kamma,   they   do   not  arise   together,   but   still   Kusala
Kamma   is  t:he  ob].ect  of  craving   and  wrong  view.  `Upa'  here
means  approached,  approached   by  craving  and  wrong  view.
`Adinna'   means   taken.   Taken    here    means   something    like

claiming.  It  is  claimed  by  Kamma  as  its  result.  That  ,is  called
Upadinna,  something  that  is  claimed  by  Kamma  as  its  results.
It  is  as  though  Kamma  came  forward  and  were  to  say, ``These
are  my  results,  I:hese  are  the  results  that  I  produced."  It  is
something   like  that.   They   are   called   Upadinna.   It   is   usually
translated  as clung-to,  but actually Upadinna  means those that
are  born  of Kamma.
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The     others     are     not     Upadinna;     they     are     called
Anup.adinna  -those  not  born  of Kamma.  If they  are  not  born
of  Kamma,  they  are  born  of Citta,  Utu  and  Ahara.  Those  that
are   born   of  Kamma   are   called   clung-to,   Upadinna   and   the
others are called  not clung-to, Anupadinna.

In  the  book,  "It  should  be  noted  that,  unlike  t:he  other
pairs  of terms  used  for the  purpose  of  classification,  the  pair`clung-to'   and   `not   clung-to'   does   not   establish   a   mutually

exclusive  dichotomy,... "  (CMA, vl, Guide to §7, p.245)

You  will  understand`  more  clearly  when  you  get  to  the
next: section.

"...    for-  nine    kinds    of  -material    phenomena    born    of

kamma  can  also  originate  from  other causes,"  (CMA, vl, Guide to §7,
p.245)

There  are   18   material   properties   caused   by  Kamma.
NineL3   are   caused   by   Kamma   only  and   the   other  nine±4  are
caused  `by.Kamma   and   the  .others±5   as   well.   They   are   not
mutually exclusive.  That is one thing.

-  There  is another thing to  understand.

"Generally,    however,    in    a    less    technical    sense,    all

organic  matter  in  the  body  is  referred  t:o  as  ``clung-to",  while
inorganic  matter  is  spoken  of as  ``not  clung-to''."  (CMA, vl, Guide to
§7, p.245)   .

That    is.-important.    The    word    `Upadinna'   strictly    in
Abhidhamma    t:erminology    means    Rdpa    born    of    Kamma.
`Anupadinna'  means  Rtipa  not  born  of  Kamma,  Rdpa  born  of

13   They are eye-sensitivity, ear-sensitivity,  nose-sensitivity, tongue-sensitivity,  body-
sensitivity, femininity,  masculinity,  heart-base and  life faculty.

14   The others are earth-element:, water-element:, fire-element, air-element, form, smell,
taste, nutriment and space.

15   The others are also caused  by Citta,  Utu ar]d Ahara.
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other   three   causes,   But   in   other   places   `Upadinna'   means
simply   organic   matter,   matter   in   living   beings.   `Anupadinna'
means  matter  in  outside  things.  You  have  to  understand  that.
Otherwise  you  will   make  a  mistake.   Especially  in  the  Vinaya
we  find  this  Upadinna  and  Anupadinna   many  times.  There  if
you  translate  it as  clung-to  or born  of Kamma,  you  are wrong.
There  Upadinna  means  animate  Rdpa  and  Anupadinna  means
inanimate   Rtipa,   outside   things.   We   must   understand   that
Upadinna  and  Anupadinna  have two  meanings each.

•      In   Abhidhamma   terminology   Upadinna   means
born   of   Kamma.   Anupadinna    means   born   of
Citta,  Utu  or Ahara.

•      But  in  general  usage  Upadinna   means  animate
matt:er.  Anupadinna  means  inanimate  matter.

Monks  are  not  allowed   to  touch  women.   Women   are
Upadinna. They are animate,  We can touch the desk.  The  desk
is   Anupadinna.   There   is   no   offense   for   us   when   we   t:ouch
Anupadinna.   With   regard  to   Upadinna   we   are   not  to  touch
women.  These  words  are  used  there.  You   must  understand
that  Upadinna  means  animate  matter  and  so  on.  Otherwise  if
you  t:ake  Upadinna  to just mean  R0pa  born  of Kamma,  you will
be   wrong   there,   So   please   understand   these   two   words,
Upadinna  and  Anupadinna.

Sanidassana and Anidassana
The  visible  form  is  visible  and  the  rest:  are  non-visible.

Among  the  28  material  properties  only  one  can  be  seen.  It  is
Rtipa,  visible  object,  So  Rcipa  only  can  be  seen  among  the  28
material  properties.  The  other  ones  you  cannot  see  with  your
eyes. You  see them with your minds.
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Asampatta and Sampatta
Eye    and    ear   are    called    not    reaching    their   object,

Asampatta.    Nose,   tongue   and    body   are   called   Sampatta.
Sampatta  means  reaching  out. That means coming t:o you.  Eye
and   ear  t:ake   the   object   which   does   not   reach   them.   That
means  they  take  the  ob]'ect  before  it  reaches  them.  Eye  and
ear do  not go out and take the object outside.  We can  also say
that   meaning,   but   t:he   correct   meaning   is   that   they   take
ob].ects that have  not reached them  yet:.

For example,  let  us  say the  sound  waves  come  and  hit
our ear.  According  to Abhidhamma  we take the sound  before  it
hits  t:he  ear.   It  may  be  close  to  the  ear,   but  it  has  not  yet
reached  the  ear.  Eye  and  ear  are  said  to  be  Asampatta.  Then
we put the word `Gahika' after it. That means taking the object
which  has  not  reached  t:hem.  But  the  nose,  tongue  and  body
are  called  t:hose  that  take  objects  that  have   reached  them.
That:'s  understandable.  The  smell,  as  long  as  it  does  not  come
in  cont:act  with  your  nose,  does  not  produce  an  odor  for  you.
Touch     and     taste     are     the     same.     So    they    are     called
Sampattagahika.

There  is   a   difference   of  opinion   among   the  teachers
before  the  time  of  the  Comment:aries.  There  is  what  is  called
NaA5   Atthakatha.   That   means   the   original    Commentaries.
When   Buddhaghosa   wrote   his   new   Commentaries,   he   took
many   from   the   Mah5   A{thakath5.    The   authors   of   „ah5
Atthakath5  think  that  they  take  the  ob]'ect  which  has  reached
tri=m.  There  is  difference  of opinion.  The  opinion  of Venerable
Buddhaghosa  or  t:he  elders  at  Mahavihara  in  Sri  Lanka  is  the
opinion   t:hat   prevails.   Later   aut:hors   or   monks   follow   them.
Venerable  Anuruddha   also  followed  them.   So   he  states  that
eye  and  ear  take  objects  that  have  not  reached  t:hem.  The
others  t:ake  objects  that  have  reached  them.  We  may  or  may
not agree with t:hat.
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Gocaraggahika and Agocaraggahika
These five,  eye-sensitivity,  ear,  nose,  tongue  and  body-

sensitMty,   are   called   Gocaraggahika.   `Gocara'  means  object
and `Gahika' means state.  These five are called those t:hat take
objects.  The  ot:hers  are  called  Agocaraggahika,  those  that  do
not take ob].ects.

At  the   beginning   of  this  chapter  it   is   said   that   Rdpa
does  not  take  an  object,  Anarammar]a.  Here  it  says  it  takes
the  ob].ect.  Here  we  should  understand  that when  it  says  they
take  the  object,  as  for  example,,  the  eye  and  ear  take  the
object,  it  means  actually  not  they  themselves,   but  the  eye-
consciousness   and   ear-consciousness   that   arise   depending
upon  them  take  the  object.  That  is  why  they  are  said  to  take
an  object.  Actually  Rdpa  cannot take objects.

Avinibbhoga and Vinibbhoga

The  last  one,  the  inseparable  ones  -  they  are  Vanna
(visible  object),  Gandha  (smell),  Rasa  (taste),  Oja  (Oja  means
nutrit:ive     essence.)     and     Bhcita-catukka     (the     four     great
essentials).  The  eight  kinds  of  material   phenomena  that  are
inseparable  -  these  eight  are  called  in  Pa!i  Avinibbhoga  those
that   cannot   be   separated.   The   rest   are   called   Vinibbhoga,
those  that  can  be  separated.  These  eight  are  everywhere,  In
every  particle  of  matter,  however  small  it  may  be,  there  are
these  eight  particles.  We  may  reduce  the  material  particles  to
the   smallest   atoms   or  sub-atoms.   That   sub-atomic   particle
according  to  Abhidhamma   has  these  eight  particles  -  color,
odor  and  so  on.  They  cannot  be  separated.  However,  we  can
understand  them;  we  can  separate  them  with  our  minds.  We
say  that  there  are  color,  smell,  taste  and  so  on,  but  actually
we   cannot   separate   them.   The   four   essentials   -   eart:h-
element,  water-element,  fire-element  and  air-element  -  they
cannot  be  separated.  Always  there  are  these  eight  material
properties     everywhere.     That     is     why     they     are     called
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inseparables.   The   others   exist   separat:ely   and   they   can   be
separated.    Eye-sensitivity   and    ear-sensitivit:y   do    not   arise
together.   They   are   separat:e.    We   know   there   is   no   eye-
sensitivity  in  the  ear-sensitivity  and  no  ear-sensit:ivity  in  the
eye-sensitivity.   But   in   a   particle   of .matter  we   say  there   is
color,   t:here   is   smell,   there   is   taste.    So   these   are   called
inseparable   eight.   The   rest   are   the   separable   ones.   These
eight  will  be  t:aken  as  a  basis.  Then  we  will  add  one  mat:erial
particle  or  two  particles  or  three  particles  to  it.  We  will  study
them  in  the third  section.  These  eight elements  are  collectively
known  as  the  Pure  octad  (see CMA, vl, Guide to §7, p,246).  That  means

pure  group  of eight  material  properties.  In  Pa!i  they  are  called
Suddhatthaka.  `Suddha'  means  pure.   Pure   means  not  mixed
with  oth.ers.  `Atthaka'  means  a  group  of  eight.  So  here  it  is  a
pure group of eight material  properties,

Also  they  are  collectively  called  Ojatthamaka,  a  group
with  nutritive essence as the eighth.  There  is  nut:ritive  essence
among  the  eight -color,  odor, taste  and  nutritive  essence.  So
they  are  called  Ojatthamaka.  If you  +ead  the  Comment:aries  in
Pa!i,  you  will  find  these  terms  here  and  there.   Suddhatthaka
and  Ojatthamaka  mean  the  same  thing.  They  both  mean  the
eight   material    properties.   These   eight   material    properties
cannot   be   separated.   They  are   always   in   every   particle   of
matter.

These  28  material  properties  can  be  divided  int:o  many
classifications  internal  and  ext:ernal,  base  and  non-base,  door
and  non-door and  so on.

The  basis  of these  classifications  are  the  five  sensitive
phenomena.  The  five  sensitive   phenomena   are   internal   and
the others external.

Add  one  thing,  heart,  and  they  are  called  base,  Vatthu
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and the rest Avatthu.

Then  we  add  two,  the  Vififiatti.  These  seven  are  Dvara
(door)  Rtipa  and the rest are Advara  (non-door)  Rdpa.

Then  we  add  t:hree.  What  are  the  three?  They  are .two
Bhavas   and   JTvit:a.   In   Pa!i   you   can   say   Pasada,   Bhava   and
JTvita.   `Pasada'   means   the   five   sensitivities.    So   altogether
`t:here  are  eight.   They  are  called  faculties,   Indriya-rdpa.   The
rest are Anindriya,  non-faculties.

Then  there  are  twelve.  What  are  the  twelve?  They  are
Pasada   and   Visaya.   The   twelve   are   comprised   of  the   Five
Pasada  and  seven  Gocara  or Visaya.  Here  the  word  Visaya  is
used.  There  are  twelve.  They  are  gross,  near  and  impinging.
The  rest are called  subtle,  distant and  non-impinging.

And then there are those that are born of Kamma. They
are  18.  We  will  see  them  later.  They  a.re  called  Upadinna  and
the  others  are  called  Anupadinna.  You  must  also  understand
the    different    meanings    of   Upadinna    and    Anupadinna    -
animate  .and   inanimate,   born   of   Kamma   and   not  born   of
Kamma.

And  the  only one  i  Rt]pa  is the only visible object;  it is
the  only  one  that  can  be  seen.  The  others  cannot  be  seen,
Here it is said that they are with  seeing  and  without seeing.

Then there are those that take the object which has not
yet  reached  them.  What are  they? They are  eye  and  ear.  And
then  there  are  those  t:hat  take  the  object  which  has  reached
them  -  nose,  tongue  and  body.  These  five  are  called  object-
.taking  Rtipa,  Gocaraggahika-rdpa.
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Then  there  are  those  t:hat  cannot  be  separated,   How
many  Avinibbhoga  are  there?  There  are  eight.  They  are  color,
smell,  taste,  nutritive  essence  and  four essentials.  These  eight:
are   called  Avinibbhoga.   The   rest  are   called  Vinibbhoga.   Can
you  tell   me  another  name  for  Avinibbhoga-rdpa?  The  other
names  are  Suddhatthaka  or  Ojatthamaka.  So  there  are  three
names`   for     these.     -      Avinibbhoga,      Suddhatthaka      and
Ojatthamaka.  We  will  find  the  word  Suddhatthaka  ih  the  fourth
Sect:ion.

sadhu!  sadhu!  sadhu!

OrEgination of Matter

Four Causes of Matter
Today we  come to  the  section  called  the ``Origination  of

Matter"     or    I:he     "Causes     of     Matter",     "Rdpasamutthana".
Buddhism  teaches  the  conditionality  of  all  things  anima.te  and
inanimate,   Rtipa   can   be   either  animate   or  i-nanimate.   Rdpa
must have conditions or causes. There are four kinds of causes
for  the   arising   of  matter.   They  are   Kamma,   Citta,   Utu   and
Ahara.  You  know  Kamma  and  Citta.  Utu  literally  means  climate
or   weather.    In   Abhidhamma    Utu    means    heat   or   cold    or
temperature.  Ahara  normally  means  food.  Nutriment  inherent
in  food  is called Ahara,  There are these four kinds  of causes of
Rtipa.   We   will   study   in   this   chapter   which   kinds   of   causes
originate  which  kinds of Rdpas.  You  know there are  28  kinds  of
material  properties.
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Kamma as a Mode of Origin

First  there  js  Kamma.  What  is  Kamma  in  this  particular
section? The Manua/ says,

"Therein,  the  25  kinds of wholesome  and  unwholesome

kamma  ..."  (CMA, vl, §io, p.247)

So  Kamma  here  means the  25  kinds  of wholesome  and
unwholesome  Kamma,  not  all  Kamma  because  we  are  dealing
with.  Kamma   that  causes   Rdpa.   Now  t:here   are   25   kinds   of
wholesome  and  unwholesome  Kamma.  How  many  wholesome
Kammas  are  there?  There.are  Kamavacara   Kusala  eight  and
Rdpavacara  five.  Eight  and  five  is  thirteen.  And  then  there  are
Akusala  twelve  or  unwholesome  Kamma.  Altogether there  are
251

Kamma-means  Cetana  accompanying  these  25  types of
consciousness.  That Kamma  is  performed  in the  past,  it is  past
Kamma.   That   Kamma   produces   Rcipa   at   what   moment?   It
begins   with   Patisandhi   Citt:a.   There   are   three   sub-moments
within   Patisandhi   Citta   -   arising,   presence   and   dissolution,
Here   it   is   said   beginning   with   Patisandhi,   Kamma   produces
Rdpa  moment by  moment.  That means at every moment Rdpa
is  produced,  There  are  three  sub-moment:s  in  Pa{isandhi.  And
there  are  three  sub-moments  in  Bhavahga  and  s'o  on.  At  the
arising  moment  Kamma  produces  Kamma-born  RC]pa.  Then  at
the   presence   moment   it   produces   Rtipa   again,   And   at  the
dissolution    moment   also    it   produces   Rt]pa    again.    Kamma
produces  Rcipa  born  of  Kamma  at  every  moment  in  our  lives,
actually every  sub-moment.  Where  does  it  produce  RDpa  born
of  Kamma?  It  produces  Rdpa  born  of  Kamma  in  the  internal
continuum.  My  Kamma  in  the  past will  produce  Kammaja-rdpa
in  me,  not  in  you,  not  in  other  persons.  Kamma  or volition  or
Cetana  accompanying  these  25,  t:hat  is,  Akusala,  Kamavacara
Kusala  and  Rdpavacara  Kusala,  produces  Kamma-born  matter
beginning   with   the   first   sub-moment   of   Patisandhi   and   all
through   life   until   the   17th   moment  reckoned.backward   from
death.  It  will  become  clear when  we  study the  sect:ion  on  how
matter arises  and  how  matter  disappears  in  one  life.  Kamma-
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born  matter  must  disappear  with  death  Citta,  with  Cuti  Citta.
Life  span  of  matter  is  how  many  moments?  The  life  span  of
matter   is    17   thought   moments`.   The    last   moment   when
Kamma-born  matter  arises  in  one 'Iife  is  17th  thought  moment
reckoned   backward   from   Cuti   Citta.   That  will   become   clear
later, This. is how Kamma-born  matter arises.

Wh.eh   we  .say   Kamma  .here;    we   do    not   mean    all
Kamma.     -We      mean      Cetana     -associa.ted'    with      Akusala,
Kamavacara   Kusala   and   Rt]pavacara   Kusala.   Artipavacara   is
not  included  simply  because  there  is  no  Rapa  in  Ar]pavacara
red-lms.    Since    there    is    no    Rdpa    in    Artipavacara    realms,

.Ardpavacara  Kamma  cannot  produ`Ce  Rcipa, This  is  Kamma  and
Kamma-born  matt:er.  In't:he ``Guide to  §10" from the  CMA,

"T.he   volitions   of   the    wholesome    immaterial-sphere

cittas generate rebirth  in the  immaterial  plane and thus cannot
produce  material  phenomena  originating  from  kamma."  (CMA, vl,
Guide to  §10,  p.247)

There is no matter,  no Rdpa  in Arcipavacara  realms.

Citta as a Mode of Origin`
The  next  one  is  Citta.  There  are  89  Cittas,  but  not  all

89     Cittas     produce     Rdpa,     There     are     some     types     of
consciousness that have to be omit:ted.  Look at the Mant/a/,

"The     75     types     of    consciousness,.excluding     the

immaterial-sphere   resultant:s   (Arcipavacara-  Vipaka)   and   the
two  sets  of five fold  sense  consciousness  (Dvipaficavififi.ana)16,
broduce   material   phenomena .originating  from   consciousness
.."  (CMA, VI,  §11,  p.247)

Citta   here   means   75   Citt:as..   Those   75   are   all   Cittas
except  Artipavacara  Vipaka  four  and. the  two  sets  of  five fold
sense-consciousness.  So  89  minus  14  is  75.  These  75  Cittas
produce  what  is  called  Citta-bor.n   Rcipa.   Beginning  with  what

•  16.  That.means seeing  consciousness  and  so  on,  a`lt:ogether ten.
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moment?   Beginning   with   t:he   first   Bhavahga   they   produce
Citta-born  Rtipa.  Aft:er  Patisandhi  there  is  Bhavahga.  Beginning
with   t:hat   first   Bhavahga,   Citta   produces   Citta-born   matter.
When    do   they    produce    matter?   They    produce    Cit:t:a-born
matter only  at the  moment  of arising.  That  means  at the  first
sub-moment.  Citta  produces Citta-born  matt:er at the first sub-
moment of the first Bhavahga.  Following that at every moment
of arising,  Citta  produces  Citta-born  matter.  Citt:a-born  matter
is  produced  neither at presence sub-moment nor at dissolution
sub-moment.  Now that is the difference  between  Kamma-born
and  Citta-born  matter.  Kamma-born  Rtipa  is produced  at every
sub-moment  in  one  life.   Cit:ta-born   Rdpa   is  only  produced.at
the  -arising   sub-moment  of  each   Citta.   Citta-born   matter  is
produced   neither   at  the   presence   sub-moment   nor   at.the
dissolution  sub-moment of Citta.

Now  there   are  some  things  we   have  to   understand.
Rebirt:h-consciousness     and     cleat:h-consciousness     do     they
produce  matter  or  not?  It  is  said  that  rebirth-consciousness
does  not  produce  matter,  cannot  produce  matt:er  because  it
has  to  depend  on  a  weak  base.  It  is  like  a  guest.  It  has  just
come to a  new existence.  It is  new,  so  it cannot  produce  Citta-
born   matter   at   the   moment   of   Patisandhi.   Actually   at   the
moment   of   Patisandhi   what   arises   is   Kamma-born   matter.
Since   Kamma-born   matter  arises   at   moment   of   Patisandhi,
Patisandhi   Citta   cannot   produce   Citta-born   matter   at   that
moment.   Patisandhi   Citta   or   rebirth-consciousness   is   to   be
excluded.

Then  it  is  said  in  the  books  that  the  death  Citta  of an
Arahant  does  not  produce  any  Rdpa.  But  death  Citta  of other
beings  does  produce   Rdpa.   Here  we   have  to   exclude  death
Cit:ta   of   Arahants   also.   Alt:hough   we   leave   them   out,   the
number  of  Cittas  is  the  same.  Although  we  leave  out  rebirth-
consciousness,  there  is  Bhavahga  consciousness.  Also  there  is
death-consciousness  of other  beings.  So  the  number  of Cittas
is  the  same.  But to  be  exact  or  if we  go  into  details,  we  have
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to  omit  rebirth-consciousness  and  the  cleat:h-consciousness  of
Arahants.  These  types  of  consciousness  do  not  produce  any
Rtipa.

The   Artipavacara   Vipaka   Cittas   do   not   produce   any
matter.  That  is  easy to  understand.  It  is  simply  because  there
is  no  Rdpa  in those  realms.

What about the ten  Citt:as,  seeing  consciousness and  so
on?  They  do  not  produce  R0pa.  Why?  It  is  said  that  in  order
for  t:he  Cittas  to   be  strong   enough  to   produce  matter  they
need   to   be   associated   with   what:   are   called   Jhana   factors,
Magga factors and  Hetus  (roots). These types of consciousness
(DvipaficavififiaT]a)    are    not    accompanied     by    Vitakka    and
Vicara.  Also  they  are  not  accompanied  by  factors  of  Path  or
any  roots.  So  they  are  without  them  and  have  no  power  to
produce  matter.  That  is why they are  excluded  from  t:he  Cittas
here.  The  four  Art]pavacara  Vipakas  do   not  produce   matter
because   there   is   no   matter  in  Art]pavacara   realm.   The  ten
Cittas,  DvipaficaviFifiapa,  do  not  produce  matter  because  they
are  too  weak.   Why  are  they  too  weak?  They  are  too  weak
because  they  are  not  accompanied   by  the  fact:ors  of  Jhana,
factors   of   Path   and   Hetus.   Rebirth-consciousness   does   not
produce  Rtipa.  Death-consciousness  of Arahants  also  does  not
produce  Rdpa.

Now  we  have  to  understand  at  what  moment  mental
phenomena  and  material  phenomena  are  strongest,  It  is  said
that   ment:al   phenomena   are   strongest   at   t:he   moment   of
arising,  among  the  three  sub-moment:s.  Cittas  and  Cetasikas
are  strongest  at  the  moment  of  arising.  That  is  why  Cittas
produce  Rdpa  at  that  moment  and  not  at  presence  moment
and     dissolution     moment.     But     material     phenomena     are
strongest   at   the   moment   of   presence.   You   know   material
phenomena  last for  51  sub-moments.  Their  presence  is for 49
sub-moments.  When  they  exist  for that  long  they  are  strong.
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Matter is  strongest at the  moment  of presence.  That  means  it
is  strongest  during  the  49  sub-moments  of  existence.   Cittas
and  Cetasikas are strongest at the moment of arising.

There  are  some  particulars  to  understand  with  regard
to   Cittas   producing   matter.   That  is,  we   need  to   understand
Appana  Javanas.   How  many  Appana  Javanas  are  there?  26,
t:here  are  26  when  you  t:ake  Lokuttara  as  eight.  These Appana
Javanas   also    uphold    the    bodily   postures.    That   means    in
addition   to   originating   matt:er  they   uphold   and   maintain   the
bodily     postures.     What    are    Appana    Javanas?    They    are
Mahaggata  Kusala  and  Kiriya  Cittas  and  the  Lokuttara  Cittas,
These   Cittas   produce   mat:ter  and   also   uphold   and   maintain
postures.   When   a   person   is  in   a   state  of  Jhana,   he  can   sit
cross-legged  for seven  days.  Jhana Javanas are strong  so they
can   maint:ain  the  postures.  The  maint:enance  or  upholding  of
the  bodily  posture  is  done  by the  26 AppanEi  Javanas.

The        determining        consciousness        (Votthabbana),
Kamavacara    Javanas    and    two    AbhifiFias    produce    matter,
maintain   or  support  postures,   and   they  also   activat:e   bodily
and  vocal  intimation.  How  many Cittas are t:here? There are  32
Cittas.  These  32 Cit:tas produce  matter,  maintain  postures,  and
produce Vififiatti  (bodily  intimation  and  vocal  intimation),

Then  the  last  one  -  t:he  13  Javanas  accompanied  by
Somanassa  produce  smiling.  There  are  four  from  Lobhamdla;
one  from  Ahetuka,  and  eight from  Kam5vacara  (i.e.  four from
Kamavacara   Kusala   and   four  from   Kamavacara   Mahakiriya).
These   13  produce  matter,   maintain   postures,   produce  bodily
and  vocal  int:imation,  and  also  produce smiling.

Cittas  that  produce  Rdpa  only  are  two  Sampaticchana,
three      SantTrana,      Paficadvaravajjana,      eight      Kamavacara
Sobhana  Vipaka,  and  five  Rtipavacara  Vipaka  (also see CMA, vl, Table
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The  nine  Mahaggata  Kusala,  the  nine  Mahaggata  Kiriya
and  eight  Lokuttara  produce  Rdpa  and  maintain  posture.  I  say
they    maintain    or   support    posture.    Actually   they    do    not
produce  posture,  They  keep  t:he  postures  intact.  In  order  for
there   to   be   post:ure   there   must   be   Vififiatti.   They   do   not
produce  Vififiatt:i.   So  they  cannot  produce  or  create  posture.
The  posture  that  is  already  there  they  maintain  or  support.
Those  that  support  posture  and  produce  Rdpa  only  are  nine
Mahaggata  Kusala,  nine  Mahaggata  Kiriya  and  eight  Lokut:tara.
Again    the    Cittas    that   ].ust    produce    Rdba    only    are    two
Sampaticchana,    three    Sant:Trar]a,    Paficadvaravajjana,    eight
Kamavacara  Sobhana Vipaka,  and five  Rdpavacara Vipaka.

Then   there   are   Citt:as   t:hat   produce   matter,   support:
postures  and  also  produce  intimations  only.  Those  Cittas  that
produce   matter,   support   postures,   and   produce   intimations
only   are  the   four   Lobhamdla   Upekkha,   two   Dosamdla,   two
Mohamdla,      Manodvarava].jana,     four     Kamavacara      Kusala
Upekkha,    four    Kamavacara    Mahakiriya    Upekkha    and    two
Abhififias.

And  then  t:here  are  Cittas  that  produce  Rdpa,  support
bodily  postures,  produce  VifiFiatti  and  produce  smiling.  Those
Cittas   are   four   Lobhamtila    Somanassa,    Hasituppada,   four
Kamavacara      Kusala     Somanassa      and     four     Kamavacara
Mahakiriya  Somanassa.

Fifth  Jhana  can  be  ordinary  fifth  Jhana  or Abhififia  fifth
Jhana.  If  they  are  ordinary,  they  do  not  produce  intimation,
But  when   they   are  Abhififias,   they   produce   intimation   also.
When   we   say   26   Appana   Javanas,   we   mean   ordinary   fifth
Jhana.   We   do   not   include  Abhififia   there.   When   we   say   26
Appana   Javanas   uphold    postures,   we   mean   ordinary   fifth
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Jhana.   When  we  say  Votthabbana,   Kamavacara  Javanas  and
Abhififias    produce    matt:er,    uphold     postures    and    produce
intimation, we mean the fifth Jhanas that are Abhififias,

How   many  Cittas   produce   matter?   75   Cittas   produce
matter,   all    Cittas   produce    matter   except   Dvipaficavififiana
Cittas and four Ardpavacara Vipaka  Cittas.

How    many    Cittas    support    posture?    Those    Cittas
supporting      posture     are      nine     Mahaggata      Kusala,     nine
Mahaggata  Kiriya  and  eight Lokuttara.

How     many     Cittas     produce     matter     and     support
postures?   Those   Cittas   that   produce   matter   and   support
postures  are  nine  Mahaggata   Kusala,  nine  Mahaggata   Kiriya,
eight  Lokuttara,  four  Lobham]la  Upekkha,  two  Dosamtila,  two
Mohamtila,      Manodvaravajjana,     four     Kamavacara      Kusala
Upekkha,      four      KamEivacara      Mahakiriya      Upekkha,      two
Abhififias,    four    Lobhamola    Somanassa,    Hasituppada,    four
Kamavacara      Kusala      Somanassa      and     four     Kamavacara
Mahakiriya  Somanassa.

How  many  Citt:as  produce  intimations,  ViFiFiatti?  Those
Cittas  that  produce  Vififiatti  are  four  LobhamDla  Upekkha,  two
Dosamdla,        two        Mohamt]Ia,        Manodvaravajjana,        four
Kamavacara    Kusala    Upekkha,    four   KEimavacara    Mahakiriya
Upekkha,      two     Abhififias,      four      Lobhamcila      Somanassa,
Hasituppada,   four   Kamavacara   Kusala   Somanassa   and   four
Kamavacara  Mahakiriya  Somanassa.

How   many   Cittas   produce   smiling   also?  Those   Cittas
that     produce     smiling     are     four     Lobhamdla     Somanassa,
Hasituppada,   four   Kamavacara   Kusala   Somanassa   and   four
Kamavacara  Mahakiriya  Somanassa.
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How  many  Cittas  do  not  produce  matter?  Those  Cittas
that   do   not   p`roduce   matt:er   are   Dvipaficavififiapa   and   four
Artipavacara Vipaka  Cittas.

With   regard  to  those  that  produce  smiling  also,  t:here
are  13  of them.  With these  Cittas  people smile.

Puthujjanas   smile  with   how   many  Cittas?  They  smile
with   four   Lobhamtila   accompanied   by   Somanassa   and   four
Kamavacara  Kusala  accompanied  by  Somanassa.  With  one  of
these eight Cittas  Puthu].].anas  smile.

What  about  Trainees,  Sekhas[7,  with  how  many  Cittas
do they smile? They smile with  two from  Lobhamt]Ia, those  not
accompanied   by   wrong   view[8,   and   then   four   Kamavacara
Kusala  Citt:as  accompanied  by  Somanassa.  Trainees  smile  with
one of these six Cittas.

What  about  Arahant:s  with  what  Cittas  do  they  smile?
They    smile    with     five     Cittas     -     Hasituppada     and     four
Kamavacara  Mahakiriya  accompanied  by Somanassa.

So  Puthujjanas  smile  with  eight  Cittas.  Trainees  smile
with  six Cittas.  Arahants smile with  five  Cittas.

What  about  Buddhas?  There  were  some  teachers  who
thought that a  Buddha  would  not smile  with  Hasituppada.  The
common  opinion  of teachers  does  not  accept t:hat.  Those  who
said    Buddha    does    not   smile    with    Hasituppada    gave   this
reason:   "It   is   said   that   all   bodily   act:ions   of   Buddha   follow

17   That means Sotapannas, SakadagamTs and AnagamTs.
18   That means t:he third  and fourth  LobhamcIIa  Cittas.
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wisdom,  follow  Nana.  This  Hasituppada  does  not  have  fu5na  or
even   Hetus,   Since   it   is   Ahetuka   Citta,   it   does   not   follow
wisdom.   Since   it  is  said   that  all   Buddha's   bodily  actions  are
followed    by    wisdom,    so     Buddha    would     not    smile    with
Hasituppada  Citta."  The  common  opinion   is  that  Buddhas  do
smile with  Hasituppada  Citta.

When  Buddha  smiles,  He  may  look at the  -  let  us  say,
Buddha  saw  somebody  and   He  smiled  -   He  may  look  at  a
person's  past by  His  knowledge  of past times,  Or He  may  look
into   the   future   of  this   person   by   His   supernormal   power.
Seeing the  past or seeing the future  is always  accompanied  by
wisdom.  Aft:er  that  there  is  smiling.  We  can  say  that  smiling
follows wisdom.  Buddhas  do  smile  with  Hasituppada  Citta,  This
is   t:he    common    opinion    of   teachers.    According    to    some,

a:::,raj:dd°o::t#':oW:t*Hffiaas;ta|PT£:aoct':tearsbescaayusteh:tth;Sh::
Buddha  smiles,  first  He  looks  into  the  past  of  that  particular
being   or   He   looks   into   the   future   of  that   particular   being,
Those   actions   are   associated    with    Nana.    Only   after   that
observat:ion      does      Buddha      smile.      Alt:hough      it      is      not
accompanied   by   Nana,   it   follows   fuana.   Therefore,   Buddhas
smile  with  Hasituppada  also.  So  Buddhas  and  Arahants  smile
with five  Cit:tas.  That is the  common  opinion  of teachers.

Those  Cittas  rooted  in  greed  accompanied  by joy,  that
is,   the   four   Lobhamt]la   Somanassa   Cittas,   produce   matt:er,
maintain  posture,  produce  intimation  and  produce smiling.

Greed-root:ed  in  equanimity,  the  other  four  Lobhamdla
Cittas    produce    matt:er,    they    maintain    posture,    and    they
produce  intimation  but not smiling.

Hate-rooted  two,  Dosamola  two  what do they  produce?
They produce matter,  post:ure and  intimation  -only three.
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Delusion-rooted   two   produce   what?   The   same,   they
produce  matter,  posture and  in`timation,  no smiling.

Ten    kinds    of   sense-consciousness    do    not    produce
anything,

Then  receiving  consciousness  two  -  what  are  the  two
receiving   consciousness?   They   are   the   two   Sampaticchana.
What do they  produce? They produce  Rtipa  only -no  posture,
no  intimation  and  no  smiling.

Then   investigating   three   Cittas   produce   Rdpas   only.
They do  not produce  posture,  intimation  or smiling.

The       five-sense-door-advert:ing,       Paficadvaravajjana
produces  Rcipa  only,  no  posture  and  so  on.

Then  mind-door-adverting,  Manodvarava].jana  produces
what? It produces matter,  posture and  intimation.

Then      Hasituppada,      smile-producing      consciousness
produces what? It produces all four.

Kamavacara  Kusala  Citt:as  accompanied  by  Somanassa
produce all four -matter,  posture,  intimation  and  smiling.

Kamavacara  Kusala  accompanied  by  Upekkha  Cittas  do
not produce smiling, so they produce only three.
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Then  Kamavacara  Sahetuka  Vipaka,  all  eight,  what  do
they  produce?  They  produce  Rtipa  only,  They  do  not  produce
posture and  so on.

And    then    Kamavacara    Mahakiriya    accompanied    by
Somanassa   what   do   they   produce?   They   produce   matter,
posture,  intimation  and  smiling.

Then       Kamavacara       Mahakiriya       accompanied       by
equanimity  produce  what:? They  only  produce  three  -  matter,
posture  and  intimation,  no  smiling.

Rdpavacara   Kusala   five   produce  what?  They   produce
matter  and  posture,  no  intimation,  no  smiling.  When  you  are
in  Jhana,  you  are  still.  You  do  not  move.  So  there  can  be  no
Kaya-vififiatti  or VacT-vififiatti.

Then   Rdp5vacara  Vipaka   five  what  do  they   produce?
They  produce  Rdpa  only.

What  do  Rt]pavacara  Kiriya  five  produce?  They  produce
Rdpa  and  postures.

Artipavacara  Kusala  four  produce  what?  They  produce
two,  matter and  Iriyapatha  (postures).

Ardpavacara  Vipaka  four  produce  what?  They  do   not
produce  anything.

Art]pavacara   Kiriya  four  produce  what?  They  produce
R]pa  and  Iriyapatha.
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What  do  the   Lokuttara   eight   produce?  They  produce
Rdpa  and  postures,  no  intimation  and  no smiling.

Direct  knowledge  two  (That  means  Kusala  and  Kiriya  of
fifth     Rt]pavacara),     they     produce     mat:ter,     postures     and
intimationl

Utu as a Mode of Origin
Now  we  come to  Rtipa  caused  by temperature.  What is

Utu   or  what   is  temperature   here?   It   is  Tejo-dhatu   or  fire-
element.   Among   t:he  four  elements  Tejo-dhatu   is   called   Utu
here.  It is heat or cold.  It is stated  as temperature.

"The  fire  element,  which  comprises  both  cold  and  heat,

on    reaching    its   state   of   presence    (second   sub-moment),
produces,    according    to    circumstances,    both    internal    and
external   material   phenomena   originating   from   temperature."
(CMA, VI,  §12,  p.250)

Te].o-dh5tu  is  Rt]pa.  So  it  is  strong  only  at  its  presence
moment.  At the  moment of arising  it does  not  produce  matter.
At  it:s  presence  moment,  during  49  sub-moments,  it  produces
Utu-born    matter    or   temperature-born    matter.    Where?    It
produces  both  internal  and  external  Utu-born  matter.

"Beginning  from  the  stage  of  presence  at  the  moment
of   rebirth-linking,    the    internal    fire    element   found    in    the
material   groups  born  of  kamma   combines  with  the  external
fire  element and  st:arts  producing  organic  material  phenomena
originating  from  temperature."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §i2, p.25o)

At   Patisandhi   Citta   -   there   are   three   moments   in
Patisandhi  Citta.  The  first  sub-moment  is  arising   moment.   It
cannot produce anything.  At the  next sub-moment or presence
moment  of  Patisandhi  Citt:a  the  internal  fire-element  combines
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with   the   external   fire-element:.   It   is   said   that   internal   fire-
element cannot  produce  Rtipa  unless  it  receives the  support of
external  fire-element.  That  means  internal   heat  can  produce
Rdpa  only  when  it  gets  the  support  of external  heat.  External
heat  is  always  -  we  always  feel  that  external  heat.  There  is
always  external   heat  even   through   our  bodies   like   mothers
through  their  bodies  the  external   heat  gets  inside  the  body
and     supports     the     internal     temperature£9.     That     internal
temperature  supported   by  the  external   temperature   causes
Rdpa.  What  about  external  things?  Whatever  happens  out:side
living   beings   is  called   external.   There  also  the  external  fire-
element        produces        climatic        changes        or        geological
transformations.   There   also   Utu,    born   of   temperature,    is
produced.   Utu   or  temperature   produces   matter  only  at  the
moment  of presence.  Beginning  with  the  presence  moment  of
Patisandhi  Citta  temperature  produces  Rtipa.  It  will  go  on  and
on   producing   Rt]pa.   The  temperature   in   the   material   group
born  of  all  four  causes  produces  organic  material  phenomena
born  of  temperature  throughout  the  course  of  exist:ence.  All
through   life   temperature   causes   Rt]pa.   Temperature   can   be
among   the   groups   of   matter   which   is   caused   by   all   four
causes.  It is among  the four essentials. And four essentials are

irtt,eeveb#iar:eurp3:uR]opra.te#epewr:[usrteudpyrot::c::°uRpaspa°fwRhtiepnaj:
reaches   its   presence  state.  The   Rtipa  which   is   produced   at
presence  stage  of  Patisandhi  Citta  reaches  its  presence  stage
at the  dissolution  moment of Patisandh,i  Citta.  We can  say that
the  Utu-born  matter is  produced  at almost every moment.  One
Rt]pa  also when  it reaches its  presence stage  produces another
Rt]pa  and  so  on.  Actually  at:  every  moment  Ut:u-born  matter  is
produced.

Ah5ra as a Mode of Origin

The  last one  is  nutrition.

19   The opinion  of the editor is that Sayadaw is saying:  The fetus receives external  heat
from the mother's body that supports the internal temperature of the fetus.
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"Nutriment:,  known  as  nutritive  essence,  on  reaching  its

stage  of  presence,  produces  material   phenomena  originating
from  nutriment at the time  it  is  swallowed."  (CMA, vl, §i3, p.25o)

Nutrition  is  called  Oja  or  Ahara  in  Pa!i.  Ahara  is  known
as  Oja,  nutritive  essence.  What  we  call  Ahara  in  Abhidhamma
is  not  the  food  itself.  The  nutritive  essence  t:hat  is  in  the  food
is  called  Ahara.  That  nutritive  essence  on  reaching  its stage  of
presence  produces material  phenomena.

When the  author says, "at the time  it  is  swallowed'',  he
is   speaking   in   general   terms   and   making   use   of     ordinary
language.  It  does  not  really  mean  at  the  time  of  swallowing.
Even  before  then,  before  it  reaches  your taste  buds,  it  begins
even  then  to   produce  matter  caused   by  nutriment.  "At  the
time   it   is   swallowed"   is   I-ust   an   expression.   Actually   even
before swallowing  the  Rdpa  is  produced.

Here  there  are  two  opinions.  The  common   opinion   is
that  external  Ahara  or  nutriment  produces  matter.  When  you
eat  something,  the  nutriment  is  ext:ernal.  That  external  Ahara
that  you  eat  comes  into  contact  with  internal  Ahara.   It  get:s
the   support   of   internal   Ahara    and    produces   Rtipa.    What
produces  matter  is  external  Ahara  or  nutriment.  The  external
nutriment  comes  into  our  bodies  and  comes  into  contact  with
the   internal   Ahara.   Then   supported   by   internal   Ahara   the
external    Ahara     produces    Rdpa.     If    you     remember    how
temperature  produces  Rdpa,.  it  is  the  other  way  round.  With
regard  to  temperature  caused  Rtipa  t:he  internal  temperature
causes  or  produces  Rcipa  when  it gets  the  support  of external
temperature.  With  regard  to  temperature-born  Rtipa  it  is  the
internal   temperature   that   produces   Rdpa.   With   regard   to
nutriment-born   R0pa   it  is  the  external   or  outside   nutriment
which   produces   matter  with  the  support  of  internal   matter.
That is the difference,

There  was  one  teacher  in   a   Sub-commentary  to  the
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V/.suddh/rnagga  that  had  a  different opinion.  According  to  him,
it  is  the  internal  nutritive  essence  that  produces  matter,  not
external.  External  is only a  support.

In  this  CMA  in  "Guide to  §13'',
"The    internal    nutritive    essence,    supported    by   the

external,   produces   material   phenomena   at   the   moment   of
presence  starting  from  the  time  it  is  swallowed."  (CMA, vl, Guide t:o
§13,  p.250)

It follows the Sub-commentary to the  Vt.suddh/-magga.

The others are taken from the Vt.suddh;.magga.
"The nutritive essence that has reached  presence in the

material  groups  originating  from  nut:riment  produces  a  further
pure  octad,  and  the  nutritive  essence  in  that  octad  originates
still  a  further octad;  thus the  occurrence  of octads  link  up  ten
or  t:Welve  times."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §i3, p.25o)

Actually  this  passage  explains  not  ].ust  Rcipa  produced
by   nutriment;   this   passage   explains  the   Rtlpa   produced   by
nutriment  which   has   nutriment  as  its  condition,   It  is  a   little
complicated.  In  the  V/.suddh/.rr7agga there are given  sometimes
five,  sometimes  six  kinds  of  Rnpa:   Rtipa  born  of  Citta,  Rtipa
born  of Utu,  Rtipa  born  of Ahara  and  so  on.  The  divisions  are:
What  is  Ahara?  What  is  caused  by  Ahara?  What  is  that  which
has  Ahara  as  its  condition? The  Visuddhimagga  continues  with
the  presentation  of  these  divisions  in  this  way.  This  passage
explains that one  kind  of Rdpa  born  of Ahara  produces another
kind  of  Rt]pa  born  of Ahara.  It  goes  on  and  on  like  that.  It  is
not   simply   the   explanation   of   RDpa   caused   by  Ahara.   This
explanation  is  for  Rtipa  caused  by  Ahara  which  has  Ahara  as
its  condition,  the  Rcipa  born  of Ahara  producing  Rcipa  born  of
Ahara-

"The  nut:riment taken  by  a  pregnant  mot:her,  pervading

the   body  of  the  embryo,   originates  materiality  in  the  child."
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(CMA, VI,  Guide to  §13,  p.250)

What the  mother eats, from that t:he child gets Ahara.

"The  nutritive  essence  in  the  internal   groups  born  of

the  other  three  causes  also  originates. several  occurrences  of
Pure  octads  in  Succession."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §i3, p.25o)

If  we  do   not  study  all   these   in   detail,   you   may   not
understand.

"The  nutriment t:aken  on  one  day  can  support the  body

for  as  long  as  Seven  days."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §i3, p.251)

It  is  what  they  believed,  that  is,  food  t:aken  once  can
support the  body  for  seven  days.  Aft:er that the  body  may  be
supported  by some other means or other causes. A person can
be without food for no  more than seven  days.

There was  a  monk in  Burma  who  demonstrated  against
the   British.   He   was   put   into   prison   and   he   refused   to   eat
anything.    He   was   without   food   for   more   than    100   days.
Eventually  he  died.   His  body  may  be  sustained  by  his  will  or
from the water he drank,  He got very little  nut:riment.

You    may    remember   that   when    people    enter   into
Nirodha-samapatti that human  beings can  only enter for seven
days.  The  reason  given  is  that with  one  day's  sustenance,  the
body  can  be  sustained  for seven  days  only.  There  are  animals
who  hibernate  and  don't eat anything  for a  long  time.

Now  let  us  go  t:o  which  Rdpa  is  caused  by  which  cause.
Heart:-base    and    then    eight    Indriya-ropas    are    caused    by
Kamma.   Do  you   remember  Indriya   faculties?   What  are  the
Indriya-rcipas?  They  are  the  five  sensitivit:ies,  two  Bhavas  and
Jivita.  They  are  called  Indriya-rtipas.  These  eight  and  heart-
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base are produced  by Kamma  only.

The  two  intimations  are  caused  by  Citta  only.  When  I
talked  about  the  life  span  of  Rtipa-indriya,  I  always  used  the
term  `generally'.   The   life   span   of  R0pa   is   51   sub-moments.
That  means  the  life  span  of  Rdpa  is  51  sub-moment:s  except
for the  two  Vififiattis  and  the  four characteristics.  I  did  not tell
you   that   informat:ion   previously   because   I   did   not   want  to
confuse you.  ViFifiatti  or intimations  are  born  of consciousness.
That    means    they    follow    consciousness,    They    arise    and
disappear together with  consciousness.  They do  not live for 51
sub-moments.  In  the  DhammasahgapT they  are  mentioned  as
``Cittanuparivatti''.  That  means  t:hose  that  follow  Cittas.  When

we say the  life span  of Rtipa  is  17 thought moment:s,  we  mean
Rtipas   except  the  two  Vififiatti   and   the  four  characteristics.
This  is I:rue  for  Lakkhar]a-rtipa  because the  four characteristics
are  just  the  marks  of  different  Rtipas.  So  they  are  not  really
Rtipas.   Vififiattis  always  follow  Citta.   That   means  they  arise
and  disappear along  with  Citta.  They  don't  last  for  17  thought
moments.  The ViFifiat:ti  are caused  by Citta  only.

Sound  is  caused  by  Citta  and  Utu.  Sometimes  sound  is
caused  by Citta.  Sometimes  sound  is caused  by  Utu.  Now I  am
talking   and  I  am   producing  sound.  This  sound   is  caused   by
Cit:ta.   Then   there   may   be   some   sound   in   my   body   -   my
stomach  making  sound  and  so  on  -  that  is  not  caused   by
Citta,   That   is   caused   by   Utu,   And   then   outside,  any  sound
outside  is  caused  by  Utu.   Sound  is  caused  by  Citta  and  Utu.
That  means  sound  is  caused  by  Citta  sometimes  and  by  Utu
sometimes,  not by both  Citta and  Utu together.

The   three,   lightness   (Lahuta),   malleability   (Muduta),
and   wieldiness   (Kammafifiata),   are   caused   by  temperature,
consciousness     and     nutriment.     These     three     arise     only
sometimes,  not  always.  Sometimes  you  have  no  lightness  of
mat:ter,  When  you  are dull, when  you  are sleepy,  when  you  are
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ill,  there  is  no  lightness,  malleability  or  wieldiness,  They  arise
or exist not always.  They arise sometimes. They cannot be the
product  of  Kamma,  If they  were  the  product  of  Kamma,  they
must arise  every  moment.  They  would  always  be  with  us.  We
wish  they would  be  caused  by  Kamma.  It  is  a  pity they do  not
arise  through  Kamma.  These  three  are  caused   by  Citta,  Utu
and  Ahara.  When  you  have  a  happy  frame  of  mind,  you  feel
lightness  in  your  body.   When  the  weather  is  good,  you  feel
lightness.  When  you  have  eaten  good  food  or  suitable  food,
you  feel  lightness  and  so  on.  These three  are  caused  by  Citta,
Utu  and Ahara.

The  eight  inseparable  Rdpas  -  do  you  remember  the
eight  inseparable  Rtipas?  They  are  the  four  essentials,  visible
object,    smell,    taste    and    Ahara.    These    eight    are    called
inseparables.  These eight and  space  (Akasa-dhatu)  are caused
by all  four causes.  They are caused  by  Kamma,  Citta,  Utu  and
Ahara,   by  all   four  causes.   Actually  Akasa   is   not  caused   by
anything.  But  when  the  groups  of matter are  produced,  there
is  always  Akasa  between  these  groups  of matter.  So  it  is  said
to   be   produced   by  four   causes.   Akasa-dhat:u   appears   only
when  the  Rdpa  caused  by  four  causes  arises.  Without  these
Rtipa  there  can  be  no Akasa.  So they are  said  to  be caused  by
four causes.

The  four  characteristics  are  not  caused  by  any  cause.
Actually   they   are   not   real   R0pas.   They   are   not   caused   by
anything.  Why  do  the  characteristics  arise  wit:hout  any  cause?
In the NanL/a/ itself it is said,

"It   is   explained   that   the   charact:eristics   (of   mat:erial

phenomena)  are  not  produced  by  any  (modes  of origin)  since
their  intrinsic  nature  consists  solely  in  the  qualities  of  being
produced,  etc."  (CMA, VI, §i5, p.252)

That   means   they   are   the   nature   of  those   that   are
produced.  When  something  is  produced,  there  are  these  four
characteristics, They are  not separate materials properties,  but
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they are the qualities of these  material  properties. That means
their     arising,     their     staying     for     some     time     and     their
disappearance.  Since they are the nature or the essence of the
mat:erial   qualities,   they   are   said   to   be   not   caused   by   any
cause.   The   four   characteristics   are   outside   of   the.   mat:ter
caused  by any of the four causes.

In  the  summary the  numbers  are  given  18,  15,  13  and
12  (see  CMA, VI,  Guide to  §15,  p.252).

•      18arecaused  byKamma.

•      15arecaused  bycitta.

•      13arecausedbyutu,

•      And  l2arecaused  byAhara.

We will  have to find  out the  18.

Which  are  the  18  caused  by  Kamma?  Nine  are  caused
by  Kamma  only and  nine are caused  by four causes.  Again you
will  have  to  find  the  18  caused  by  Kamma.  Caused  by  Kamma
does   not   mean   necessarily   by   Kamma   only.   If   Kamma   is
among  t:he  causes,  we  say  it  is  caused  by  Kamma.  18  Rdpas
are  caused  by  Kamma.  What are  those  18? The  eighteen  that
are     caused      by     Kamma     are     t:he     eight     Suddhatthaka
(inseparables),   the   eight   Indriya   (faculties),   Hadaya-vatthu
(heart-base), and Akasa  (space).

By Citta there are said to  be  15.  What are the  15? They
are   the   eight   inseparables,   Vififiatt:i   two,    Lahuta,    Muduta,   .
KammafiFiata,  sound  and  space.  There  are  15.

Thirteen    are    caused    by    Utu.    They    are    t:he    eight
inseparables,     Lahuta,     Muduta,     KammaFifiata,    sound,    and
Space'
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Twelve   are   caused    by   Ahara.    They   are   the   eight
inseparables,  Lahuta,  Muduta,  KammafiFiata  and  space.

18,  15,  13  and  12  -  18  are  caused  by  Kamma;  15  are
caused  by  Citta;  13  are  caused  by  Utu;  and  12  are  caused  by
Ahara.  On  page  252  of the  CMA you  may find  the answer.

"The 18 that arise from  kamma  are:  eight inseparables,

eight faculties,  heart-base  and  space."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §i5, p.252)

It is just another way of reckoning.

"The    15    that   arise   from    consciousness    are:    eight

inseparables,  five  mutables  (That  means  intimations,  lightness
and  so  on),  sound  and  Space."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §i5, p.252)

"The  thirteen   that.arise  from  t:emperature   are:   eight

inseparables,  lightness  triad,  sound  and  space,"  (CMA, vl, Guide to
§15,  p.252)

"The   twelve    that   arise   from    nutriment   are:    eight

inseparables,  lightness  triad  and  space."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §i5, p.252)

The  28   material   phenomena  can   be  further  classified
according  to  their  number  of  causes  as  follows  (also  see  CMA,  vl,
Guide to  §15,  p.252) :

Those   that   arise   through   only   one   cause   are   how
many?  There  are  eleven  that  arise  through  one  cause  only.
Eight  faculties  -  what  is  the   cause   of  eight  faculties?  The
cause  is  Kamma.  What  is  cause  of  heart-base?    It  is  Kamma.
What   is   cause   of  intimations?   The   cause   of  the   Vififiatti   is
Citta.  They  are  all  caused  by one  cause,  but they are  different
causes.
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What:  has t:wo  causes?  Sound  has t:wo  causes.  What are
t:he two causes? The two causes are Citta  and  Utu.

What   has   three   causes?   Lightness   and   others   have
three  causes.  They  are  caused  by  Citta,  Utu  and  Ahara.  They
are  not caused  by Kamma  because they don't exist always.

Which  ones  have  four  causes?  The  eight  inseparables
and  space  have four causes.

Which  have  no  cause? The  four characteristics  have  no
Cause.

What  are  the  four  causes  of  Rtipa?  The  four  causes  of
Rdpa  are  Kamma,  Citta,  Utu  and Ahara.

What:  is  Kamma?  Kamma  is  volition  or  Cetana.   Here  it
is  Cetana  associated  with  25  Cittas.

Which    25    Cittas    is    Kamma    associated    with?    It    is
associated  with  Akusala,  Kamavacara  Kusala  and  Rtipavacara
Kusala  Cittas.

75    Cittas    produce    Rdpa.    What    do    you    exclude?
DvipaFicavififiana  ten  and  four  Art]pavacara  Vipaka   Citt:as  are
excluded.

What   is   Utu?   What  is  temperature?  Among   the  four
essentials  it is the fire-element.
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What is Ahara? Ahara  is  nutriment or nutritive essence.
Ahara  is  found  in  everything  because  nutriment  is  one  of the
jnseparables.  Even  in  a  rock there  is Ahara.

How many are caused  by Kamma?  18  kinds of Rcipa  are
caused  by Kamma.

How  many  are  caused  by  Citta?  15  kinds  of  R[pa  are
caused  by  Citt:a.

How  many  are  caused  by  Utu?   13  kinds  of  Rdpa  are
caused  by  Utu.

How  many  are  caused  by  Ahara?  12  kinds  of  Rcipa  are
caused  by Ahara.

How many have no cause? 4 have no cause,

Those  caused  by  only  one  cause  are  how  many?  There
are eleven.

How  many  arise  through  two  causes?  Only  one,  sound
arises through two causes.

How   many   arise   through   thr:ee   causes?   Three   arise
thrbugh three causes.

How many arise through four causes? There are nine.
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How many  have no cause?  Four have no cause.   .

sadhu!  sadhu!  sadhu!

Matter Groups

Today     we     come     to     the.    "Groupings     of     Material
Phenomena",   in   Pa!i   "Kalapa-yojana".   The   Pa!i   word   `Kalapa'
means  a  group.  So  it  is  very  close  to  the  English  word  `club'.
Material  phenomena  do  not  arise  singly  but  in  combination  of.
groups  known  as  Rdpa-kalapa.  When  material  properties arise,
they  arise  in  a  group.  There  are  altogether  21  such  groups.
They are divided  into:

•      groupscaused  by Kamma,

•      groupscaused  bycitta,

•      groups caused  byutu, and

•      groupscaused  byAhara.

The   basis   of   these   groups   is   the   eight   inseparable
material  properties.

First  you   must   be  familiar  with   these   eight   material
Properties.  If you  look  at the  Chart  (see CMA, vl, Table 6.3, p.262),  you
will   see  them   in   Rt]pa-vibhaga,  the   next  to   last  column   -
Avinibbhoga:  the  four  essential  elements,  Rcipa  (visible  form),
Gandha  (smell),   Rasa   (taste),  and  Ahara   (nutriment).  These
eight   are   called   Avinibbhoga   in   the   section   ``Rt]pa-vibhaga".
They  will   be  called   Suddhatthaka   among   the  Citta].a   groups,
four   Ut:uja    groups   and    two   Ahara].a    groups.   These   eight
inseparable   ones   are  called  Avinibbhoga   or  Suddhatthaka   or
they  may  also  be  called   Ojatthamaka,  another  name.  These
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eight are t:he  basis for forming  groups  or Kalapas.

Kalapas Caused by Kamma
As  t:o  nine  Kalapas  caused  by  Kamma,  these  eight  plus

one   Jivita   -these   nine   are   the   basis.for  the   nine   groups
caused   by  Kamma.  To  that  nine  you  add  one  which   is  eye-
sensitivity.  You  get Cakkhu-dasaka.  `Dasaka' means a  group of
ten.  `Cakkhu',  as you  know,  means  eye-sensitivity.  So  a  group
of  t:en  material  properties  marked  by  eye-sensitivity  is  called
in   Pa!i  `Cakkhu-dasaka'  and  in   English  `eye-decad'.  These  ten
properties as a  group are called  Cakkhu-dasaka,  eye-decad.

The   next   decad   is   Sota-dasaka.   Here   you   substitute
Sota  for  Cakkhu.  There  are  eight  inseparables,  JTvita  plus  ear-
sensitivity. These ten  are called  Sota-dasaka,  ear-decad.

The   next   is   the   eight   inseparables,   Jivita   and   nose-
sensitivity. These ten  are called  Ghana-dasaka,  nose-decad.

Next    there    are    the    eight    inseparables,    JTvita    and
tongue-sensitivity  (Jivha).  These  t:en  are  called  Jivha-dasaka,
tongue-decad.

Then  there  are  eight  plus  Jivita   plus   body-sensitivity.
These ten  are called  Kaya-dasaka,  body-decad.

Then   next  there  is  Itthi-bhava-dasaka.  There  are  t:he
eight  inseparables,  JTvita  and   Itthi-bhava   (femininity).  These
ten are called Itthi-bhava-dasaka, female-decad.

The   next  is   Pumbhava-dasaka.   Here  there   are   eight
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inseparables,    JTvita    and    masculinit:y.   These   ten    are   called
Pumbhava-dasaka,  male-decad.

The  next  group  is  eight  inseparables,  JTvita  and  heart-
base. These ten  are called Vatthu-dasaka,  base-decad.

But   the   last   one   is   only   nine.   These   are   the   eight
inseparables  plus  Jivita.  These   nine  are  called  JTvita-navaka,
I:he  life-nonad.

These  nine  groups  or  Kalapas  are  caused  by  Kamma.
There are  nine Kammaja-kalapas.

Once   again   what  is  the  first  one?  The  first  group   is
Cakkhu-dasaka.    What    are    the    ten?   They    are    the    eight
inseparables, Jivita and  eye-sensitMty.

The second  one  is  Sota-dasaka,  ear-decad  consisting  of
the eight  inseparables,  JTvita  plus  ear-sensitivity.

The  next  one  is  Ghana-dasaka,  nose-decad.  There  we
find  t:he eight inseparables,  plus Jivita,  plus  nose-sensitivity.

The  next,  t:ongue-decad  (Jivha-dasaka),  consists  of the
eight inseparables,  plus Jivit:a,  plus tongue-sensitivity.

The  next  one  is  Kaya-dasaka  -  eight  plus  Jivita  plus
body-sensitivity.

And   then   there   is   Itthi-bhava-dasaka,   female-decad.
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There are  eight plus Jivita  plus femininity (Itthi-bhava).

The  next  is  Pumbhava-dasaka,  masculinity  decad.  The
ten  material  properties-are  eight  inseparables,  plus Jivita,  plus
masculinity.

Then   the  next  one   is  Vatthu-dasaka   -  Vatthu   here
me'ans     Hadaya-vatthu.     In     this     group    there     are     eight
inseparables,  plus Jivita,  plus  Hadaya.

The  last one  is only nine,  so eight plus Jivita.

There  are  altogether  nine  groups  that  are  caused   by
Kammal

Kalapas Caused by Citta
Look  at  the  RC]Pa-samutthana  Column  (see CMA, vl, Table 6.3,

p.263).  You  will  see  all  the  causes  of Cittaja,  mind-born  Kalapas.
How    many    Cittaja-kalapas,    mind-born    groups    are   there?
There  are  six.  The  first  one  is  Suddhatthaka.  `Suddha'  means
pure.  `Atthaka'  means  a  group  of  eight,  so  octad.  It  is  called
pure  octad.   Suddhatthaka  just  means  the  inseparables   (four
essentials,   Rtipa,  Gandha,   Rasa  and  Ahara).  The  first  one  is
the  pure octad;  only these  eight are found  in this  Kalapa.

The     second     one     is     Kaya-vififiatti-navaka,     bodily
intimation-nonad.   In  this  Kalapa,  the  eight  inseparables  plus
Kaya-vififiatti  make  up  Kaya-viFifiatti-navaka,

The  next  one  is  VacT-vififiatti-dasaka,  vocal  intimation-
decad.   When   you   take   VacT-vifiFiatti,   you   also   take   Sadda
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(sound)  because  there  can  be  n6  VacT-vififiatti  without  ;ound.
When  we  say  VacT-vififiatti   (vocal   intimation),  we  also   mean
sound,  So  although  the  name  is VacT-vififiatti-dasaka,  we  must
understand  it  to  mean  VacT-vififiatt:i-sadda-dasaka.  We  do  not
call   it  VacT-vififiatti-sadda-dasaka.   We   must   understand   that
sound    is    included    in    the    term    VacT-vififiatti-dasaka.    VacT-
viFifiatti-dasaka  consists of eight inseparables,  sound  and vocal
intimation,

The   next   one   is   what?   We   have   a   long   name   -
Lahutadekadasaka,  the  un-decad  of  lightness  triad.  `Ekadasa'
means  eleven.   Lahuta   means   Lahuta   and   others.   Actually  it
refers   to   the   I:hree   -   Lahuta,   Muduta   and   Kammafifiata.
Lahutadekadasaka   consists   of   the   eight   inseparables,   plus
Lahuta,  Muduta,  and  Kammafifiata,  so eleven.

The    next    one    is    longer    -    Kaya-vififiatti-Iahutadi-
dvadasaka,   the   do-decad   of  bodily   intimat:ion   and   lightness
triad.  Kaya-vififiatti  is one.  Lahutadi  is three.  So one  plus three
is four,  And  four plus  eight is twelve. Twelve  is called `Dvadasa'
in   Pa!i.   So  we  get  Kaya-viFifiatti-lahutadi-dvadasaka,  a  group
of  twelve   material   properties   with   Kaya-vififiatti   and   three
Lahuta  and the rest.

The  last one  is  still  a  long  name  -VacT-vififiatt:i-sadda-
lahutadi-terasaka,   the   tri-decad   of  vocal   intimation,   sound,
and   lightness  triad.   Now  here  Sadda   is  used.  VacT-vififiatti  is
one.   Sadda   is  one.   Lahutadi   is  three.   Five   plus  eight  equals
thirteen.  Thirteen  is  called `Terasa' in  Pa!i.  So the  name for this
group    is    VacT-vififiatti-sadda-lahutadi-terasaka.    The    English
words  are  as  difficult as  the  Pa!i  words  -  un-decad,  do-decad
and  so  on.  It  looks  like  Spanish,  You  may  learn  Pa!i  or  English
which  ever is easier for you.  Neither one  is easy.

There   are   six  groups   caused   by   Citta   -   actually   all
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these   are   those   t:hat   are   caused    by   Citta    in   the   Rdpa-
samutthana   (causes  of  Rt]pa).   Let  us  go  through  them  once
more.

The first one  is  Suddhatthaka,  only eight.

The   second   one   is   Kaya-vififiatti-navaka.   That
means  eight  plus  Kaya-vififiatti.

The    third     one     is    VacT-vififiatt:i-dasaka.    That:
means     eight     plus     VacT-viFifiatti     plus     Sadda
(sound).

And  then  there  is  Lahutadekedasaka  eleven  -
eight  plus  Lahut:a,  Muduta  and  KammafiFiata.

•      The       fifth       one       is       Kaya:vififiatti-lahutadi-
dvadasaka   twelve.   There   is   Kaya-vifiF{atti   and
then   Lahuta,   Muduta   and   KammaFifiata   three,
and   the   eight   kinds   of  materiality   in   the   pure
octad.

•      The   last  one,   the   sixth   group   is  VacT-vifiFiatti-
sadda-Iahut:adi-terasaka   -   eight   inseparables,
plus     vocal     intimation,     sound,     plus     Lahuta,
MudutEi,  and  Kammafifiata.  Altogether there  are
13.

If you  have the chart, you  can  find them  out very easily
(see CMA,  vl, Table  6.3,  p.263).   If  you   don`t  have  the  Chart,  you   have
to  memorize them.  The eight are the basis. You  add something
to  the  eight,  With  regard  to the  Kamma-born  Kalapas you  add
Jivita  and  make  nine the  basis.  But here with  Cittaja you  make
eight  as  the  basis.  So  you  add  one  Kaya-vififiatti,  you  get  one
Navaka.  Then  you  add  VacT-vififiatti  and  sound,  you  get  VacT-
vififiatti-dasaka.  You  add  Lahuta  and  the  others-and  you  get
Lahutadekadasaka.    And    then    you    add    Kaya-vififiatti    and
Lahutadi  and  you  get  Kaya-vififiatti-lahutadi-dvadasaka.
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I(alapas Caused by Utu
The   next   group   is   the   four   Kalapas   caused   by   Utu,

caused  by temperature.
•      The first one  is  pure  octad,  Suddhatthaka.

The   second   one   is   Sadda-navaka,   the   sound-
nonad. That means eight plus  sound  (Sadda).

The   third   one   is   Lahutadekadasaka,   the   un-
decad    of   lightness   triad.    So    it   is   eight   plus
Lahuta,  Muduta,  and  Kammafifiata.

•      The   fourth    one    is    Sadda-lahutEidi-dvadasaka,
the  do-decad  of sound  and  lightness  triad.  So  it
is  sound  and  t:hree  Lahuta  and  others  and  eight
pure octad.

These are caused  by temperature or climate.

Kal5pas Caused by Ah5ra

The   last   group   consists   of   two    Kalapas.   They   are
caused  by nutriment, Ahara.

•      The  first  one   is   again   Suddhatthaka,   the   pure
octad.

•      The  second   one   is   Lahutadekadasaka,  the   un-
decad  of  lightness  triad.  Three  lightness  and  so
on   plus   eight   inseparables   octad,   so   we   get
eleven that make  up this  Kalapa.

Altogether  there  are  21  Kalapas  -  nine,  six,  four  and

In  the  CMA,
"Of   them,    the    two    material    groups    produced    by
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temperatLlre  -  the  pure  octad  and  the  sound  nonad  -  are
found  externally  too.  All  the  rest  are  strictly  internal."  (CMA, vl,
!21,  p.254)

We  must  understand  this.  Out  of  21  Kalapas,  only  two
Kalapas  can  be  found  outside  living  beings.   Externally  means
outside  lMng  beings.  The  others  are  always  internal.  Here the
pure   octad   and   the   sound-nonad   are   found   externally  too.
Only  these  two  can   be  found   both  internally  and  externally.
They are the  pure octad  and the sound-nonad.  A piece of rock,
what    does    it    consist    of?    It    consists    of   only    the    eight
inseparables.  You  drop  the  piece  of  rock  on  the  ground,  and
then  sound  is  produced.  That  is  sound-nonad.  Only  these  two
are found outside  living  beings.  The others are always  int:erna[.

In   Abhidhamma   trees,   plants,   mountains   and   others
are all  taken to  be external,  not internal. Therefore, we cannot
say  there  is  Jivita  in  plants  or  trees.  Jivit:a,  as  you  see  here,
arises   only   internally.   JTvita-navaka   and   all   these   Kammaja
groupings   arise   internally   only.    So   JTvita   cannot   be   found
outside  living  beings  according  to  Abhidhamma.  Abhidhamma
takes   trees   and   others   as   non-living   things,   not   as   living
beings.  It would  be wrong  to say that there  is Jivita  in trees or
plants.  We  should  be  very  careful  when  we  talk  about  these
things.  There  may  be  what  is  called  life  in  plants  or  in  trees,
but t:hat  life  is  not JTvita.  It  may  be  some  other thing  which  is
called  life.  So  all  21  groups  may  be  found  internally  and  only
two  are to  be found  externally.  Whenever we  hear the  noise  of
thunder however loud  it may be,  it is just Sadda-navaka.

Akasa    (space)    and    the    four    characteristic    marks
(Upacaya,  Santati,  Jarata  & Aniccata)  are  not  part  of  Kalapas
or  material  groups.  When  we  talk  about  Kalapas,  we  do  not
talk  about these  t:hings.  They  are  not  included  in  Kalapas.  The
last verse explains that.

"As   space   demarcates,   and   the   characteristic   marks

].ust  indicat:e,  the  wise  state  that  they  are  not  constituents  of
material  groups."  (CMA, vl, §22, p.254)
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I     I:hink     one     word     is     missing     here.     ``As     spate
demarcates,   and   the   characteristic   marks  just   indicate   ±!]e
Kalapas."   We.  should    add   the   material    groups.   ``As   space
demarcates,   and   the   characteristic   marks  just   indicate   ±!]e
material  arouDs,  the  wise  state  that they are  not constituents
of material groups."

Why   are   space    and   four   characteristic    marks    raot
included  in  the  Kalapas?  They  are  not  included  in  the  Kalapas
because   space   is   just   the   separation   of   one   Kalapa   and
another.  When  Kalapas  meet,  there  is  this  space.- By  space  I
do   not  mean   open   space,   but  space   between  two   Kalapas.
Space   can   be   found   only   between   Kalapas   and   not   inside
Kalapas.  That  is  why  space  is  not  included  in  the  Kalapas.  In
one   Kalapa   all   the   material   particles   are   pressed   together
without any space  between them.  Space is found  only between
one    group    and    another.    These    groups    may    be   touching
together,  but  still  there  is  a  kind  of space  between  these  two
groups.  And  then  the  characteristics  are  just  the  mark  of  or
the  different  stages  of these  material  properties,  So  they  are
not  included  in  the  Kalapas.  Space  is  not  included  in  material
groups   .because      it      is     just      demarcation      of     Kalapas.
Characteristic   marks   are    not   included    in    material    groups
because they just indicate the  stages of matter -the  arising,
continuation,  old  age  and  impermanence.  So  they  are  not the
constituents of the Kalapas,

The   first   column    is    Rdpa-samuddesa.    This   chapter
begins with  the enumeration  of matter (Rtipa-samuddesa).  Let
us look at t:his enumeration  of matter. There are 28  Rdpas. You
may find  the  English  names for these  28  material  properties  in
the   CMA   (see   CMA,   vl,   Table   6.3,   p.262-263),    In    Pa!i   these   material

properties   are    PathavT,   Apo,   Tejo,   Vayo.   Then   there   are
Cakkhu,   Sota,   Ghana,   Jivha,   Kaya,   Rtipa,   Sadda,   Gandha,
Rasa,   Phot!habba,   Phot!habba   is   actually  the   combination   of
three  essential   elements.   Photthabba   is  combination   of  what
three     material     properties?    .bathavT,     Tejo     and     Vayo     in
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combination    are    taken    to    be    Photthabba.    That    is    why
Photthabba  appears  in  the  list  of 28  rna.terial  properties,  but  it
is   ribt   counted   as   a   separate   ultimate   reality   because   its
component  parts  are  the  three  great  essentials  which   have
already   been   enumerated.   Next   is   ltthi-bhava   (femininity),
and   then   we   have   Pumbhava   (masculinity),   Hadaya   (heart-
base),  Jivita  (life  faculty),  Ahara  (nutriment),  Akasa  (space),
Then  there  are  Kaya-vififiatti  (bodily  intimation),  VacT-vififiatti
(vocal     intimation)     and     then     Lahuta     (light:ness),     Muduta
(softness)   and   Kammafifiata   (wieldiness)   and   Upacaya   (first
arising)    Santati    (continuation),   Jarata    (old    age),   Aniccata
(impermanence).  Aniccata   means  dissolution  or  death.  There
are 28  materials properties given  he're.

We   have   to   be   careful   about   Photthabba.   Although
Photthabba   is   included   in   some   enumerati.6ns,   the   number
doe;.  not  change  because  Photthabba  and  the  three  essentials
are   the   same.    Since   we   halve   taken   t:he   four   essentials,
although we take  Photthabba, the  number does not increase.

The  first  group  is  Mahabhtita,  the  four  essent:ials.  The
others are Upada-rtipa,  We have the four essentials and the 24
dependent material  properties.

Next   there   is   A]-jhattika   and    Bahira.    Cakkhu,   Sota,
Ghana,  Jivha  and  Kaya  are  A].].hattika.  The  others  are  Bahira.
Ajjhatt:ika  means  internal.  Bahira  means external.

Then   there   is   Vatthu,   base.   Vatthu   means   Cakkhu
(eye),  Sota  (ear),  Ghana  (nose),  Jivha  (tongue),  Kaya  (body),
and  Hadaya  (heart). The others are Avatthu  (non-base).

Then  there  is  Dvara,  door.   Cakkhu  (eye),  Sota   (ear),
Ghana    (nose),   Jivha    (tongue),    Kaya    (body),    Kaya-vififiatti
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(bodily   intimation),   and   VacT-vififiatti   (verbal   intimation)   are
called  Dvara  because  they  are  the  doors  of actions,  actions  of
body  and  actions  of  speech.  They  are  not  like  the  Dvara  we
are  familiar with  in  the  third  chapter.  They  are  called  Kamma-
dvara.  Since they are  Dvara, they are  included  here. There are
seven  Dvara  and the others are Advara,  non-doors.

The   next   one   is   lndriya,   faculties.   The   Indriya   are
Cakkhu  (eye),  Sota  (ear),  Ghana  (nose),  Jivha  (tongue),  Kaya
(body),     ItthiHbhava     (femininity),     Pumbhava     (masculinity),
Jivita   (life  faculty).  These  eight  are  called  Indriya   (faculties).
The  rest are called Anindriya,  non-faculties.

Then  O!arika  (gross)  and  so  on,  there  are  twelve.  Apo
is  not  included.  Those  material  properties  that  are  O!arika  are
PathavT-dhatu     (earth-element),     Tejo-dhatu     (fire-element),
Vayo-dhatu  (air-element),  Pasada-rDpa  (five sensitivities),  and
Gocara-rtipa   (object   phenomena).   These   material   properties
are  called   gross,   near  and   impinging.  The   others  are  called
Sukhuma.   That   means   subtle,   far   and   non-impinging.   Apo
(water-element)  is Sukhuma.

The  next  one  is  Upadinna.  What  is  Upadinna?  Do  you
remember?  Kammaja-upadinna  and   Kammaja  are  the  same.
There   are   18   -   Mahabhdta   (four   essentials),   Pasada-rtipa
(five  sensitivities),  Rtipa  (sight),  Gandha  (smell),  Rasa  (taste),
Photthabba     (touch)20,     and     then     Itthi-bhava     (femininity),

Eumbhava   (masculinity2,   Hadaya   (heart),  Jivita   (life  faculty),
Ahara  (nutriment)  and Akasa  (space).  Altogether there are  18,
The others are Anupadinna.

And   then   what   is   next?   Sanidassana   (with   seeing),
there  is  only  one.  Among  the  28  material  properties  there  is

20   Although  Photthabba  is  in  the  list,  it does  not: count in the  enumeration  as three  of the
four great essentials are Photthabba,
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only  one  that  you  can  see.  The  others  you  cannot  see  with
your eyes. The others you see with  your mind.

Then-there  is  Go.caraggahika,  those  that  take  objects.
There  are  five  -  Cakkhu   (eye),  Sota   (ear),  Ghana   (nose),
Jivha      (tongue),      and      Kaya      (body).      The      others      are
Agocaraggahika, not tak.ing  objects.

Then   Avinibbhoga,   the   inseparables,   there   are   eight.
The others are Vinibbhoga.

Then   there   are   the   causes   of   Rcipa.   Kammaja-rdpa
there  are  18,  that  is,  th`ere  are  18  kinds  of materiality  caused
by Kamma. They are the  Mahabhtita  (four essentials),  Pasada-
rt]pa   (five  sensitivities),   R0pa   (sight),   Gandha   (smell),   Rasa
(taste),       Phot!habba       (touch)21,       and       then       Itthi-bhava
(femininity),   Pumbhava   (masculinity)_,   Hadaya   (heart),   Jivita
(life faculty), Ahara  (nutriment), and Akasa  (space),

Those    caused    by    Citta    are    the    Mahabhtita   _(four
essentials),  Rtipa  (sight),  Gan.dha  (smell),  Rasa  (t:ast:e),  Ahara
(nutriment),   Photthabba   (touch),   and   then   Sadda   (sound),
Akasa   (space),   plus   Kaya-vififiatti   (bodily   intimation),   VacT-
vififiatti     (verbal     intimation),     Lahuta     (lightness),     Muduta
(malleability),  and  Kammafifiata  (wieldiness).

And  Utuja,  those  caused  by  Utu  (temperature)  are  the
Mahabhcita   (four  essentials),  and  then   Rcip_a   (sight),  Gandha
(smell),  Rasa  (taste),  Photthabba  (touch),  Ahara  (nutriment),
Sadda   (sound),   Akasa   (space),   Lahuta   (lightness),   Muduta
(malleability),  and  Kammafifiata  (wieldiness).

21   Although  Photthabba is in t:he list, it does not count in the enumeration  as three of the
four great essentials are  Phot!haEtba.
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Those  caused  by Ahara].a,  caused  by  nutriment,  are the
Mahabhdta   (four   essentials),   Rt]pa   (sight),   Gandha   (smell),
Rasa   (taste),   Photthabba   (touch),   Ahara   (nutriment),   Akasa
(space),   and   then   Lahuta   (lightness),   Muduta   (malleability),
and  KammaFifiata  (wieldiness).

We  are  now  acquainted  with  the  first  four  sections  of
the    Abht-dhammafff}asahgaha     on     Rdpa     -     Samuddesa,
Vibhaga,  Samutthana  and  Kalapas.

Arising of Matt:er

We  will  go  to  the  next  section,  The  next  section  is  the
``Occurrence  or  Arising  of  Mat:erial  Phenomena".  The  Pali  word

is   ``Rdpa-pavattikkama''.   That   means   the   sequence   .of   the
occurrence   of   material   properties   -   when   they   arise,   and
actually  not only that,  but when  they  last arise and  when  they
last disappear also.

In   ``RDpa-samuddesa"   we    learned    something    about
when  material  properties  arise  in  one  life.   Do  you  remember
that?  When  does  Kammaja-rdpa   arise,  at  what  moment?  It
arises at the first moment of Patisandhi  Citta and then  at every
sub-moment through  life,

And  then   mind-born   Rtipa  when  does  it  first  arise?  It
arises    at    the    first    sub-moment    of    Bhavahga.    There    is
Patisandhi     Citta.     Then     there     is    first     Bhavahga,     second
Bhavahga,  third  Bhavahga  and  so  on.  At the first sub-moment
of first Bhavahga,  Citta-born  matter arises.  And then  after t:hat
Cittaja-rtipa  is  produced  at  each  arising  sub-moment,  neither
at presence sub-moment nor at: dissolution  sub-moment,  but it
is I.ust produced  at arising  sub-moment.
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Do  you  also  know  wh-en  Utu,  temperature-born  matter
arises?    It    first    arises    at    t:he    presence    sub-moment    of
Patisandhi    Citta.   You    must   remember   this   before   you   go
fo+ward.

The   first   arising   of   nutriment-born   Rdpa   we   do   not
know.   We   cannot   pinpoint   when   it   arises.   Once   conception
takes   place,   we   do   not   know   when   nutriment-born   matter
arises  there.  For  those  who  are  born  in  mother's  womb,  they
get    Aharaja,    the    nutriment-born    Rtipa,    when    they    get
nutriment  from  the  mother through  the  umbilical  cord,  We  do
not   know  or  cannot  say  exactly  when   nutriment-born   R0pa
arises first  in  a  life,

In Kamavacara Loka

During the Course of Existence
Now we will  go forward.
"All   these   material   phenomena   are   obtained   with   no

deficiency,   according   to   circumstances,   during   the  course   of
existence  in  the  sensuous  world  (Kamavacara   Loka)."  (CMA, vl,
§23,  p.255)

In    Kamavacara    Loka    these    28    properties    can    be
obtained.  There  can  be  all  of  these  28  material  properties  in
sensuous  world   (Kamavacara   Loka).  We  need  to  understand
``according  to  circumstances"  and  "with   no  deficiency".  ``With

no  deficiency"  means  all  these  28  material  properties  can  be
obtained.  But ``according  to  circumstances"  means  that  if  you
are  a  man,  you  have  only  27;  if you  are  a  woman,  you  only
have  27.  You  cannot  have  all   28  material   propert:ies.  That:  is
why     it    is    said    "according     to     circumstance.s".     Generally
speaking,   all   28   material   properties   can   be   obtained   in   the
human  world.   Specifically  one  person  can  have  at  most  only
27 and  not 28,
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At Rebirth-linking

At  rebirth-linking  or  at  Patisandhi  t:here  are  four  kinds
of  birth.  If you  turn  to  the  next  page  ('page  256  of the  CMA),
you  will  see them  there.

"According  to  Buddhism  there  are  four  kinds  of  birth,

namely  egg-born  beings  (apdaj`a) ,,.. "  (CMA, vl, Guide to §23, p.256)

You   know   egg-born   beings   right?   Birds   and   fish   are
egg-born  beings.

p.256)

"...   womb-born   beings   (ja!abuja),   „."   (CMA,  vl,  Guide  to  §23,

That means  human  beings,  animals and  ot:hers.

"„.  moisture-born  beings  (samsedaja) ,... "  (CMA, vl, Guide to

§23,  p.256)

That means insects and  so on.

The  last one  is,
",..  beings  having  spontaneous  birt:h   (opapatika)."  (CMA,

VI,  Guide to  §23,  p.256)

Devas,  Brahmas,  beings  in  hell,  Petas  and  so  on  may
take   this   form    of   rebirth.    It   is   called    spont:aneous    birth
because they don't  have to  grow from  a  fetus.  When  they are
reborn,  they  are   born   as  grown-up   persons.   When   you   are
reborn  as a  Deva,  you  are  reborn  there  at about the  age of 16
years, You  don't have to  be a  child  and  then  grow up. They are
called  spontaneous births. There are these four kinds of birth.

The author, Venerable Acariya Anuruddha, says  here,
"But  at  rebirth-linking,  to  moisture-b'orn  beings  and  to
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t:hose  of spontaneous  birth,  t:here  arise  at  most  seven  decads
..."   (CMA,  VI,  §23,  p.255)

Let us take, for example,  a  Deva.  A Deva  is a  person  of
spontaneous  birth.  When  he  is  reborn  as  a  Deva,  at  the  very
moment  of  rebirth-linking   seven   decads  will   arise,  They  are
eye-decad,     ear-decad,     nose-decad,     tongue-decad,     body-
decad,   sex-decad   and   the   heart-base-decad.   These   seven
decads arise at moment of Patisandhi. That means these seven
kinds  of  decads,  not just  seven  decads.  You  are  reborn  there
as  a  16  year  old  person.  So  there  are  millions  and  millions  of
material    properties.    Seven   decads   means   seven   kinds   of
decads,  but  there  may  be  millions  of  eye-decads,  millions  of
ear-decads and so on.  It is said  at most there can  be seven.

"As  a  minimum,  sometimes the eye,  ear,  nose,  and  sex

decads  are  not  obtained."  (CMA, vl, §23, p.255)

For these  beings,  for those  who  are  moisture-born  and
those   who   are   born   spontaneously   eye-decad,   ear-decad,
nose-decad  or sex-decad  can  be  deficient.  Some  may  be  born
without eyes, ears,  nose or sex.

We   must   understand   by   way   of   these   decads   the
deficiency  of  material  properties  or  the  deficiency  of  decads.
Sometimes  the  ear-decad  may  be  missing.  In  that  case  there
will   be   only  six   decads.   Sometimes   the   nose-decad   will   be
missing.  In  that  case  there  will  be  only  six  decads  and  so  on.
Eye,  ear,  nose  and  sex-decad  can  be  deficient in  these  beings,
beings   who   are   moisture-born   and   who   are   spontaneously
born.

Human  beings  at  the  beginning  of  one  world  cycle  are
of spontaneous  birth. They don't have to  get into the  mother's
womb  because  they  are  the  first  human  beings  there.  When
human  beings  appear  in  the  world  for the  first t:ime,  they  are
born  spontaneously.  It  is  like  they fall  down  from  the world  of
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Brahmas    or   something    like   that.    It   is    said    that   at   the
beginning   there   was   no   difference   of   sex.   They   were  just
human   beings.   Sex-decad   can   be  deficient  for  those  human
beings   who   are   born   at  the   beginning   of  a   world   cycle   by
spontaneous   birth.   Only   later  did   sex  and   other  differences
occur.  In  the  beginning  ages  of the  world  cycle  t:here  were  no
men  or  women, just  human  beings.  If you  want to  read  that,
you  should  consult the  V/-suddh/-magga.  In  V/-suddh/-magga  the
beginning  of the  world  and  the  end  of the  world  are  explained.
For beings who are  moisture-born  and who  are of spontaneous
birth  there  can  be  at  most  seven  decads  at  the  moment  of
relinking.  Among  them  eye,  ear,  nose  and  sex  decads  may  be
deficient.  If one  is  deficient:,  there will  be six decads.  If two are
deficient t:here will  be five and  so on.

For Womb-born Creatures
Now the next paragraph,
"To  the  womb-born  creatures  (like  human  beings  and

animals)  there  arise   (at  rebirth)   three  decads  ..."  (CMA,  vl,  §23,
p,255)

Only  three  decads  arise   at  the   moment  of  relinking,
That   means   at  the   moment  of  conception   in   the   mother's
womb,  These  three  are  the  decad  of  body,  the  decad  of  sex
and the decad  of heart-base.

"Sometimes,  however,  the  sex  decad  is  not  obtained."
(CMA, VI,  §23,  p.255)

A  person  may  be  born  without  sex.  They  are  called  in
Pa!i  `NipurTisika'.

"Thereafter,  during  the  course  of  existence ,.., "  (CMA, vl,
§23,  p.255)

•That    means    after    Patisandhi,     beginning    with    the
moment   after   Patisandhi,    it   is   called    here   t:he   course   of
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existence.                          ^7

"...  gradually  there  arise  the  eye  decad  and  so  forth."
(CMA, VI,  §23,  p.255)

That  is  how  beings  develop.  But  it  is  very  rudimentary.
So  according  to  this,  at  the  moment  of  Patisandhi  there  are
three  decads.  Three  decads  means  thirty  material  properties.
Then  after t:hat, gradually, the eye-decad  and  so on  arise.

In    connection   with   this   we   should    know   what   I:he
Buddha said about the development of the fetus.

"Pathamam  kalalam  hoti,  kalala  hoti  abbudam;  abbuda

jayate   pesi,   pesi   nibbattatT   ghano;   ghana   pasakha   jayanti,
kesa       Ioma       nakhapi       Ca."       (sarriyuttanikaya,      sagathavaggapa!i,      1o.
Yakkhasamyuttam,1.  Indakasuttam,  235)

This  is  Pa!i  in  t:he  Samyutta  Nikaya.  Once  a  deity  came
to   the   Buddha   and   asked   about   the   beings.   The   Buddha
replied   in  this  verse.  ``First  there  is   Kalala.   (We  will   come  I:o
the  meaning  later.)  Aft:er  Kalala  there  is Abbuda.  After Abbuda
it becomes  Pesi.  (That means  it grows  into  Pesi.)  Pesi  becomes
Ghana.  After  Ghana,  Pasakhas  arise  and  also  head  hair,  body
hair and  nails." This  is what the  Buddha  said  about the  growth
of a fetus.

Buddha  did  not say that  Kalala  developed  for one week
and  then  aft:er'that Abbuda  developed  for one  week.  That one
week is  inserted  by the  Commentaries.  In the Commentaries it
is  said,  "Together  with  the  first  relinking  consciousness  there
are  no  names  as Tissa  or  Phussa".  That  is  because  it  is  a  very
tiny  speck  of  material  property.  There  are  only  thirty  material
properties.  "But there  is  Kalala  which  is  as  much  as  a  drop  of
oil  hanging  on  the  tip  of a  single thread  made  of three  hairs  of
a   newborn   kid's`wool."   Here   kid   means   a   newborn   goat22,.

22   Venerable Ashin  U Osadha's st:atement:  ``This term  of  `goat and  sheep' is always
confusing  in t:he  Nissaya  (Burmese translation)  when we want to know exactly the
correct one:  goat or sheep.  In t:he  Commentary, the  original  Pa!i  (word)  is `E!aka'
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``With  reference  to  that  it  is  said,  `Like  a  drop  of  sesame  oil,

(or   of)    uncloudecl    cream    of   ghee,    thus   the    counterpart
appearance,  is  Kalala  said t:o  have.' "

The   first   one   is   called   Kalala.   The   basic   meaning   of
Kalala   is  mud.   It  may  be  something   like  soft  mud.   Kalala   is
explained  as  clear,  so  water-like  Rcipa.  What  is  the  size  of this
Kalala?  "It  is  as  much  as  a  drop  of  oil  hanging  on  the  t:ip  of
single  thread   made  of  three  hairs  of  a   newborn   kid's  wool."
The  hair  of  a  newborn  kid's  wool  js  very  very  delicate,  very
subtle,  very  small.  You  t:ake  these  three  and  make  it  into  a
thread.  Then  you  dip  it  in  the  oil  and  take  it  up.  The  oil  will
drip  down.  And  the  last  drop,  so  very  very  little,  is  about  the
size   of  a   Kalala.   That   is   what  the   Commentary   says   here.
"There  is  Kalala  which  is  as  much  as  a  drop  of oil  hanging  on

the  tip  of  a  single  thread  made  of  three  hairs  of  a  newborn
kid's  wool." With  reference  to  that  it  is  said,  "So  Kalala  is  like
that  drop  of sesame  oil  or  like  a  drop  of  unclouded  cream  of
ghee."  Ghee  is  clear.   It  is  clarified   butter  so  it  is  pure.  That
means  Kalala  is  very  small.  We  cannot  say  how  small.  It  is  a
very small  material  particle.

``Aft:er  Kalala  there  is Abbuda:  after the  lapse  of a  week

from  that  (stage  of)   Kalala,"  -  here  the  Commentaries  say
that  it takes  one  week for a  Kalala  to  develop  and  I:hen  during
the  second  week the  Kalala  changes  into Abbuda,  or develops
into Abbuda. ``It  becomes Abbuda  which  has the  appearance  of
water  with  which  meat  has  been  washed."  Ladies  may  know
more about this than  men.  You  have washed  meat many times

which  literally means `goat'.  But I think that is not the ordinary one without horns we
normally see in farms.  In the Sub-commentary it says that `E!aka' or these  kinds of
goats  live in the  Himalaya  mountains. And so they have two  horns on their head,  but
their body hair may be long  and thick like sheep to protect themselves from severe
cold  in the winter.  It is said  in the Commentary that the  prominent feature of t:his
goat is their body hair is extremely small, smaller, finer and thinner than that of other
animals. That is the main reason to compare in the Commentary.  As they live in I:he
Himalaya  Mountains, sometimes  Burmese translators translate (the word `E!aka')  as
`jungle  goat' and  sometimes  as `jungle sheep' as their body hair is  long  and thick.

Both  of them  are right according to their different view. The  reference  is Vibh A
(Vibhahga Commentary, Sub-commentaries).
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maybe.  I don't know how the water with which you wash  meat
looks  like.  Maybe  there  is  something  like  bubbles  or some  red
color.  It  develops  into that Abbuda.  When  it  becomes Abbuda,
the   name   Kalala   disappears.   When   it  becomes  Abbuda,  you
don't call  it  Kalala.  You  call  it Abbuda, That is the  second  stage
in development,

After Abbuda  it becomes  Pesi. ``After Abbuda  it:  becomes
Pesi.  Also  from  that  (stage)  of  Abbuda,  after  the  lapse  of  a
week,"  -  the  Commentary  always  gives  one  week  for  each
stage  of  growth.  "It  becomes  Pesi  by  name  which  resembles
molten  lead."  Pesi  means  a  piece  of  flesh.  It  becomes  a  little
more  solid.  Kalala  is  just  clear  oil  or  water.  Abbuda  may  be  a
little  bit  colored  but  still  liquid.  When  it  becomes  Pesi,  there  is
no  name Abbuda.

``Pesi  becomes Ghana:  from that Pesi,  after the  lapse of

a    week,    it    becomes    Ghana    by    name,    a    lump    of   flesh
resembling  an  egg  of a  hen."  It  is  not  as  big  as  a  hen's  egg,
but  perhaps  it  is  t:he  shape  of  a  hen's  egg  or  something  like
that.  The meaning  of Ghana  is solid. The fetus  becomes a  little
solid  now.

After Ghana,  Pasakhas  arise.  Pasakhas  mean  branches.
Branches  mean  the  five  swellings  in  the  fetus  for  five  things.
Five  swellings  appear for the  two  hands,  the  two  feet  and  the
head,  So there are five swellings  in that lump  of flesh.

From  here, skipping the sixth,  seventh  and other weeks
and  condensing  the  discourse,  the  Buddha  said, `Kesa,  etc.' -
that  means  the  Buddha  said  head  hairs,  body  hairs,  nails.  If
you  ].ust  read  the  text,  the  verse,  you  may  think  that  after
Pasakhas,     head     hairs,     body     hairs,     nails,     etc.,     follow
immediately.  Here  the  Commentary  explains  that  the  Buddha
skipped   the   sixth,   seventh   and   other   wieeks   because   He
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wanted  to  condense  the  discourse.  Then  he jumps  to  the  42nd
week.  At  that  time  the  Buddha  said  head  hair,  body  hair  and
nails     appear.     According     to     the     interpretation     of     this
Commentary,  head  hair,  body  hair and  nails  appear  in  t:he  42nd
week   after   conception.   How   many   months?   There   are   52
weeks  in  a  year.  There  are  head  hair,  body  hair and  nails  after
42 weeks, This  is from the Commentary to  Samyutta  Nikaya.

In   the   Kathavatthu   Commentary   it   is   also   said,   ``To
those   born   of   mother's   womb,   among   the   internal   bases
(Ayatanas)   only   Manayatana   and   Kayayatana   arise   at   the
moment  of  relinking," At the  moment  of Patisandhi  t:here  arise
only   Manayatana   and   Kayayatana,   only   twio   among   the   six
bases  appear.   And  then  ``The   rest:,  the  four  bases   (Cakkhu,
Sota,  Ghana  and  Jivha  bases)  appear at the  77th" -  it  may  be
70-77th day.  During  that  period  Cakkhu,  Sota,  Ghana  and Jivha
bases  appear  according  to  the  Kat:havatthu  Commentary.  The
Commentaries     are     written     by     Venerable     Buddhaghosa.
According  to  the  Venerable  Buddhaghosa,  the  eye-sensit:ivjty,
ear-sensitivity,    etc.,    arise    after    about    70-77    days    from
conception.

Now please turn to the other page.

Student:       Why did the deity askthe  Buddha this question?

Sayddaw:      Because  the  deity  believed  in  Atman.  This  is  how
you   can   explain   without   reference   t:o   Atman   or
something  like that.  So the  Buddha  said this.

On the next page we have the development of the fetus
in   the   mother's  womb  according  to  Venerable   Buddhaghosa
and    accord-lng__to    Abhl.dhammatthavibhavinl,    Accord-ing    to
Venerable  Buddhaghosa,  the first week is the  period  of Kalala,
clear water-like  RDpa.  There  are three  decads  or thirty  Rdpas.
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You   know  the  thirty  Rdpas  or  three  decads `(Kaya,  Bhava  &
Vatt:hu).  In  the  second  week there  is  Abbuda,  foam-like  Rt]pa.
In  the  third  week  there  is  Pesi,  a   lump.   In  the  fourth  week
there  is  Ghana,  solid  Rcipa.  And  in  the fifth  week I:here  are five
swellings  -  one  for the  head,  two  for the  hands,  and  t:wo  for
the feet.  We don't know  sixth  and  seventh  week and  so  on.  In
the  eleventh week eye,  ear,  nose and t:ongue  sensitivities arise
according   to   the   Commentary.   Then   the   other   weeks   are
skipped  until  the  42nd  week.  During  this  week  head  hair,  body
hair,  and  so  on,  appear  in  the  fetus.  This  is  according  to  the
Comment:aries  or according  to Venerable  Buddhaghosa.

The Abhidhammatthavibhavinl -is a Sub-commentary on
the  Abhidhammatthasahgaha,  th.is  Manual. That teacher  says
differently.  According  to  him,  the  first  through  the  fift:h  week
are the  same.  So  there  would  be  clear water-like  Rtipa,  foam-
like  Rtlpa,  a  lump,  solid  Rcipa  and  five  swellings.  But  he  said  at
the  seventh  week  eye-decad  arises.   During  t:he  eighth  week
ear-sensitivity    arises.    In    the    ninth    week    nose-sensitivity
arises.  And  in  the  tenth  week tongue-sensitivity  arises.  There
is  a  difference  between  the  Venerable  Buddhaghosa  and  the
author  oF  the  Abhidhammatthavibhavini.  Who  do  you  Follow?
Venerable  Buddhaghosa  has  more  authority.  We  will  side  with
Venerable     Buddhaghosa.     There     is     a     reason     why     the
Abh id h a in matth a vi bhavi nl           d.iFFers           From           Venerable
Buddhaghosa.   But   if  you   do   not   know   Pa!i,   it   is   difficult  to
explain.  Our teachers,  Burmese teachers,  have  thought  of the
reason     wrty     Abhidhammatthavibhavinl     differs    from    I:he
Venerable  Buddhaghosa,  According  to  Burmese  teachers,  the
author  Of  the  AbhidhammatthavibhavinT  TTka  had  a  a-iFFerent
reading    in    one    Commentary.    He    met   with    that   different
reading   or  corruption   of  the   reading,   but   he   took   it  to   be
correct   reading.   Basing   on   that   reading,   he   said   at   seven
weeks  there  is  eye-sensitivity,   at  eight  weeks  there  is  ear-
sensitivity and  so on.

It  can   happen  easily  in   Pa!i   because  `Satta  Sattati'  is
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77,   But  if  the  scribe  forgot  to  write  the  last  `ti'  it  becomes
`Satta  Satta',`  7  x  7.  That  means  49,  not  77.  49  means  the

seventh  week.  Sometimes  that can  happen.  During  their days
it was very  difficult to  compare two  copies  of one  manuscript.
Even   one   manuscript  was  very   difficult  to   obtain.   Burmese
teachers            explained            that            the            author            of
Abhidhammatthavibhavinl may have  read  a  corrupt read.ir\g  oF
the  Commentary.  So  he  had  that  opinion.  The  author  of  the
Abhidhammatthavibhavinl  .is  r\ot  Followed   bv   later  teachers,
We  just  stick  with  what  the  Venerable  Buddhaghosa  said.  At
eleven  weeks  eye  and  so  on  arise.  At 42nd  week  head  hair and
others arise.

This  is  how  development  of fetus  is  taught  in  Buddhist
books,    The    Buddha    I.ust    states    t:he    different    stages    of
development.  But  Buddha  did  not say  how  many days  it takes
for     one     stage     to     develop     int:o     another     stage.     The
Commentaries  said  that  one  stage   lasts  for  one  week.  The
time frame of a  week is  not expressly said  by the  Buddha, The
Commentaries  explain  it to  mean  one  week.  They say  Kalala  is
for  one  week,  Abbuda  is  for  one  week  and  so  on.  It  may  or
may  not  be  consistent with  what  modern  medical  science  has
found  out.  It  may  not  be  exact  in  every  respect.  No  one  can
really  get  into  the  womb  of the  mother and  look at the  fetus.
Nowadays   there   are   instruments   t:hat   take   pictures   of  the
fetus.  There are  pictures of fetus at one week, two  weeks and
so  on.  It may or may not be what modern  medical  science  has
found.  But at  least we  know development of fetus  is  described
in   Buddhist   books.   That   may   roughly   correspond   to   what
people  know about fetus nowadays.

That  is  with  regard  to  human  beings.  Although  animals
are  born  in   mother`s  womb,  they  may  not  take  as   long  as
human   beings  to  take   birth.   Most  animals  are   not  born  t:en
months after conception.  This  Kalala  for one week,  Abbuda  for
one week and  so on are for human  beings,  not for animals.
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"Thereafter,  during  the  course  of  existence,  gradually

there  arise the  eye  decad  and  so forth."  (CMA, vl, §23, p.255)

"Thus   the   continuity   of   material   groups   produced   in

four  ways  -  namely,  kamma-born  from  the  time  of  rebirth-
linking,    consciousness-born    from    I:he    second    moment    of
consciousness, temperature-born from the time of the stage of
presence,   nutriment-born   from  the  time   of  the   diffusion   of
nutrit:ive   essense   -   uninterruptedly   flows   on   in   t:he   sense
sphere  till  t:he  end  of  life  ..."  (CMA, vl, §24, p.256)

This  flow  of  material   properties  goes  on  and  on   until
the end  of life.

"„.  like  the  flame  of  a  lamp  or  the  stream  of  a  river,"
(CMA, VI,  §24,  p.256)

You  light  a  lamp  and  see  a  flame  there.  You  think  that
the  flame  goes  on  and  on.  Actually  there  is  a  new  flame  at
every  moment.  The  same  is  true  for  the  stream   of  a   river.
When  you  look at a  river,  you  think it is the  same all  the time,
but at every moment there  is  new water flowing.  In the  same
way,  in  the  sense-sphere  unt:il  the  end  of  life  these  material
groups  produced  in  four ways flow on  and  on.

So  here  ``Kamma-borh  from  the  time  of  rebirth-linking"
-that means Kamma-born  materiality arises from the time of
the  first  moment  of  rebirth-linking.   And  the  ``consciousness-
born   from   the   second    moment   of   consciousness"   means
materiality  born  of consciousness  arises at the first moment of
second   consciousness   in   a   life.   That   means   first   Bhavahga,
from  the  moment  of  first  Bhavahga  Cittaja-rcipa  arises.  That
means  Citta-born  matter  arises  from  the  first sub-moment  of
t:he first  Bhavahga.  Then "nutriment-born  from  the time  of the
diffusion  of nutritive  essence" -  so we  don't:  know when  Rcipa
born     of    Ahara    first    arises.     For    those    who     are     born
spontaneously  it may  begin  when the  person  swallows  his own
saliva.  From that moment it gets  nutriment-born  Rdpa.  But for
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those   who   live   in   the   womb   of  the-   mother  they   may   get
nutriment-born    Rcipa    from    the    mother,    The    mother   eats
something    and    then    nutriment    is    +eceived    through    the
umbilical  cord  by the fetus.

What  we   should   understand   here   is  at  what   precise
moment  Kamma-born   R0pa  arises,  at  what  precise  moment
mind-born  Rt]pa  first: arises,  and  at what  precise  moment does
temperature-born  R0pa  arises.  From  the  second  sub-moment
of Patisandhi,  temperature-born  Rt]pa  arises.  From  then  on,  at
almost every moment temperature-born  matter arises because
the   temperature   or   Utu   which   arises   at   the   second   sub-
moment  of  Patisandhi  Citt:a   reaches  its  presence  moment  at
the  third  sub-moment  of  Patisandhi  Citta.  Visualize  three  sub-
moments  of  Patisandhi,  so  first,  second  and  third.  At  the  first
sub-moment  of  Patisandhi,   Kamma-born   Rcipa   arises.  At  the
second   sub-moment   of   Patisandhi,   temperature-born   Rtipa
arises.  At that  second  sub-moment of Patisandhi,  it  is the  first
sub-moment  of  temperature-born   Rtipa.   Now  it  reaches  the
next  sub-moment  of  temperature-born  Rtipa.  That  next  sub-
moment  is  the  third  sub-moment  of Patisandhi  but the  second
sub-moment of temperature-born  Rdpa.  From  the second  sub-
moment of Patisandhi  onwards at every  moment temperature-
born  Rtipa  arises.  Here the  passage  shows when  they arise for
the first t:ime.

When  they  arise  for the  last time  in  one  life  and  when
they disappear altogether, that will come  next week.

sadhu!  sadhu!  sadhu!
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Occurrence of Matter & Nibb5na

The Last Occurrence, and Disappearance of Matter
Up  to  now  we  have  studied  how  matter  arises  at  the

moment  of  relinking  and  also  a  few  moments  after  relinking.
Today we  will  study  Rdpa  at t:he time  of death.  "At the time  of
death"  means  at  the  time  approaching  cleat:h  and  also  maybe
after   death.    At   the   time    of   cleat:h    Kamma-born    material
phenomena  no  longer arise  starting  with  stage  of presence  of
the   17th   consciousness   preceding   the   death-consciousness.
There    are    three    sub-moments    of    Patisandhi    -    arising,
presence  and   disappearing   or  death.   At  the  sub-moment  of
arising  of  Patisandhi  what  arises?  Kamma-born  matt:er  arises.
That  is  the  first  moment  of arising  of  Kamma-born  matter.  At
the  presence  moment,  t:hat  means the  second  sub-moment of
Patisandhi, temperature-born  matter or Utu].a-rdpa  arises.  It is
the   first   arising   of   Utuja-rdpa.   And   then   at   the   first   sub-
moment  of  first  arising  of  Bhavahga,  there  arises  mind-born
matter.  So  we  have  here  the  first  arising  of  matter  born  of
Kamma,  matter born  of temperature  and  matt:er born  of mind.
There are these three  moments.  Later on  Kamma-born  matter
arises at every sub-moment all through  life. Temperature-born
mat:ter   arises   when   Rdpa   reaches   presence   stage.   Actually
from that moment on temperature-born  matt:er arises at every
moment.  Then  mind-born  mat:t:er  arises  only  at  the  first  sub-
moment  of  each  arising  of  Citta.  Mind-born  matter  arises  at
t:he  first  sub-moment  of fir-st  Bhavahga,  and  t:hen  at  first  sub-
moment of second  Bhavahga,  and  then  at first sub-moment of
t:hird  Bhavahga  and  so  on.  Mind-born  matter does  not  arise  at
presence stage or at dissolution stage.

Kamma-born  mat:ter  must  disappear at the  end  of one
life.  Kamma-born  matter cannot  continue  to  exist after death.
You  know that the  life  span  of matter  is  17 thought  moments.
So  you  can  find  out  when  the  last  moment  of the  arising  of
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Kamma-born  matter  occurs.  It  must  disappear  with  the  last
moment  of Cuti.  That  means  you  must  go  backward  until  the
17th   moment.   `17'   means   that  you   must  take   Cuti   as   one
moment.   When   you   go   backward   in   this   particular  thought
process,  you  come to AtTta  Bhavahga.  At the first sub-moment
of that  17th  thought  moment  preceding  Cuti,  there  is  the  last
moment    of   arising    of    Kamma-born    matter.    Kamma-born
matter  arises  for  the  last  time  at  that  sub-moment.  Kamma-
born  matter that arises at that moment will  disappear with  the
third  moment of Cuti.  The third  sub-moment of Cut:i  is the final
cessation  of  KammaHborn  matter,   Kamma-born  matter  arises
for   the   last   time   at   the    17th   thought   moment   reckoned
backward    from    Cuti.    Kamma-born    matter   arising    at   that
moment:  continues  to  exist  until  the  third  or  last  sub-moment
of  Cuti.  With  the  cessation  of  Cuti  Citta,  Kamma-born  matter
also   ceases.   There   is   no   more   Kamma-born   matter   after
death,  In the Manua/ it is said,

"But   at   the   time    of   death,    kamma-born    material

phenomena  no  longer arise starting  with the stage of presence
of the  17th  consciousness  preceding  the  cleat:h  consciousness."
(CMA, VI,  §25,  p.256)

Starting   with   the   presence   sub-moment   of  the   17th
thought moment,  Kamma-born  matter no  longer arises.

"Kamma-born   material   phenomena   that  arose   earlier

„,"  (CMA, VI,  §25,  p.256)

That means that they arose  at the first sub-moment of
the  17th thought moment.

"...  occur till  the  death-moment:  ..."  (CMA, vl, §25, p.256)

That means exist.

".,.  and  then  cease."  (CMA, vl, §25, p.256)

That means  it finally ceases with  Cuti  Citta.
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"Following  that, the  consciousness-born  and  nutriment-

born  material  phenomena  come to  cessation."  (CMA, vl, §25, p.256)

The  Manua/  does  not  say  when.  We  have  to  find  out
when.  It  simply  says  that  consciousness-born  and  nutriment-
born   material   phenomena   come   to   cessation   after  that   or
following    that.     In     order    to    understand    this,    we     must:
understand   first  the   arising   of  mind-born   matter.   Mind-born
matter  arises   at  every  first   sub-moment  of  every  thought
moment.  It  means t:hat at: the  first sub-moment of the  arising
of  Cuti  Citta,  mind-born  matt:er  arises.  Since  the  life  span  of
Rtipa  is  17 thought moment:s,  it must go  17 thought moments.
Cuti  is  one  moment.   Patisandhi  is  second  moment.  And  then
15  Bhavahgas  are  17  thc;ught  moments.  At the  15th  Bhavahga,
the  17  thought  moments  are  full.  At the  third  sub-moment  of
15th   Bhavahga,   t:he   mind-born   matter   of   the   previous   life
ceases, That means how many sub-moments?  How many sub-
moments   after  Cuti?  48.   48   sub-moments  after  Cuti   mind-
born  matter of the  previous  life cease`s finally.

Then  nutriment-born  matter -it is said that nutriment-
born  matter  can  arise  even  at  the  last  sub-moment  of  Cuti.
The  last  moment  of  arising  of  nutriment-born  matter  in  one
life  is  in  the  third  sub-moment  of Cuti.  Then  it  must  go  on  for
51  sub-moments.  We  get  only  one  moment  wit:h  Cuti.  When
we   reach   the   presence   stage   of   16th   Bhavahga,   51   sub-
moments  are  full.  And  so  at the  presence  moment  of the  16th
Bhavahga,   the   nutriment-born   matter   of   t:he   previous   life
finally  ceases.  It  means  some  Rtipa  from  this  life  continues to
exist even  after death.  But you  know  17 thought moments are
nothing   when  talking  about  experiences.   It  is  not  even   one
second.  But to  be  precise  and  to  be  exact we  must say  some
material   propert:ies  continue  t:o  exist  even  after  death.  They
are   what?   They   are   Citta-born   matter   and   nutriment-born
matter but not Kamma-born  matter.  Kamma-born  matter must
cease  with  the  cessation  of Cuti  Citta  or with  the  cessation  of
this  life.
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"Thereafter,  a  continuity  of  material  qualities  produced

by  temperature  persists  until  it  becomes  a  corpse."23  (CMA,  v|,
§25,  p.257)

Here  ``until   it  becomes  a  corpse"  is   not  to   be  taken
literally  because  the  corpse  may  decay  and  even  at  that  time
there  are  temperature-born  matter  arising  and  disappearing.
That will  go  on  and  on  until  t:he  end  of this  world  actually,  not
I.ust for the  time  that  a  man  is  called  a  corpse.  Suppose  he  is
buried.  Then  the  body degenerates  little  by' little,  Then  at that
time    also    there    is    temperature-born    matter    arising    and
disappearing.   It  will   go   on   and   on   until   the   world   is  totally
destroyed.  If  he  is  cremated  and  reduced  to  ashes,  still  there
is  temperature-born  matter  arising  and  disappearing,  Among
I:he  four  kinds  of  material   properties,  that  is,   Kamma-born,
atta-born,  Utu-born  and  Ahara-born,  three  kinds  of  material
properties   continue  to   exist  even   after  death.   Kamma-born
matter  ceases  I:ogether  with  the   last  moment  of  Cuti   Citta.
That  is  the  order  of  the  arising  and  disappearing  of  material
properties  at  death  or  at  the  time  around  death.  You   must
understand   that   Kamma-born   matter   arises   at   every   sub-
moment,   that   Citta-born   matter   arises   only   at.the   arising
moment   and   temperature-born   matter   arises   only   at   the
presence   moment.   If  you   understand  this,  you  can  find  out
when a  certain  material  property arises for the  last time, when
it ceases.

Let's go  back again.  When  is the  last arising  of Kamma-
born  matter? At the first sub-moment of 17th thought  moment
reckoned  backward  from  Cut:i  Citta.  The  Kamma-born  matter
that  arises  at  this  17th  thought  moment  ceases  at  the  third
sub-moment of Cuti  Citta.

What  about:  Citta-born   matter?  Citt:a-born   matter  can
arise  even  at the  first  moment  of Cuti  Citta.  It  will  go  on  until

23   CMA,  Second  Edition,1999:  "Thereafter,  a  continuity of material  qualities  produced
by t:emperature  persists in the form of the corpse."
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the    15th    Bhavahga    following    t:he    Patisandhi.    At    the    third
moment  of  15th  Bhavahga,  Citt:a-born   matter  of  the  previous
life ceases altogether.

And  then  nutriment-born  matt:er -  it  is  said  that it: can
arise  even   at  the   last  moment  of  one  life.   We  take   it  that
nutriment-born  matter arises  at the  third  sub-moment  of Cuti
Citta.  It  must go  on  for 51  sub-moments.  When  it reaches the
presence  moment of the  16th Bhavahga,  it ceases altogether.

For  Utu  or temperature-born  matter  it  goes  on  and  on
until t:he end  of the world.

Conc.usion

At the  end  of the  fifth  chapter there  is  a  description  of
Patisandhi    following    Bhavahga    and    then    Cuti,    Patisandhi,
Bhavahga  and  so  on,  the  wheel  of life,  That  is  Nama  Samsara,
Citta  and Cetasikas arisiing one after another.

Here  the   Rdpa   process   is   indicated   by  the  verse   on
page 257 of the CMA,

"Thus  to  the  deceased   beings,  again  in  a  subsequent
life,  material  phenomena  arise,  starting  from  rebirth-linking,  in
the  same  way."  (CMA, vl, §26, p.257)

As  soon   as  a   person  takes   Patisandhi,  there  is   Rdpa
arising.  Then   Rdpa  arises  in  life  at  every  moment  or  at  the
first  moment,  or  when  Rt]pa  reaches  presence  moment  until
death  or  a  little  later.  This  is  the  arising  and  disappearing  of
Rtipa for Kamavacara  beings.
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In Rdpavacara Loka
"In  the fine-material  world, the decads of nose, tongue,

body,  sex,  and  the  material  groups  produced  by  nutriment are
not  found."  (CMA, vl, §27, p.257)

Now  we  go  to  Patisandhi  again,  In  the  Rdpavacara  Loka
nose,  tongue,   body  and   sex  groups  are   not  found   because
they  don't  like  nose,  tongue,  body  and  sex.  So  these  do  not
arise   for   them.   In   the   world   of   Rdpavacara   beings   nose,
tongue,  body and  sex decads are not found.

"Therefore,   to   those   beings,   at  the   time   of   rebirth-
linking  there  arise  four  material  groups  produced   by  kamma
..,"   (CMA, VI,  §27,  p.257)

Four   Kamma-born   groups   arise   at   the    moment   of
Patisandhi   -   eye-decad   (Cakkhu-dasaka),   ear-decad   (Sota-
dasaka),  heart-decad  (Vatthu-dasaka)  and  vital  nonad  (Jivita-
navaka).   There   are   four   groups.    Four   groups   of .mat:erial
properties arise at Patisandhi for the  Rclpavacara  beings.

"During  the  course  of existence ,... "  (CMA, vl, §27, p.257)

That  means after Pa{isandhi,

"...    material    phenomena    produced    by   consciousness

and  by temperature  are aJSQ found."  (CMA, vl, §27, p.257)

You  must:  add  `also' t:here.  If I:here  is  no `also'  it  means
a  different  thing.  At  t:he  moment  of  Patisandhi  there  are  only
four  decads.  But  in  life,  during  the  course  of  existence  there
are  these  four  decads  plus  t:hose  produced  by  consciousness
and  those  produced   by  temperature.   How  many  groups  are
produced    by   consciousness?   Six   groups   are   produced    by
consciousness.  How  many  are  produced  by temperature?  Four
groups  are  produced  by temperature.  During  the  course  of life
six   plus   four,   plus   four   (the   eye-decad,   ear-decad,   heart-
decad,  vital   nonad)   14  altogether  are   produced.  That  is  for
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Rtipavacara     beings.   ``Rti.pavacara      beings'     refers     to     all
Rapavacara    beings    except    mindless    beings.    For   mindless
beings  there   is   a   difference.   For  Rnpavacara   beings   at  the
moment of Patisandhi`there are four groups -eye-decad, ear-
decad,  heart-decad  and vit:al  nonad. `Nonad' means a  group  of
nine.  There  are  three  groups  of  ten  and  one  group  of  nine.
During  the  course  of  exist:ence  six  groups  born  of  Citta  and
four  groups   born   of  temperature   are   also  found.   Four  are
found  at  Patisandhi  and  14  during  the  course  of  life.  Later  on
we will  have to find out how  many  Rdpas.

Asafifia-sattas
Now we come to Asafifia-sattas,  mindless beings.
"Among  the  non-percipient  beings,  t:he  eye,  ear,  heart-

base,  and  sound  are  also  not found."  (CMA, vl, §28, p.257)

No sound  is found,

"Similarly,  no  consciousness-born  material  phenomena

are  found,"  (CMA, vl, §28, p.257)

No  Cittaja-rdpa  is found.

"Therefore,  at the  moment  of -their  rebirth-linking,  only

t:he  vital  nomad  arises."  (CMA, vl, §28, p.257)

So  I:here  is  only one  group  at  the  moment  of  relinking
fo r Asa fi fi a-sattas .

"During  the  course  of  existence,  material  phenomena

produced   by   temperature,    with   the   exception    of   sound,
cont:inue,"  (CMA, vl, §28, p.258)

Look  at the  groups  caused  by  temperature.  How  many
are there? There are four.  From t:hese four you  leave out what?
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We  take  out  two   groups.   We   leave  out  sound.  The  second
group   (Sadda-.navaka)   we  cannot  take   because  there   is  no
sound.  Also  the  last  group  Sadda-lahutadi-dvadasaka  cannot
be taken.  From  among t:he four Utuja  groups only the first one
and the third  one are taken  in t:he world  of mindless beings. At
the  moment of Patisandhi  there is one  group. .During  life there
are     three     groups     -     JTvita-navaka,     Suddhatthaka     and
La-rfutadekadasaka,  There  is  no  RIlpa  born  of  Citt:a  and  also
there  is  no  R0pa  born  of Ahara  (Nutriment).  Although  there  is
nutriment   in   their  bodies,   they   do   not  get  nutriment  from
outside.  There  is  no  nutriment-born  Rtipa.  It  is the  same  with
R0pavacara   Brahmas.   The   other   Rdpavacara   'Brahmas,   for
them  also  there  is  no  Rdpa  born  of  nutriment.  It  is  said  that
they  do  nat eat  anything.  They  survive  with  PTti.   PTti  is  their
foo`d.  Since  they  do  not ,eat  anything,  they  do  not  have  Rnpa
born   of  Ahara.   RDpa   born   of  Ahara   needs   external  >Ahara.
When  internal  Ahara  and  external  Ahara  come  together,  Rcipa
born  of  Ahara  arises.  For  Rclpavacara  beings  both  with  mind
and   without  mind  there  are   no  material   properties   born   of
Ahara,

Let us go to the end and then come back.
€`Thus  in  the  three  .cases  of  the  sensuous  worid,  the

fine-material  world,  and  non-percipient beings,  the  occurrence
of  material  phenomena  should  be  understood  as  twofold,  by
way  of rebirth-Linking  and  the  course  of existence,"  (CMA, vl, §29,
p.258)

There   are   t:wo   kinds   of  arising   of   matter  for  these
beings - at Patisandhi  and during  life.

"In   the   sense   planes,   28   material   phenomena   are
found;   ..."  (CMA, vl, §29, p.258)

In the  Kamavacara  world,  a`lI  28 can  be found.

",..  in'the  fine-material  planes,  23  (are  found);  ..."  {cMA,
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VI,  §29,  p.258)

What  are  missing?  Nose,  tongue,  body  and  two  sexes
are  missing.  28  minus  5  is  23.  In  the  Rdpavacara  world  except
Asafifia-satta  only  23  mat:erial  properties  are  found.  Although
they do  not have  nose-sensitivity, tongue-sensitivity and  body-
sensitivity,  they  have  noses,  tongues  and   bodies.   Only  they
lack  sensitivity.  Although  they  are  without  sex,  it  is  said  they
look  like  men.

"...  among  the  non-percipients,  17  (material  properties

are  found);   ..."  (CMA, vl, §29, p.258)

In     non-percipient    beings    are    found    the    following
materia_I  prope_rties:  the  four  essentials,  RDpa,  Gandha,  Rasa,
JTvita,  Ahara,  Akasa,  Lahuta,  Muduta,  KammafiFiata,  Upacaya,
Santati,   Jarata   and   Aniccata.   Altogether  there   are   17.   Only
these  17  properties  are found  in  the  world  of mindless  beings.
In  the  world  of  mindless  beings  there  are  the  four  essentials.
There  is  RDpa.  There  is  smell.  There  is  taste.  There  is  touch.
Although  there  is  no  sense  of  touch,  they  have   Photthabba.
There  are  life  principle,  nutriment,  space,  the  material  groups
lightness and so on,  and  the  characterist:ics,

"At   the    moment    of   conception,    sound,    mutability,

decay,  and  death  are  not found."  (CMA, vl, §29, p.258)

At   the   moment   of  Patisandhi   I:here   is   no   sound;   no
sound   can   arise.  There   is  no  mutability,  Vikara.  That  means
Kaya-vififiatti,  VacT-vififiatti,  Lahuta,  Muduta  and  Kammafifiata.
There  is  no  Jarata.  Here  at  Patisandhi  means  at th+e  very  first
sub-moment of Patisandhi  because  at the  second  sub-moment
there  is Jarata.  Patisandhi  here  means the first sub-moment of
Patisandhi.  And  death  is  not found.  These  are  not found  at the
moment of conception.

"In   the   course   of   existence    (during    life),   there   is
nothing  that  is  not  obtained."  (CMA, vl, §29, p.258)
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All  28  material  propert:ies can  arise.

Now  you   know   how   matter  arises   and   how  it  finally
disappears  in  one  life.  And  as  hinted  by the verse  on  page  257
of  the  CMA,  Burmese  teachers  of  old  have  formulated  Rt]pa-
vithi,  It  is  not found  in  the  Commentaries.  This  is the  product
of   Burmese   teachers.    If   there    is    a    process    of   thought
moments,  there  can  be  a  process  of  material  properties  only.
They  designed  this.  It  is  very  complicated  and  also  not  exact.
It   is   just   a   glimpse,   just   a   sample   of   how   the   material
properties arise,

I will  not go through  all  t:hese.  It is too  complicated,  but
let's  see  how  much   we  can   understand.   Although  there  are
many  groups  arising   at  the   moment  of  Patisandhi,   here  we
take  only  one  group,  Suddhatthaka.  The  other  groups  may  or
may    not   arise    at   the    moment   of   Patisandhi,    The   group
containing  Sadda   (sound)  will   never  arise  at  the  moment  of
Patisandhi.  The  pure  octad,  Suddhatthaka,  is  meant  here.  At
Patisandhi  there are three sub-mom6hts -  genesis,  stasis and
det:ease.  The  first  sub-moment  is  arising.  Stasis  is  presence,
Decease  is  disappearing.  At  the  first  moment  for  womb-born
beings,   like   human   beings,   how   many   Kalapas   are   t:here?
There  are  three  groups.  Do  you  remember  the  three  groups?
The three  groups  are  Kaya,  Bhava  and  Vatthu.  On  the  bottom
of page 255 of the CMA,

"To  the  womb-born  creatures  there  arise  (at  rebirth)

three  decads  -  the  decads  of  body,  sex,  and  the  heart-base
(Kaya,  Bhava  & Vatthu  Dasaka)."  (CMA, vl, §23, p.255)

So   at   t:he   genesis   moment   or   arising    moment   of
Patisandhi  three  Kalapas  arise.  These  three  will  last  until  the
17th   moment:,   It   is   said   that   Kamma-born   matter   arises   at
every  sub-moment.  At the  stasis  stage  three  arise  again,  and
so there  are six -the three that arose  at genesis continue to
exist  and  at the  second  moment t:hree  are  added,  and  at the
third   moment,   at  decease  moment,  three. more  are  added.
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There  are  three  at  genesis  moment.  Ttiere  are  six  at  stasis
moment,  And there are  nine at decease~moment of Patisandhi.
Following  Patisandhi  there  is  Bhavahga,  many  Bhavahgas.  At
genesis moment of first Bhavahga there are  12. AI stasis there
are ,12  plus  3  =  15.  At  decease  there  are  15  plus  3  =  18.  So
you  add `three  all `through  until  you  reach  Manodvaravajjana,
From  Manodvaravajjana  onward.s  the  number  is  always  153.
That js because three arise and three disappear. Ttie three that
arise at the genesis  moment of Patisandhi disappear at the  16th
Bhavahga       moment.       At       the       genesis       moment       of
Manodvaravaj]'ana  three are .added.  Although  three  are  added,
since  three  have  disappeared,  the  number  is  the  same.  From
that  moment  the  number  is  always  the  same.  The  number
remains  the  same  because  three  arise,and  three  disappear.
The  number will  go  on  and  on  the  same.  This  is  for  Kamma-
born  Kalapas.  Do you  understand  now? In order to  understand
this,   first   you  .mu.st   understand   that   Kamma-born   mat:ter
arise,s  at every  sub-moment,  Let  us  say,  for human  beings  at
the moment of Patisandhi three Kalapas arise -  body, sex and
heart. -Three   groups.  of  _'Kamma-born    materia]ity   arise    at
genesis,  three   at  stasis   and   three  at  decease.   So  we   add
three,  three  and  three  until  we  come  to  153,  After  that  the
number  remains  constant,. The. moinent .following  that,  ttiree
arise and three disappear.

Next  are -those  born   of  Citta.   Mind-born   Rdpa   arises
when? It arises at the first moment of first Bhavahga.  It arises
at  every  first  moment,  not  every  sub-moment,   but  only  at
every   first   sub-mo.ment.   At   the   first   sub-moment   of   first
Bhavahga  there  js  one  Kalapa  born  of -Citta.   It  continues  to
exist.    At   the    stasis    and    decease    sub-moments    of   first
Bhavahga .there  is no  addition.  But at the first sub-moment of
second  Binavahga  one  group  arises.  So  there  are  two  groups.
And   at   the   stasis   and   decease   sub-moments   of   second
Bhavahga  ttiere  is  no  addition.  At  the  third  Bhavahga  at  the
genesis   sub-moment   one   more   Citt:a-born    material   group
should   be  added.   So  we  get  one,`one,  one,  t:wo,  two,  two,
three,   three,   three   and   so   on.    Until   when    do   additional
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groupings  of  Citta-born  matter  arise?  Additional  groupings  of
Citta-born  matter arise  until  Manodvaravajjana.  After that the
number   remains   the   same   -    17,    17,    17    because   one
disappears  and  one  arises.  So one  disappears  and  one  arises
and  so on  and so on.  From that time the  number is constant.

Now  Utuja,  temperature-born  matter  can  arise  when?
It  begins  to  arise  with  the  st:asis  moment  of  Patisandhi.  That
means  the  three  Kammaja-kalapas  t:hat  arise  at  the  genesis
moment   of  Patisandhi   reach   their  stasis   moment   beginning
with  the  stasis. moment  of  Patisandhi.  When  they  reach  that
moment,   they   produce   three   Utu-born   Kalapas.   Then   the
Kammaja-ka[apas    that    arise    at    the    stasis    moment    of
Patisandhi  reach  their  stasis  stage  at  the  stage  of  decease  Of
Pa{isandhi.   Since  they  have  reached  their  stasis  stage,  they
produce three  more.  So there  are  six.  It is  a  little  complicated.
The  three  Kammaja-kalapas  that  arise  at  genesis  moment  of
Patisandhi,    those    three    Kalapas    will    exist    until    the    17th
moment.  The  life  span  of  Rtipa  is  51  sub-moments.  The  first
moment  is their genesis.  51St moment is their decease.  The  49
sub-moments  in  between  are  their  stasis  stage.  The  genesis
and  decease  stages  of  Citta  and  Rcipa  are  the  same.  But  the
stasis stage  of R0pa  and  Citta  are  different.  The three  Kalapas
that  arise   at  the   genesis   moment  of  Patisandhl  reach   their
stasis  moment at the  stas[s  moment of Patisandhi.  When  they
reach  their  stasis  moment,  they  become  strong.  And  so  they
produce  three  Kalapas.  Then  the  three  Kalapas  that  arise  at
the  stasis  moment  of  Patisandhi  reach  their  stasis  moment  at
the decease'moment of Patisandhi.  So they become strong and
they  produce  three  more.  And  the  thr,ee  Kalapas  that  arise  at
decease  moment  of  Patisandhi  reach  their+stasis  stage  at  the
genesis   moment   of  first   Bhavahga.   So   they   produce   three
more.  So you add three and get 3, 6, 9, and so on.

Then there is  13,  not  12.  It's  not easy.  Why do we add
four?  Gttaja-kalapa  which  arises  at  genesis  moment  of  first
Bhavahga  reaches  its  stasis  moment  at the  stasis  moment  of
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first  Bhavahga.  At  the  moment  of stasis  of first  Bhavahga  we
add  four  Kalapas,  not  three.  Three  is  as  usual  by  Kammaja-
kalapas.   Cittaja-kalapa   reaches  stasis   moment  at  the  stasis
moment  of first  Bhavahga  Citta.  It  produces  one.  So  we  add
four  and  not three  -  three  by  Kammaja-kalapas  and  one  by
Cittaja-kalapa,  We  add  four  Kalapas  so  there  are  13  and  not
12.  Later  we just  add  three.  And  at  every  stasis  moment  we
add   four   because   the   Cittaja-kalapa   that   arises   at   genesis
moment  of  second  Bhavahga  reaches  its  stasis  at  I:he  stasis
moment of second  Bhavahga.  So it produces one. Then  we add
4  to  19  and  so  we  get  23.  It  goes  on  and  on  like  this.  So  at
stasis  moment  you  add  four  and  at  other  moments  you  add
three.

Beginning   with   the   stasis   stage   of  Manodvarava].jana
there  is  no  increase  in  numbers  -  all   170,   170,   170.  Why?
The three that are  caused  by the  Kammaja-rtipas  disappear at
that moment. That means three disappear and  four arise.  That
means  only  one  more,  That  is  why  it  is  170  and  not  173.  So
t:here  is  only one  more.  And  later on  there  js  one  more  and  so
on.  This  is just  a  glimpse  of what  we  can  explore  with  regard
to   the   arising   of   matter   in   one   life.   When   we   say   three
Kalapas,  six  Kalapas,  we  do  not  mean  only  three  groups.  We
mean  three  kinds  of  groups  because  there  may  be  many  of
those  groups.  With  regard  to  kinds  of  groups  there  are  only
these  three   kinds.   When   we  say  three   Kalapas,   we  do   not
mean   that  t:here   are   only  three   groups   but  three   kinds   of
groups.  Let  us  say,  they  are  Kaya,  Bhava  and  Vatthu  groups.
There   may   be   thousands   of   Kaya    group.   There   may   be
thousands  of Bhava  group.  There  may  be  thousands  of Vatt:hu
group.  But we  call  them  three  groups  because  there  are three
kinds  of groups.  This  is the  process  of Rtipa  or in  Pa!i  we  call  it
Rtipa-vTthi,  It  is  not  mentioned  in  any  Commentary,  In  Burma
especially  in  the  olden  days  students  had  to  st:udy  this  also.
There are many more actually.
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Nibbaha

Now  we  come  to  the  last  section  of  the  sixth  chapter
and  that  is  on  Nibbana.  There  are  four  ultimat:e  truths.  Citta,
the first ultimate truth,  is treated  in I:he first chapter.  Cetasikas
are treat:ed  in  the second  chapter.  In  the third, fourth  and  fifth
chapters  both  Cittas  and  Cetasikas  are  treat:ed.  In  the  sixth
chapter   Rdpa   is   treated.   There   is   only   one   reality   left   -
Nibbana.  It is a  very short description  of Nibbana  in this  book.

Nibbana   is  termed   Supramundane,   in   Pa!i,   Lokuttara.
You   know   Lokuttara   -  `Loka'  and  `Uttara',   transcending   the
Loka.    Loka    here    means   the   world    of   five   aggregates   of
clinging.  Nibbana  is  called  Lokuttara  because  it  t:ranscends  the
five  aggregates of clinging,  the world  of five  aggregates.

It  is  to  be  realized  by the  knowledge  of the  four  Paths.
Nibbana  is  not  nothingness.  Nibbana  is  something,  It  can  be
realized   by   the   knowledge   of  the   four   Paths.   That   means
Nibbana   is   a   direct   experience   for  those   who   have   gained
enlightenment.  Only  when  a  person  gains  enlightenment  can
his   mind   take   Nibbana   as   an   object.   At   the   moment   of
enlightenment   Magga   Citta   arises.   That   Magga   Citta   takes
Nibbana  as object.  So those who  have  experienced  Magga  and
Phala   can    experience   Nibbana   or   t:ake   Nibbana   as   object
directly.   But  for  Puthujjanas   (unenlightened   beings)   it  is   not
direct   knowledge,    It   is   inferential    knowledge.    It   is   to   be
realized   by   the   knowledge   of   the   four   Paths,   That   means
Nibbana   is   a   direct   experience   for  any   of  those   who   have
gained  any one of the four Path  knowledges.

"It  becomes  an  object  to  the  paths  and  fruits ,.,. "  (CMA,
VI,  §30,  p.258)

That    means    it    is    the    object    of    Path    and    Fruit
consciousness.  It  is  the  object  of  Magga  a,nd  Phala  Citt:as.  We
learned  about  this  in  the  third  chapter.   In  the  third   chapter
there  is  one  section  that  deals  with  objects.   Lokuttara  Cit:tas
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all take  Nibbana  as object:.  Nibbana  is the object of Magga and
Phala.

The    Commentary    explains    by    this    sentence    that
Nibbana  is the object of Magga  and Pha[a;  the author wants  us
to   understand   for   the   unenlightened   persons   it   is   to   be
understood   through   inference.   What   we   understand   about
Nibbana  is  not  direct  knowledge  but through  inference.  There
is  what  is  called   Magga  and   Phala  or  there  is  what  is  called
freedom  from  mental  defilements.  Although  nowadays  we  do
not  see  Arahants,  in  the  olden  days  they  may  see  Arahants.
And  they  may  really  see  people  who  are  free  from   mental
defilements  altogether,  like the  Buddha  and  so  on.  When  we
see  what  is  called  the  eradication  of  mental  defilements,  we
can  infer  that  there  is  something  which  is  not  a  conditioned
phenomenon,   and   which   is   not  a   concept,   and   that   is  the
object   of   Magga    and    Phala.    That   object   is    Nibbana.    By
inference  those  who  have  not  yet  reached  enlightenment  can
understand  through  thinking  in  this  way  that  Nibbana  is  the
object  of  Magga   and   Phala.   I'm   repeating.  When  we  see  or
understand the eradication  of mental  defilements, we can  infer
I:here   must   be   some   knowledge   which   can   accomplish   the
eradication  of mental  defilements.  Any  Citt:a  or any  knowledge
which    takes   conditioned   things    or   concept:s   as    object   is
incapable  of achieving  eradication  of  mental  defilements.  It  is
only  the  knowledge  that  can  take  Nibbana  as  object that  can
eradicate  mental  defilements.  Since  there  is-the  eradieation  of
mental   defilement:s,   we  can   infer  there   must   be   something
which  is  the  object  of  Magga  and   Pha[a,  which  accomplishes
the  eradication  of mental  defi[ements.  With  such  an  inference
people   who   have--  not   yet   become   enlightened   underst:and
Nibbana.   Nibbana   is   direct   experience   to`those   who   have
att:ained-    enlightenment.     For    others     Nibbana     should     be
underst'ood through  inference.

"...  and  is  called  Nibbana  because  it is  a  depart:ure from

Craving,  which  is  an  entanglement."  (CMA, vl, §3o, p.258)
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Now the  word `Nibbana' is  explained  here as  composed
of  `Ni'  and  `Vana'.  You   have  to   understand  Pa!j  grammar  to
know why `V' becomes `8'. This is the domain  Of,grammar. The
Word  Nibb'ana  is  composed  6f the  words  `Ni'  and  `Vana'.  Vana
is  explained  here  to  mean  entanglemeht  or stitching togethe'r.
That stitching together is nothing but craving.  So long as there
js  craving  there  will  be  rebirth.  Craving   is  like  .a  thread  that
combines one thing with  another. That stitching  or that thread
js   calle.d   Vana   in   Pa!i.   `Ni'  -means   getting   out  `of.   `Nibbana'
means  getting  out  of  craving.  Getting  out  of  craving  means
Nibbana cannot be  the  object  of craving.  Craving  cannot take
Nibbana  as`object.   Nibbana  is  beyond  the  range  of  craving.
Also  there..is  no  craving  in  Nibbana.  Nibbana  is  said  to  be  out
of Vana,  out  of  craving.  That  is  why  it  is  called  Nibbana.  `Ni'
and  `Vana'  are  put  together  and  `V'  is  changed  to  `Bt,  so  jt
becomes Nibb5na. That is the meaning  described  in this CMA.

Another explanation  is given  in the guide here.
"Etymo]ogically,  `the  word  Nibbana  -. the  Pa!i  form  of

the  better  known  Sanskrit `Nirvana'  -  is  derived  from  a  verb
`Nibbati' meaning  `to  be..blown  orit'  or  `to  be  extinguished'.  It

thus  signifies  the  extinguishing  of the  worldly  `fires'  of.greed,
hat:red  and  delusion."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §3o, p.259)

This  is  another  meaning.  This is  also  explained  in  the
Commentaries,  but  not  here  in  this  ManL7a/.  Nibbana  is=called
Nibbana. because  through  Nibbana  the  fires  of  greed,  hat:red
and  delusion  are extinguished.  That is why it is called Njbbana.
In  that  case  Nibbana  js  derived  from  the  verb  `Nibbati',  to  be
blown out or t6 be extinguished,

"But  the   Pall   commen.tators  prefer-to  treat  it  as  t:he
negation     of,     or     `departure     from'     (nikkhantatta),     the
entanglement   (vana)    of   craving,   the   derivation    which    is
offered  here."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §3o, p.259)

Actually    the    Pa!i    Commentators    give    both    these
`meanings ,-  to  be  extinguished,  to  depart from,  to  get out of
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craving-

"For   as   long   as   one   is   entangled    by   craving,   one

remains  bound  in  samsara ,... "  (CMA, vl, Guide to §3o, p.259)

So   long   as   there   is   craving,   we   cannot   get   out   of
Samsara,

"...    but   when   all   craving    has   been   extirpated,   one

attains    Nibbana,    deliverance   from   the   cycle    of   birth    and
death."  (CMA, vl, Guide to §3o, p.259)

Nibbana  is  derived  in  two  ways.  The  derivation  here  in
this  CMA  is  `Ni'  plus  `Vana',  getting  out  of  or  departure  from
Vana,  which   is  entanglement:  or  which   is  craving.  The  other
meaning  is:   Nibbana  is  something  through  which  t:he  fires  of
greed,  hatred  and  delusion  are extinguished.

Nibbana  is  only  one  according  to  its  individual  essence
and t:hat is  peace.

"...  by  reference to a  basis  (for distinction),  it is twofold,

namely,  the  element  of  Nibbana  with  the  residue  remaining,
and  the  element  of  Nibbana  without  the  residue  remaining."
(CMA, VI,  §31,  p.259)

There    are    two    kinds    of    Nibbana.    First    we    must
understand  that  Nibbana  is  only  one  according  to  its  intrinsic
nature  because  Nibbana  is  peace.   But  we  can  say  there  are
two  kinds  of Nibbana.  That distinction  is  a  basis  for  reference.
That  dist:inction   is  beings  with   remaining  and   beings  without
remaining.   When   we   look  at   it   in   that  way   -   beings   with
remaining  and  beings  without  remaining  -  we  can  say  there
are    two    kinds    of    Nibbana.    The    first    one    is    called    `Sa-
upadisesa'.   I  want  you  t:o   be  familiar  with  those  words.   Sa-
upadisesa    -   you   can   see   the   word    in   the   Pa!i   section.
"Tadetam   sabhavato   ekavidhampi   saupadisesanibbanadhatu"

(Abht-c}f]anmafEf7asahgaha,    6.63).     The     Second     One     is    `Anupadisesa
Nibbanadhatu'.    Now   there    is    Sa-upadisesa.    `Sesa'   means
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remaining.  `Upadi' means  aggregates.  `Sa'  means  with.  So  the
meaning    is    with    aggregates    remaining.    The    element    of
Nibbana  which  is  with  the  aggregates  remaining  is  called  Sa-
upadisesa.    Anupadisesa    means   the   opposite   of   that.   The
element of Nibbana  which  is  without the  aggregates  remaining
is  Anupadisesa.   Looking   in  that  way,  there  are  two   kinds  of
Nibbana.

1.    The   first   one   is   `Sa-upadisesa   Nibbanadhatu',
the element of Nibbana which  is with  aggregates
remaining,  and

2.    The  second  one  is  `Anupadisesa   Nibb5nadhatu',
t:he   element   of   Nibbana   which   is   without   the
aggregates  remaining.

When  a  person  attains  Nibbana,  or realizes  Nibbana,  or,
let  us  say,   becomes  an  Arahant,   he  extinguishes  all   mental
defilements.   All   mental   defilements  are  gone  for  him.   What
remains    is    his    body   and    other   Cittas   and    Cetasikas.    An
Arahant    still    has    a    physical    body    and    some    Cit:tas    and
Cetasikas    remaining.    They   are    called   `remaining'   because
when  the  mental  defilements  are  eradicated,  they  remain.  An
Arahant:'s    mind    and     matter    are    called    here    Upadi-sesa
(aggregates   remaining),   remaining   after   the   eradicat:ion   of
mental  defilements.  The  Nibbana  which  a  person  realizes while
still  having  this  body and  mind  is  called  Sa-upadisesa.  There  is
Nibbana   which   becomes   evident   after   an   Arahant's   death.
When   an   Arahant   dies,   the   mind   and   the   body   disappear
altogether.  There  is  no  more  arising  of  mind  and   body.  That
kind   of   Nibbana   is   called    Nibbana   without   the   aggregates
remaining.  That  means the  Nibbana  after death  of the  Buddha
or an  Arahant.  So t:here  are two  kinds of Nibbana.

The     first     kind     of     Nibbana     is     also     called     Kilesa
Parinibbana.  It  means t:he  extinguishing  of Kilesas,  The  second
kind    of   Nibbana    is    also    called    Khandha    Parinibbana,    the
extinguishing  of the remaining  aggregates.  So there are:
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1[    Ki[esa  Parinjbbana,  and

2.    Khandha  Parinibbana.

Kilesa    Parinibbana     is    the    same    as    Sa-upadisesa
Parinibbana.  Khandha  Parinibbana  is  the  same  as Anupadisesa
Parinibbana.  The presence  or absence of the  aggregates  is the
basis of saying there are two  Nibbanas.

"It   is   threefold    according    to    its   different   aspects,

namely,  void,  sign]ess,  and  desireless."  (CMA, vl, §3i, p.259)

It  can  also  be  described  as  of  three  kinds  of  Nibbana
according  to  its  different aspects.  These  three  aspects  we  call
three  kinds of  Nibbana.  The  first one  is  void,  in  Pa!i  Su`fifia  or
SuFifiata.  Here  `SufiFia'   means   devoid   of  greed,  hatred   and
delusion.  It  is .also called  Sufifia  because  jt is  devoid  of all  that
is   conditioned.   Two  -explanations   are   given   for  the   void   or
Sufifia.    Sufifia   is   void;    it   is   devoid   of   greed,    hatred   and
delusion.  Itis devoid  of all that is conditioned.  There  is nothing
that     js     conditioned     in     Nibbana     and`   Nibbana     itself     is
unconditioned.

The    second   name    is    signless.    Greed,   hatred    and
delusion  are  calle`d  a  sign.  Being  conditioned  is  called  a  sign,
Njbbana js  called  sigT]Iess because  it  is  free  from  the  signs  of
greed,  hatred  and  delusion,  and  also  it is free from the  sign  of
all conditioned things.  It is the same explanation.

jlt js  called  desireless because  it  is  free  from  hankering
of  greed,   hatred   .and   delusion   and   also   because   it   is   not
desired  by craving.  Not desired by  craving  means  it is  not the
object  of  craving.   According   to  these  aspects,   we  can   say
there  are  three  kinds  of  Nibbana.  Actually  there  is  only  one
Nibbana, itnown  by its intrinsic-nature whicti  is peace.

First there is ohe Nibbana.  Then there can  be two kinds
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of  Nibbana  depending  on  the  presence  or  the  absence  of the
remaining     aggregates.     It    also    can     be    three     Nibbanas
depending  on  its aspe'cts.  These three aspects are what? They
are     Sufifia     (void),     Animitta     (signless),     and     Appapihita
(desireless).

We come to the end  of the chapter.
"Great  seers  who  are  free  from  craving  declare  that

Nibbana  is  an  objective  state  ..."  (CMA, vl, §32, p.26o)

Nibbana  is a  real  state,  It is  not nothingness.

",,,  which  is  deathless ,... "  (CMA, vl, §32, p.26o)

It   is   deathless   because   it   is   without   a   beginning.   If
there    is    a    beginning,   there    must    be    an    end.    We    must
understand  this  very  clearly.  Most  of the  time,  we  are  not fair
in  our  aspirations,  in  our  desires.  We  don't  want the  end,  but
we  want the  beginning.  If you  do  not want the  end,  you must
not want the beginning.  So  if you  do  not want death, you  must
not want birth.  When there is  birth, there is death.  It is  natural
law.    Here    Nibbana    is   said   to   be   deathless   because   it   is
beginingless.  We  cannot  say  when  Nibbana  arises  or  when  it
disappears.   It  is  absolutely  endless.  There  is  no  end  simply
because  there  is  no  beginning.  It  is  unconditioned.  Mama  and
RC]pa  are  condit:ioned  by other Nama  and  Rdpa.' But  Njbbana  is
not   conditioned.    Nibbana   is   never   the   result   of   anything.
Nibbana  is  never  conditioned   by  any  kind   of  cond.ition..   It  is
unsurpassed.  That means  it has  no.equal.

In  the  Pa!i  verse,  there  is  a  play. of  words.  The  great,
seers who are free from craving  in Pa!i  are called Vanamutta  -
the   author  takes   the   word  `Vana'  from   the   word-  Nibbana,
Nibbana   comes   from   `Ni'   and  `Vana'.   Vana   is   used   here   to
describe  those  who  are  free  from  craving,  So  those  who  are
free  from  craving  are  Vanamutta.  This  is the  style  of authors.
They may use similar words,  words that sound similar.
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"Thus  as  fourfold  the  Tathagatas   reveal  the  ultimate

realities  ..."  (CMA, vl,  §32, p.260)

Buddhas  reveal  ultimate  realit:ies  as  being  of four kinds.
They  are  consciousness,  mental  factors,  matter  and  Nibbana.
This  is the end  of the  section  on  Nibbana  and  this  is the  end  of
the  sixth  chapter,  And  this  is  the  end  of  the  discussion  of  all
four   ultimate   realit:ies.   So   we   can   stop   here   if  we   want  to
because we  have come to t:he end  of all four ultimate realities.

sadhu!  sadhu!  sadhu!

Kalapas and Different Kinds of Beings

I want to  give some  additional  information  on  when  and
to  which  kind  of  beings  the  Rcipa-kalapas  arise  and  which  can
be  deficient.  The  first  is  Kamavacara   Bhdmi,  those  beings  in
the sensual  planes. There are three  kinds of beings:

•      moisture-born,

•      spontaneous-born,  and

•      womb-born,

Moisture-born  means  those  who  are  born  of  moisture,
like  insects.  They  are  called  moisture-born.  At the  moment  of
Patisandhi   there   arise   in   them   Cakkhu,   Sota,   Ghana,  Jivha,
Kaya,   Bhava   and   Vatthu,   so   seven   decads.   Cakkhu,   Sot:a,
Ghana  and  Bhava  may  be  deficient.  Sometimes  they  may  not
have  Cakkhu.  Sometimes  they  may  not  have  Sota  and  so  on.
That  is  at  the  moment  of  relinking.  `Pavatti'  means  through
life.  In  life24 all  Rdpas except those that are deficient can  arise.

24   That means after relinking.
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Spontaneous-born   means  they  are  born  as  grown-up
beings.    Here   three   kinds   of   spont:aneous-born   beings   are
mentioned.  One  is for Devas.  At the time of relinking there are
all  seven  decads.  The  seven  decads  are  Cakkhu,  Sota,  Ghana,
Jivha,  Kaya,  Bhava  and Vatthu.  There  is  no deficiency for them
because  they  are  born  of very  strong  Kamma.  In  life  all  Rdpa
arise  in  them,

Then  there  are  spontaneous-born  beings  in  Apaya,  the
four  woeful  states.  For those  who  are  born  in  the  four  woeful
states  at  the  moment  of  Patisandhi  the  seven  decads  arise.
Among   them    Cakkhu,    Sota    and    Bhava    can    be   deficient.
Sometimes  they  may  take  conception  without  Cakkhu  and  so
on.  At Pavatti  all  Rt]pas arise except those that are deficient.

The  last  kind  of spontaneous-born  is  human  beings.  It
is   said   that   human   beings   are   born   spontaneously   at   the
beginning  of the  world.  Because  there .were  no  human  beings
at that time the  Brahmas  die from  their Brahma  world  and  are
born  as  human  beings.  At  that  time  human  beings  are  born
spontaneously.   For  them   Cakkhu,   Sota,   Ghana,  Jivha,   Kaya
and  Vatthu,  six  decads  arise,   but  not  Bhava,   It  is  said  that
they  have  no  sex  at that  time.  Only  after  some  time  did  the
sexes arise.  At Pavatti,  in  life,  all  R0pas except the two  Bhavas
can  arise.

Then   womb-born   beings   include   human   beings,   birds
and  other animals. At Patisandhi there are only three decads -
Kaya,  Bhava  and  Vatthu.  Sometimes  Bhava  is  deficient,  There
are some who are  born  without gender,  without sex.  At Pavatti
all    Rdpas   arise.    Cakkhu,   Sot:a,   Ghana   and    Bhava   can    be
deficient.  Deficient  means  when  it  is t:ime  for Cakkhu  decad  to
arise  it  does  not  arise  and  so  on.  Those  are  called  born-blind,
born-deaf  and   so   on.   These   are   for   beings   in   Kamavacara
realm.
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For  beings  in   R0pavacara   realm  except  Asafifia-sattas
(except    mindless    beings),    at    Patisandhi`    (at    moment    of
relinking),    Cakkhu,    Sota,    Vatthu    decads    and    JTvita-nonad
arise.  These  four  groups  arise  at  Pavatti  or  during  life,  those
four decads  plus  six groups  born  of Citta  and  four groups  born
of  Utu,  these  also  arise.  So  at  Pavatti  (4+6+4)  14  groups  of
matter arise. There are  23  Rtipas.

For    the    mindless    beings    of    Rdpavacara    world    at
Patisandhi  only Jivita-navaka  arises.  At  Patisandhi  there  is  only
one  nonad  -  JTvita-navaka.  At  Pavatti  there  is  JTvita-navaka
plus   Suddhatthaka    (pure   octad)    and    Lahut:adekadasaka   of
Utuja-kalapas..  For mindless  beings at Patisandhi  there are only
nine   kinds   of   material   properties.   During   life   there   are   17
material   properties.   These   are   the   decads   which   arise   at
Patisandhi   and   during   life.   There   are   some   which   can    be
deficient.

sadhu.!  Sadhu!  sadhu!

[End  of Chapter Six]
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VIPASSANA (INSIGHT) MEDITATION CENTFiES [N NIALAYSIA

•      BODHYARAMA IIERNIIAGE afuala Kubu Bharu Meditation Retreat
Centre)
Tel: 03-3341  5605 / 013-369-7531 ®erson in charge: Dr. Wong/Flora)

•       BUDI)HA SASANANUGGAHA SO CIETY
795-K Jalan Mas 8, Taman Kejasama, Bukit Beruang, 75450 Melaka
Tel:  06-232 5346      Email: sassana@Dd.iaring.mv

•      BUDDHST HERNITAGE -LUNAS
Lot 297 Kaapong Seberang Sungai, 09600 Lunas, Kedah
Tel:  04-484 4027     Email: budherm@tm.net.mv

•      BUDDHlsT wlsDOM CENTRE a3wc)
14 Jalan 22/27A, Damansara Jaya 47400, Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Tel:   03-7727 7119      Email: bwc@auantrmm.com.mv

•       BUKIT nmRTAJAM BUDDHIST h4EDITATloN CENTRE
34 Medan Tembihai, Taman Sri Rambai, 14000 Bukit Mertqj.am, Sefberang Prai
Tengah
Chai Peng Hcoi: 0124749883; Satryutta Soon Beng: 012-4855770

•      DHARMA LIGHT nmDITATloN CENTRE
Lot 3106 Parit IIqji Omar Q'arit 3)
Api Api, Pontian 81200 Johor, Tel: (07)-6952693. Abbot: The Ven. Jofipanna

•      MALA¥slAN BUDDHIST ItmDITATloN CENTRE omMC)
355 Jalan Mesjid  Negeri,11600 Pulau Pinang
Tel/Fax: 04-282 2534     Email: mbmc@tm.net.mv

•      PERSATUAN BUDDIIIST ELm PERAK
1125 A-B, Jalan Jawa, 36000Teluk Intan, Perak. Tel: (05)i521 7657
Bro. Hor Ah Ha, Tel: 05rd21 4042, 012-5698046, Email: horaha46@vahoo.com

•      SABAH VIPASSANA REDITATI0N CENTRE
lst Floor, Lot 30-32, Kiam Yap hdustries Estate, Mile 5.5 Off Jln Tuaran
P.OJ3ox 10298, 88803 Kota Kinabalu, Sal>ah, Tel.:  088427 589

•       sANTlsuREARAMA nmDITATION CENTRE
39 Jalan Johor, 84900 Kota Tinggi, Johor
Tel:  07-883 8569      Fax: 07-883 6857      Email: ktba(@tm.net.mv

•       sASANARAKlmA BUDDHST SANCTUARY (SBS)
c/o 28 & 30 (1st Floor), Jln. Medan Taiping, 34000 Talping, Perak
Tel: 05-8084429, Fax: 05-8084423, Email: office@,sasanaraldcha.org

•       SHLANGOR BtJDDIIIST VIfASSANA REDITATI0N SOCIETY (SBVMS)
23 Jalan SS3rs7, 47300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Tel/Fax:   03-7873 9168      Email: sbvus@vahoo.com

•      SUBANG JAVA BUDDmsT AssoclATION (s]BA)
Lot 12593 Jalan Kewajipan, SS 13 Subang Jaya, 47500 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Tel:   03-5634 8181      Fax: 03-56315262    Email: siba(ato.iaringmv

•      TAlplNG INSIGHT nmDITATloN CENTRn
96 Lorong 4, Taman Bersatu, Kg. Bayan, 34000 Taiping, Perak
Tel:  05-805 2977 / 05-806 6842     Email: sbsmail@maxis.net.mv
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Suggested websites for Pali Scripture Studies.

Access to hsicht
htto://www.accesstoinsicht.or8r

The Buddhist Society Western Australia
htto://www.bswa.ore/

Ancient Buddhist Text
htto://www.ancient-buddhist-texts.net/

Bodhi Moustery
htto://www.bodhimonasterv.net

The Dharmafarer Website
hfty://dharmafarer.goo§1epages.com/

Sutta Readings
htto://www.suttareedinas.net/

eTipitaka Quotation
htto://studies.worldtioitaka.ordr

Sutta Central
htto:/^mmv.suttacentral.net/

Wikipitaka - The Completing Tipitaka
http ://tipitaka.wikia. com/wiki/Main  Page

Chattha Sangayana - VRI
htto://www.tinitaka.org/index.shtml

Bhavana Society
http://www.bhavanasociety.org/
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